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LA I CIAIPl".AN KE:!ENY: Will the meeting please come to
TMI
' 'V79 2 order. This is the opening of the fifth set of open hearings

de 1
3 of the President's Commission on the Accident at Three Mile
4 Island.

5 I have been asked by the members of the Comi.ssion

6 to make an announcement that we are going to attempt, if

7 humanly possible, to condense these hearings into a single day,
8 to leave the Ccemission = ore " e tomorrow for planning for the
9 future. We all feel the pressure of our deadline coming up on

10 us, and the Commission is trying to get as much planning done
11 as possible.

12 Would counsel please call the first witness?

13 MR. HARVEY: Kevin Molloy, please.

1 -t- CHAIP24AN KEMENY: Would you swear in the witness?
.

' If Whereupen,

16 KEVri J. MOLLOY

17 was called as a witness and, after being first duly sworn,
18 was examined and testified as follows:

19 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: May I ask you to state for the

20 record your full name and your present position? :
!

I

21 MR. MCLLOY: My name is Kevin J. Molloy. I'm the
I
'

>

{ 22 director of the Dauphin County Office of Emergency Prepared-
i
V

23 ness, in Harrisburg. ',
s
I
I 24 CHAI?l4AN KE:CIY: Thank you. Counsel?
, |

} 25 MR. HARVEY: Mr. Molloy, I think ic would be helpful
'

,

,i 'gN
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2
I for the C0= mission if we had an idea of what you do in your
2 position. Could you describe your duties en a day-to-day basis?
3 MR. MOLLOY: Basicall.y , I'm in charge of a joint
4 department up in Dauphin County, the civil defense, or Emergen-

S cy Preparedness Office, and also the County Communications
6 Center. The County Cc=munications Center, we control the

|
t

7 police, fire, and a=bulance dispatching and ccmmunications I

,

8 frequency for the county. On the civil defense end, we assist

9 in drawing up plans for those that request it, help local
10 municipalities with filling out project applications fo r f und-
11 ing and provide training to the local civil defense people.
12 MR. HARVEY: Ncw, when did you assu=e this position?
13 MR. MOLLOY: I was appointed by Governor Shapp in.
14 April of 1974.

15 MR. FARVEY : When you arrived in 1974, what was the
16 situation in the county with respect to emergency planning?
17 MR. MOLLOY : It was in very peor shape. The entire

18 department was in very poor shape, as far as the physical

19 facilities that we had to use. We were in very cramped space.
20 And there had not been that much planning or getting involved

!
!

21 in anything when I came on bcard. !

'

>
! 22 MR. HARVEY: Did the local municipalities have writtenr

3 .

!

'

23 plans?,
1 i
I ;

i 24 MR. MOLLOY: No, they didn't. They did act ccme up
w

} 25 'with any type of written plan at all, until the weekend of the

i

l
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3

I particular incident. "'here has not been a great deal of inter-

2 es t on the part of local municipalities to participate in an

3 emergency preparedness program.

4 MR. HARVEY: Could you give us an example of that,

5 please?

I
6 MR. MOLLOY: Well, several things that we did to

7 help the local directors , as an exa=cle , a resource manual, |
|
|8 which to me is an extremely important document. And it basi- |
i
,

9 cally tells you where vou can get certain things during an

10 emergency situation, such as school buses or things of that
t

I

11 nature. For the icngest "e, we tried to get the loca' '

|
12 directors to come up with a resource manual. We went so far asi

!
#13 to ecce up with a master ccpy, and it put dowrt, as an example, ,
l

14 doctors, nurses, and we left blank spaces, and all they had to ;
t

f

if do was fill in the blank spaces. Out of 40 political sub- !
I

16 divisions in Dauphin County, to the best of my knowledge, I

17 think we had two fill them cut, maybe. That's one example.

18 Another exar:cle is we, at the county level, put en

19 training p.mgrams, perhaps three or four times a year, which !

,

20 we get all cur 1ccal directors in and pass down informaticn
i

21 that we receive frem the state or Federal Government at our
1

y 22 training seru.nars. And once again, I've held them in the
:
5 .

" 23 i lower end of Dauphin Co'mtv, I've held them at the court house,2 -

2
I

y 24 which is basically in the middle of Dauphin County, and we' ve
T,

.! 2.< | held them in the uc. c. er end. And our normal attendance .at these
-

i \r\\'a

| g, i-

t
.
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4

I meetings was about five or six local directors out of 40.
2

MR. FJuTIEY : Dauphin County includes Three Mile
3 Island nuclear pcwer plant, does it not?
A

MR. MOLLOY: Yes, sir.

5 MR. HARVEY: Ncw, did you develop, during your ternt
6 in office, a plan with respect to Three Mile Island?
7 MR. MOLLOY: Yes, in 1975, early 1975, we developed
8 basically an operations manual, a combined resource and opera-
9 tions manual, for the emergency personnel down in the five-

10 mile area.

II MR. EARVEY: Could you describe what you were seeking
12 to achieve by the plan?

13 MR. MOLI,0Y : Basically, to =ake sure that we knew

14 where our resources were in advance, that everybody understood
15 their responsibility during an incident. The police knew

16 exactly what they were going to do, fire, and so forth. In

17 addition, when we did ccme up with that, we once again explained
18 to the local directors and so forth that it is their respon-
19 sibility to also come up with a loc 11, more ce=crehensive

|

20 plan, which met with no success at all.
|
i

21 MR. EARVEY: In other words , they didn ' t come up with
>
1 22 a plan? !

r I
3 !v

|7 22 MR. MOLLOY: No, not at all.
1 ;

1

J 2.t |
MR. FARVEY : Ncw, why was the five-mile radius ,

e. ,, ,

x. u.

3 25 iselected? a -

I i /,'

'

i

!

i
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5

1 MR. MOLLOY: To the best of =f kncwledge, that deci-

2 sien came from the state. And I just found out recently, the

3 basis for that apparently is that at each plant, the NRC

4 requires that you have a plan for the lw pcpulaticn ene. It

5 varies frem plant to plant. And they decided to ecme out with

6 a standard for acrcss the state.

7 MR. HARVEY : With a five-mile radius, would that plan

8 recuire you to coordinate with any other counties with respect

9 to the resources you would use?

10 MR. MCLI,0Y : Yes, we would coordinate with Cumberland

11 County, as an example, to get additional rescurces in.

12 MR. HARVEY: Turning to the "hree .MJ.le Island inci- I

13 dent itself, on Wednesday, the 28th, could you describe hcw

1.1 you learned abcut the incident?

15 MR. MOLLOY: Well, I first got a phone call, seme-

16 where in the vicinit/ of five to ten minutes after 7:00 in the
17 morning. I received a phene call at =f residence, from

18 Margaret Riley, And she advised me that they had had an inci-

19 dent dcwn at Three Mile Island. My basic concern was, da we
-

20 have to evacuate or anything. And she indicated not. While !
l.

21 .Mrs . Riley was -- while I was en the phene with he: -- I have

$ 22 a fire mcnitor at home -- =f ccmmunicaticns center, which
r
s

$ 23 operates 24 hcurs a day, was calling =e over that particular
.

e
i

j 24 i unit to clear =f phone, which I did. And then they basically
. ,

s !

j 25 , advised of the same thing, that an incident had occurred. So
1

.

I

i -

| \ { *
\,
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I I told them that I'd be in shortly. A few rdnutes later, I

2 headed into the courthcuse.
3 MR. HARVEY: All right. Could you describe generally
4 what your activities were during Wednesday?
5 MR. MCLLOY: Basically, during Wednesday -- well, Aike
6 when I first got in the courthouse, as an example, I called
7 over to PEMA, which is the state Emergency Management Agency,

.

I

8 to find out basically what was going cn. And then I passed

9 the infomation on to sc=e of the lccal directors and a couple i

10 of the adjoining counties and state police, made several calls
11 to people. Basically, throughout the day Wednesday, this is
12 what we did, we took what little info =ation we received from

13 the state and passed it on to the locals.

14 MR. EARVEY: So am I correct that the chain of infor-
13 =ation would be from PEMA, the state Emergency Management

16 Agency, to your organization and to other county organizaticns,

17 and you, in turn, would pass that info =ation along to che

18 municipalities?

19 MR. MOLLOY : Right. Concerning Tnree Mile Island,

be procedure that occurred was what we had planned.20 The site ;
I

21 notifies my office and also the state. Then the state channels
5
5 22 the information back down to me, and then I get it to the local
r
3

23 directors.
.

i '

i 24 MR. HAR75Y: So you would expect to get in fo =ation
!-
,;

} 25 from the state to pass along to the localities. And then, in i

i

I

!

, . n, .rsn !

,/ i Uv
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1 turn, the information chain would go in reverse order from the

2 municipalities to you to the state.

3 MR. MOLLOY: Right.

4 MR. HARVEY: All right. Now, was Thursday roughly

5 the same kind of activity?

6 MR. MOLLOY: Rigat. Basically, during Thursday, we ,

!

7 were ence again in tcuch with the locals throughout the day ,
,

8 tella.ng them that they'd better work en plans if they didn't
9 have anything.

10 MR. HARVEY: What kinds of plans were you asking them

11 to work en?

12 MR. MCLLOY: Well, just to make sure that, in the

13 event an evacuation was necessarf, that they knew which way

14 they were going to let traffic flew, what. resources would they

15 need, would they need extra huses, extra traffic control,
.

16 things of that nature.

17 MR. HARVEY: Did they have written plans at that

18 tire?
,

19 MR. MCLLOY: No, they did not, f
4

!

20 MR. HARVEY: Did any of the cc:=:tunities within a '

1

21 five-mile radius of the plant have written plans? I

|

I a.o MR. MCLLOY: No.z;
{-
,3

"
>

m- MR. HARVY.Y : All right. What happened *u ast of ;-a
m e

} ;

; 24 "'hurs day ? '

E I
j , e., I MR. MCLLOY : Durine Thursdar, then, I net with4.

!
' Oh

.
g +; 4

*

! '. lU/< ,
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S

I different rescurce groups that I knew we might deal with, like
2 the Red Cross and our radio amateur people for extra cctmunica-{
3 tions and things of that nature. So once again, we were pass-
4 ing what little information we had en to the locals. And then

5 we at our level were making our contacts with the people that
i

6 we normally work with.
!
!7 MR. M Tff: At this point, was the infor.:ation chain!

l8 appearing to be working?

9 MR. MOLLOY : Yes, to the best of =y kncwledge, it

10 appeared to be at that particular time.

11 MR. HAR7Cf: Could vou tell us what happened on-

1
I

12 Friday morning? ,

,

!

13 MR. MOLLOY: Okay. About -- oh, once again, we were
|

14 there all' night. And basically, frca 8:00, we were in the

15 process of notifying people in the ten-mile area and so forth.

16 We were just spreading the word out a little ait further to

17 the emergency pecple. About 8:34 -- well, about 3:00, I

18 received a call frcm the state E=ergency Management Agency
,

i
19 that' they were still ecoling the unit dcwn, there basically was!

|

20 no change, no off-site problems at all.
1

21 MR. M /EY: That was an ordinary progress repo rt?
q
i

{ 22 MR. MOLLOY: Well, at that particular time, there wasf
r
5

$ 23
i

no set schedule as far as getting reports. . would either call |n
I
J 24 them or they wculd call us, basically about everf hour or two
-
,

I .o.c I hours . About 3 : 34 cn Fridav T.o rnine , I received a call frcm

!

/
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I a Jim Floyd, who's an e=plcyee down at the Th:.ae Mile Island

2 gacility,

3 MR. HARVEY: He's emolcyed by Metrcpolitan Edisen? '

4 MR. MOLI,0Y : Correc . And he wanted me to have the
3 state E=ergency Management Agency call him immediately. A

6 rather rapid phone ccnversation. I don't remember it word for

7 word. So then I 4---adiately got a hold of the state and
|

3 explained to them that they were to call this gentleman back.
|

9 MR. EAWEY: If I can stop you there, an employee of

10 Met:cpolitan Edison called you and asked you to call the state

II to have the state call him?

12 MR. MOLLOY: That's correct.

13 MR. HARVEY: fDidhesaythereasonforit?
i'

I4 MR. MOLLOY: I don't recall, as I said, the specifics

15 of the particular conversatic,n,ygt';rg tM: s t .ars ver f short
16 and that he wanted the state to get in touch with him as

17 rapidly as possible.

18 MR. EARVEY: Okay. And you callec the state and
i

19 asked them to get in touch with him? I
!
|

20 MR. MOLLOY: That 's correct. !
t

!

21 MR. HARVEY: What happened then?
|
|w

1 22 MR. MOLLOY: Okay, then about 3:54 that =crning, I !r
:3
1v

23 received a call frem the state, the Pennsylvania Emergencyp
.

i 2.t | Management Agency, saying that they ' d had another incident on I

. ,

s 1

} 25! site, but that no evacuation was needed. And, as I say, that
1

' : /7 1 !1
; . i7 i i ! '
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I vas about 3:54. So I passed that informaticn on to the local

2 people and so forth. About 9:25, I received a call frem Col.

3 Henderson.

4 MR. HARVEY: Who is Col. Henderson?
5 MR. MoLLoy: He's the director of the state Emergency
6 Management Agency. He indicated -- once again, I don't remem - i

!7 ber the specifics -- but basically that tnere had been some '

8 type of release and that a decision was being made, and
9 probably very shortly I'd be getting a call, saying that we

10 were te start an evacuation procedure.

11 MR. HARVEY: Well, did you get the i=pressica that

12 this was just advance notice, that the official call was en its
13 way?

14 MR. MOLLOY: That's correct.

15 MR. HARVEY: All right. What did you do?

16 MR. MOLLOY: Okay, '~ adiately what we did is -- I

17 had other staff reccers in there with me -- we put the fire
18 ccmpanies en standby and notified the different groups , talked

19 to the schcols in the area, and s o f o r*:h. I went over WHP

20 radio, which is. the primary emergency broadcast station, and

21 advised that, you knew, there had been an incident down there

f22 and, as a result of t ae incident, there was a possibility thac
i ;

$ 23 | ve might have to evacuate, and :.f we did, !

that this is what j1 .

f24 the pecple should take with them and basically this is where
,

, I
\

J 25 ; they should go. And we picked cut two staging areas, one in
| |

!
t

/ 1/f 1 ') I1

, . ,_
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I Harrisburg and one in Hershey.

2 MR. HAEEY: So that you.got a call frcm Col.

3 Henderson, saying, in effect, that you would be getting a call
4 very soon to evt.cuate, and that was sort of advance notice?

5 MR. Mc GOY: That's the way I interpreted the call.

6 MR. HARVEY: And then you went en the radio to tell

~ pecple that if they had to evacuate, this is what they should

8 he doing?

9 MR. MOEOY: That's correct.

10 MR. HARVEY: And what that broadcast?

11 MR. MOLLOY : YEs, it was.

12 IiR. HARVEY : All right. Did you receive the official

13 call shortly after going en the radia?

14 MR. MOLLOY: No , we didn ' t. The next call we got

15 from the state -- and I personally den' t recall receiving it -
16 but =y staff has indicated to =e it was scmewhere around 10:00,

17 with an update on the situation.

le MR. HARVEY: And 10 :00 was roughly the *"e that the

19 governor issued his advisory for people to take cover?

!
20 MR. MOLLOY: From what I can understand. I did not !

l
21 hear it myself. We were rather busy at that particular tu e. ;

,

}>
1 22 MR. HARVEY: So that from what you knew, you'd I

15

I'
u

23 received a call that an evacuation was abcut to take place, i
,
e
7 |

I 24 you ' d notified pecple over the radio , and then no evacuation j
.
p

} 25 did take place.
i
i

'

1 1 7h/j/I

s . | |J j|
.
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1 .,

I MR. MOLI,0Y : That 's correc..

2 MR. HAR7EY: New, during Friday, did ycu sts. . to
.

3 expand the plans that ycu' d worked en frc= five miles to a
a larger radius?

f MR. MOLLOY: That was, I think, late Friday night
6 that we started expanding the plans. After I went en che

,

1

radio and after the initial notification of everybcdy, then we '7

8 got in touch with the locals and we told them that if they
7 didn't have anything planned up to this stage of the ga=e,

10 they had better get it done fast, because we we.m' t sure what
|11 was go:.ng to take place.
|
!

12 MR. EARVEY: And then later en Friday, you wculd havei!

!
13 to start plannine for a ten-nile radius?

-

,

-
i

14 MR. MOLLOY: It seems, as I sav, late Friday night
i

that we really started getting into the ten-mile planning15 '

16 effort.

17

18

'
19

!

i

20

n-*l

h
j .SS.
e,
5

*3 I42
e .

I !
: e~4 'a
= i

1
4 2f -( )\h,
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DCl 1 MR. HAR'E? : Did that present any pa.rticular greb-

t. -79 2 lems as opposed to the five mile plan?

3 MR. MCIICY : Yes, it did. If you got involved with

4 a five mile situation, that was strictly an interccanty eva-
5 cuation. In other werds we had the shelter capacity within

I-

6 the county. We had rescurces frem the ncrthern end of the
,

|

7 county that could be utilized and once we expanded cut to ten
,

8 miles, that literally cut away about half of our shelter capa-
1
i

9 bility, half of cur resources that we could une and also it '

10 included seme of the hospitals.
)
i

11 MR. HAR'E?: So, frcm five miles to ten miles, you
'

12 would have to start cecrdinating with cther counties and '

13 start verrying abet hospital evacuations?-

!I4 MR. MCIOCY: That is ccrrect. I

!
15 MR. HAR'EI: Was the ten mile radius expanded that !

:

16 weekend?

.
i/ MR. MCIiCY: Cn Saturday mcrning is when we started ,

|
18 some planning tcwards the 20 mile and, of ccurse, we geared !

19 i

scre into that thrcughcut the day on Saturday and late Satur- '

~C : day.'

| ,

2I
I MR. HAR'EI: All right. At whose reque st did veu

-
'>

4$*=

?. ! begin to plan for 20 miles?
.

3 .

v
23

-? , MR. MCI.I.CY : This was based en informacien received'

x |

: a4 - .

state acencv.= ' ::cm tne. , - -
's

i ,<
* -, MR. HAR'CI: All right. Ncw, we can go 2p te late

?: 1i
i ,
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1 Saturday night or early Saturday morning, Was an information
2 flew problem developing at the county level?

3 MR. MCLLCY: To the best of my knowledge that sort

of seemed to crop up scmetime- Saturday and that is when we4

S were getting calls frem citizens saying that they had heard
6 this on the radio or --

7 MR. HARVEY: Could you give us a specific example?
8 MR. MCLLCY: Well, as far as the bubble was concerned,
9 it seemed to me as though we found that cut from a citizen who

.

10 had something en the radio about a bubble. The exact time,

11 whatever, I just can't remember, but that type of thing er
,

12 there had been a release.

13 MR. EARVEY: The citizen would call your office to

14 ask about informatien?

15 MR. MCLLCY: Right. They would ask us to verify it
16 cr what did we knew about it.
17 MR. HARVEY: And what was your response?
18 MR. MCLLOY: Well, in many cases we didn 't kacw and
19

then what we had to do is we had to turn around and call the
20 state agency and say we just received a phone call and seme-
21 body heard scmething on the air and a lot of times they were -

b t

[ 22 not |aware of what was going en either in terms of what was
5
v i

| 23 being disseminated to the public and it just presented a i

I
24

=. Oroblem.
i

.

5 i .

t ne f' *'
MR. HARVEY: Ncw, as of Saturday night, did youri

l

i

I -
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DC3 1 organication and Senator Gekas call Lt. Governor Scranton's

2 office about this information problem?

3 MR. MCLLOY: Yes, that was somewhere around 11 o' clock

or 11:30 at night and my commissioners were in there and,4 as

5 I say, at that particular time, we felt that we were not get-
6 ting information in advance. It j ust appeared that the public:

I
|7 knew, perhaps, more of what was going on down at the site thani

8 we d id . Senator Gekas called the Governor's office; couldn't

9 get through to him and then he called the Lt. Governor's office..

l10 I don't remember who he talked to, but basically what he said
11 is that we were unsatisfied with the type of information that
12 we were getting and that we were very seriously considering
13 an evacuation ourselves the next morning unless the problems
I4 were straightened out to our satisfaction.

15 MR. HARVEY: What happened then?

16 MR. MCLLOY: Well, I received a call Se from the

17 Lt. Governor about 2 o' clock that morning. He as.ied if we

18 were contemplating an evacuation. I indicated that we were

19 and I explained to him what we felt our problem was in terms

20 of information ficw. He indicated several reasons why we |

2I shouldn 't do it and I told him that we had discussed it, but
> i

}22 that we would like to see him in the morning and that we wouldi
5

V
23

? make our decision based on what was accomplished at that part i-
) | '

5 2# cular meetinc. f! !
'

t me !' '- MR. HARVEY: Could you describe what happened at the<
i

!

W i-
.- ,
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1 meeting?

2 MR. MCLLCY: Basically, once again, we went over the
3 fact that'we felt that we were not getting infer =ation, that
4 we didn't appreciate press conferences being called and us
5 finding out things second, third, fourth, fifth hand. We alec*

6 explained to him what we had acccmplished in terms of our

7 planning effort. We explained to him, as an example, problems.
8 that you run into with the hospitals. You don't just pick up

9 a hospital and move it.

10 MR. ENRVEY: Did you discuss the lead time involved
11 in evacuation at all?
12 MR. MCLLCY: There was a discussion concerning timest;
13 times that it would take. As an example, with the hospitals,
14 we gave him -- one of my staff members gave him a time of about

,

IS 48 hours to move the hospitals.

16 MR. HARVEY: Did he seem surprised by that?
17 MR. MCLLCY: He was surprised; extremely, I think.
18 I don 't think that he was fully aware of some of the problems
19 that we were facing at our particular level and, perhaps, this
20 was paru of the problem, too.

I

21 I
MR EARVEY: Would you say that the information flowi

|
w

[ 22 problem was the biggest problem that you encountered during the5
U

i

23
_? evacuation sequence over the weekend? I

i

f I

f 2# MR. MCLLCY: I would say, basically, it was -- the
i

s
! oc* --

chain of command during any inc ident at all -- you have a chain

4iCif l'l . o:
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DOS 1 of command for your flew of information and a chain of command

2 that you utilire for requests fer assistance and so forth and
3 the requests for assistance, up and down the chain, there was
4 no problem. We would make a request and get it verified and
5 so forth. There was no problem there. But it seemed this

6 informaticnal flew scmewhere at the state level, it just fell
7 apart. It was not going as planned.

8 MR. EARVEY: Thank you. I have no further questions.

9 GTLU4AN ICMFLNY: Thank you, Ccunsel.

10 Mr. Molloy, could I ask you, clearly you must have
II given a great deal of thought since the accident about all of
12 the things that happened. If you wanted to. make one, two or

13
three major reccmmendations for improve =ents, what would you

I4 consider would be most important?
l *'

MR. MCLLOY: Well, I think that we have to have ~ seme
16 changes in the laws that govern emergency preparedness. As I
I7

say -- and I don"t think it is, per ha ps , unique to Pennsylvania,
18 but at the local level, where you get involved with a 1ccal
19

volunteer director who is not paid er supported by his 1ccal
'O^

j elected officials, not required to have any training and thingp
I

21
is a .eul problem because your emergency |o f that nat ure , that

w
1 2^'

planning and preparedness starts at the local level. It
r
3
y

23
? doesn't start at the federal, state or ccunty level. That is
1

"f cne big reccmmendation.
.

,

I
2 ~5 I*

i The secend reccmmendation, L:''a. event
; ; :- -like this ever!

1
i

t.
,

'
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; happens in the future, I wish people at higher levels of

2 government than the county would learn what the chain of com-

3 mand is, which is very simple and just folicw the chain of

4 command. It just saves everybody an awful lot of headaches.

5 Those, just off the top of my head, are basically recommenda-

6 tions that I would make.

7 CEAIRMAN 'ME.NY : Professor Marrett.

8 CCMMISSICNER MARRETT: I wculd like to get clear on

9 what happened with reference to your contact with the locali-

10 ties. I believe you said, after having learned of the event

11 at Three Mile Island, you contacted the localities and indica-

|

12 ted a need for them to develop plans with reference to evacua-'
i

13 tion. ! .

14 MR. MOLLOY: We notified the local municipalities

15 and basically what we were telling them was that if you have
16 sometning, you had better review it and if you don 't have some -

17 thing, then you really had better get your act tcgether.
18 CCMMISSICNER MARRETT: Now, as I understand your

19 county plan, it includes a whole section on evacuat:.on, does
.

20 it not? f
,

!21 MR. MCLLCY: Cur county plan mainly listed the major!
,>. !

( 22 evacuation routec that would be used to take people from out ;
I

5
i"

23
; of the danger area. What you need at the local level -- and I
7

iI 24 let's take Middlatewn as an exangle they have to have a |
--

!!
'

25 plan that shews where all of the small streets -- you know,
! 8 |

'

, m
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D07 1 which way the traffic is going to ficw, where they need traf-

2 fic control, things of that nature. That has to be done dcwn
3 at their particular level. It can't be done at a ecunty level.

4 CCMMISSICNER MARRETT: But you are 4.ndicating that

5 a number of localities did not have such detailed plans at the
6 t ime . Is that right?

7 MR. MCLLOY: None of them did.

8 CCMMISSIOER MARREM: Then what assurance was there
9 to the general public that, in fact, the county cculd have

10 evacuated people successfully, if, in other words, all of these
il details were missing? Was there any assurance that you could
12 have evacuated?

13 MR. MCLLOY: Well, I think in the five mile ene,

14 we definitely could have. The bauic thing with having a plan
15 in writing, of course , is that it facilitates an operation.
16 In Dauphin County, since 1974, we have been involved in several
17 major emergencies, ficod, tornado, things of this nature and
13 each and every time the situation has cropped up, it has been
19

handled extremely well and so.forth, efficiently, by the emer-
4' O ' gency personnel. And I think, unfertunately, this is always '

!

I .

t he attitude is, well, everytime: semething has happened in thet
'

1

>

I 22 past, we have handled it. We have evacuated people. We have !5

J '~, Ij moved them and so forth; therefore, we don't need anything in ,
a

n

I
'f# writing.

a I

1
'

2 ~< ,*
|

!' CCM CSSIONER MARREM : You are suggesting that therel
l'Q 191j i/ _i j-
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very much attention to developing plans because plans1 was not

2 were peripheral to the response. Is that the way it has been

3 viewed?

4 MR. MOLI.CY: Well, like I say, I think that most of

5 the people felt if anything ccmes up, we will handle it and !

6 we don 't have to have anything in writing.
i
i

7 CCMMISSICHER MARRSTT: But apparently, po st TM!, youk

8 idea about developing additional plans suggests that that was

9 a limited view. In other words, you are talking about planning

10 now. So, is this a changed position?

11 MR. MCLLCY: Well, I am saying at the lccal level
,

i
!

12 they felt that they didn't need anything in writing. i

|
13 CCMMISSICER MARRET"': I am concerned abcut the local

.

14 as related to the county, because the county plan assumes cer :
l15 tain actions on the part of localities. If the lccalities have

16 not developed the plans, to what extent could the county re-
17 spend effectively?

18 MR. MOLLOY: Well, basically, what we would have

19 done is as the croblems cropped up in terms of traffic control
,

|

20 and things of that nature, is as they made requests for assis :
!

!21 ' tance and so forth, filled them as rapidly as possible.
|

>
?, 22 CCMMISSICNER MARREN: Cne final question with re-
5
u

y 23 ; ference to the planning activities at the county level, when ,

i I

i 24 ' ycu were developing the Dauphin County plan, to wha t extent-
"

,

~ < '4- did the TMI site plan make any difference? In other words, did
;

,

i iems
.
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C09 1 you take into account the TMI plan?

2 MR. MCLLCY: Not really. Ours was geared strictly

3 o ff s it e .

4 CCMMISSICNER MRETT: Were you familiar with that

5 plan?

6 MR. MCLLOY: Not extremely familiar with it at all, i
I,

7 no.

8 CCMMISSICIER MARRETT: Any integration with the

9 other planning that has gene on?
.

10 MR. MOLLCY: The basic interconnect between the
11 site and the county would be through the ccmmunications chan-

12 nels of notification that an inca. dent has cccurred. That is

13 about where the biggest planning effort was =ade with the
14 utility.

15 CCMMISSICNER MARRETT: So, in terms of identifying

16 the kinds of events that could place, that was not scmething
17 that wculd have been eccrdinated. It was on a communication
18 on the transmission of information. Is that correct?

l9 MR. MCLI.CY: That is correct. Yes, ma'am.

20 CHAIRFAN DS:Ff: Dr. Marks. !
1

21 |CCMMISSICNER MARKS: Mr. Molicy, does your office |

!
*

} 22 have any activity or involvement in terms of the prevention
s
y -

23
J cr minimiring adverse effects on the health and safety of the
i I
t 24 ;' public in the event of a disaster? i

,

*

s i

3 2 ~" ' !
*

! MR. MCLLCV- ''as, sir. The Imergency Preparedness
*

t

() 1 77 I

, -
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1 Crganization is to, hopefully, try and alleviate as many prob-
2 lems as possCble.

3 CCMMISSIONER MARKS: Right. Above and beyond the

4 actual physical evacuation?

5 MR. MCLLOY: Yes, s ir .

6 CCMMISSICNER MARKS: Could you describe for us what

7 sert of procedures you have in place, what sort of programs
8 you have ongoing with respect to public education or other

9 activities whose goals are to minimize or prevent adverse

10 effects to the health of the public in the event of an accident
11 such as the TMI accident?

12 MR. MOLLOY: Well, just to cite a couple of examples,
13 as I say, we try to have a training program for local directors,
14 so that they know what resources they have on hand in their
15 community that they can, in the event of an emergency situation,
16 literally put their hands right on it or if they don't have it',.

17 they can let us know what they don't have and then we can get
18 it fast. The faster you can get help in, say, during a flood,
19 you can move people out fa ster , get shelters open. We work

20 very closely with the Red Cross. They man our shelter facil-

21 ities -- to make sure that we have shelters, cots, blankets
>

1 22 and things of that nature. And then even after the fact, as
5
u

23
? an example, we will take a flood. We try to line up volunteers
i

i{24 to work with the fire comcanies and other existing units to

20 | help clean things up and gec the people back in their hcmes
i
'

I , o tl
,,Oi ! 'h'

,I
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Doll 1 as rapidly as possible.

2 CCMMISSICtTER MARKS: Do you have any programs de-

3 signed to try and interm or educate the public with regard to
4 the real or potential harard, say, of radioactivity?
5 MR. MCLLOY: Not dealing specifically with that. In

6 the past, myself, my assistant, we have gone out and gave talks
i

7 to many groups to try and make them aware of the program. I !

8 know of one particular ti.ne, we got some pamphlets in . I

9 think it was entitled "In Time of Emergency", basically what
10 you do in an emergency situation. We had an article in the

11 paper about it, if anybody was inter e sted , as far as the gen- !
i

12 eral public was concerned, to get a copy, just give us a call,l
,

i

l13 give us your name and address and we will send you a copy. And

14 out of about 230,000 residents of Dauphin County, we got a

15 recuest, I think, for one or two.

M CCMMISSICITER .vARKS: One or two.

17 MR. MCLLCY: That was about it.

18 CCMMISSICNER .v>JtKS: Has there been any increased

19 intere st in these activities since the accident?
20 MR. MOLLCY: There has been a marked increase in
21 intere st on the part of the public, but, I think, more import-

.

g22 antly, on the parr of the local, elected officials and the
|5

V
23 !

_? local emergency preparedness personnel, wbr didn't have the !
I
e 9 |'4

time before. What we hoping to do, new that we have the in -
'S''

terest there, to expand it Lnto more than just str ictly !
I

gsq 1 O

~ ,
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1 related to TMI. Now, is a good time to go with the whole ball

2 of wax. Unfortunately, I think, perhaps a month or so after

3 the incident cccurred, I set up a meeting -- I had Dr. Pali-

4 dino, who is the dean of engineering up at Penn State Univer-

5 sity. He agreed to ccme down on his own time. He brought

6 another gentlemen with him. I think it was Roger Grundland,

7 a nuclear physicist, as I recall and I had Bill Dornsife frem

8 the State Bureau of Radiological Protection and basically what

9 we wanted to do was to just explain, since things had calmed

10 dcwn and so forth, what basically had happened dcwn at the

11 plant. What radiation is and what it can do -- just a very

12 small educational pregram, as it were. And I sent letters out

13 to all of the local civil defense directors, all of the 1ccal

14 police chiefs, fire chiefs. We sent out, I guess, 125 or 130

15 letters, scmething.like that, and we had 39 people show up for
16 the program.

17 CCMMISSICNER MARKS: Despite the fact that in

18 essence the accident really isn 't ever yet, because the cleanup
|19 job isn't ccapleted, have ycu developed a registly yet of heal'th

20 professionals er health care institutions qualified to deal

21 with accidents such as the Three Mile Island, within Dauphin i
> i

\

[22 County?
J |

?. 23 MR. MCLLCY: No, I have not done it. My medical !

7

{ 2a grcup chief would be ':etter qualified to answer thac and,
i i
1
4 25 obv io usly , he is not here right new.

.,.

.
\ L'

-g-
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DC13 1 COMMISSICNER MARKS: Do you think such a registry

2 is useful?

3 MR. McLLOY: I wculd assume it would be. I know

4 that, as an example, the site has an agreement with Hershey
5 Med Center to handle those particular types of problems, but
6 this is something that should be done.
7 CCMMISSICNER MARKS: Could you let us knew -- you
8 kncv, check with your health chief and let us knew specifi-
9 cally what has been done with regard to such a registry since

10 the accident?

II MR. MCLLCY: Yes.

12
CCMMISSIGNER MARKS: Do you have any recommendations

13 with regard to precedures, plans, supccrt, interaction with
IA the utility cr the State Department of Health cr Bureau of
IS Radiological Protection that wculd help you in sort of mini-
16 mi=ing er preventing adverse effects on the health of the cub-
17 lic7

I3
MR. MCLLOY: I think we are going to have to work

I9 very closely with those groups. I knew I have discussed with
'a

Mr. Gerusky, who is the head cf the State Bureau of Radiclegi-l
AI I'

cal Protection, that we have to come cut with more informat icn\
s

h2 for the general public and the emergency personnel that they !3
"

9 !

J ^3 can understand; really written in layman's terms and so
L fort h .

'1~
* <

Up until this point, have been extremely cusy witn trying !we,

1 oc ,

* '*

to refine what we have acccmplished thus far. In addition,

.

|
.

f,/ ' /
t
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there are a few municipalities that have yet to get es their1

2 written plans and we are trying to cet that. Plus, there is

the regular day to day and then all of the tesrimony -- the3

differenc cc=mittees that we have appeared bef re. Perhaps,
4

5 when things calm down a bit --

6 CCMMISSICNER MARKS: In other words, we ought to let

l7 you go hcme and get to work.

8 Eas Mr. Gerusky responded to your request yet?
9 MR. MCLLOY: We were discussing it ecming down in

10 the car, as a matter of fact, and we will be getting together
11 to work on scme projects.

12

13

11

15

16

17

18

19
!

I20

21

>
1 22

i( i

u
> 23 !
e i

I
i 24
e
* '

i
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TMI ; COMMISSIOtER MARKS : Again, I would appreciate it if
3/02/79
age 3 2. you could keep the Commission informed as to the repense you

3 a=* 96ttA39

4 CMAIRMAN KEMENY: Ccemissioner McBride?

5 CC191ISSICIER MCBRIDE: In respect to your work for

6 the County, I would assume that you had cccasion to participate

7 in conferences across the state or perhaps nationally with res-,
I

g pect to the kind of work that you are respcnsible for? Is that!

ne?9

10 MR. MOLLOY: At the state level?

jj Cf%MISSICIER MC3 RIDE: At the state level.

12 MR. MOLLOY: Yes, sir.

13 CCMMISSIONER MC3 RICE: Are the circumstances that youj

9 describe for Dauphin County typical of circumstances across the

15 State of Pennsylvania, or were they the exception?

16 MR. MCLLOY: You nean in terms of local apathy?

77 CCf'MISSIOtER MC3 RIDE: Preparedness, apathy, yes.

13 MR. MOLLOY: I don't really feel that I would be

j7 qualified to say that. I think Colcnel Hendersen might.

CCESSICIER MC3Rm: Ycu have no feel fcr dat?'

O| !

:liR. MOLLOY: Well, I don't feel it is unique tog i

!
lyg Dauphin County. '

r .

3
v CCMMISSIO!ER MC3 RIDE: I beg your parden? j? -

2 i,

1 MR. MOLLOY: I don' t feel the situation is unique toa 24 I
t-

j Dauphin County.,,
. . . ,

I

! ,.' I T D I')'

i/ }d/,

,
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G 2 1 CCMMISSICNER MC3 RIDE: I see. That is all.

2 CHAIRMAN miENY: Governor Peterson?

3 CCMMISSIONER PE"'IRSON: Mr. Molloy, you testified

4 earlier that Mr. Henderson, head of the Pennsylvania Emergency I

5 Planning Association -- whatever it is called, called you on
,

6 Freiday morning to say that you would be getting an order to
i

7 evacuate in five minutes. Fromwhcmdoyoutakeyourorderstc)
|

8 initiate an evacuation? '

9 MR. MOLLOY: In that particular instance I was under

10 the impression that we would be getting the call from the

11 Governor's office.

12 CCMMISSIONER PETERSON: Is that clear that you don't

13 evacuate unless you get a call directly from the Governor's

14 office?

13 MR. MOLLOY: No. If the situation, when it initially

16 cccurred had been severe enough that the pecple down at the

17 utility felt that an evacuation should be undertaken right off

18 the bat when we received the initial phone call frca the site

19 they were to advise us of that particular thing. I think some {
!

20 people are under the impression that the Governor is the only

21 that can order an evacuation and that is not really, really thei
!

{ 2,' case. In this particular instance the Governor would have '

,

3
I

o. a. issued the order because it involved so many counties. Well,
v
y ,

2
5

* 24 to cite you an example, we had a train wreck in the county in.
-
s i

.i .x one local municipality and the local director ordered an area.

t

I ..

=
"

i*

. i 'l
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sg 3 i evacuation. So an evacuatien order doesn't necessarily have to

2 come from the Governor's office.

3 CCMMISSIONER PE'"ERSON: Could you have ordered the

a evacuation to implement your five mile evacuation plan?

5 MR. MOLLOY: My commissioners and I could have done

6 that, yes.

7 CCM21ISSIONER PETERSON: In p3.anning for an emergency,

3 do you have seme specific plans for dealing with such things

9 as the release of radicactive iodine, or radicactive cesium?

10 M. I M OY: No, sir.

jj CCMMISSIONER PETERSON: For centrolling the use of

12 milk or food that might be centaminated?

13 MR. MOLLOY: No, sir.

7a CC!CiISSIONER PETERSCN': Okay.
.

CHAIRMAN ICDCrf: Could I follcw that question up?33

To whom would vou turn for that kind of information or that16 -

kind of help?l ,e

MR. MCLLOY: To the =ecple at the Bureau of Radio-
la -

logical Protection. You knew, thev would take the information19 -

that thev would receive from the plant as an example and make20 *

I

their decisiens concerning what action should be taken er notg,
i; taken, pass it to o!MA, the state agaencv, and in turn it would

5.
"y

l

,

0 I come dcwn to us. '

y ,

? --
!1

!. 24 ! CHAIRMAN KE2 C Y: That cculd for example sav thac
a '

'e

i | ncne of the milk should be used, or anything?
4 2f i
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1 MR. MOLLOY: Yes, sir.

2 CMAIRMAN KEMENY: Commissioner Trunk?

3 COMMISSICNER TRUNK: Mr. Molloy, I would like to ask

you if an accident like this were to happen in the winter time,.t

5 hcw icng would it take you to evacuate Middletown, or the five

6 mile radius, with snew en the ground?

7 MR. MOLLOY: Well, we feel basically that we could '

g evacuate the five mile ::ene, and we have always felt this, in

9 about six hours. Perhaps you would need an hour to get road

10 crews out.

;j CC11MISSIONER TRUNK: Cn a normal winter day we can ' t

12 get our roads cleaned for a week.

13 MR. MOLLOY: Well, some of the side roads perhaps --

ja the major evacuatien routes - there would be extra problems.

Y u kncv, I want to =ake it clear that, you know, when we say15

16 we can accomplish an evacuation we are not saying that it would

he done without problems. It would be done as safely and ef-;7

ficiently as possible. An interesting thing -- and I would)g

79 assume that part of why you would be referring to winter is

i

,, 0 possibly because of a lot of accidents and things of that nature
.

which could cause a problem, of course --g

> CO!'MISSIONER TRUNK: I am not so much worried about1 22
-'
5
v accidents. Cur interstate highways do not get picughed, i,,

, .3 !
i

a i

} ,,,itakes 9.en a while to get ploughed, our streets in the tcwns are
.=

|

| 2.,,
I impas s able . You can ' t go through them. mean, I juse can't

. ,

t

|

'
. ,

5
ff 6

w
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sg 5 1 see you evacuating in six hours.

2 MR. MOLLOY: Well, as'I say, the six is perhaps more

3 surmerish but as I indicated a minute ago it is going to take

4 longer in the winter, cbviously, to move people out. Just to

5 say that it is going to take ten hours or twelve hours is ex-

6 tremely difficult. It depends en many factors. If we were to ,
i

I

7 have an ice storm which we have been noted to have, no snow but
i

I
g a lot of ice, you are obviously going to have quite a problem I

9 there. The only thing we would hope to do there is get a hold

10 of Penn CCT and the local crews and get them to work a little

jj bit faster than they perhaps might otherwise do.

12 CCMMISSIGNER TRt. INK: Ckay.

13
, , ,

Thank you very much, Mr. Molloy. IN M I D EiY:

ja You are excused. Would counsel please call the next witness?

15 MR. HARVEY: Colonel Hendersen?

16 NMI CCIY: Would counsel swear in the witness

j7 please?

13 **f8'PCC'

19 CCLCNEL ORAN K. HENDERSCN
,

,

- 1

20 was called as a witness and, after being first duly sworn, was|
|

,1 ' examined and testified as follows:. -

? ,, CHAIRMAN KEMCiY: Would you please state your full i
5 't
i IJ
y ,3 name and your current pcsiticn for the record? I

~

2
II 'COL. HENDE3SCN: Gran K. Henderson, Director of the; 34..

I.
; i

} 25 , Pennsylvania Imergency Management Agency,"Commenweal h of

I

!

i

.,
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1 Pennsylvania.

2 CHAIRMAN ICMENY : ':' hank you. Counsel?

3 MR. HARVEY: Colonel Henderscn, could you describe

4 just what the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency is and

5 what its function is in state government?

6 COL. HENDERSON: '"he Agency is responsible for the

7 judicious planning and the coordination and corsaitment of re-

3 sources in times of emergency whether manmade, natural, or

9 enemy attack.

10 MR. HARVEY: Ecw does it coordinate with the state

11 agencies?

12 COL. HENDERSON: Well, we have a very close working

13 relationship but under emergency conditions we activate our

la emergency cperation center which includes membership from all

15 of the Pennsylvania State agencies having emergency responsi-

16 bilities.

17 MR. HARVEY: And in ccnjunction with the day to day

18 operations of the agency, have you draf ted a plan for emergencies

19 in the State of Pennsylvania?
_

20 COL. HENDERSON: We have.

t

21 MR. HARVEY: Could you describe the plan and what !
I
i

! ,, its cbjectives are? !? ''

i
,

'

$,23 CCL. HENDERSON: "'his is a f amily of plans designed 00:

f24 give guidance and directicn to counties and to state agencies !

e
v

.

.! o .c for their areas of responsibility during any kind of a,n , emergency. i
3

,.

j r % LLj
L \J '

| ' \
!
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isg 7 1 situation. '

2 MR. HARVEY: Is part of that plan devoted to emergency

3 planning with respect to nuclear indicents?

4 COL. HENDERSON: Yes.

5 MR. HARVEY: Has the plan been submitted to the

i

6 Nuclear Regulatory Commission for concurrence?
!

7 COL. HENDERSCN: No.
.

|
3

S MR. HARVEY: Could you describe the chain of ce=and
i

9 within the state government in a radiological e=ergency? In |
|10 other words, where would information ficw from one agency to
|

11 another in order to initiate an evacuation or other protective
,

h

12 action?

13 COL. HENDERSON: Under a normal situation, the plant

14 has the responsibility for notifying one, the county in which I

15 the plant is gecgraphically located, and seccndly, my organi-

16 =ation. My organization in turn has a responsibility for noti-

17 fying the Bureau of Radiation Protection and the office of

18 the Departmental Resources; secendly, notifying those counties !
,

19 that are affected within the five nile area; and thirdly, ncti-
,

'O fying other states and state agencies. Felicwing our noti-.

t
i

.7 { fication to the Bureau of Radiaticn Protection of CER,, the

l
$ 22 i Sureau of Radiatien Protecticn is responsible for notifying --
? 1
3 4

", ,3 | for contacting the facility and determining the carameters of. - ~

s !

I
i 24 the incident; returning to us with a prepcsed course of action..
e
w

.I ,c MR. HARVEY: All right. So your agency works in..

-o e

! I

t i r
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j conjunction with the Bureau of Radiation Protection, the Bureau

2 advising you when protective action is necessary, and then your:
1

3 agency, in turn, implementing the action. Is that correct?

4 COL. HENDESSCN: That is correct.

5 MR. EARVEY: Ncv, do I understand that the nuclear inr-
|

6 cident plan that PE24A, your agency, has concerns of -- or at

the time of the incident was limited to a five mile radius?7 ,

t

COL. EINDERSON: That is correct,8

i

MR. HARVEY: Could you tell us hcw that five mile9

radius was reached?10

COL. HENDERSON: Yes. Based on the three nuclear sitajj

i

12 facilities we have within the Commenwealth of Pennsylvania, the!
i

safety annex prepared by the NRC for each of those installations13
I
i
irequired cne at Peach Bottom, which is in York County, to have),

the data to identify the icw pcpulation sene as fourn and a half15
i

|
miles. At Beaver County, the l' w' population ::ene was identi- 'c16

fied as 3.6 miles. And at "hree Mile Island, the icw popu-37

lati n : ne was identified as two miles.18
,

MR. HARVEY: Those are NRC requirements , the low !19 i
f

pcpulation cne?
,0 ,

.

COL. HENDERSON: Yes.

i

> MR. HARVEY: 3cse do not criginate with the state?
7 22 i

r

3
,3 ,I

! COL. HENDERSON: That is correct.
9 4

l ! MR. HARVEY: All richt. '

; 24 ! '

*=

i 25 | COL. HENDERSCN: So, as a consequence, tc ce r.if0rm
a ,

:

| ', )''

k
. 1.

j

i
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sg 9 1 within the state, we decided that since the largest ene was
2 4.6 miles, that we would make an arbitrary decision to plant
3 out for any evacuations to the range of five miles.
4 MR. HARVEY: So you were trfing to make this a uniform
5 requirement for all nuclear facilities within the state?
6 CCL. HINDERSON: That is correct.

4

7 MR. HARVEY: Are there any nuclear facilities with-
|
!

|in the state whose five mile radius , or radi;., encompass another3

9 state border?
.

. -

10 COL. HINDERSON: "he five mile range deus not enccm-

pass another state except Peach Bottom and,11
as I - ecall, it is

just a bare minimum of a broad pencil dash into Maryland.12
Ecw-'

13 ever, the ten mile area dces include Marfland in that instance.

And Beaver County in western Pennsylvania -- the ten mile area14

15 includes both West Virginia and Chio.

16 MR. HARVEY: So;there are two nuclear facilities in

Pennsylvania which, if you were to extend the five mile radius17

18 to ten miles, you would be ccordinating with other states in
19 emergency planning. Is that correct?

,0 ,i CCL. HENDERSON: That is :orrect.
.

.

1
'

MR. HARVEY: If you could turn to Wednesday the 28th21 |

! ,,,|and describe to us hcw you first i
'

;

becare aware of the Three Mile:5 s. .

i
_3 1

$ 23 .i Island incident?
|2

.h , a ,
'

COL. HENDERSCN: At
-

:

approximately 7:25 Wednesday mor-
* l

.! n. .e.j ning I was in the office and my Operations officer came in and
t

\ -F 7

t C./ l J' l
4

; /
$ ;.
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10 1 notified me that the watch officer, my watch officer, had re-

2 ceived notification at 7:02 of an on site incident. I main-

3 tain a 24 hour watch officer, duty officer, status in my Agency.

4 However, my watch officer does not remain in the office but re-

5 mains at home and af ter four o' clock in the evening we have a
,

6 diverter on our switchboard and we dj.al this individual's num-

7 ber so any calls coming in to the Pennsylvania Emergency Manage.-
|

8 ment Agency during non-duty hours is automatically diverted to

9 the watch officer's hc=e. So I found out at 7:25 from my

10 operations officer.

jj MR. HARVEY: And what were you told?
I

i

12 COL. HENDERSON: I was told that there was an inci- |
i

13 dent at '"hree Mile Island. '" hat there had been an emission.
I

ja However, it was being contained on the Island.

MR. HARVEY: All right. Ncw, during that Wednesday15

=. g e event seem to get more serious?16

COL. HENDERSON: At 7:35 that =crning we received a1,/

jg second call frem Three Mile Island indicating that there had

been another releases and that there was a potential that itwasjj9

going off site in a direction of 30 degrees , and reco= rending,,0.
i

that we be prepared to evacuate Brunner Island a. Goldsboro,g
i

!> MR. HARVEY: '" hose are two locaticns in cicse proxi-1 22
*

i
3

1

,,3 <, =i ty to the plan t?v
y ~

a ,

! COL. HENOERSCN: '"ha t is correct.3 24 ,
5 i

: MR. HARVEY: Havinc received that information, whac25 ;4 '

i

e

f.

, ,. g -
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sg 11 1 did you do?

2 COL. EENDERSON: We immediately notified the Bureau

3 of Radiation Protection for guidance and direction. We notified

a the three counties that were involved with York County being

5 nctified first, and notifying the York County to get an im-
'

i6 mediate state of readiness to execute an evacuation. '

!
i

7 MR. EARVE"? : So that you were telling them to be en .

8 the alert but not necessarily to evacuate yet? I
!

l
!

9 COL. EENDERSON: That is correct.
..

10 MR. EARVEY: And ycu had called the 5ureau of Radi-

11 ation P ctection to verify that the releases were off site. Is
i

12 that correct?

I
13 COL. EENDERSCN: That is correct.

.

ja MR. EARVEY: All right. Did you receive any advisory
I

j3 from the Bureau of Radiation Protectien?

16 COL. EENDERSCN: Subsequently we received work back

from, I believe it was Miss Riley, from the Bureau of RadiationI77
i

i
18 Protection that the emission had halted and that it had been |

|

39 contained en the Island and that -- well, there was no need for:
~

00 ! any evacuation; that we should stand dcwn any alerted forces.
i

'

!

,' MR. HAR7EY: And did vou cass that info =ation alenc
'

su | -

!
l

I*

22 , to the counties?f
_,
3
v

3 3 ,. COL. EENDERSON: I did., .

2 i

x

} 24 MR. HARVEY: So is it fair to say dat de chain of
:
=

1 25 'cenmand and the info =ation ficw en Wednesday e.crning at that
!

3 7A
('] \Oi
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1
1 point, at any event, was functioning just as it was planned to

2 function with you getting a notification, advising the Bureau

3 of Radiation of Protection, and awaiting for a wred from them,

4 and at the same tire placing the counties on alert until such
I

5 time as the Bureau of Radiaticn Protection ceuld make a raccm-
i
,

6 =endation to you concerning protection action. 2s that a fair

statement?7

i

g COL. HE'IDERSCN: Yes, that is correct. i
i

o MR. HARVrY: All right.

10

11

12

13

1.1 ;

|
,

15

16

17

18

!
19 |

20 |
i

|

21
!

|+
1 22
r
3

$ 23 | >

2 -

) !
e. ia =* i

O
E I

.$ n.e !
|

.

t

f18 i! O4
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;REENWCCD I MR. RARVEY: Could you tell us what your activ' ties
GF '

2 were generally on Wednesday and Thursday?

3 COL. HENDERSCN : Primarily we were encouraging

4 the af fected counties to refine their evacuation plans to
5 ensure that they very prepared. We were continuing to

6 receive reports both frem, well, primarily through the
7 Bureau of Radiation Protection, and, also, conducting several '

|
8 press ccnferences.

9 The --

10 MR. RARVEY: Excuse me. Were you getting

11 information directly frcm the Governor's office at that
12 point? In other words, were you participating in sc=e of

.

13 the press conferences?

14 COL. HENDERSCN: I was participating with the

15 Lieutenant-Governor in the press conferences, yes.

16 MR. HARVEY: So, is it fair to say that on Wednesday
17 and Thursday it was primarily a watch and wait situatien, with

18 the information ficw acting according to plan?
19 COL. HENDERSCM: Yes.

20 ' MR. HARVEY: All right. Could you tell as what

21 happened on Friday morning?
|

w ,

I: 22 COL. HENDERSCN: On Friday morning about 3:40, we
ie

5 >
i

y 23 received a call frem Kevin Molloy that semebcdy frem the
{-

|I >

I 24 ' plant wanted us to get hold of them in a hurry. I forget who {
'

i

} 25 it was.

I

dIh 1/.
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1 I went into the operations Center, and at that time
2 I had two operators who were on the line with Three Mile
3 Island. One was Carl Keene, my communications officor, and
4 another was Jim Cassidy frcm =y operations officer. They

5 both had semebody frem Three Mile Island on the phone at that
6 time.

.

!
!7 As soon as Carl Keene hung up the phone, he turned

8 to me and the operations officer and said, "They have got a
9 serious incident at Three Mile Island. They have reported

10 a reading of 1200 millircentgens at 600 feet. They are

11 recommending that we get prepared for evacuation dcwnwind.
!
i

12 They ars prepared to evacuate non-critical personnel from the '
i

13 Island now, and they have their own buses and do not need any |
.

14 help frem us."

15 MR. HARVEY: Did your duty officer say anything to
16 you that indicated whether or not this caller was excited?

17 COL. hW DERSON: As best I can recall the first
18 statement Carl Keene made to me, "This guy is going ape,"

19 highly excited.
I

!

20 MR. EARVEY: What did you do as a result of receiving |
!

21 that call?

$ 22 COL. EZNDERSCN: I had the operations officere
5

$ 23 immediately notified. First of all, I had one of mya ,

1

J 24 operations people get me a ground wind reading, a wind reading
.

5

j 25 from both the National Weather Service and, also, fre the p?;
I (q t~ ;

\ ,

,
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11
I airport. Also, operations officer notified Sureau of
2

Radiation Protection and notified the affected counties.
3 MR. HARVEY: That was according to the plan as it
4 was on Wednesday?

O COL. KINDERSCN: That is correct, and I, personally,
6 notified the Lieutenant-Governor.

l~
/ MR. HARVEY: All right. Then what happened that

.

8 morning?

9 COL. HENDERSON: At about 0915 hours I received a
10 telephone call frem a Mr. Collins, frem Beth'esda, Maryland,
11 NRC, informing me that or asking me if I had the latest
12 report frem Three Mile Island.

13 I told him I had. He asked me what did I' knew.
14 I repeated to him the information we had gotten. He said,

15 "That is the same information we. have. We are recc==ending
16 that you execute i==ediately a 10-mile evacuation around
17 Three Mile Island."

18 MR. HARVEY: What did you say?
19 COL. HEUDERSCN: I told him we had no plans for

|
|20 a 10-mile evacuation, that we were giving censideration to '

i

21 a jossible 5-mile evacuation.

> I

1 22 ,

About a few minutes later, within 5 cr 10 minutese
3
V

|, 23 after this I received a secend call frem Mr. Cellins to '

ie

I '

a 24 inform me that the reccmmendation that he had just made to T.e.

5 i

3 2f| was not.only, was not his recc=cendation but had the backingi

!
,

. g/ 4 i7i
|1 )+
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1 or support, and I am confused new whether he said, "The
2 Ccemissioner" or "The Cc=missioners," but it lent emphasis
3 in =y mind, at least, to the seriousness of this incident.
4 MR. HARVEY: Was this the first time that you had
5 received a direct recc==endatien f rem the NRC during this
6 incident? I

I

.t7 COL. HElmERSCN: That is correct.
8 MR. HARVEY: All right. What did you do as a

9 result of the Collins ' call recommending evacuation 10 miles
10 downwind?

11 COL. HINDERSON: About the same time that I hung
|

12 up the phone frem Collins, I recei,ed a, oh, after I had
13 received the first call frem Collins, I then notified the
14 Lieutenant-Governor of this reccmmendation, and the Lieutenant-

15 Governor asked me to stand by, that he would get back to =e

16 i= mediately.

17 I then received a call almost i==ediately after
18 this second call from the Governor, asking me hcw well I knew
19 this man Collins, and what our working relations with him

20 were. I told him that Collins frem, I did not knew him
.

!

21 personally, but frem the people in my office, that he enjcyed |i

6
1 22 a goed reputation. i
r
3

U \
, 23 MR. HARVEY: Did the Governor ask for your

!

i

a

f24 reccmmendation?
* .
w

j 25 COL. EINCERSCN : He did.

,

6'

[I 4 .

{ !l !j*
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1 MR. HARVEY: And what did you say?
2 COL. EENDERSCN: I reccmmended we evacuate.
3 MR. HARVEY: Cn what basis?
4 COL. EENCERSCN : On the basis of not having any

!S further information but one, a report frem TMI, secondly a |

|6 report frem Collins, and thirdly, and which I told the
t7 Governor that I have not yet had the reccmmendation frcm the

a Bureau of Radiatien Protection, but lacking that recemmenda-

tion, I have no alternative but to reccc=end that we evacuate9

10 at 5 miles.

11 MR. EARVEY: And your reason for selecting the I

;

!

5-mile radius as opposed to the 10-mile dcwnwind recccmendation,i12

13 by the NRC? i
'

|
|-14 COL. EENDERSCN: It was two things; one, the winds !

If wer3 ve'7 unstable. Folicwing this notificaticn frem Three

Mile Island, within 20 minutes the wind had shif ted almcs t16

17 180 degrees, what wind there was; the fact hhat we did not

18 have a 10-mile evacuatien plan.

i19 MR. HARVEY: Did you later find cut that rcrning
i

20 . what the reccmmendation of the Bureau of Radiatien ?rotection
i

21 was with respect to the NRC's reccmmendatien for evacuatien?
|
!

{ 22 COL. EENDERSCN: Yes, a few minutes later I hade i

3 !

23 | a telephone call frem the Lieucenant-Governer, asking T.e to l

,

i l
ccme c'ier to the Governor's Of fice immediately.i 24 I

* '

w

j ;$ | I told the Lieutenant-Governor that vanted to get
l '

|

|

A i4

"([ l I J
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I
some things going on some emergency planning for a 10-mile

2 evacuarf . end asked his permission to send my deputy. He

sala,"Okay."-

4
I walked into my deputy's office to ask him to get

5 over to the Governor's Office, and Bill Dornsife from the
6 Bureau of Radiation Protection was in there with my deputy,
7 and he told me that they had been trying to call me on the
8 telephone and had not been able to get through and that che
9

emission had halted at Three Mile Island and that the Bureau
10 of Radiation Protection was recommending against any
11 evacuation and that Mr. Gerusky, the Director of the Bureau
12 of Radiation Protection was on the way, was over at the
13 Governor's Office at that time, so advising the Governor.
14 MR. EARVEY: So that he had tried to call you from
15 the Bureau of Radiation Protection to make the recorrendation
16 according to the plan and could not get through. Is that a

17 fair statement?

18 COL. HENDERSON: That is correct.

19 MR. EARVEY: So, he came over physically to your
,

I,
20 office to try to stop any evacuation that the NRC had

|
!21 reco== ended?
i

!>

{ 22 COL. EENDERSCN: Mr. Gerusky had sent Mr. Dornsife
'

5
v '

23 over to so inform us. That is correct. !, ''
i :
<

i 24 MR. HARVEY: And no evacuation under the NRCe
/

a10-miledcwnwindevacua[iphwas.25 | reco==endation, !"'at least
!

!
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1 undertaken that morning, was it?

2 COL. HENDERSCN: That is ccrrect.

3 MR. HARVEY: But was the radius extended from
4 5 miles to 10 miles and then frem 10 miles to 20 miles
5 over the course of that weekend?

6 COL. HENDERSCN: Over the course of that day, yes ,
7 Friday. Almost i==ediately we notified the counties , the
8 three affected counties , well, by this time new, we are up

9 to four counties. We are, also, including Dauphin County
10 within the 10-mile area, I mean, including Cumberland County.
11 We notified as of Friday morning these counties to

be prepared or to extend their plans out to the 10-mile range.12

13 At 10 o'cicck that morning, a little before 10, I notified

the risk counties that the Governor would be advising all14

15 people within the 10-mile area to remain under cover the rest-

16 of the morning. The Governor's press officer made that

17 statement then about 10 o ' clock that morning.

la MR.HARVEY : How did the 20-mile radius ccme about?
19 , COL. HENDERSON: About 8:30 that evening, I was in!

I

20 the Governor's Office, and Mr. Centon arrived for the first !

21 time to meet with the Governer, and within his assessment
;

{{22 of potential incidents that might cccur at Three Mile Island,
i

,

$ 23 | he indicated that it was prudent !
that we have plans for ie

3 .

; 24 precautionar/ evacuations cut to a range of 20 miles. !'-
,

j 25 MR. EARVEY: Did you discuss the 1 mount of lead time
,

'

; '

(17 lil
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1 you might have for evacuation?

2 COL. HENDERSCN: No.

3 MR. HARVEY: All right. Did Mr. Denton?

4 COL. HENDERSCN: Yes- -- no . This is the first time

5 that I heard the 20-mile figure thrcwn out.

6 MR. HARVEY: So that as of frem Friday morning

7 to that meeting at 8:30 on Friday evening, a 5-mile radius

8 had been extended to 10 miles , and then the 10-mile radius

9 extended to 20 miles for planning. Is that a fair statement?

10 COL. HENDERSCN: Tbat is correct.

11 MR. HARVEY: Could you tell the Cc=missioners the

12 ramifications of extending those radii?

13 COL. HENDERSON: Within the 5-mile area we have

74 approximately 36,000 people living within that area. We have

15 a small nu=ber of nursing homes, but basically it is primarily

16 family-type dwellings and businesses in this particular area.

37 At the 10-mile area, it takes in approximately

18 135,000 people. There are several nursing homes, and three

39 major hospitals.

20 The 20-mile area includes a population of

21 approximately 700,000 people, at least 13 hospitals, a

$ 22 maj r prison and a considerable number of nursing hemes j
r
3 |

$ 23 requiring special care handling devices. I

|a
\

j 24 | MR. HARVEY: ind the 20-mile radius plan had to be !
! !

| writren up over that weekend. 2s dat right?j ,,,4
.

'

sF
l, \
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1 COL. HENDERSCN: That is correct.
2 MR.HARVEY: I have no further questions.
3 Thank ycu.

.t CHAIR".AN KEMEN : Colonel Hendersen, I think most

of the Ccemissioners have pecblems with the varicus distances5
;

I6 and how they were arrived at. Do you have any knowledge ;

!

7 directly as to how NRC arrives at these various distances
j

8 you mentioned for the icw populatien :ene?

9 COL. HENDERSCN: I have asked the same question, and
10 it has been explained to me, and I am not certain I can
11 explain it, but I have been told by NRC that the icw population

:one is based upon the safety facters at the plant, that the12

design - it takes into censideration not only population.13

1.g but also, the design features and the redundancy of safety

devices, and some way they ccme up with th.ts formula and15

16 although I expressed it in miles, it is actually expresced
17 in meters in the report.

18 CHAIRMAN KO"ENY: I believe you =entioned that

the smallest distance was the one connected with Three Mile19
-

20 Island. t

'

21 CCL. HENDERSCN: 3200 meters, yes. i
I

i

{22 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes, and it had the s=allest
,

;

0
number, presu= ably because it was judged to be the safest

!
I337

2

f24 plant? ,

.

j 25 COL. HENDERSCN': That is whar I have been led to

| @
,
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1 believe .

2 CHAIPP.AN KEMENY: Now, the extension frca 5 -- I

3 understand the reasoning of the state wishing a uniform
4 5-mile limit. I am not asking about that. What reasoning

5 did you, personally, hear that led first to 10 miles and then
I
i

6 to 20 miles? !

7 COL. HENDERSCN: I was not so surprised when I

8 heard the 10 miles because the 10-mile figure has been

9 debated for at least the six months prior to this time as to
10 whether the safety areas around nuclear pcwer plants should

!

11 be extended, but this conversation, with me has been primarily |
,

!
12 with other state Civil Defense Directors, and some of them

13 have been taking this route, and I met with the Washington

14 State Director, and she had decided to go out 8 miles, but I

there did not appear to rca to be any general uniformity, but15

16 the 10-mile one did not strike me as strange, since I had

17 been over six months hearing other states that were at least

18 giving consideration to extending it out somewhat further. The ;
I19 20 one, I have never had any rationale for going out to the ;

_

l
20 range of 20 miles. '

,

21 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: What kind of problems did that
i

f22 involve for you, for example, you ma ntioned the 20-mile
_

3

$ 23 radius would include the prison. How do you evacuate the
"

,-
,

,
.

} 25 , COL. HENOERSCN: We had forces standing by, buseg, } } (';
7i

I

| |
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1 and additional hand irens and all of the paraphernalia that
2 were needed, and we had a new location in Wayne County where

3 the prisons would have been; there were over 1200 priscners

there, where they would have been evacuated to, and the4

5 responsible department had forces standing by prepared to

6 execute such an evacuation en order.

7

8

9

10

11 |
i

|
12 '

13

14

15

16

17

18

19 |
|

-
|-

|

20 |
'

i

t
21

,

> ,

) 22 i

fr ,

b !

? 22 { ;
i
i 24 i '
. i

.

4 25
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1 CEAIE:GN KE:iE:ri: Ecw about -- you mentioned even

2 with 10 miles, I believe ycu said there were three major hos-

3 pitals. What does it involve to evacuate major hospitals?

4 COL. EENDERSCN: Well, there were several things
1

5 that happened starting actually on Friday. The doctors of

6 all of these hosp'itals, through cur Department of Health,

7 started reducing the patient load within these hospitals.

a Pecple who could be released were released. People who were
.

9 in or scheduled to ec=e in for elective surgery were cancelled ,

10 and as a consequence, our .coc.ulation went down.

11 We made a survey of all of the hecpitals to deter-

12 mine those who were litter cases and those who could otherwise

73 move and deter..ined what the unmet needs were. We placed in.

ja the way of dcctors, nurses, achulances, and so forth, and we

15 placed these requirements of our unmet needs, after we had

16 determined what else we could supply frcm other state rescurces,

17 upon the federal government, and they in turn determined where

18 they could supply us with the necessary rescurces.

19 So we wculd have had the problem of =cving in a
:

20 large number -- in fact, I think it was sc=ewhere in the j
.

21 neighborhced of 400 additional ambulances that we would need
,

I
*
t 2., frcm cutside of the state rescurces. There were seve"' ,'
e
3

$ 23 hundred doctors and nurses involved who had been identified
: ,
W

! .34 either through Red Crcss of my military scurces who were pre-=

2,

.! 45 cared to be =cved into _he area er in:c .he ?.rea of the,

' ,

f

| $f 4 *e

'/ 1 .) (
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1 receiving hospitals.
,

2 So there is a great amcunt involved, and I would

3 prefer to defar Oc Dr. MacLecd this afterncon, who cculd

explain =cre particular problems associated with the hospital4

5 evacuations.

6 CHAI~CiAN KE:4ENY: I have ene final question, and

7 that is, I am asking here for a pure guess, but ycu are an

a experienced emergency management officer. : Suppose there had

9 ._been a , major release en Wednesday morning and an crder to

10 evacuane, let's say, 10 miles -- I won't probe the 20 milas,
11 but 10 miles -- what do you think would have happened?

12 COL. EENDERSCN: We wculd have evacuated it. Even

13 -- I don't think we should undersell the ability of the Ameri-
14 can pecple to take care of them alves. When the Governor or

15 when the Cc=missioner, the County C .',=issioner, or others go

on the radic on the emergency broadcast system and identify1

17 the area to be evacuated and tell people to evacuate, pecple

18 will evacuate. The fire departments and the police depart-

19 ments and everybcdy will shoulder in to do what needs cc be
i

20 dene.
t

21 Ne see it happen, not daily, but pericdically, in
*
1 2.9 flecds in the Ccm=cnwealth of Pennsylvania. Iichtv. tercen: '
. - - ii .

I"
'3 of Our ccm= unities are built within the 100-year ficcd plain, I? -

e 1 t
g i -

i

: e4 i so we experience a lo: Of ficcds and a Ice of evacuations.
.

;
.

,

5 I

.i 2.4 I' We experience precautionarv evacuations, escecially en the
i

-
- -

-/1 '

't -I ~/s
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1 great..nt=ber..of chemical spills that we have with1.1 the

2 Cc==onwealth of Pennsylvania. We-have at least one a =cnth

3 where we have to do some precautionary type evacuation. Ncw,

4 we are not talking about 35,000 pecple, I agree with that,

5 but we are talking about a cc== unity o f 3 0 0 e r 1,0 00 tha t we

4 pick up and move.

7 People help people, and people do move and they do

a evacuate. I don't think we shculd undersell that we need a

9 strong organization where -- and everybody has to go and

10 rehearse an evacuation. It is not necessary. But the prob-

11 lems of ence ycu evacuate the people, of having the mass care

12 centers to take care of those pecple, the food to taka care

13 of them, and the other business, requires the kind of an

14 organization, emergency management organization. -

15 CHAIRMAN :GIENY: May I just folicw that up for

16 ene second, because we had heard in much earlier testi=cny

17 that the concern abcut evacuation was that evacuations are

18 very dangerous and ef ten evacuations themselves lead to a lot

19 of injuries. Is that your experience, since you mentioned

20 you have had a n""scr of evacuations for many causes?

21 COL. EENEERSCN: Absolutely not. There is nc j
i

$ 22 scientific data available from studies going back to the |
r >

3
i

", 23 second World War when Lcnden was -- when over a million ande

2
7

i 24 a hald wcmen and children were evacuated from Lcndon and over :
-

:

5 ,, 2 millica add tional pecple frca Lcnden evacuated voluntarilv..
.. ,_

h ,

isti ii
' ,

! 3

I |
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I From there en, there is no single evacuation that has ever

2 been studied where they have ever proven panic was a primary
3 concern.

4 Now, I am not talking about a fire in a theater

5 wnere you can't get out the decrs and things of this nature,

6 but I am talking abcut a deliberately planned or even an

7 emergency planned evacuation as a result of water, result of

8 war, and so forth and so on. Stress and strain; panic, no.

9 CHAI2 MAN KEMEMY: Thank you.

10 Professor Marrett?

11 COMi!SSICNER MARRE"'T: I would like to turn to the

12 PEMA plan as identified in the annex for TMI. According to

13 the plan, there are three different types of accidents that
la are identified: the unplanned release to the Susquehanna

15 River, pctential release to the atmosphere, and release to

16 the at=csphere as a result of system failure. Ecw was this

17 division arrived an er how was the classification scheme
18 developed?

19 COL. HENDERSON: I am sorry, I am not familiar with

20 the document that you are referring ec. Is tha: Our Anne:c E?

21 CCMMISSICNER MARRETT: 'f e s . Are you -- well, what
>

[ 22 has happened with reference to defining what types of accidents
i
y
, 23 wculd demand response by PEMA? To what exten: have jeu werked,

i II 24 { cn identifying differentj kinds of accidents? i
F
1
s 2.*

'

Ca. '

_r'-- r. e.c u d -
~

4 '" ^-r m u" " s e " e. . . - ..",. ' a- -..c- e..- -
--= .. . . .

* t. 1. m , -
,
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1 CC!SiISSICNER MARRETT: No, before the incident.

2 COL. HENDERSCN: Oh, before the incident. We had

3 identified, and I do not have it in front of me, three kinds

4 of incidences. There was the -- one was the incident at the

5 plant that did not involve the public in any manner. It was

6 an incident at the plant.

7 The second incident was an on-site incident cr an

8 incident in which the public would be involved either by the

9 evacuatien of pecple from the plant to a hospital or sc=e

10 involvement en the part of the public.

11 The third incident was a general site emergency at

12 which time - where there would be a major release or an

12 incident in which precautionary protective action neasure

74 would need to be taken by the public. -

15 CO!Si!SSIONER MARRETTi And how were these incidents

16 defined? Who had responsibility for defining the different

j7 kinds of incidents that might cccur?

18 COL. EINDERSCN: This h as always been -- ny impres-

19 sicn is it is a judgment of the plant.

20 CCEiISSICNER MARRETT: PEMA has not defined for

21 itself the kinds of incidents that might require a response?

$ 22 Are you saying that it is a =atter of the plant deter::u.n ng i
r +
5

23 what kinds of emergencies occur and PE'4A's respense to these,
e

.o 4 or has there been any effort to ask what would constitute an.
e )*

It accident, what wculd constitute an event which would demand,.5a
-

.

( )Cf | \ a d
~
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1 PEMA response? I am simply trying to find cut whether there

2 has been any att'mpt toiget into the definition of eventse

3 demanding respense en the part of your agency.

4 COL, EENDERSON: Any k nd of -- any time -- first

5 of all, it is the judgment it has been my interpretation--

6 that it is the judgment of the plant when they notify us as
7 a Class I, II, or :: incident, that once we are notified --

8 we are not notified of any of the technical detai s of the

9 incident. It is our policy and our standard operating pre-

10 cedure that we 4 ediately notify our Bureau of Radiation

11 Protection.

12 The Bureau of Radiation Protection telephcnes, then,

13 the Island and determines -- or whatever nuclear site it is --
14 and determines in the protective actions or the actions that

15 we, PC!A , should take, and notifies us accordingly.

16 CCMMISSICNER MAR"C"2: The T:C site plan does
.

17 differentiate between on-site, off-site emergencies. The

18 annex does differentiate these three types, and they get into

19 questions of technical developments; for exanple , the ene

20 having to do with potential release identified free fall of

21 leaded spent fuel cask, cceplete less of ccoling capacity.
>
1 22 So in scme way there has been an attempt : define what tech-|'r
3 i
y

23 nical development there must have been at the plan to demand i7
a
1 1 i

i 24 I a respcnse en the part of the Pennsylvania agency. I'
.

5 .

!

3 25 So : an not quite clear cn hcw this has developed,
-

:

| 4'7 1C7 I
_.
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I if indeed what you are suggesting is you simply respond to
2 the plane having said there has been something that happened.

,

3 Is that what I understand, that for you it will not matter

4 what type of accident has occurred; you simply need to know

5 whether there has been something for which there needs to be

6 a response?

7 COL. EENDERSCN: That is correct, and we then depend

8 on cur Bureau of Radiation Protection for a discussion of the

9 technical information in layman's '.7:=s to us, with a recem-

10 mended course of action.

II CCIOi!SSICNER MARRETT: Then has there been any

I2 response --

I3 CHAIP2iAN KE:L9PI: Cne mcment, Professor 'iarrett.

14 I as trying to follow she lessen we learned so far that in

15 case of a potential emergency, it is good to inform the pub-

16 lic. I know many members of our audience have noticed that

17 a fire truck stopped in front of this building.

18 (Laughter.)

19 As a matter of fact, we may be very grateful tha

20 vou are here, Colonel Hendersen. We may need v. cur advice.j . .

21 Sut the lates information we have is that there was a small .

I
5

g22 electrical fire in ancther part of the building. The elec-
3 !V I

? 23 tricity has been :nrned o f f , and the recc=mendation we are |-4 ,

I !

i 24 cettinc is that there is ac need for evacuation at this time.!- -.
a ,

} 25 I(Laughter.)
!i ) 7 |>

e; i-p
!
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I COL. EIDERSCN : I as delighted to hear that. I

2 recc::=end everybcdy remain cool.

3 (Laughter.)

4 CEAI "T! WRTY: Thank .you verv. much, Colonel.

5 Go ahead, Professor.

6 CCMMISSICNER MARRET"': In terms of defining, then,

7 when the agency gets called in, has there been any input from
8 P2G with ref erence to the TM site emergency plan, or is it

9 again simply responding to that existing plan?
10 COL. EIDERSCN: I think frem cur agency's viewpoint,

11 we are responding te the plan rather than input into their
12 plan. We are concerned with,primarily, with the reporti.g
13 procedure and that the reports are made and that we in turn

la notify the Bureau of Radiation Protection', upon whcm we lcck
15 to for the reccc=endation of our course of action, the course

16 of actica that we should take.

17 CCriISSICNER MARRE""": All right. Cne of the

la things that has been at least reported is that thehe is a

19 great deal of planning activity that is going new within the

20 state of Pennsylvania, including, of course, the localities

21 and their plans. What assurance :.s -here that there will be
r

i1 22 any ecordination in the definitions of accidents and the '
-
-

|3
u

I232 planned respense? Cne night get the feeling that there :.s |
i

ia

i 24 probably so nuch activity that -he question is, hcw :.s it all l
I:

- I i

i

) 25 | going Oc insure any protection of health and safety? Is therel
I

r

|
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1 the chance that this will be terribly disjointed and far too
2 much activity? What is your agency doing to coordinate the
3 various plans , the varicus definitions and responses within
4 the state?

5 CCL. EENDERSCN: Within the past two weeks, we have

6 met with all of the pcwer plants within the Cc=nenwealth of

7 Pennsylvania, both the three that are on line and the two that

8 are coming on line, to resolve the very issue that you are

9 talking about.

10 As a consequence, we have cece with, instead of

11 having three categories, we have reduced it down to two. Cne

12 is an administrative kind of an incident where there is no
13 effect; however, NRC requires notification. The second one

14 covers everything else, all emergencies.

15 So, hopefully, by having it reduced to these two '

16 kinds of incidents, naturally va are gcing to get more calls,

17 but it does not -- it leaves cut scme of the guesswork as to

is whether this is a Class I, a Class II, or a Class IIr, by

19 having cne administrative notification and an emergency noti-
_

20 fication, emergency phases -- two categories, I'm sorry. f
i

21 -

>
1 22 - I

i
r

d ! f
23 | |7

1

1 !
'

!
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ILSEMANN 1 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Professor Pigford was next.
T2

3/ .f ~9 2 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: As to these plans, do you
. ape 6

3 knew sorre criteria as to what radiation levels would be thes

4 threshold for initiating evacuation?

'
5 COL. HENDERSCN: Yes, sir; between 1 and 5

|
|6 COMMISSICNER PIGFORD: One and 5 what? One and 5
,

i

7 what? !

8 COL. HENDERSON: Upon the receipt of between 1 to

9 5 roentgens, we would consider evacuation.

10 COMMISSICNER PIGFORD: I see. Thcse are the criteria.

11 by the State of Pennsylvania.

12 COL. HENDERSON: Those are the criteria that I under-
13 stand are outlined by NRC which is part of our plan, which is '

la part of the Bureau of Radiation's protection -- cur Bureau of
,

15 Radiation's protection, guidance to us, as included in our plan |.-

16 COMMISSICNER PIGFORD: This neans that the state has
17 adopted that criteria.

18 COL. HENDERSON: That is correct.

19 COMMISSICNER PIGFORD: Their criterion on -- I suppose

20 that is 'a' whole body irradia tion. |
:

21 COL. HENCERSCN: That is correct. !

,

> i'

1 22 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD:
_

Is there another cri*erion on ,*
's

$ 23'| the thyroid irradiation?
-

,

/ y--e; e4 ! COL. HENDERSCN: There is. !t t is creater than that,= .
, ~~ %; wy-

} 23 but I, can ' t think -- I can ' t recall right now.
,, r etr -,

! 4 /9 /6/
~ '
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I CO!c4ISSICIER PIGFORD r Would it be so=cthing like

2 25 rems thyroid?

3 COL. HENDERSON : That is correct.

A CO!OiISSIONER PIGFORD: Now, when you received this

5 recommendation from NRC on evacuation, what was your under-

6 standing of the estimated radiation exposure that would . occur? !
1

7 COL. HENDERSON: 1.2.

8 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I see. So then the estimated

|9 exposure would not have reached your criteria. Is that correct?

10 COL. HENDERSCN: It was in the zone of consideration,

11 but. it was not high in that zone.

12 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Was it your understandingr then,

13 that NRCx was saying they estimated that some individual could

14 receive as high as 1.2 rems whole body?

15 COL. HEIDERSCN: Yes.

16 COMMISSICNER PIGFORD: I see. At any particular

17 location? Was that specified?

18 (Pause . )

19 COL. HENCERSCN: I am uncertain at this time, without;
'

i

20 referring to my records, whether we were given a wind directieni
!

21 ! by either the plant or the NRC at that particular time. The
>

-{ 22 NRC vere talking about evacuation dcwnwind, so I am fairly
,

3

$ 23 ccmfortable with -
a <

!I
i 24 COMMISSICNER PIGFORD: I understand. From your
!
} 25 , knowledge new,was that a correct estimate of the radiation

,

i

f I4 | b
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I i
exposure that could have been recei md? !

|
2 i

COL. HENDERSCH : Now, no. It is my understanding |

!3 that although that was the reading over the plant, that was
'
,

4 not the reading outside the plant proper.
5

CCMMISSICNER PIGFORD: Now, the reading over the

6 plant, I think the record shows, was on Friday morning by
f

7 helicopter, 1.2 rem per hour. Is that correct?
i

8 COL. HENDERSON: That is correct.
I

9 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Now, could you please tell
I
,

10 =e how you then conclude -- new, that is a rate of radiation i

t

!
11 exposure. Your criteria are in terms of an accu =ulated exposure

i12 over seme given time, not in terms of rate. Is that correct?
l

13 COL. HENDERSON: That is correct.
14 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: And so it would not be correct

t'
15 to take the 1.2 rems per hour and compare it to a 5 rem I

i
;

16 integrated exposure, would it?
I

|
17 COL. HENDERSCN: No. You are correct. I

.

,

i

18 COMMISSICNER PIGFORD : Ncw, is it co:. rect that your I
i

!
19 criteria go furt.her and talk about probable evacuation within i

i

20 | the - between the plant -- or within the low popularion ::ene
I

21 if radiation exposures were to be greater than 5 rems whole ,

>
1 22 hody? Is that correct?
_-
5
y
, 23 The thing I..am. e=chasizing is within the low popula-
i
e

i 24 | tion :ene.
3 i.

} 25 ! COL. HENDEPSCN : I den 't think our plan per se makes
i
4 ,

| '

g N)
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I any reference to . low peculation =ene.

2 CCMMISSICNER PIGFORD: Have you or your agency re-

3 viewed the evacuation plan for the TMI-2 facility?
4

COL. HENDERSCN: We have.- a copy of their plan.
5 CCMMISSICHER PIGFORD: Have you reviewed it?

6 COL. HENCERSCN: I have not personally; =y people

7 have.

8 COMMISSICNER PIGFORD: Well, the statement by the

9 utility is that the State of Pennsylvania Radiation Protection
10 Guide values for probable evacuation of the low population
11 rene are greater N n 5 rems whole body, and so forth. That

12 is the source of =y question. Does that now refresh your

13 memory on this subject?

I4 CCL. HENDERSCN: No , I am sorry , it doesn ' t.

15 CCMMISSIONER DIGFORD: All right. Well then, let

16 me tell you what I am getting at. And again, a question that

17 was raised earlier: Your agency has reviewed the utility's
18 evacuation plan, you reviewed the establishment of the low
19 population :ene. Do you recall what radiation exposure the
20 low population :ene is calculated for, such that a person just !

I
I

21 at that zone level, if not evacuated, would receive how many I

>
g 22 rems of radiatien? Do you recall that?
5

,

|V
23 COL. HINCERSCN: Nc, sir.,

>a 1

1 I
1 24 CCMMISSICNER PIGFORD: You stated a moment ago it
i

3 25 |was your understanding that NRC uses the 5 rem criterion which
;

I

<@ 'b4' !
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1
you are using?

2
COL. HENDERSCN : Yes.

3
COMMISSICNER PIGFORD: Are you familiar with the

4
regulation; 10CFR100 which state that the criteria for the

$
low population ene are 25 re=s whole body?

6
COL. ENDERSON: No, sir.

!

7
COMMISSICNER PIGFORD: Are you familiar with that !

8 regnistion at all?

9
COL. ENDERSCN : I am cnly familiar with it by

10
title . When we get into the actual technical details concern-

11
ing reentgens and rems and so forth, we depend upon our Bureau !

12 |
of Radiation Protection.

13
COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: All right. Then I will direct,

II4 it this way. As I said, the utility is stating that the s * ate 's
15 protective guide values are such that evacuation within the
16 low population =ene will occur if a person within that :ene
17 receives greator than 5 rems whole body. New then, let ne

18 nake this proposition to you. If the low population :ene has
{19

been calculated under the guidelines of the federal regulations ;
i

!

20 i such that a person from an accident would receive 25 rems, then;

21 t

isn't that inconsistent with the state adopting the low popula-
*

Ij 22 tion :ene as being the area to be evacuated? .

5
v

23
? Your criteria are 5; the federal are 25. Isn't thatI i
i 24 ; inconsistent?
,

!

! 25 l Cen. RENcERScN: : appearssc.6|7 |g5.
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I
ColeiISSIONER PIGFORD: Provided my propositien is

2 correct.

3 COL. HENDERSCN: Yes.

#
CCMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Then I would like then to

5 leave this as an observation, and =aybe ycu might want *w
d consider it and respond to it later. If you would please

7 review, is the statement that I have quoted frem the utility's
8 evacuation plan correct - and it appears on their plan, revi-
9 sica 6, 1978, stating that your criteria for the low popula-

10 tien ene of 5 rems -- is that cor:cct? And I 'J1 ink it =ay

II take some review.

12 Then, secondly, is it correct that the guidelines
13 by NRC in fact state that the icw population zone in the
14 distance you put it earlier shall be calculated in fact on the
15 basis of 25 rems? e

16 Then those are the two questions I am just going "4

17 leave at this ti=e.

18 COL. HENDERSCN: All right, sir, thank you.

19 COMMISSIINER PIGFORD: Thank you. |
|

20 CHAI3EAN KEMENY: Let's see -- Professor Pigfo-d i

i
21 1just so I want to be sure I unc'.erstand it -- if your numbers ;

> '

1 22 as quoted are correct, that would =ean that the Pennsylvania I

b
|23 State 's criteria are stricter than those of NRC. Is that nou |

2
1
1

i 21 co rrect?
!

$ 25 | COMMISSICNER PIGFORD: Chairman Kemeny, I dcn't think'
| /

r3Q lbo:
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I it means necessarily th:st. If one were to recalculate the -

2 and I should ask this as a question -- if cne were to recalculate
3 the low population :ene for the TMI facility on the basis of
4 5 rems, it would seem logical that it would be at a greater
5 distance than the one you quoted earlier, if the one you quoted
6 earlier was calculated for 25 rems. Is that not correct?

,

7 COL. EENDERSCN : It sounds reasonable. I would like

8 to defer to Tom Gerusky who is the next witness to that point.
_ i

9 CHAIRMAN KI2ENY: I see. So, Professor Pigford, is

10 the point that if 25 rem criterion was used, the icw population
11 =cne may have been defined as smaller?

I

i

12 COMMISSICNER PIGFORD: Yes, sir. I think that is
,

13 the point of the question I am leaving.
;

14 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I see. Thank you very much. Dr..

15 Marks was next.

16 COMMISSICNER MARKS: Colonal Esncerson, I would like

17 to turn to a somewhat dif ferent area. Could you tell us in whau

ways PEMA is involved in the education of the public as regards||18 '

19 radiation hazards?
I 4

20 l CCL. HENDERSCN: Yes. We have a coucle areas. Cne! .

,

21 is we had prepared, several years ago, a booklet titled "What
i

22 |! You Should Knew About
e
1 Radiaticn, * which we were proposing to j.

3
'

V

23 | distribute to citi: ens living within the vicinity of pcwer,
;,

i l
i 24 } plants within the five-mile area. That was never distributed.i.

5 I

.! 25 !We are in the croces'. of having it printed. In fact, it is to
1

t19 167.
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1

he printed by the end of this month.

2
We also have a series of films on radiation from our

3 film library, which we loan to groups and organi:stions. We

4
also have a course of instruction titled "Your chance To Live,"

5 which has some radiation matters involved in it, which is a
6 vehicle for students in public schools frem 9,10, 11-year

-

!
7 grades.

3 Those are those primarily.
9

CC!Ci!SSICNER MARKS: Why wasn't the publication

10 distributed?

II

CCL. HENDEPSCN: We had internal difficultd es of
12 getting concurrences for its distributien before its printing.
I3

OCMMISSICNER MARKS: Cculd you be core specific, !

I4 please?

15 COL. HENDERSCH : We sent the document several years
16 ago to the Bureau of Radiation Protection and to me=bers of our'
17 council, the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Council --

18 Agency -- gets its overall guidance and direction frem a council
|19 chaired by the Lieutenant Governor, with members from the Senate
,

20 1and the Ecuse and frem the secrataries of various departents.
,

21 IThe Bureau of Radiation Protection has a ccuncil, andi
>
= ,, ,

; I am not certain of its name nor of its membership, and the"

5
u

_? 23 | Bureau of Radiation Protection sent copies to the membership ofI
1

{24 this council that provides its guidance.
s

25 ! And several of the members were cencerned that it

!1@ 1'o
( 2
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I appeared that we might be highlighting the ha:ards associated
2 with fixed nuclear sites unfairly, and that the document could
3 more appropriately be included in an overall dccument treating
4 all kinds of disasters, and therefore they withheld their
5 concurrence. I am not certain they withheld their concurrence,

i6 or at least they would rather we would not publish it, and as '

7 a consequence we did not.

8 COMMISSIONER MARKS: You now have approval to distribe

9 ute it. Or did I misunderstand you? You said you were ::cw

10 printing it up.

1I COL. ENDERSCN: We are printing it up. We went on

12 our own to have it printed. We did not go back for concurren-

13 ces.

14 CCMMISSICNER MARKS: And you do intend to distribute

15 it?

16 COL. HENDERSON: Yes.

17 COMMISSICNER MARKS: And is it your impression that

18 if this had been distributed, if it had been read, it might
19 have decreased ri.iawh;t the confusion in the minds of the public

|20 with regar~ w hazn ds of radiation, such as existed '_

i21 apparently in gru.ne ocen and mothers with small children, j
>

![ 22 and so on, as to at < hat risk they were? '

'3 i

V i

23 COL. ENDERSCN : I think it would have been a good !
;
a
1

i 24 j public service to have had such a document out, t.nd that the
i i

t i

25 < docu:ent, although it is not in great detail, it is a very briefa

b;

,
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1 treatment of the various areas of what radiation is. I per-

2 sonally feel that people would have been perhaps less concerned,
3 and a lot of the questions that we were receiving during the
4 incident would have been answered, assuming that people had
5 held onto copies of it or had read it.

6 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Could you give us some idea how !
I
i

7 active is your loan film service? In other words, is this !

S something where there is a daily request for a film, or is it '

9 very occasional? And could ycu give us some idea about the

10 relative activity prior to and subsequent to the accident?
11 COL. HENDERSON: Well, basically there has been no

|
12 increase. We shcw our films, and our films are a very ac*dve .

,

i
.

13 activity. Our County Civil Defense Directors, almost every
,

i14 time they are called upon to speak before the public, ask for !

15 copies of our films.

16 Somewhere between 500,000 and 750,000 people on an

17 average per year see our films. I don' t have a breakdown of
18 the ones associated with nuclear radiation, but they are all
19 ac'dve.

I20 We have approximately 125 different title s , and abouti
:21 ten copies of each one. We send them out to anybody who wants ;

> ;

; 22 them, and all they have to do is return - send them back, pay .a
'

3 |, 23 for the postage coming back.
!t

} 24 CCMMISSICNER MARKS: Also, could yr:u give us seme
i

} 25 , more specifics about these courses of instruction? You indicated

!?9 : 'i n

.f
. v
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I that you provida these courses at a high school level, or
2 primary school level, or community level?
3 COL. HENDERSON: Up till about three or four years
4 ago, the Federal Goverwnt initiated this program of "Your
5 Chance to Live," which is a series of about a dozen courses.

|
6 It.has the handbook, the teaching guides, and everything, and !

7 it was very active in our schcol systems throughout the
8 Co==cnwealth of Pennsylvania.

9 Four or five years ago, the Federal Government with-
10 drew its support, could not purchase any ::cre =anuals and so
II forth, and the program, except for one or two schcols, sort or i
12 phased out.

13 Last s-r, almost a year ago, I started an active

14 program to get this thing re-introduced back into the schcols
15 and get it onto cassettes. Between last sum =cr and March, we

;

16 had been able to =eet with 19 of the 26 schcol districts within
17 the comm<-nwealth of Pennsylvania -- inter =ediace units within
18 the Co=monwealth of Pennsylvania -- and there was about a 90

I
~19 i

percent agreement frem the schcols that they wanted this, the '

20 school principals, they wanted this and they would re-introducei
21 it. hack into the school system.

!

> t

{ 22 So that is =cving along smartly, and I am hopeful that
-

5 |V

, 23 i this September with the new schcol year that we will see ana i

I I

i 24 iincreased attention in this particular area.
.!y b) l l

. . i,
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1 COMMISSICNER MARKS: Wculd you have any other

2 reccmmendations for expanding or changing the way you are
3 providing public education programs related to radiation health
4 matters?

5 COL. HENDERSON: I cannot think of one right offhand.

6 COMMISSICNER MARKS: Well, again, this might be a
j
i

7 question you would want to think about with your staff and '

8 ccme back to the Commission. We would appreciate it.

9- CCL. HENDERSON: There are a lot of things I would

10 like to, but then I have to turn around and think of my budget
11 and think of my limited rescurces and -- you knew, TMI was a

12 very sericus thing, but at the sa=e time, we have much more

13 serious incidences and emergencies going on. It is a problem

14 of priorit:.es and a problem of rescurces. '

15 CCMMISSIONER MARKS: But it would be helpful to the

16 Cceiission --

17 COL. HCIDERSON: I would be able to think ahcut it.
la CCMMISSICNER MARKS: -- and without your particular

19 cencerns with respect to econcmic constraints, :.f you do have

20 scme ideas about expanding er changing pregrams of public
!

21 e ducatien releated to radiation, we vculd appreciate haring i

s
1 22 from you.
r
5 i

$ 23 CHAIRMAN KEMCr?: May I just ccmment, Col. Hendersen,i
i

a
I
i 21 this may be the only time in your 1;.fe somebcdy asks you to do '

e
w

} 2f this withcut censideration of budget, se it is the chance of a
i

;
lifetime.

,,, ;3 , -,
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1 COMMISSICNER MARKS : The Ccemission is unlikely to be
2 able to provide you with any funds. Isn ' t that true , Mr.

3 Chairman?

4 With regard to health professionals , do you have any
5 educational programs with regard to the pctential hazards to
6 health with respect to radiation disasters oriented ecward '

7 health professionals? I will tell ycu why I am asking tnat, it:

8 is our impression that a number of physicians in the cccmunity
9 really did not have adequate knowledge with regard to pctential

10 hazards of radiation to deal with the questiens frcm their
11 patients , so I am wondering whether PEMA has any pr gram
12 directed toward health professionals?

13 COL. HENDERSCN : We do not.

14 COMMISSICNER MARK: You do not?

15 CHAIR:GN KEMENY: Could I follow up? To your

16 knowledge, dces any other state agency have such a prcgram?

17 COL.. EENDERSCN : I do not knew if they have the

18 pregram, but certainly cur Depar ment of Health and the Bureau
19 of Radiation Protection has the technical expertise to conduct ,

.

_ i20 such prcgrs=s. Whether they have the money and the wherewithall,
i

21 I am not ccmfortable with that. !
f

b
1 22 We do meet with the professicnal organizations of !
5
u

t23| doctors, nurses, and so forth, periedically, but we discuss ,p
a ,

f I

i 24 ! primarily nass care and the triage, and the tagging and all of
e

25 this kind Of thing. We do not get into the professicnal *

i

/iG. 177'
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I training.

2 CC10iISSICNER MAR'<S : Was PEMA involved in notifying

3 the hospitals in the 10-mile area to begin reducing their
4 patient census?

5 CCL. EENCEPSCN : We did not do this, FEMA did not do

6 it directly. It is my understanding that our Department of |
I
I

7 Health did make such a recommendation to the hospitals.

8 COMMISSICNER MAR *{S: Do you know what stage they madet

l9 that recommendation? At what point in the sequence of events '

10 following the accident they made that recommendation?

I1 COL. HENDERSCN: It was sometime Friday, but I am I
i

t12 not sure when. '
l

|13 COMMISSICNER MARIG : Friday. Were you involved in !
:

I1t teminating the emergency response, in other words , in notifying
15 the hospitals that they could begin normal admissions programs

16 again?

17 CCL. HENDERSON : No, I think this was an independent

18 decisien made en their part.

19 COMMISSICNER MARKS : On their part? Based on public

20 information?

2l CCL HENCERSCN : Yes, _Ar. |
!

>
|1 22 CCMMISSICNER MARKS : Chank you, sir. Thank you, Mr. .

5
y

, 23 Chairman.
a ,

I
I 21 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: We have three more Cc=:.issioners

25 who have asked for the ficer and I think we will limit it to
-

,

-i

| t r
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I those three . Governor Petersen gces next.
2 CCIOi!SSICNER PETERSON : Mr. Chairnan, Mr. Hendersen ,
3 it

i

appears that there are two bases for evacuating, one after
4 the information is availab2.e shcwing that there has been a
5 radicactive release, and the other in anticipatien of release;
6 in other words, as a precautiona:y measure.
7 You recccmended evacuation en Friday ac ning, March

i

8 30, and which of these situations did you base your decisien tc
9 evacuate?

10 COL. HENCEPSCN : Basically I was basing my decisicn
I11 en lack of any infor nation -- ch, specifically to your question,
i

12 this would have been a deliberate evacuation, hasty evacuation
13 COMMISSICNER PETERSCN: Ncw, on the basis of

la information you had abcut a release already having cccurred?
I5 COL. HENCERSCN: Yes ,-having occurred and my
16 understanding that:it:was ccumuing.
17 CCMMISSICNER PECPSCN: Then you called Mr. Malicy,
18 I understand, that morning to say that he would be getting a
19 call within five minutes ordering the evacuation. F'tm whcm ,

_

t20 did you anticipate he wculd get such a call?
!'

i

21 COL. HENCEPSCN: Well, he wculd have gctten a call ;
1

i>
I1 22 frca me, but I called him and the other two county civil defensee

3
V

23 directors to insure they were in advanced state of readiness,
ia

I !

! 2.t | and that I was anticipating directions frem my Governor as far
. ,

s i

'} 25 I as what protective actions we were. :0 t a.< e , and that I felt at
I,

!
)
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I that particular =cment that there was about a 90 percent
2 chance' that we would conduct an evacuation , and I think that
3 is the figure that I probably gave all of the three county
4 directors.

5 CCMMISSICNER PE"'ERSCN : And during that five minutesi

6 you anticipated getting approval frcm the Governor to go ahead ,
7 with it -

8 COL. EENDERSCN: I expected to get guidance from the

9 Governor or Lt. Gcvernor to either go ahead with it or sc=e

10 other protective action.

1I COMMISSICNER PETERSCN: Earlier you said that you got:
}
|12 scme informaticn around that time frem your Bureau of Radiatierj

13 Protection indicating that the release had subsided. Was that

14 a factor in changing your.=ind here?
i

15 COL. HENEERSCN: Yes.

16 CCMMISSICNER PE"'ERSCN : Well, then, on that I'riday

17 evening when Mr. Centen arrived for the first time in the i
!

18 Governor's office and you were present, as you indicated

19 earlier, you said that he described seme pusible events that
i

20 might occur and as a result recccmended thac an evacuaticn plan:
1

21 within a 20-mile radius be prepared. |
|w '

2 22 Can you recall what kind of events he described mightt
3

V
, 23 cccur?
2 i

-

1 '

i 24 i COL. HENCE?SCN . I cannot recal'. the exact scenaricsi-

: I

1 25 , that he related. He disc :ssed the hyd:ccan bubble at the
i

,
__ g7/.

i1; f' \t G
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I time. He was talking in ter=s of a core meltdcwn; hcwever,
2 extremely remote. He did say that the Governor had made the

3 proper decisicn in not evacuating at that particular time.
4

Hcwever, there would -- or that there could be within the

5 scenaries that he was foreseeing the potential for, especially
|6 for cauticnary evacuations and that it would be prudent en ,

i

7 I

our part to have such plans out to 20 miles. I

8 COMMISSIONER PETERSCN: "' hank ycu,

9 CHAIRMAN .UME' Y : Professor Lewis. .
J

. -

10 COMMISSICNER LEWIS : Col . Hendersen , it is hard at

Il this point, so many scnths later, to recap the mccd and the
12 fear and anxiety of particularly Friday, March 30, when they
13 really thought there was going to be a serious disaster, but
14 I have scme notes here that were taken frcm notes by Dr. Harold
15 Collins, who was the Assistant Cirector of Emergency
16 Preparedness at the NEC, who is the gentleman who spcxe to you.
17 Just,:if I might read a little bit and then fclicw

18 up with a question. This is what he was saying at the time.

19 We have a problem. It is perking like a taakettle. We have
!20 problems with the water levels. Things are in a sericus state,|

21 things dcn't 1cck gced and could gee worse, things have gceten
> !

! 22 h
!

airy in the last couple of hcurs, treuble with moving water '

i

0
23 \

_y arcund the core. The situatien is starting to degenerate. We |
l

24| could be getting a core melting -- I an just taking little
;

s 6

1 25 pieces cut of his conversation.

619 177,
,
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I Dces that, in essence, sound like what he was telling
2 you on the telephcne when he talked to you?
3 COL. HENDERSCN : Absolutely not. See, en Thursday

4 we were . receiving information alcng these kinds of lines , we
5 are in the final stage of a cold shutdown. We expect to be

6 shut dcwn with h 30 minutes. We have hit a snag, we may have

7 to. revert to another system of venting. No chance of a core

8 meltdown, or no chance of it getting out of control.

9 Ncw, those kinds of reports came through clear up
10 until about 7:30 Friday morning, so when this report that we
11 received from Three Mile Island at 8:40 that morning, here was
12 a very rapid escalatien. Ncw, all I got frem Coc Collins at

13 9 :15 enat =orning was, one, him asking me what report I had
14 received frca Three Mile Island, which I have already given
15 here, testified to.

.

16 He said yes , that agrees with what I have. It is

17 serious, and went on to reccmmend. He did not go into this
j

18 areas that you have been discussing.
I19 COMMISSICNER LEWIS: Given his perceptiens of the
|
|

20 sericusness of the crisis en Friday, and hearing about them new,
1

i

21 ' are ycu troubled at the f ailure of the White Ecuse to declare i
;

b i

i22 a naticnal disaster at that point? And do you have any insights_";
5
u

23 into why that was not done? :
ie

a
7

i 24 , COL. HENCEF.SCN: Well, I perscnally see nothing te
e. i

-

t <

a 25 : have been gained by the declaration of a disaster, either a
:

i

.[ 18] j7Q |
i

t .;t,
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I state or federal disaster. True, once the President declares,

2 then there is money made available to the states for
3 extraordinary expenses, but, you knew, in state expenses of
4 overtime and in county and local government's expenses of
5 over*-4- e in the total package. To a local municipality, you

i

I6 knew, a thousand dollars here or 500 dollars here is a (
i

!7 reascnable amount of =cney, and the same to my pcckethcok, but
8 in the total billions of dollars that gover :ments handle, it
9 is really peanuts.

10 So, I do not see any need for a declaraticn, either
11 a state or a federal clisaster declaration, and we were getting
12 all of the assistance f cm.the federal government in terms of
13 technical advice and assistance. We had over that weekend ac
14 least 35 or 40 pecple from the Defense Civil Preparedness
15 Agency that had reported in. We had assigned them to counties,
16 they were dcwn helping -the counties refine and develop their
17 10 and 20-mile plans.

18 We had them ut.t in the host ccunties reviewing these
19 plans for hcw we were to take care of pecple in the event we

.

20 were, wculd have had to have evacuated. We had 25 different
I
i21 federal agencies mee :ing daily in my -- in the extensicn of my j

> i3 22 office, and I was meeting with these pecple at 11:00 every |
5
u ,

, 23 morning, everybody from the Post Office Cepartment to the IRS , |e

Ia 21 and so f orth , so they were dere and prepared to have providede
w
1

25 | any assistance that wculd have been ::eeded with cut withcut aa

i
i

\ f\7 \i]
1 7'
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1 disaster declaration, so I am not ccmfortable that one was

2 needed.

3 COMMISSICNER LEWIS : Okay. Did you discuss when Mr.

4 Centen arrived, did you discuss the White Ecuse approach to ths

5 prchlems at Three Mile-Island, what the President wanted and

6 expected en the scene? !
i
.

7 COL. HENDERSCN : The only thing that I was aware of I
8 at that time was that the President or the White House were
9 assigning two individuals , cne , Denton, to speak for the NRC

10 from the technical side of the house, the second person to be
,

!

11 Scb Adamchik. frcm the federal Disaster Assistance
12 Aaninistratien, who was to be responsible for the coordination |

|
,

13 of all other federal agencies net directly associated with
t

I14 Three Mile Island, to have them in advanced state of readiness '

15 to assist the state, should it be required.

16 COMMISSICNER LEWIS: Was there any discussion of the

17 White Ecuse being particularly concerned about ecoling things

18 and trying to keep panic frem rising in that area?

10 COL. HENCEESCN: Well, I think -- I did not have this
i
1

20 expression frem the Whice House , nor was it led to me to ,

,

21 believe , but it was within the scate , cer ainly , and that is
|

> '

{ 22 ene of my major respcnsibilities, najor concerns , in any kind
_

r
3

tU
23 cf a disaster, is try to maintain a chreshhold er maintainp

,

i I

I 24! levels of tensicn so that ycu can do what needs to be dene and
I.

s I

1
.s 25 get things back to normal as rapidly as possible.

,

|

\ ?19 1RG '
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1 This is part of the emergency management business,

2 t.o try and maintain these levels.

3 COMMISSICNER LEWIS: I guess what I am leading to is

4 do you feel that it was necessary for the White House to take

5 the action that it did, was that in light of the situation as
6 you understocd it, plus -

7 COL. EENDEPSCN: Well, it was necessar/ because my
;

Gove=cr had requested the White House to take specifically8

9 this acticn, so the White Ecuse effect, was respcnding to

10 the request of Governor Thornburgh to assign sccebcdy there

11 who could speak for the nuclear side of it and somebcdy who

12 could handle the other federal agencies and to knock off a

13 lot of the ccnversation that was coming out of Washingten that
14 was disturbing.to us.'

15 COMMISSIONER LEWIS: Ncw, give me a little bit more.

Are you saying that what you were getting out of Washington16

17 was --

i
18 COL. HENDERSCN: I am saying that a lot of statements!

I
19 were being made in Washington and reported upcn in the naticnal!

I

20 news media that were not accurate, and were alarming to tne
i

21 pecple of Pennsylvania and that this was what we were trying tc:

$ 22 put a da=rer en, was the statements being made so far removed
r
5

$ 33 f cm the scene itself.
e |
I
; 24 COMMISSICMER '.ZdIS : In Other words you felt that
e,

J. 25 ' the public and the media were being confused by, really,

i <tG 19. )
'/
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1 basically, what was coming out of the NRC in Washingten?
2 COL. HENDERSON: It was not limited to the NRC. It

3 was other federal agencies were making utterances and state-
4 ments that were centrary to what we knew to be the fact and
5 we were literally swamped with telephene calls frem all over
6 the United States and the world, from Australia, frcm France , !

l

7 you name it, advising that they just heard over the national
8 news media that 8 million pecple had been evacuated.-- that came
9 frca China.

10 (Laughter. )

11 ':' hey were extremely wild, just let me put it that
12 way.

13 CHAIPMAN KEMENY: Col. Henderson , do you knew whic:.

14 federal official had informed tihe People's Republic?
15 ( Laughter. )

16 COL. HENDERSCN : No, I do not.

17 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: But, sericusly, could you give -

18 that clearly was a crary rumor -- but can you give sore
19 cencrete examples of statements that ycu knew of that cara cut

20 of Washington that led to ecnfusion?
I

i

!

21 COL. HENDERSCN: Well, unfertunately, Ihadnotimef
>
! 22 to read or listen to the naticnal, to the newspapers , I cculdr
3
*

23 | not read newspapers or vacch televisien during thir, particular +2
1
1 '

i 24 per.cd of time, but I was getting calls and saying, from pecplej-

w

3 25 who were telling me that we just neard over this kind of a '

t

If
i! I V'I

_
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1
statement.

2 I had a call frcm Australia saying that they had
3 heard from the United States that we were going to step impor:-
#

ing uranium and they wanted to knew what impact this was going
5 to have en their ecenemy, you knew, in Australia. Sun there

6 were more serious prcblems where individuals were calling up and
7 saying I have a daughter living -- frem Kentucky -- saying , I I

8 have a daughter living in Wilkes Barre, is she safe, because of
9 the kinds of stories that were apparently appearing.

10 I have never had the opportunity to go back and
II really check if those kinds of stories were appearing. I cm

12 led to believe they were.

I3 CCMMISSIONER IrdIS : To what extent did this kind of

14 thing hamper your ability to deal with the crisis at hand?
15 COL. HEIDERSCII: Very seriously, because I had tco

lo many people tied up in trying to sec=p cut rumors that I could
17 not do my jcb of keeping many of the counties notified -- I did!
18 the best we could to keep them kncwledgeable on what we knew.
19 Everfthing we knew I feel the ccunties eventually knew, fcund |

i

20 ,cut or that we infc med them.
|

21 Ecwever, there were time lapses because people wculd '
s |

{ 22 he tied up cn other things that cculd have been used more !
3
V

i23 effectively in an operaticnal =cde, rather than this particular:
'

?
1

1
24 kind ci --

- , _ ,

j qn-03
< 3 c(4 2f I COECSSICNER 2WIS : Nculd ycu like to see i'nt

i

!

I
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1 emergency situatiens a centralising of a news- source?

2 COL. HEIDERSC1: You know, the local press were good
3 and did a very responsible jcb and I do not want to say that
4 we should try to control news and you put me in an awkward
5 position here. I perscnally would like to take all the news

6 media and say, yes , this is what you are going to say, but I
7 know that this is an impossible dream and I do not want to be

8 -- cc be recily put en the pan that way.

9 Because, you know, in times of an emergency, my
10 agency relies fully upon the news media, particularly radio and
11 TV or emergency broadcast system, to get the word out, so we

12 need them, we have to be in bed with them, so I cannoc deny them
{13 informatien and I have got to work with them, and I want. to work

' 14 with them because they provide a terrific service to us in
15 time of emergency.

16 CCb0iISSICNER LEWIS : So, you are saying that you

17 really would not favor a centralized source.

18 COL. HEIDERSCN: ! would not favor it, yes.

19 CCMMISSIC:IER LEWIS: Okay, thank you.
;

!

20 '

21 ;

i
ih

{ AA I

i
y
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! |

,
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TAPE 8 1 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Professor Taylor?

G. IMCCD 2 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: I would like to get some

3 idea of the scale, the day-to-day scale of operations of
4 PEMA briefly, and within that centext, scme idea of what

fraction of cur activity is concerned with nuclear =atters,5 ;

6 and of the nuclear matters what fraction is concerned with
7 the reaction to a nuclear attack which I believe is part of
8 the responsibility of PEMA. Is that correct?

9 COL. D DERSON: Yes, sir.

10 COMMISSICNER TAYLOR: And ccmpared to that, hcw

11 much day-to-day activity, planning and so en is concerned

12 with a possible nuclear accident, such as TMI?

13 First of all, what is your annual budget, roughly?
14 COL. HENDERSON: About 1.6 million.

15 COMMISSICNER TAYLCR: 1.6 million. Is a majority

16 of that accounted for by staff salaries and benefits?

17 COL. HENDERSON: 75 percent of my funds are for

18 staff salaries.

19 COMMISSICNER TAYLOR: Okay.

I20 COL. HENDERSCN: 15 percent is for fixed costs, suchiI
I

21 as ccemunications; 5 percent for travel, additional travel

$ 22 costs and so fc: th; and about 5 percent for all else..

5 i

23 COMMISSIONER TAYLCR:
_ .

Of your total activity, do

j ;4 you have sc=e way of guessing, if you have not breken it out 1

.

-

"

j 2f specifically in the budget, what fractice. is concerned with i

,

!
!

|
g14 1OI
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1 things related to response to a nuclear attack? Is it a

2 large fraction or let me put it that way?

3 COL. EENDERSON: All right. I have 67 pecple total

4 on my staff, equally divided between proft:ssionals , and

5 clerical personnel. I operate three area headquarters,

6 in Central, Eastern and Western Pennsylvania. Each have an

7 underground facility. I have five pecple each in these

8 three facilities.

9 At Fort Indiantown Gap, I run a, I have an engineer

10 stockpile of equiptnent where I have three people. Additionally

11 I have a maintenance repair shop for radiological =eters.

12 I could not think of it. Now, that is a four-man operaticn. !

13 They are respcnsible for not only the repair and upkeep of

14 these instru=ents , but also, for the maintenance of these

f5 instruments in the field. I have within each county, stored

16 in each county, the number of instruments that they would

17 require to put into shelters in time of enemy attack.

18 So, I could say that these four people are full

19 time enemy-attack related.

20 I have five people in a plans office for crises ;

!
21 relccation which is strictly enemy related. So, I have

;

$ 22 nine people out of my 57 pecple that are enemy-attack related.
r 1

3 i

23 COMMISSIONER TAYI,OR: Are these nine people pretty

V

I 24 much the people that you would lock to or that you did leck
.

i 1 ,

j 23 ! to in the TMI situation? In other words,

l do you useg/ }}jhe
t
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1 expertise that is in your organization that has to do with
2 response to nuclear war, nuclear attack, also, for response
3 to a reactor accident?

4 COL. HENDERSCN: I have to use everybody. Although

5 these nine people that I made reference to are under

6 100 percent federal contract, it is within that 1.5 million
7 dollars, but I have a contract with the Federal Government
8 that I will maintain so many instruments each year, and these
9 people have a regular workload in order to maintain this.

10 Under our crisis relocation planning contract with
11 the Federal Gcvernment, with the Defense Civil Preparedness

12 Agency, I agree that I will move so far in this planning
13 sequence during each fiscal year.

14 So, I an under contract to do that, but during

times of emergency, I can go to the Defense Civil Preparedness15

16 Agency and say, " Hey, I have got an emergency. I am pulling

those pecple to use elsewhere," and I have to do this,17 and

18 I do it, and the CCPA has always approved in the past, the
19 doing of this.

!

!20 . COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: What I am trying to do is to
I
|

21 gest some idea of the connection, the sort of mutually
;

22 | supportive connection between what you do in preparing for
3 1

$ 23 | the possibility of nuclear attack and what you do in preparing
a
*

Ij 2.s for the pcssibility of an accident like TMI . Le t me put the
<

- ,
; ,

} 25 question this way, if you found, let us s ay , because o f an

A __

:!/ 10/
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1 intensification of civil defense activities federally,
2 nationwide that you were getting more money, more responsibility
3 in that area, response to nuclear attack, would that
4 automatically significantly increase your capability to
5 respond to a nuclear pcwer accident?

6 COL. HENDERSCN: Very definitely.

7 They are compatible.

8 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Thank you very much.

9 COL. EENDERSCN: Ccmpatible with all kinds of

10 emergencies. The stronger I am, and the strenger my county

11 civil defense directors are to respend to the day-te-day

12 emergencies, the better we would be capable of respending

13 to enemy attack or vice versa.

14 CCMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Let me , j us t as a footnote ,

15 ask does this mean that a substantial fraction of the

16 90-cdd people in your organization did beccme involved cne

17 way or another in the SiI response? In other words , were

18 you able to find useful things for people in your organization

19 to do way beycnd these that had had experience with radiation

20 monitoring and so on?

!
21 COL, HENDERSCN: Oh, absolutely. It was 67 pecple i

!

|[ 22 assigned. 67 of those people were involved in Three Mile
r |
3 i

$ 23 Island and are s*4'' 4 avolved to their eyeballs in the
1

ia
I i

i 24 ! aftermath and the ongoing planning at the other pcwer plan *a ,
| for examole,Ij e4

i

nn ,

,/ 1 [j OY
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I
CCMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Fine. Thank you.

2
CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Governor Babbitt?

3
CCMMISSIONER 3ASBI"'"': Colonel Hendersen, it is my

4
understanding that :6ere is legislation pending in Ccngress

5 which would require the Nuclear Regulat ry Ccm=ission to
6 approve state emergency plans and which would, in fact,
7 mandate the NRC to spell out quite detailed criteria to which
8 state plans would have to conform. Do you have any feelings

9
as to the advisability of that approach?

10 COL. HENDERSCN: Well, I am not comfortable that the

II NRC is the agency that should be assigned this planning
12 responsibility. I think NRC primarily is technically
13 oriented. I think PEMA is the proper organization it should
14 be assigned to, but like with most federal planning, it
15 starts dcwn here and works its way back up.
16 I would like to see a federal plan, and then let
17 the state plans dovetail into that and let county plans. -

18 The way it is now, under the present guidance, each state
19 is respcnsible for developing a plan under scree very general _
20 broad guidance of NRC and are invited to submit them for

,

i21 concurrence.
|

>
; 22 COMdISS ICNER . 3 ABBI"'"' : You are in effect, suggesting
"

'

5
V
2 23 that they should first practice what they preach?m
I
I 24 COL HENCERSON: Yes .- '

i j
|

} 25 | COMMISSICNER 3 AESI"'"': By devel,ogg a federal
! / !

I
ii

I
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I plan?

2 COL. HENDERSON: Correct.

3 COMMISSIONER BABBITT: Thank you.

4
CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Thank you very much, Col. Henderson.

5 Would counsel please call and ; wear in the next
6 witness.

7 MR. HARVEY: Thcmas Gerusky, plea.se?
8 Thereupon,

9
THCMAS M. GERCSKY

10 was called as a witness and, after be:ing first duly sworn,
11 was examined and testified as follcws:
11 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Would you please state your
13 full name and your current pcsition for the record?
14 MR. GERUSKY: Yes , my name is Thcmas Michael Gerusky,
15 and I am Director of the Bureau of Radiation Prctaction,
16 the Pennsylvania Depart:nent of Environmental Resources.

17 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Counsel?

18 MR. HARVEY: Mr. Gerusky, could you give us an

19 idea of the role that the Bureau of Radiation Protection
|

20 plays in state government?
|
I

21 MR. GERUSTY: Yes, we are one of the bureaus in the
>
; 22 Environmental Protection Program of the Department of i
.

;
5
v '

23 Inviron= ental Rescurces. I
,
2
1

.

; 24 iMost of our energies are devoted tcward licensing,-
,,

) 25 inspecting, registering, determining ecmoliance with} cur I, ')' fj

i
!
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1 regulations for about 9000 users of radiation-producing
2 =achines and equipment and sources that are not licensed by
3 the Nuclear Regulatory Cc= mission.

4 The other portien of our program is involved in
5 routine environmental surveillance around nuclear pcwer plants a

6 around .chtaining general background informatien, natural

7 background infor=ation and fallout surveillance and in

8 emergency planning and reviewing nuclear pcwer plant plans ,

9 being involved in JiRC ox. the old AEC hearings on nuclear

10 pcwer plants in Pennsylvania, that kind of thing.
11 MR. HARVEY: Does your agency act as a state's

12 representative in licensing hearings on nuclear pcwer plants?

13 MR. GERUS'fi!: In almost all cases, yes,

14 MR. HARVEY: And you appear at these hearings and

15 present testi=cny or question witnesses?

16 MR. GERUSKY: Yes.

17 MR. HARVEY: With respect to the monitoring prcgram

18 around nuclear facilities conducted by your bureau, could

19 you describe that program as it existed prior to "'hree Mile

20 Island?

21 MR. GERUSKY: Yes, we sent you a copy of that

$ 22 =enitoring progran or you have it. "'he =cnitoring program
|
t

r
5

ij 23 was designed as a check cn the utility mcnitoring pregram. i

j2
=

ij 24 It was a minimal program, samples of air, water, mil'< , .

i
- ,

a ,

j 25 vegetation, fish, wildlife and background radiation, using
'

j

ser .c <
I

i/ I /!
_
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1 ther=cluminescent dosimeters , but they were, almost all of
2 these sample locations were the same locations that the

3 utility used for its environmental monitoring program, and
4 in particular the TLD's were at the same locations to
5 determine whether the ther=clu=inescent dosimeters were, the
6 reports , the radiation levels were indeed, the same as that
7 reported to us by utility, and it was a check on the utility.
8 It was the minimum program required by the
9 Nuclear Regulatory Commission to receive contract funds for

10 providing them with infor=ation. We receive about 30 thousand

dollars a year frem the NRC for providing them information11

12 from our environmental monitoring program.

13 MR. HARVEY: Prior to the Three Mile Island incident,

had you atte=pted through legislative means to expand thela

15 mcnitoring program?

16 MR. GERUSrf: Yes, In hearings held about four
|

17 years ago, I testified before the House Mines and Energy

Management Committee concerning the environmental monitoring18
i

l
19 and emergency response capability of our program, and those I

|

20 two are tied very closely together; requested additional I

21 funding and support.

$ 22 Legislatien was introduced to expand bothr
5

)$ 23 activities. Last session it passed the House, and did not
e ,

f 2.s make it through the final days of the Senate.
i

.
._

}" 25 This year it was reintroduced right away with funding;,
i

e : o .! -

.ii
f f ii
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1 300 thousand dollars additiLnal funding, and got passed
2 rather recently and signed by the governor.

3 MR. HARVEY: It was passed after the Three Mile

4 Island incident?

5 MR. GERUSKY: Yes.

6 MR. HARVEY: Okay, but prior to the Three Mile

7 Island incident, the =cnitoring pregram in place was che

8 minimum pregram designed te check the accuracy of the

9 utility's own monitoring pregram. Is that correct?

10 MR. GERUSKY: "' hat is correct.

11 MR. EARVEY: Turning to the Three Mile Island

!incident itself, could you describe the Interagency12

Radiological Assistance Plan and how it works with respect13
.

14 to state emergencies?

15 MR. GERUSKY: Yes, if there is an emergency within
16 state borders, involving any radiation problem, that is

17 involved with the by-product source and special nuclear

la material, in particular, the Federal Interagenef Aasistance

19 Program, or the IRAB team or the RAB team, Radiation Assistance

20 Prcgru, cperates cut of Breckhaven National Laboratcry for

21 our region, and we, with them, if there is an incident in

f22 Pennsylvania requiring what we feel is beycnd o tr secpe te i

iu
, ,.3 handle, we would request assistance frem them.
2

f24 Normally, it is the other way around. " hey will be
.

I
a 2$ notified of an incident in Pennsylvania thrcugh a variety of

,
,

i

6If [q7
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1 sources, and they Jill call us and ask us to handle the

2 accident for them and report back. These are mainly

3 transportation type accidents or fires or something like that,

where they are notified through their chain of ccmmand,4

5 federal chain of ccmmand.

6 MR. HARVEY: What is the principal agency under

7 the IRAB Plan?

8 MR. GERUSKY: The National Laboratory through the

9 Department of Energy.

10 MR. HARVEY: When the Three Mile Island incident

11 cccurred on Wednesday, March 28, was the IRAB Plan i=plemented,

12 and did the Department of Energy ccme en the scene?

13 MR. GERUSKY: Yes, we received a call about

14 8:30 in the =orning frem Charles Minholz, Director of the

15 Health, Physics and Safety Program at Breckhaven National

16 Laboratory, saying that they were ready to ccme to

17 Pennsylvania at our request.

18 At that point we did not believe there were any

19 releases to the envircnment, didn ' t knew if their assis tance

20 would be required, because it eant taking a Coast Guard

21 helicopter and flying in the team frem Brcokhaven, and we

$ 22 told them to stand by and make everybody ready, and we would
e

d
, 23 get back to them, and at quar er to ten, when we found cut
a
7

Iy ;2 that there indeed, off site, there were releases, and there '

I |j ;3 were off-site concentrations we asked for their assistance. j
!,

I 'Uf ;|i <4
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1 "' hey arrived early afterncon. Apparently they

2 centacted Headquarters. At the same " e a heliccpter frem

3 the Department of Energy arrived in early afterncen with
a radiation sampling capabilities , and frem that point en the
5 Department of Energy team was our right arm in doing
6 environ = ental =cnitoring in the vicinity of that plant, and
7 they stayed for a full month or longer.
8 MR. HARVEY: So that as of Wednesday afterncon,
9 the IRAB Pls had been implemented, and the Department of

10 Energy was on the scene doing monitoring. Is that right?

11 MR. MUSKY: That !1 right.

12 MR. HARVEY: Is it fair to say that during
13 Wednesday and Thursday your agency was involved in environmental
14 =cnitoring and reviewing and analyzing the results of the

data compiled by the Depar eant of Energy an.. advising the
15

16 Governor and other agencies of the releases that had been
17 made in the nuclear facility site?
18 MR. GZRUSKY: That is correct.

19 MR. HARVEY: Turning to Friday, could ycu describe

what happened in your agency en Friday =orning?20

21 MR. GERUSKY: It is very difficult to recollect

$ 22 exactly what happened durang the whole first five days, Ir '

3
, 23 guess of the accident because they were all one big day toe
I
I 24 us. We, =aybe, got an hour's worth of sleep in the process. I
i

!} 2f 1 Our pregram was on 24-hcur call, and we only have 23 people in[.

,

I

i i<1c t o c, :
7

s . _
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1 the program totally. So, there were a lot of prcblems in
2 staffing the laboratory and staffing the main headquarters
3 and in going out and getting field measurements, but we

had received scme infor=ation on Friday morning that a4

5 release was occurring at the plant.

6 The COE teams, the NRC pecple en site, we had an

7 open line to the plant, to Unit 2 Centrol Recm, Unit 1

8 Control Rcom because Unit 2 Control Recm they evacuated that

9 except for, well, because of high radiation levels early

10 on Wednesday and =oved to the Unit 1 Control Recm.

11 They were giving us readings frem. the Met Ed team

12 and the DCE people had radio transmission and were reporting

13 back to us.

14 Cur teams had radio cars by that time and could

13 report back co us . So, we were aware that a release was going

16 en at the plant and that the levels off site were going up

17 to the range of 10 's of MR per hour.

18 MR. FaLTIEY : Were you concerned about these

19 releases?

20 - MR. GERUSKY Yes, we were very cencerned, and that '

21 is why everybody was cut =cnitoring. We had infor=ation

$ 22 frem the plant that the releases were planned but un entrlled,
I
$ 23 and that the first release vculd have been the highest
a

f 24 , amount of radiation and that the levels should decrease |
5 i

j 25 f significantly over the next few hcurs back de n to where they
I

i'

,O'/O
If, i c/ :

-
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I were the day before.

2
Then a call came in frem Craig Williamsen, the

3
Assistant Dirs: tor of State Council Civil Defense, informing

4
us of the call frem Doc Collins reccc=ending evaculation.

5 MR. HARVEY: Is he frem the NRC?
6 MR. GERUSKY: Yes.

7 MR. EARVEY: All right. What did he say?
8 MR. GERUS~KY: He told us that Doc Collins had
9

called and recer= ended evacuation dcwnwind for 10 miles
10 because of the reading of 1200 MR per hour above the stack.
11 We had not received any informatica that wculd indicate
12 that there were any off-site levels that would require
13 evacuation. We were ca th<s phone with the open line, again
14 with the utility, talking with the NRC people and the. utility
15 people abcut what daey were finding and, again, they did not
16 find anything, anything greater than what we knew already,
17 and --

18 MR. EARVEY: Excuse me. You received a call frem
19 PEMA, saying that there had been a significant release and
20 that evacuation was recommended for 10 miles.
21 MR. GERUSKY: By NRC.

s

b I

{ 22 MR. HARVEY: By NRC and you called --
5
v

23 | MR. GERUS KY : Washingten.7
1 ,

I
\

i 24 , MR. EARVEY: Washingten?
i ! i

1

25 ! MR. GERUSKY: NRC, Washingten.
{

i4

, f ,,_

t i
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1 MR. HARVEY: And you called the site and spcke
2 to the NRC representative at the site, and they were not
3 concerned and had not heard about the evacuation?
4 MR. GERUSKY: They were concerned that the call

5 came in from NRC Headquarters and could not believe that that

6 call came in because they saw no reason for it, and that they
7 had not provided them with the information, what they felt
8 was any information which would hava caused them to =ake that

9 call.

10 In the meantime, two people from our office were

11 on the phone with Doc Collins, asking him why that recemenda-

12 tion was made and, also, .'they were cencerned that the

13 recemendation ws made directly to the State Council or to '

14 PEMA because in the chain of comand, and we have been working

15 with Mr. Collins for many years, he knows our organi:ation,

16 and he kncws what we were supposed to do, and that we had the

17 responsibility for :daking the recemmendation.

18 The recomendation shoul'd have come to us to

19 discuss the implementation of it and then to PEMA. He could
I
i

20 have overriden us , but at least he could have ccme to us first.|
;

i
21 In any case he said, I was not involved in the

i
i

$ 22 conversation, but the information I have is that the j
I

r ,

3

$ 23 conversation was rather a wild ene, and he stated that it was
|*

, >
"

'

; 24 not his recc=endation, that he was just folicwing orders ,
i '

} 25 and he hung up.
g

p;[+

i <U
l

,
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1 Apparently at that point he then called back

2 Civil Defense and infor ed them that he had made the
3 recc:mnendation.

4 We then got on the phone and tried to call Civil
5 Cefense back. The phone lines were tied up. We were hearing
6 on the radio the announcement that if there was an evacuation
7 needed that these were the steps you were to take.

8 MR. HARVEY: Was that %0 Vin Malloy's announcement?

9 MR. GERUSKT: Yes, we had WHP cn in my office, and
10 he ca=e in. He did a gcod jcb, by the way, informing the
11 public as to what they should do in case an evacuatien was

12 reccm= ended.

13 So, I went to the Governor's Office. With me in the
'

14 office at the tire was the Ceputy Secretary of Health and --
15 MR. HARVEY: Were you trying to atop the evacuation

16 at that point?

17 MR. GIBUSKY: Yes, well, we did not knew what

18 the rce:=nendations had been. We were not able to get bac' k

19 to Civil Defense. We were not able to get hold of the

20 Governor's Office; so we did not knew what was happening i
t

21 except we heard that if an evacuation was called. So, I went |

$ 22 to the Governor's Officer, and 3i11 Ocrnsife our nuclear
tr

3

23 engineer went to State Council Civil Defense and said, "No:", '

*
1

1 24 there was no evacuation needed. i
,

b 25 |
.

i
!
i

,
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1 1 Mh. HARVEY: So because the phone lines were jammed,
/79 2 Sill Cornsife went to PEMA to say that no evacuation was neces-
a9

3 sary and you went to the governor's office to say that no
4 evacuation was necessary. When you got there, who was there?

5 MR. GERUSKY: Well, the governor and the lieutenant

6 governor and their staff aides. I don't recall. We've had
7 so many meetings in the governor's of fice and so many dif ferent
8 people were there, but mcst of the * e, the gove=or's aides ,

9 Jay Waldman, Paul Kritchlo, the public information officer or
10 the governor's press secretary. There weren ' t that people in

11 the office as are normally there for an NRC cr a Met. Ed.

12 briefing.

13 MR. HARVEY: Was it yocr sense that they had been in
14 contact with the NRC?

15 MR. GERUSKY: Yes. I believe I missed the first call
16 with Chaiman Hendrie. And when we got there, the information

17 that I had was that Chaiman Hendrie had already told the

18 governor that they had made a mistake and he apologized for

19 the error and thera was no need for evacuation. The take cover

20 recc=mendaticn, I can' t recall hcw that came abcut. I don't ,

|

21 believe I reccmmended it. I think that was dcne before I got
>
1 22 there, but I'm not sure.
t
5
v

I, 23 .M R . HARVEY: So that at that point, the governor had '
s
1
; 24 already been in centact with Chairman Hendrie. Chai=an

|. i

s I
i} 25 ! Hendrie had apologised for the evacuaticn racc==endation tha:

_
I15 90
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LA 2 1 had come through 24r. Collins?

2 MR. GzRUSKY: Right.

3 MR. HARVEY: And what discussiens ensued then in the
4 governor's office?

5 MR. GransgY: i believe Randy Welch also brought uo
6 the concerns of the Secretary of Health of the needs for
7 evacuating pregnant weten and possibly small children. In the

8 course of that, Chairman Hendrie, I believe , called back to
9 discuss in further details what was going to happen, in other

10 words, sending up Harold Denton and so forth. The question

11 was -- the questien concerning the evacuation of pregnant
12 wcmen and small children was brought up with Chai.. an Hendrie,

13 and he stated that if he had a pregnant wife and small children

in the area, he would reccmmend that they would leave the area,14

15 and he wculd go alcng with that recom 'endation. And that's hcw

16 that -- at that point, I had no choice but to say we have to
17 go alens with them. The reason was, he said that they didn't
12 knew what was going on at the plant, things could get a lot
19 worse, and it was the safest thing to do. And if something

i20 ' else had happened at the plant and these pecple were exposed |

;21 and we had overruled the NRC's recommendation at that point on
,

17 22 that basis, we were in trouble. So I went along with ther
3

.

v
|23 reccmmendatien.7 i

e
7

I 2.t MR. HARVEY- prior to the Hendrie phone call, in the
,

d 2f , governor's office, just prior Oc that second Hendrie phone call,
{
f

I
[ $ hr e =

7 (Ul'
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3 1 was the sense of the group that an evacuation was not necessary'
2 MR. GERUSKY : Yes.

3 MR. HARVEY: And then Chairman Hendrie called?
4 MR. GERUSKY: It could have been -- I'm not sure who
5 called who at that point. I don't believe we called Chairman
6 Hendrie back.

7 MR. HARVEY: Chairman Hendrie was on the phone.

8 Could you tell us the conversation as best you remember it?

9 MR. GERUSKY: Oh, he said something like, " Chairman,

10 we just really don' t knew" -- he said, " Governor, we really

11 don ' t knew what's happening at Three Mile Island. There is a

12 problem with a bubble. There is a possibility of a meltdown.

13 We just den't know enough. The infarmation we' re getting from

14 the plant is too bad. And we have to increase that information

15 ficw and we have to get scmeone up to the site who is knowl-

16 edgeable. The President had recommended that this be done,

17 and we are going to send Harold Centen up. He '11 be up this

18 afterncen and be in to brief you this evening. "

19 MR. HARVEY: Who raised the possibility of evacuating

20 pregnant wcmen and small children?

21 MR. GERUSKY : I think the governor asked Chairman

$ 22 Hendrie to comment on the recccmendation made by the deputy
r
3

$ 23 secretary of health.
|m
I

f24 MR. HARVEY: All right. So the deputy secretary of !
-

j 25 health had reccmmended the evacuation of pregnant wcmen and
{

,

i

i so ,> g Qc
.
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4 I small children.

2 MR. GERUSKY: He had recermended it be considered.

3 I den't think he had recermended the evacuation.

4 MR. HARVEY: And what was Chairman Hendrie's response

5 when the governor raised that poss bility?

6 aR. GIRUSKY: That it was a gcod idea.

7 MR. HARVEY: Co you recall what he said?

8 MR. GERUSKY - If he had a pregnant wife in the area

9 I and. an inf ant or child under the age of cne , he would ask then+

10 to leave the area. And then the questien came up, well, how

11 far. Oh, five ::u.ies was a good nurber.

12 MR. EARVEY: Do you recall hcw that nurter was

13 reached?

14 MR. GERUSKY: Just be -- well, I think he said two

::'.iles and then somebody else said, "Two niles? That's awful
15

16 cicse." And he said, "Well, yeah, maybe four or five miles. '

And we all settled on five miles since five ::u.les was the17

i

18 | emergency evacuation ::ene.
I

19 ! MR. HA*WEY : In other words , you had a plan for five
.

|i

! I

20 ! miles? '

I
! MR. GERUSK'' - '' a ah , the evacuation plans were for

I.,1.
i,

!

I *e!five miles. The recercendation, thcugh, was made en the basis
!

**
!;

63 i,that we knew it could be handled within five miles and we didn't
s
"

? -

2 l

And he'! feel it was needed to be dene any fur-ler distance.T

j 24
- '

I

.I oc |also recermended -- I think it was the covernor wh
s a:.d .-cha.

- ./
-- _.,,
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A 5 I it was going to be advice only; it was not a call for an evacua-

2 tien. It was an advisory that these individuals , because of
3 their sensitivity to radiation, he removed from che area.
4 MR. HARVEY: Co ycu recall how the line was drawn

5 between two-year olds and one-year cids and pre-schcol chil-
6 dren?

7 MR. GERUSKY: Everybcdy started saying, well, hcw i

8 can we separate a ene-year old from a tao-year old, and then
9 how can we separate a twc year old from other pre-schoolers...

. -

10 And the decision was made, okay, we'll j ust go to all pre-
11 schcolers, there can't be that many =cre of them. And then

|
12 the decision, well, wait a minute, what abcut the problem of

i

13 the relatives of '.ae pre-schoolers that are in school. So i
i

14 the schecls -- they couldn' t leave without taking their chil- i
i
i

15 dren along. "'he schcols were closed so that everfbody could i

16 leave the area, the pregnant women and the small children and

17 their brothers and sisters Po were in schcol at the time.
|18 MR. HARVEY: So that was the advisorf that was made ;
,

19 that afterncon?

20 MR. GERUSKY- Yes.
i

21 MR. HARVEY: Now, there c2me a time when the adviscrf
> '

,1 22 had to be lifted. Could ycu describe the problems in ' " ag
i I

,

v

23 | the adviscrf?,
a ;,

I |
J 24 : MR. GERUSKY : Well, since -here wasn't any real

i
.

J. 25 ; criteria set up to make the recccmendation in che first place,
i

e

I

[*( ') O, 't
,

- .
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LA 6 I i

except lack cf knowledge, the problem continued day to day. |
I

2 The governor kept saying to the Cc=missicn and to Harold I

3 Centen, what is your recommendation cencerning allcwing the
4 pregnant wcmen to return to the area. And the approach was ,

5 well, we should have a clear-cut line of de=arkation where

6 scmething has happened at the plant, where we can say, yes,
7 it's safe to go back in. Well, that clear-cut definition

8 never came about. The plant still is not in cold shutdcwn. '

9 And that was the first thing that they were hoping for, was
10 cold shutdcwn. Cold shutdown never cama. And days dragged on.

11 People were leaving the Hershey area, ccming back hcme anyway. {
12 And after a few days, I requested Bill Dornsife, who was at

i
t

13 the plant 12 hours a day, to talk to the NRC people and ccme
,

14 up with scme criteria, even though it is not -- was net the .

,

i

If cold shutdown, to allow the pecple to ccme back into the area. |
i

16 Radiation levels were d:cpping off and so forth.

17 So they came up with four or five points that they i

18 felt were equivalent to the cold shutdcwn criteria and

19 recommended them to the coverncr. The eroblem was that the ,

!

20 | next -- that was just prior to Easter Sunday, I think it was '
i

i '
21 j Easter weekend. And then en Easter Sunday, increased iodine

!

l> '; 22 | levels started at the plant. You knew, saying, gee =, maybe i

r ,

3 I

", 23 ,l we made a wrong decisien. But luckily they were under control !

a .

I I
J 24 j ve ry s ocn .
-

} 25 .MR . EARVZY- So there was no clear-cut way, after the;

I

bI[/ c d )'
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LA 7 1 evacuation reco=endation was made, to lift that same advisory.

2| MR. GERUSKY: Right. I mean, if it's en the basis of

3 we don't know what's going to happen next, maybe they should
4 still be cut there, because we don ' t knew what's going to
5 happen next en there either, when they open -- you knew, there
6 are a lot of things that can go wrong with that plant for the
7 next four years. i

8 MR. HARVEl: No further questions , Mr. Chairman.

9 CEAIRMAN KEMENY: Thank you, Counsel. Mr. Ge_msky,

10 we have heard hcw important the media have been as a scurce
t

11 of information within the region. Did you or any me=her of I

12 your staff participate in briefing the media?

13 MR. GERUSKY: Yes, I did and Bill Dornsife did the

14 first three days.

J3 CHAIRMAN miENY: Can you give us some evaluation of

16 your experiences of those sessiens?

17 MR. GERUSKY: Yes. The media asked very pertinent

18 questions. Then we atte=cted to respend technically and
i

19 accurately. And it was almost impossible to carry on a cen- !

,

20 | versaticn where they understccd what we were talking about.
!

21 And we learned pretty quickly that we couldn't tal'< in ter=s o f!
$ 22 the technical features of the reactor, what was really happen- :
3

i

$, 23 | ing there with valves and so forth. We had to put it in terms
i l

j 24 | that they could understand, tnat they could relay to the public.
!,e

.

} 25 i That was difficult.
'i i,) f~O

;
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LA 8 I For exa=cle , we were talking about exposure radiation
2 levels off-site, and we were saying ten millirem, or we were
3 estimating that no one over the course of the accident would
4 an exposure in excess of 100 millare=. And they said, well,

5 what does that mean. And we said, well, two or three chest

6 x-rays is -- you know, it was very difficult to try to explain
7 what 100 milliram meant right en the spur of the mcment without
3 thinking abcut it ahead of time. "'here was no docu=ent that
9 we could hand out to the press available that would have

10 explained to them what nuclear pcwer was all about, what

11 nuclear accidents were, and so forth.

12 CLU RMAN KEMENY: Cces your --

13 MR. GERUSKY: Excuse me, there was one other problem

14 with the press. And that is -- with the press conferences.
.

15 And that is we would get one question from one reporter and

16 there might be a need to folicw up en that question, and

17 another reporter would then ask a questien, completely
13 unrelated to the previr .us question. And you'd fcrget tha t-

19 there was a need to follow up cn the first question, so you 1

i

|20 never got back to it. And then all at once the press confer- '

21 ence was over. And that was dif ficult.
,

> !

1 22 I would have preferred seme.one -- having sc=ecne of ie
3

$ 23 a technical nature available all the time to answer all |=
,

1

! 24 inquiries and keep people up to date. But we didn ' t have the
e

4 2f , staff to do that.
I
I

f

i /iO -
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!A 9 I CHAI??4AN :G E!Tl: Coes your agency engage in any

2 kind of public education program in che area of radiarien?
3 MR. GRUSr? : Not a planned program. We accept invi-

4 tations to speak at a variety of meetings. And very few

5 people were interested prior to Three Mile Island in knowing
6 abcut reactors and/or radiation. We didn ' t cake any concerted j

7 effort to try to go out to the public because of the staff

'
8 limitations. There are a lot of people in Pennsylvania. And

9 we hase 10 or 12 pecple who can talk to the public.

10 Cd.'. TotAN :C E Tf : Do you have any thoughts as to

11 what should be dene in the future?

12 MR. GRCSrf : Cn public relations?

13 CHAIR 4AN :G.Tr?: Both en the general public and in

14 helping the media.
.

If MR. GRUSrf : I think the media came up with a docu-

16 ment later in the event that was pretty well done, shewing
17 what the te=s was , what reactors were, what meltdown was , and

18 so fcrth. That ought to be retained and distributed. Public

19 info =atien , I think there is a need for dissemination of
,

t
20 scme kind of infc=ation around the nuclear reactor f acilities .'

1
t i

21 j explaining wha can be done -- what can go wrong and what !
!

{ 22 response the pLnlic should take. I'm not sure it vculd go? i
5

i

$ 23 jin the details concerning pregnant weren and who is =cre0
a s* I

} 24 susceptible in the pcpulation. That gets into a let of detail.
. 1'
), 25,I think we have to cut out as :uch as we can, but nake it

, a bR
s7 ;,.

;n
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LA 10 I readable.

2 We were concerned, the first bccklet, that it was

3 j ust not detailed enough, in that -- and it wasn ' t written well.
4 It wasn't we were concerned that it would scare the public.
5 We wanted a better version. We kept rewriting the thing,

6 sending it back to Civil Defense. And the thing would come

7 back over and it would be almost the same way as it came over

8 the first * 4 e . And we rewrote it, sent it back. And finally,

9 we j ust gave up . 'Ihe last version tnat came over, we reviewed.

10 And it was a much better versien. And that 's why it's being

11 printed.

12 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Dr. Marks?
!
t

I13 COMMISSIONER MARKS : I' d like to j cst pursue that. i

14 Ecw many versions specifically, Mr. Gerusky, have you reviewed

15 and rewritten?

16 MR. GERUSKY: Four or five.

17 COMMISSICNER MARKS: Four or five. Can we have copies

|18 of each of those, please, to see what revisions have scecifically

19 been made?

20 i MR. GERUS KY : I den ' t knew if they ' re available. If I
I

I

I21 they're available, you can have tnen.
i

b i
; 22 CCMMISSICNER MARKS : Okay. We'd like to reques- I
r

i3 t iV i

23 'that. I anderstand that your bureau used to be part of the ;
7
e

i :E '

|I 24 . Iepa_ _ ent of Health.
I |

=.

} 2f ; MR. GERUSKY: Yes.
! ,

,

O n
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A 11 I COMMISSIONER MARKS : If you don't have an aggressive

2 program in public education, who does withi:1 the state with

3 respect to the radiation hacards?

4 MR. GERUSKY : No cne.

5 COMMISSIONER MARKS : No one.

6 MR. GERUSKY: No one did when we were in the Cepa.7.-

i

I7 ment of Health either.
|
t

8 COMMISSICNER MARKS : No one did in the Depart:::ent of

9 Health either.

10 MR. GERUSKY: Right.

11 COMMISSIONER MARKS : Co you cor. sider that an appro-

12 priate activity for your bureau?

13 MR. GERUSr?: Yeah.
i

i
14 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Have you ever made a reccmmends-

i

15 tien for such a program and requested a budget?

16 .MR . GERUSKY: Nc, we were more concerned about having

17 not enough staff and funds to do what we were technically

18 supposed to do, rather than education.

#

19 COICCSSIONER MARKS : Isn't it -- I have a little I

i

20 trouble with that line of reasening, because it sea to =e
i

21 that public health and safety with regard to radiation ought
,

iy 22 to place its first echasis en preventien. And prevention hase
3 >

$ 23 to start with information and educatien.
- i

1 |

J 24 MR. GERUSrl: Agreed, and much of our effort was
*

P

} 25 spent in forming the physicians and technicians who were using

i.

' ;/ ' Uu
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LA 12 1 x-ray equipment of the hazards of radiation and how to reduce
2 their exposures to the general public from medical x-rays.
3 That was cur main information type activity. And we gave lec-

4 tures at schcols of technology, we gave lectures to physicians'
5 groups, we gave lectures at medical schools, and so forth,
6 and hospitals , en a routine basis , showing hcw to reduce the
7 x-ray exposure of Pennsylvanians. Anditisstillsignificant.|

3 And we have significantly reduced, in some areas, what these
9 exposures are. They are considerably higher than what the

10 pecple got around Three Mile Island.

11 So there are priorities. And we believe we had our
12 priorities in the proper area at the time.

13 COMMISSIONER MARKS : Have you evaluated these pro-
14 gra=s, by the way?

15 MR. GERUSrf: Y es .

16 COMMISSICNER MARKS: And you have data to indicate

17 that there is a decrease in exposure?

18 MR. GERUSr? : Oh, yes.

19 COMMISSIONER MARKS: What abcut the health profes-
20 sicnals in the Three Mile Island area, once the accident t

f

! f

|21 occurred? Did you make any effort to cccmunicate with them
i

> i

1 22 j with respect to info =aticn as to the hazards of radioactivity? |!

t
3

\V
.i, 23 ; MR. GERUSK'? : No, we were tco busy trying to get= ,

1

! 21 info =aticn ourselves and to pass it along to the pecple who
|3 i

} 23 | needed to knew to react to the emergency.
:

!
*

!

| [ih *i) i
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LA 1.3 1 COMMISSIONER MAP.KS : Well, 'it's our inpression that

2 probably one of the nost significant health effects of '"hree

Mile Island has been the psychic trauna to the public.3

4 MR. GERUSKY: We call it the radiarien fear syndrone.
5 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Right. But you didn't feel any

high priority responsibility to try and deal with that by6

7 transferring infor=ation either to the health professionals or
8 to the pchlic.

9 MR. GERUSKY: I didn't look at a newspaper or watch

10 television or hear radio, except for WHP, which was calm, cool,
11 and collected, during the whole event. And I didn't realize

12 that the public was so upset.

13 '

14 '

15

16

17

13

19

20
t

i

21 I

|, ,

# 22 i* >

i

, 23
- -

% |

t

i 24 I

|
w

g

;

i

!
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DC1

1 CCMMISSICNER MARKS: In retrospect -- I don't want
TMI
" 2-79 2 to say, if we ever have to do it aga in --

pe 10

3 MR. GERUSKT: I dcn't want to have to do it again.

4 CCMMISSICNER MA*tKS: Sut, I mean, what are you doing

5 new to prepare yourself for this kind of problem? In other

6 words, have you recommended any specific programs for educating

7 health professionals in the area?
,

8 MR. GERUSKY: No, not yet. We are still almost full

9 time on the Three Mile Island problem itself and the second

10 thing we are doing is updating the emergency response plans at

11 the reactors in Pennsylvania, getting direct telephone lines
12 installed and so forth. We haven 't had time to sit dcwn and
13 think about how we would do that.

14 COMMISSICNER MARKS: Well, I have to tell you, per-

15 so nally , I react with some distress to thir response because
16 as recently as two or three days ago, there was a television

17 shew cn the Tnree Mile Island folicwup and the accident is
13 still with us, in which physicians were quoted and the. inform-
19 ation they transmitted over national television didn't seem to

i

-i20 me to reflect any profound understanding or even any adequate !
|

i21 understanding of the potential hazards of radiation. New,
!

w

1 22 ! your bureau seems to me to be the legiral bureau in the
|5 |0 j

? 23 I
a .

state -- unless you can identify another one! that has the--
!

I !

I 24 |
. responsibility to do scmething about this. '

5 !t
4 25 MR. GERUSKY: Ouring the -- maybe a month after the

t

|

|
-

_ i

Ci| L' f )
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12 1 accident, there was a program put on in Pennsylvania for phy-

2 sicians to discuss the effects of radiation and the Three Mile
3 Island accident. There is another one being put on by the

Penn State University at Hershey in September, which is a two4

5 day seminar on radiation and health ef fects. There was also

6 a program put on by Pennsylvania -- I am not sure what agency
7 it was -- but an agency located in the Harrisburg area, where
8 some of the physicians and individuals who are very concerned
9 about lcw level radiation exposure were brought in and their

10 views were emphasized and spread around in the media. We just

11 did not have the resources available to us to participate in
12 those and in subsequent forums. There is just so much time

13 in an individual's day and -

14 CCMMISSICrca MARKS: Have you requested these re-

If sources?

16 MR. GERUSKT: Well, we got am additional S300,000
17 in our budget this year over a $700,0C0 budget and we st ill
18 have two vacancies in our program that have been in existence
19 for a couple of years. The Commonwealth does not have a lot -

20 of money and all of the programs have been cut . We are one
21 of the few programs that received an incr ea se . !

'>

! 22 CCMMISSICNER MARKS: Thank you,i
V

23
_? CHAIRMAN KIMEliY: Governor Peterson.
I |
: 9
2

^4
CCMMISSICNER PETIRSCN: Mr. Gerusky, when one visitsi

s
1 25* a nuclear plant, such as we commissioners did at Three Mile

!

i
'

l
|

S. A k
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D03 1 Island Plant No. 1, is put in elaborate protective clothing,

2 given dosimeters to measure one's exposure to radiation and

3 before exiting the plant, his hands and feet and bcdy are

4 carefully scanned to see if he is carrying any radicactive

5 material on his persen. In other words, great precaut ion is

6 taken to protect the individual, even when the plant is shut
;

7 down, which was the case there. We have also been told here

8 that evacuation can be carried out with little hazard to the
9 people and that 30 percent of the people within a five mile

10 radius of Three Mile Island plant evacuated en their own

11 initiative . And we also knew that in hurricane-prone areas,

12 which I kind of lived in for awhile, people are frequently
13 evacuated in anticipation that a hurricane 's path will come

14 through the area and when the hurricane shifts its direction, I
I15 people go back home relieved and, I think, in most cases apprc-

16 ciative of the community having taken that precaution.
17 Now, when considering the safety of the community
18 in the case of the potential release of radioactive material

19 as a result of an accident like that one at Three Mile Island,)
I

e0 , wouldn't it make sense to evacuate prior to an anticipated re-2

21 lease, rather than wait until the release has occurred and the i

* t
|

} 22 people in the area without protective c1cthing er without
3
y ,

-? 23 ! ha:-fexposure meters are contaminated and thus transport that
iI

{ 24 !' ardeus material out of the contaminated area into adjacent
s i

I g ~a i

* areas?
}' ,

,

I,

1/ /I t,
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M 1 MR. GERUSKY: Yes, if we realized that there was a

2 potential release that would involve contamination of indivi-
3 duals or the environs, but that never occurred.

4 CCMMISSICNER PETERSCN: You mean nobody realized

|5 that there was a potential up until then?
j
l6 MR GERUSKT: There was never any contamination of
i

7 individuals or the environment. The only thing that was re-
;
I

8 leased frem that plant of any consequence was xenon 133 and 13's

9 and noble gases and they don't contaminate anything. They

10 just --

11 CCMMISSICNER PETERSON: You mean when we went in
i
'

i

12 that inactive plant there was more potential for the release .

i

13 of radiation --

i

14 MR. GERUSKT: No. There was a lot of other centam- Ii

:
1

15 ination inside -- I don 't know about Unit 1. There is con-

16 tamination where you can get it on your shoes and your hands
17 and your clothing and you can get scce radiation expcsure --
18 even if the people -- well, most of the people, if they had
19 had film badges en er dosimeters on would not have received
20 a recorded exposure. '

i

'l'
COMMISSIONER PSTERSCN: In other words, you didn 't

r

} 22 agree with the eight er ten people who thought there was po-
5
u

? 23 | tential for such release and --
i i

I
f"2# ! MR. GERUSKY: No, I d idn ' t say that. I said .f wes 1

i ,e I
"

'"i -- the infcrmation that we had was that the releases that sererI

|
1

<g a< r
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COS 1 cccurring were -- that there was no significant potential for

2 release en early Wednesday and that when the releases did

3 cccur we were very concerned about icdine 131, which is the

4 critical isotope ir a reactor accident. We did not have the

5 capability to do field iodine 131 monitoring. The utility did,

6 however, and their samples indicated iodine 131 in the env ir-

7 onment; but they had seme questions about it because of high '

8 background. We had those samples taken to cur laboratcry and
9 analyced in much greater detail that indicated Lasignificant

to quantities of iodine 131, well below allcwable levels offsite,
11 like facters of tens and hundreds. Therefore, the only thing
12 that we could find in the environment was the noble gases,
13 and the levels were very, ver; small. We are talking abcut

14 10 MR per hour or less for shcrt periods of time and if we are
15 concerned abcut evacuating people -- we are concerned about

16 evacuating people if there is a pctential for them receiving
17 exposure in the range of 1 to 5 rom,.1,000 to 5,000 millirem.
18 In this case at 10 MR right offsite and less than 1 MR per hour
19 a few hundred yards away, that pctential wasn't there. In our

20
minds item the =cment we first heard abcut the acc ide nt t hr ough

i21 today, we have the re61tng that evacuation is a distinct pesst-
>

i! 22 bility in the i=minent future from scmething chat can hapcen |
5u !,

? '3 at that plant. And we never put evacuation on the back burner.
.
Y

{ 24 It was always on the frent b urner , but we never felt it was is

44
needed.+-

-.7
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6

1 CCMMISSICNER PETERSON: In other words, you are

2 saying that until you have obtained measurement --

3 MR. GERUSKY: No. If we felt for example, on--

4 the first call that came saying their dcme monitor is reading
5 800 R per hour, the calculated dose offsite is 10 R per hour

;

I
6 across the river and the pressure inside the centainment build.L

|7 ing is up so that we are getting a two-tenths of a percent :

8 leak rate per day, we wouldn't even have waited for measure-

9 ments, we wculd have evacuated. We would have recommended to

10 PEMA that evacuation occur right then. The reason we did not,

11 was because the pressure inside the containment building was ;

i
12 very, very lcw and, there for e , the calculation of offsite r

'

13 doses would also be in errer because there would be no leakage
la from the centainment. And we had people ensite indicating no
15 radiation -- no problems with radiation and we were cencerned
16 about the levels, where they were supcosed to be high offsite
17 and requested that they go across the river by helicopter and
18 actually measure to verify that, indeed, they were icw. And

19 they were not detec table , but they were on standby. Everybcdy
'

20 was en standby to evacuate in case the levels of radiation
|1

21 over there were not 10, but they ceu.'.d have been hundreds of
> >

i 22 MR per hour. At hundreds of MR per hour we would have eva-i 'V
23y cuated during those fir st few days. But at 10 MR per hour

I

{ 24 ; and the informatien frem the plant was that this was going to
'

I} 25 ' '

be over shortly. By this evening the levels will be dcwn te

,

l a

.s , ..
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C07 1 nondedectibles and so forth. That was the information we were

2 getting frem NRC through Friday morning.

3 CCMMISSICNER PETERSCN: There is no reason to ta',_

4 any precautionary measure like you do when you go into the

5, plant operating normally?

6 MR. GERUSKY: No. I dcn 't think so.

7 CCMMISSICtER PETERSON: Thank you.

8 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Professer Taylor.

9 CCMMISSICIER TAYLCR: In your dialcgue with Commis-

10 sion Counsel, you made a statement that I would like to follcw
11 up on and that is, I believe you said a lot of things could
12 go wrong in the next four years. Could you expand on that?

|

13 What did you have in mind?.

14 MR. GERUSKY: Well, there are milliens of gallons

15 of water that have to be decontaminated -- very highly con-
16 taminated water that has to be decontaminated onsite. The

17 process is one that has been used before but there can be leaks'
18 in the system. There can be gases released. There is krypton

19 85 in the centainment building above the water in kilecurie
20 cr megacurie quantities. That material can be released sicwly|
2I over a long pericd of time. I think that they have calculated!

>

j 22 |51 days of release would keep the exposure levels belcw the !s
u !

23
? allcwable release level for the plant in their technical specs,i

!{24 but it could be released all of the sudden if the containment |5

1 44
* '-

was for seme reason opened up, cracked, scmething 5.appened, the

ese 910 '
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i8 1 water in there. And hen the reactor vessel itself, when that

2 opens up, we have -- normally in a nuclear power plant you
3 have three levels of defense against release of radioactive
4 =aterial to the environment. Cne is the containment building.

The second is the reactor vessel and the third is the cladding5
.

6 We don't have cladding on most of the fuel we expect. Nobcdy

7 kacws what the fuel is going to look like when they open it
8 up. Once that top is off, that is another line of defense

9 that is gone and the containment would have to be breached to
10 allow people in and out. So, the three levels of defense are

11 gone, so there is a potential for the release of fission pro-
12 ducts into the environment all the way through until all of
13 that material is cleaned up.
14

. CCMMISSICE ?.AYI.CR: That sugge sts -- your know-
15 ledge of the state of affsirs new suggests to me then that your
16 office is following very cicsely what is going on out there.
17 Is my impression correct that you expect to have to keep in
18 close touch with what is happening there until you are satis-
19 fied yourself that there is no unusual potential hazard. New,

20 hcw do you plan to do that? I mean, do you have semeene at

2l the site all of the time? new do you plan to keep in this
s

{ 22 close touch?
5

22
_ MR. GERUSKY: We have a direct line with the NRC
1

{ 24 trailer onsite and they have about 40 to 50 people assigned to!
! ,54 ' the recovery prcgram. Cur nuclear engineer is spe.'.ing at !

i

l ni e 3. n ' [;? g.

f
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Do9 ) least one full day a week at the site, getting information and.

2 onsite, also, ars EPA racresentatives and FDA representatives.

3 We are seriously considering, because of scme of the problems

4 that have happened in the last couple of weeks, release of the

5 4,000 gallens of water without checking for strentium 90 --

6 minor little things, but the public is very cencerned abcut --

7 of assigning someone down to the site full time. We would

8 really need four er five pe ople on the site to find out what

9 is going on all of the time. It may be just too much respon-
10 sibility for one person, especially one who is not a nuclear
11 engineer and kncwledgeable of what is going on at the site,
12 just a health physicist, who is mainly concerned with x-ray
13 protection and that is what most of our people are concerned
14 about.

.

15 CCMhiSSICHER PETERSCN: Is it possible, do you

16 think, that during the course of your keeping track of what is

17 going on there, that someone that reports directly to you,
18 might beccme concerned abcut some particular aspect of an oper"
19 ation fer the cleanup process, what would then happen? In

20 other werds, let's say scmeone sees scmething geing en there
|
!

21 and thinks it is not particularly wise. What would he do? |

|

> t

1 22 I presume he veuld report to you. i
i i

!u
2 23 } MR. GERUSKT: Yes. And I think at that po int we

i

in
I ,

i 24 would go to MRC . i

;

t ,,e '-
COMMISS!CNER TAY1CR: You would go to NRC.

iti/ n ') *I |
e
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11 0 1 MR. GERUS't?: And if we cculdn't get agreement with

2 1EC and we still felt that it was serious, we would go to the
3 Gcvernor's office and the Governor's office would go to the

ChaLrman of the 2EC and/or higher.4

5 CCMMISSICIER TAYI.CR: Now, just cne question of a

a similar sort, but going back new to the time of the accident:
7 that is, within a couple of days of it. At what time did ycu ,

I8 beccme aware of their having been severe fuel damage in a

9 sense of the breakdcwn of one of the three barriers that ycu
10 =entioned at least?

l1 MR. GERUS'El: A telephone call.

12 CCMMISSIC1ER TAT ~CR: When was that?

13 MR GERUSr?: Well, when I was on the phone with
,

i

14 them at 7:20, 7:25 in the mcrning, they told us that they had |
15 failed fuel. I don't knew if that means severe. With the

16 contamination levels that they were finding there had to be
17 severe fuel damage.

13 CCMMISSIC1ER TAECR: Did you connect that -- what

19 date was that? I am sorry.

20 MR. GERUSr?: The 28th.

2I COMMISSIC1ER TAECR: The 28th.
w

1 22 MR. GERUSrl: Yes. At 7:30 in the morning.
{5

V
23

_? CCMMISSIC2ER TAECR: Wednesday :crning?
I
# 24 -=
e I MR. GERUSKI: Yes.
F

} 25 | CCMMISSIC ER TAECR: So, it was very early on then | -

l
i

<i o-,-
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Coll 1 that you had -- you believed that there had been serious cere

2 damage.

3 MR. GERUSKY.- There had been -- no, t hat there had

been cladding --4

S CCMMISSIONER TAYLCR: That there had been cladding
6 fa ilur e .

7 MR. GERUSKY: Right.

8 CCMMISSICNER TAYI.CR: Okay. When you heard that,

9 did ycu concern about the possibility of an important release
10 of radioactivity offsite increasa subctantially?
11 MR. GERUSKY: Yes.

12 CCMMISSIONER TAYLCR: Is it fair to say that --

13 well, let me ask this. Did the whole possibility of having tc.
14 call fer evacuation occur to you that early; that because of
15 the failure of the cladding --

16 MR. GERUSK?: I ccasidered evacuation when I get the
17 first telephone call from Margaret Riley at about 7:05, 5:06
18 in the =craing that there was an accident at Three Mile Island
19 and the first thing I said to her was okay, we go. We had

,

i0 heen talking about this for a long time4 |

f it is going to ;
--

I21 happen, it is going to happen in Pennsylvania, for scme reason'
.

>
t

1 22 It seems like it always does. And I expected that we would
3
u 1

23

f'
? evacuate people. It was just -- you knew, that is what ycui

od'I-j do. And I expected icdine prchlems and that we would have' i

;

3
' ,c''-'

a real -- and it would be a beaut and it didn't turn out that
i \a --,

i/ 5LJ~

l
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'12 1 way and we were anticipating -- and we still are the need--

: ce evacuation. That is still f t:st in our minds if something
~

3 goes wrcng at that plant.

4 CCMMISSICNER TAYLCR: Well, ycu have answered the

5 last question I was going to ask. Thank you-very much.

6 CHAI3 MAN *C.MENY: Ccmmisaicner Mc5herson.

7 CCMMISSICNER MC PHERSON: Were you contacted before ,

|
8 tae venting on Iriday?

9 MR. GERUSKY: We tried to -- there is nothing in

10 cur logs that indicate that we were contacted. I don't knew

11 if we were contacted or not.
12 CCMMISSICNEh .T PHERSON: If you had been contacted,

13 would you have had the authority to deny that venting?
I4 MR. GERU5KY: No.

15 CCMMISSICNER .T PHI SN: What is your authority

16 with respect to the plant?

17 MR. GERUSKY: I don't think we have any authority
I8 with respect to the plant. If you really want to get legal

I9 abcut it, the only thing we can do is make reccmmendations.
20 We have authority to take care of what happens after it is j
21 released ^ the site. The NRC has told es many, many times

>

j 22 that what i Lnside that fence is their responsibility and I

d
23

? what is outside of the fencei is our responsibility and they
t94'; have the decision to make and they have the responsibility i
'

s
i25 '

for making the decision *as to what is insid e the fence and,
,

!

[1 > ,q
u, e
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0013 1 therefore, what is outside the fence. Cnce it is outside, i.t

2 is ours to take care of.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

..

. ,

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20 -
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!
21 !
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3
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1 1 CCIUiISSICNER MCPHERSON: After the fact?

I

2/79 2 MR. GERUSKY: After the fact,
pe 11

3 CCl24ISSICNER MCPHERSON: Did anycne in government,

federal of state, approve the release of that 4,000 gallens witin-4

5 out checking for -

6 MR. GERUSKY: "'he 4,000 that occurred last Thursday? .
7 CCl21!SSIONER MC?HERSON: Y"s.

3 lid. GERUSKY: No.

9 COMMISSIONER MCPHERSCN: Would that ordinarily be

10 NRC's responsibility to approve that?

11 MR. GERUSKY: I am not sure of the relationship bet-

12 ween routine releases between unit 1 and unit 2. That is scre-.

13 thing that we have to clarify. It was a routine release frem

14 unit 1. It should not have been centaninated -- industrial
15 waste system - and they were concerned about cross contami-

16 nation. They had done their basic gamma scan and grcss beta

17 determinatien. And NRC, because of recently finding increased

18 levels of strentium 90 in the auxilliary building and other
19 samples, they thought that all samples that were leaving the

20 plant shculd new be analyzed for strentium 90. " ell, apparencly

{
21 the ccmmunicatiens failure there, you knew, cne operations werei

I

|

$22 < cntinuing kind of as ner=al, ' and. unit 2 was tae emergency |r.
.

$ 23 operations and information was given to the unit 2 people and i

a ,

f2: ,never get to unit en. I think chat was the prcblem. In any
i I

.! 94 ' case the level should have been Lalcw the allowable level for.

/ 4 d #)
7 / t)

'm
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sg 2 1 strentium 90 since the gross beta number is below the allewable|

2 level of strontium 90. But we don ' t have any authority.

3 There is a questien new with the federal Water and

4 Pollution Laws concerning whether the states have authority for.

5 releases from -- releases of radicactive material in air and

6 water and that has not been resolved. I dcn't believe we have
l
i

the authority v. e t . I,

i .

|
3 CHAIBMAN K2MENY: Professor Pigford? ;

i

9 CC!Si!SSICNER PIGFORD: Cces the State of Pennsylvania.i--

10 will the State have to approve the clean up operations before

jj they are initiated? '

12 MR. GERUSKY: Well, the ccmpany,and NRC have both
|

stated that they will both provide us with detailed informaticr]13

ja cencerning the clean up precedure for review and they didn't

15 include approval. So I dcn' t knew what will happen if we don' t

16 ^9#88*

CCf!MISSICNER PIGFORD: Well, is it your understanding77

that there is no legal requirement for them to have your ap-jg

creval en that? I
19

|
.

MR. GERUSKY: That is correct. -20|
i

CCl!MISSICNER PIGFORD: Thank vcu. Mav21 - : ask one fol-

g .39
lcw up question? What is your understanding en the status of .

,.
s

h. 23 | the plans of the clean up cperaticn as to when they will ini-

i +

3 4 |. tiate?, .
i.

; '

't MR. GERUSKY: Well, I believe that the clean up of25.
I

,

,, 9 /Il9 '

/c
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g 3 1 the water in the tanks and the auxilliary building will begin
2 or are planned to begin within the next few weeks, after reviewi

3 of the systems designed to clean up that, and the review of the

environmental statement that is being written by the Regulatory4

5 Commission. We dcn't have copies of either of those documents

6 yet. But that will be within the next few weeks. No decision

7 has been =ade as to what to do with the water that is cleaned

8 up. That will be held on site. Frem my kncwledge, that is

9 not going to be included in the envrionmental statement that

10 NRC is writing. They are going to write a series of environ-

11 mental statements dcwn the line as different things take place.

12 I have requested from the utility a schedule of

13 operations that will take place at the plant, a proposed schedule

14 and that it be made public, that it be puclished in the news-
.

i
,

15 papers because the public is cencerned as to what is going to

16 happen next at the plant. And we are also concerned.

17 COMMISSICNER PIGFORD: Do you have in hand any plans

13 from them cencerning the clean up operation?

j9 MR. GERUSKY: No. We have a copy of the drawings and
I

i

20 information concerning the epicore to water clean up -- epicorer
i

i

21 | one and two clean up systems and that is hcw tne :ac:lity workst.
i

y ^3, ! COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: You have scated thac the NRC
r ^|
3 i" i is to file an envircnmental impact statement.,*3? i
*

+

=
i

a MR. GERUSKY: An environmental statement.in
=
2 '

*
i

j ;5 CCMMISSICNER PIGFORD: Has the utility provided itsi

!

sg n a t,

s r L t. U
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sg 4 1 own contribution to that yet?

2 MR. GERUSKY: I den't know.

3 CCliMISSIONER PIGFORD: And why is it that decentami-

4 nated water will be held up en site after the clean up is ccm-

5 pleted.
|

6 MR. GERUSKY: Well, there is a law suit filed by the

7 City of Lancaster and the Commenwealth of Pennsylvania has join 2d

8 the suite as an amicus curiae to prevent the discharge of the !

9 water until a complete review of the environmental review is

10 made and a complete safety review is made.

1: COMMISSIGNER PIGFORD: Is the State a party in this

12 actien?
i

I
'
,

13 MR. GERUSKY: "'he State is a friend of the court in j

lla the action.
j
,

!15 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I see. Has the S tate made !

16 any reccerendaticn concerning that?

17 .MR. GERUSKY: We made the same recc=cendaticn but not

18 in a law suit.

19 CCIOi!SSIONER PIGFORD: Thank you, i

20 CHAIRMAN KEME:Y: Professor Taylor? i

!

21 ! CC10i!SSICNER TAYLOR: Ycu mentioned a few minutes agci
,

>
1 22 that the levels of strentium 90 in the water -- 2 believe you

,

r
'

5j 23 said in the auxilliary building, has gene up recently?
i I

i 24 | MR. GERUSKY: Higher than they anticipated. The rati'c
e ;
w +

j 25 cf strentium to cesium apparently is not wah- they anticipa eci..
; ,, n n

, . I#

f LLim
'

f
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5 1 CCleiISSIOlER TAYLOR:. As far as -- well, first of all,

2 where would that information come from? You say they - -

3 MR. GERUSKY: Frcm the utility.

.t CClH4ISSICIER TAYLOR: From the utility.

5 MR. GERUSKY: And from the NRC people on site.

|6 COMMISSICNER TAYLOR: Do you know whether that increase

7 is attrihuted to a change in the way they are doing the measure-
:

8 ments, as opposed to an actual increase in the inventory of

9 strontium 90?

10 MR. CERUSC : Yas. I don't think there has been an

1i increase in inventory. I think, you knew, they were cencerned

12 mainly in the first few months about iodine concentrations and
i
!

13 the shorter half-lifed isotopes. Now we are getting longer {
i
i

half-lifed isotcpes building up and the cesiums and the stron- |14
f

15 tiums, and the other kryptens are the ones that are coming to !

I

16 the fore and they are the ones that are going to cause the i

!

17 future problems.

jg COMMISSICIER TAYLOR: Well, as I understand it, there

19 have been fairly steady =cnitorings of the water in contact
|
t

20 with the core , inside the pressure vessel.
|
|

21 MR. GERUSKY : Yes. I am not sure whether it is in j
!

! i there or in the centainment building.
J22?

5
V

,3 CCMMISSICNER TAYLCR: I am not sure about the details,, .

m

|about the strentium 90 centent but the general impression I had;y.=
f
.

1 25 is that they-have been small.
{

i

,# 4

h", ' r, ._,

ef / t i
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1 MR. GERUSKY: I don' t have it with me, lsg 6

2 COMMISSICNER TAYECR: So you, at least right now,

3 don't knew of any connection between the possible change in view

a of hcw much strentium 90 is in the auxilliarf building ccm-

5 pared to any previous estimates of the total strontium 90 that |
|
|

6 might have been released frcm the fuel in the core?
I

7 MR. GERUSKY: Nc.
,

Ig CCmi!SSICNER TAYLOR: Thank you. -

,

|
9 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Thank you , Mr. Gerusky. Ch, sorrf,

'*3' Coumissioner Trunk.l10

jj CCMMISSIONER TRUNK: Let me see, on what factors

whould the recc::rendations for evacuation be based on?12

R. GERUS E : On de potendal for egosure beween13
i
l

one and five rem. I don't think we have to -- it is our intent14
4

i

15 keep exp sures as icw as is pessible, belcw those guidelined.t
.

I

se art g delhes and acdon can be Men prior to readng !16

these guidelines. If tha.re is a significant release from anyj7

13 plant and deses can be reduced significantly by moving people, i,
t

39 we would recem=end moving people. But when we are talking
'

,0 ; about dcubling a cne year background exposure in the vicinity
.

i

! cf the clant, an 3 mil rem exposure over ten miles, over the21 I -

course of de accident, I don't think that -- I dink dat*
i 22
r

U' I

23 | the problem of movine the cecole and resettlinc dem , and4

- - - -,
_.

.

} ,4 i getting them back in, and everything else is act worth that
. .
. i
;

; expcsure.,,
* ~~

i. n7' ?| L)
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3 7 1 COMMISSIONER TRUNK: Well, if it was over the five

2 and the pecple did evacuate --

3 MR. GERUSKY: Right.

4 COMMISSIONER TRUNK: Ecw long would it be before we

5 would be able to come back?

6 MR. GERUSKY: We have in our plan a section on re-
i

7 clamatien and allcwing people back in. Let us be honest, the |
1

(

8 plans are made to handle the immediate emergency and not to
i

9 handle the folicwup. We just make the assumption, and I think

ja it has been pretty well drawn out in this accident, that we

;j will have :nore feds around telling us, and giving us advice in

12 any accident that occurs cencerning recovery, hcw long people
,

|
13 should stay out of an area, what kinds of resources can be used

I
ja to deconenminate, what we do about the whole bit. We will have

73 the whole Federal Government dcwn in Pennsylvania handling the ;

16 situation and we will have almost no say in what gces on. So

37 we haven' t really worried about recovery. We know that we

18 aren' t g ing to have much part in it.

COMMISSICNER TRUNK: Whem do I ask that question?19 r

1

i

MR. GERUSKY: Unfortunately , you can ' t. The people20
! ;

! who would be involved do not believe that they will be invcivedg

$ 22 new. They say it is cur respcnsibility. But we knew that NRC1
r
3

will take ever the responsibility, as will FDA, as will thev
,3, .

m
!

[ ,, , Iepartment of Agriculture , and all of the Federal Agencies. I'
= . ,

2

j ' nean you can design a recovery pregram but that won't happen73

a?n#,
,
' ? b l.. 6 -
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|

sg 8 1 that way. 1
\ f

I

2 CHAIR WI KZ:CiY: "' hank you very much, :!r. Ger : sky.

3 "'he Cec =issicn is going to recess until approximately 1:00 p.m.
.t ("'h ereupon , at 12:17 p.m. the Cc==ission recessed.)

|
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E 13 1 CLURMAN KEMENY: Could I ask the Ccemissioners

DMcCD 2 to ecme back to session, please?

3 Would Counsel Harvey please call the next witness

4 and swear him in?

5 .MR. HARVEY: Dr. MacLecd, please?

6 Whereupen,

7 GORCON K. MAC LEOD
|

8 was called as a witness and, af ter being first duly sworn,

9 was examined and testified as fo11cws:

10 CLU RMAN KEMDPI: Would you please state for the

11 record your full name and your current position?
I
i

12 MR. MAC LEOD: My name is Gordon Kenneth MacLecd. '

13 I am Secretarf of_ Health, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

14 CMAIRMAN KEMOTI: Thank you.

13 Counsel?

16 MR. HARVEY: Dr. MacLecd, how long have you beer

17 Secretary of Health for the Cc=monwealth of Pennsylvania?

13 MR. MAC LEOD: Approximately four =cnths. I was

19 sworn in en March 16, 1979.

MR. HARVEY: So that you had been in office only |20 |-
|
!

21 a matter of days before the Three Mile Incident occurred?
;

i

$ 22 , MR. MAC LEOD: That is correct, sir.
-

, ,

5 i" ,

,3i MR. HARW.Y: Could vcu describe what role the >

!?
12
1

k*
Ij 24 Department of Health plays in the State Gcvernment?

. i
; > .

i]4nJ, 25 : MR. MAC LEOD: The Depar ment of Health is '

/\
r 1 (

i
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1 primrily ccmposed of, has four different major functions.
2 One of them is as the state health planning agency which is
3 pr N rily a regulate:y function. One of them is an assurance
4 of quality, a quality assurance function which is , also, a
5 regulatory f2nction. A third function is as a conduit for
6 federal funds going to various programs in which there is.

7 primarily an audit but, also, a professional function, and a i

i

a fourth functicn is to serve as tt,e sur cgate county health

department for 61 of the 67 co..nties in Pennsylvania.9

10 MR. EARVTl: Turn'.Lg to the Three Mile Incident

itself, when did you first beccme aware that there had been11
!

!
12 an incident at the nuclear plant?

|

13 MR. MAC LZOD: I heard about the accident first
la early on Wednesday =orning. I had arrived at the Pittsburgh
15 Office of the Health Department and scmeti=e between 3 and

16 9 o' clock, I received a call frem the Harrisburg Office
17 advising =e about the accident.

18 MR. HARVEY: What did you do as a result of the

19 call?

20 MR. MAC LICD: I asked tha persen who called me, i

21 the Director of Health Communications to put me in touch
I .w.

I
,

i
'

I with the eersen who was in charce of radiatien health within; .
-

5
i

$ 23 { the Health Cepartment.
i

j1
;=

j 24 ! He advised me that we did not have a Division of
4

e i

,

j 23 ! Radiation Health. I then asked him to put me in touch with the,

l t1 *
;

~ t , J
n

s. J
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I
liaisoz.. Well, I asked him where was radiation health, and

n
he said that it was in the Department of Environmental*

3 Resources .

#
I then asked him if he would put =e in touch with

5 the person who was our liaison person, and I found out that
6 in f act, we have no liaison with that department.
7

I then asked him to collect for me the library

3 references and journals that would inform me about radiation

9 health and found out that we did not have a library. It had

10 been dismantled about ':wo years ago for budgetary reasons.
Il MR. EARVEY: So, in essence, is it fair to state

12 that there really was no radiation health capability within :

!
13 the Depart =ent of Health at the time of the Three Mile Island |

1,-

14 accident?

IS MR. MAC LEOD: With one major exception and one,

'6 perhaps, minor exception. During an accident at the

17 Shipping Port Nuclear Reactor some years ago, Dr. George i

13 Tekche.ta who was in charge of our research bureau was

19 involved in doing studies related to that activity, and of
j

20 , ccurse, I, as a physician, have had sc=e minimal exposure, '

'

,1 no pun intended, to the radiation theory in my medical4

,

f22 training.
5
v i

23 MR. HARVEY: But those two instances cf knowledge |>
e
7 i

i 24 i about radiation health prcblems are more coincidental than
,

'It
a 25 organizational, isn't that correct?

i

/4

/
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I MR. MAC LEOD: That is correct.

2 MR. HARVEY: What did you do on Wednesday with
3 respect to the Three Mile Island accident, other than

4 informing yourself about the radiaticn health capability
f of the Depa. ent?

6 MR. MAC LEOD: Well, I remained in touch with the

7 office and with the staff and paid particular attentien to the
8 media, as announcements were made over the course of the day.
9 I had planned to spend the day in Pittsburgh and did so.

10 The events of the day did not indicate that there had been,
11 that there was any major prcblem with respect to the accident
12 at Three Mile Island.

13 MR. HARVEY : Had you formulated any recem=endations

14 at all for the Governor at that point?
i

if MR. MAC LEOD: I did not.

16 MR. HARVEY: Had you considered the possibility
17 as a substantial possibility of recc==ending to the Governor
la that he consider evacuation of any kind?

19 MR. MAC LEOD: Not at that point, sir.
,

i

i20 MR. HARVEY: Now, as of Thursday, could you describe
.

21 what your activities were wi *h respect to the Three Mile
> ,

; 22 Island acciden'' f'
r i

A

5 23 | 1
; MR. MAC LEOD: Well, c:. Thursday I returned frcm a,
i

=

1 i !
i 24 i ! was returning frem a speaking engagement in Philadelphia
-

P
.

t

3 25 ' at about midday and arriving back in Harrisburg I was in teuen

1

23 ,
d i, iJ'
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I with the Governor's Office, as I was en the way back, as I
2 was in touch with my cwn office en the way back from
3 Philadelphia.

4 On that return trip I was made acutely aware of the
5 need to perhaps reinforce our kncwledge with respect to the
6 radiation health aspects , and so advised the Governor upon

i

I7 my return, probably early afterncon, and act: ally placed a :
i
l

8 call to Dr. Neil Wall, a former colleague of mine, and the
9 Chairman of the Department of Radiation Health at the.

. 1

10 Graduate Schcol of Public Health, University of Pittsburgh,
11 and actually had that call with Dr. Wall to cece into the |

12 Governor's Office where he and his staff and, I believe, the
13 Lieutenant-Governor and some of his staff were, also, in
14 attendance.

15 We briefly discussed seme of the issues relating
16 to radiation exposure and particularly at hich levels.
17 Hcwever, there was no discussion of evacuation on that call

18 to the. best of my knowledge.

19 MR. HARVEY: So that you had a conference call
-

!20 ! with Dr. W111, the reccgnized expert on radiation health
r

3

21 prcblems, at that stage on Thursday? |
,

l,,
; 22 MR. MAC LEOD: That is ccrrect.*

i
3

I

$ 23 i MR. HARVEY: And there. was a.o discussion ofa ,

1

J 2.t evacuation at that point?
e,

j 25 MR. MAC LECD: That is correct. .Q'| ^h lt l;

\,

I
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1 MR. HARVEY: All right. What happened next?

2 MR. MAC LEOD: Later that afterncen I received a
3 call frcm Dr. Anthony Rchbins, the Director of NIOSH, and --
4 MR. HARVF.Y : What is NIOSH? Could you explain that

5 for us?

6 MR. mar. LEOD: N!OSH is the National Institute of
|

,

I7 Occupational Safety and Health. It is an agency of the !

8 Federal Government that I believe is a subset of the

Center for Disease Control, one of the agencies within the9
i

10 Center: for Disease Centrol.

11 MR. HARVEY: Is that within the Depart =ent of
,

12 Health and Welfare?

13 MR. MAC LEOD: Within Health, Education and Welfare, i

I

la that is correct.
i

13 MR. EARVEY: What did Dr. Rchbins say? |
:

I
16 MR. MAC LEOD: Dr. Rchbins expressed serious

17 concern about the accident and particularly urged me to
|

13 consider evacuation of the pecple surrounding Three Mile
t

79 Island. :
'

l

20 MR. EARVEY: Was it a streng recc==endation as you i

:

igj interpreted it?

{ 22 MR. MAC LEOD: I felt that he was seriously '

r
3 i

j 73 concerned. I thcught that he was particularly concerned |
|

24 | about the entire accident, and I would censider it a streng
; i

I
.! ,c recc==endation.

.. j

!
l

[ ) O
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1 put in a conference call to Colonel Henderson, the Director
2 of PEMA, to Yem Gerusky who was the Director of the ?"reau

|
3 of Radiation Protection, to the Lieutenant-Governor's Office
4 and his aide, John Pierce, and =y deputy, Mr. Welch.
5 We discussed the recem.endation at scme length.

,

I6 MR. HARVEY: What did you tell them had been '

!

7 reccI=mnded?

8 MR. MAC LEOD: Well, I represented Dr. Rchbins as '

9 a federal official, and I advised them that he had

10 recccmended the evacuation of the pcpulation around ' hree Mile

11 Island and that he had done it not en the basis of the |
i
t

12 radiation levels but en the basis of the inability or the
1
:13 fact that it was not kncwn hcw to shut down the reactors. i

i
i14 MR. HARVEY: Did you =ention, also, that Dr. Rcbbins'
i

15 recommendation had been =ade in consultation wi A the i

16 Bure?u of Radiological Haalth of the Department of Health,

17 Education, and Welfare?

18 MR. MAC LEOD: I believe I did, but I couldn't

19 recall the detail, that detail at this time.

20 MR. HARVEY: What was the reaction when that, when

21 you informed these people of that reccmmendation? I
1

> I

; 22 MR. MAC LECD: "' heir reaction was essentially the '

?
3

$ 23 same as =ine, that the radiation levels were net sufficiently ,a
I
i 24 high to warrant evacuatien, and ! reported to them that was

I
,

} 2f I not his concern, but it was really with respect to the '

.., 8 r
/ kr\< v

g
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I

MR. EARVEY : Did he give his reasons on why he
n

was urging you to censider evacuation?*

3 MR. MAC LECD: Well, =y response to him was that

4 the radiation levels at that time were not sufficiently high
5 to warrant evacuation, and he advised me that it was not

|
I6 his concern about the radiation levels, but about his concern !
t

7 !about the inability to shut dcwn the reacters. !

8 MR. EARVEY: Did he mention that he had been in
9 consultation with any other federal agencies?

"

10 -

MR.' MAC LECD: Yes, sir. He said that he had been
11 in censultation with the Bureau of Radiological Health within
12 FDA and was speaking both frcm the standpcint of the

|
.

13 National Institute of Occupaticnal Safety and Health, as well
14 as the FDA, that bureau within the FDA.

!

15 MR. EARVEY: So, as you understecd it, Dr. Rcbbins

16 was basing his recc==endation en his pcsition as Director
17 of NIOS~d, his experience in Colorado with nuclear reactor

la p cblems and, also, a censultation with the sureau of
19 Radiological Health?

i

20 MR. MAC LEOD: And I think it is fair to say a

21 | long-standing personal relationship with myself.
,

> |

# 22 MR. HARVEY: What did vcu do as a result of that !

r *

3 1

u i i

, 22' recc=rendaticn?
I=

1

I 24 MR. MAC LECJ: Af ter discussing it with him, I felt
.

.
s -

t i
''4 **at I could only pass it along to other state efficials and

;

i

n - 9$)/ i ( <> ,
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1 reactors themselves , and it was the consensus of each person
2 there that this was not sufficient. There was not sufficient
3 infor=ation with respect to the ability to shut dcwn the
4 reactors to make a decision about evacuation at that time ,
f I then polled the gret ' individually with respect
6 to a specific proposal that I made, and that was that if it
7 becc=es apparent that there is not, d:at there is -- we have
a reached an experi= ental =cde which I believe was Dr. Rchbins'

9 words with respect- to the shutdcwn process , that we would

10 he back in touch with the= and seek consensus, concurrence
11 with respect to pessibility of evacuation.

12 It was during that conversation tha.t. I Lurth er

?3 focused the questien, not only in terms of the genersi
14 population, but I focused it specifically with respcct to

if pregnant wcmen and children under the age of 2, and even

16 with that focus, the group by poll, unani=ously said that
17 they did not feel there was an indication at that time to

18 evacuate.

19 MR. EARVEY: When you talk abcut focusing the
_

20 question, were you preposing that the group consider the

21 evacuatien of pregnant women and children under the age of 2? f
,

t. 22 MR. MAC LZOD: No, it was an academic prepcsal.
5u l
, 23 I posed actually what Dr. Rchbins had suggested in the

j
i

e
= i

I 24 i first ins tance , and then I wanted to focus it nere acutely
. !, *

} 2f, with respect to the population I thought would be more acutely ,
|

.~
i

.
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1 at risk.

2 MR. HARVEY: What was the basis for your focusing
3 the question on pregnant women and children under the age of
4 2?

5 MR. MAC LEOD: I think it is gereral kncwledge j

i

I
6 within the health professions and elsewhere that the embryo,

,

!7 the fetus end perhaps the young child has a greacer
i

3 ::ensitivity to the consequences of radiation exposure when
9 looking at all populations within the species.

10 MR. HARVEY: What was the consensus of the group.

i
li with rerpect to your proposal?

12 MR. MAC LZOD: The consensus was that there was j

|13 no indication at this time to warrant evacuation of either
la that population or of the general population.
15 MR.HARVEY: Did that end the call at that point?
16 MR. MAC LECD: "' hat ended the call.
17 MR. HARVEY: What did you do for the remainder of

i

18 Thursday with respect to the Three Mile :'sland incident?
l

19 MR. MAC LECO: iWe were actively involved in preparing 1
20 curselves with regard to preventive approaches. We httd been

i

21 in touch with, I believe it was Thursday, perhaps Friday,
>
1 22 with the various other health agencies, receiving infornatione
5

$ 23 and primarily providing a consultative service to thes
7

I 24 Gove rnor 's O f fice . .

-
w

} 25 |, MR. HARVEY: Did you receive a call that evening
,

,4 -

..
h '[ { 'I /

L I i
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j concerning the Three Mile Island incident?

2 MR. MAC LECD: "' hat evening I had planned a trip

3 to Philadelphia in order to meet with a group of children

and youth program directors within Philadelphia, and I drove4

3 dcwn the night before, again, in touch with the office, and

6 about 11 o' clock that night I received a call from the
i

7 Governor's legislative assistant, Mr. Richard S tafford, and ^i

we talked about many things related to legislative programs8

9 but, incidentally, I incidentally inquired about the status

10 of the Three Mile Island accident.
i

!jj He informed =e that there had been an accidental

12 release of radioactive material into the Susquehanna River, j

13 and I asked him what prc=pted that. He said that it was a,
,

i

to the best of his kncwledge, it was an error of judgment I74 j

33 on the part of middle management within the organisatien.

16 MR. HARVEY: Ncw, what i= pact did that disclosure

77 have en your thought prccess?

)g MR. MAC LECD: My cwn evaluation of the events of

79 Wednesday morning, early Wednesday morning was that this was

20 a technical error, and then on Thursday evening my evaluation
,

'

21 was that this was human error, and I felt that the situation
,

* wa:.1 somewhat unstable. I decided to take no action thatf 22,, I
?

i
5

\evening. Ecwever, I did sleep on it, and the follcwing -v ,

2 43
3 4

[ ,3

,

*3 j morning, quite early, I called my deputy secretary who had= ,

!
-

i ,, , ; been on the jcb ene day, since he had just been appointed en4 .i

I

1

|
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1 the 29th and advised him to urge the Governor to give the
2 strengest possible consideration to having pregnant women and
3 children under the age of 2 leave the area.
4 Again, this was a precautionary step on =y part,
5 a recc==endation on =y part, and in no sense, I don't think

i

I
6 I ever used the word " evacuate. " i

'

7 MR. HAT /2Y : So, as of '"hursday evening, having
.

i8 slept on it on Friday morning, you reached the conclusion

that there should be an evacuation of pregnant wcmen and9

10 children under the age of 2 based first on the fact that
Ithere had been a technical flaw in the system on Wednesday, i

11

i
12 second on the fact that there had been human error apparently

in the discharge of radioactive waste water into the river, [
13

and third on the basis of Dr. Rcbbins having recce= endedla i

|

15 evacuation? |
,

16 MR. .4AC LECD: I am sure that influenced =y'

17 decision making, that I was aware that this recc==endation

la had cc=e, and I certainly was sensitive to it, but I would
19 say that that was prcbably the least of the facters, was

,

!
20 Rchbins' recc==endation. .

'

21 MR. EARVEY: All right, but as a result of these
I

{ 22 i facters taken together, you reached the conclusion that yourr !
I

j 23 assistant should attend all meetings wi-k -"e Governor thea ,

1

1 24 ! folicwing day and recc==end s trengly to the Governor that he
!.

5

23 | consider advising pregnant weren and children under the age ofj -

;
i

{l, .-/iy, a.
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11

1 2 to leave the area?

2 MR. MAC LEOD: That is correct, sir. I did not

3 recem=end evacuation.

4 MR. HARVEY: Were ycu aware ac the *"e that you

5 =ade that recc==endation that the waste water discharge had !
l

6 been made in consultation with the State Department of I

!
7 Environmental Rescurces?

1

|
8 MR. MAC LEOD: I was not, nor was it reported to =e |

|

9 as such. I

10
,

11

12

13 i

14 |
-

t

15

I6

17
!

,

18 ;

!

l'19 ~

20
!

21 '

,I 22
s
U

.

, 23 I

>a
I
i 2A>
I !

1 25
'Ahj

| ' \ 9.,
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1 *. b-
1 MR. EARIEY: I take it that on .7:ida.v vcur assistant.

'. c .- d a c, u ~. v , .M . N. e l c.h. , d_4 A a .~. =..d ..e a ._4 ..e, s ~a .d d i A _ = ..s _' a -- - . - --- --

3 ha ,.o r,, ._end.2._4 c n , o.u.e C.c.ie _..,s
, 4. s . a. 2 m . _ - o r,. . ,e . - - - - . . .. - , ,

. - - . .

4 MR. !!AC' ECD : That is correcn.

5 MR. HARVEY: Did yau also have contacts with the
t
,

6 Gove _..c - du.. _d .. T . _4 d a v. ..c . . . 4 . . g '. '.
,

. . . .

i

7 .v.o . ..iAC' E * D - 7 d' A . _~ .". a d . e v e. = ' . .a. .l e y.h. o .~a .. ve --. e . - .

8 sations with the Gove=cr, the I.ieutenant Governor, a.d c:hers
|
!9 in the Governor's office in the course of the norning as : I

10 .aas .a,re_3_,1..g -.-- cne ,ee 4 g .c a ..e,.._4.,.g .a4 .w. o u.e D. 4. s ._. _4 - .,
- 4

-- - . . . . . . . %

I

11 .n.e a.3 +. ". D _d -= c~.~.~ .i.n P h.3 .' ade _7 n' _i = . I-- . e -
,

,

i

12 MR. HARVEY: And were you repeating your recc==enda!
!

13 .__4,n a. w-.a. 4.oo.
.

!o - - ,

14 MR. MACLECD: I urged them to give it the stronces
.

-

!
!

1.*, e s s _i ' .'. e c ..s _' _A e _ a 4 ~.1 a *w m.k.a _ _4 .te , ..v, .# e a .'. 4 . . - "e ..c, ~_" m= !-e - . ; i
;

16 the decision was up to the Governor but that I shculd at

17 least give him that advice and based upon the reascning that .
'

i
,

18 - have a_, ready nentioned.
,.

,

|

i

79 .uo. . .u,A n y v. . m., a ,,_ .- 3f, ;cu _s= ..ed ..k. a . ^
,

_-. . _4 . . ..w~o e .. '- . . . -- - ,

.w c,, o .e %m.7e_..c_,. w..a d .4 .,. .e c ac.4 eg 3_ ,-. . a. . . . .c ..o .n.
,

-

, . c' - ,.o s m,,.w~,. c _.s.o . - _. . o . - : --

.1 c .a. 4.., a . , . ,. 2 2 ,,, o- . a.e a_. a ,.-,,
- . . . . -- _

>
1 22 MR. MAC:. ECD: That is correct.
:
3

U
i

23 MR. HARVEY: New, as a result of fcur Three Mi'e |
,
2
=
*

* .7 . d 2. 4 g .w_4 s m. .a. ;,4 2_4 .m. , 4 .m. ; %. g; $g , - A_4 --.4 7. w .i...ga- w .,.=,b.'*.4....-, ,-.a 4. y. -. .. - ... ., .. y-u ..
i.

...;,. _..
. - ,..
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1 have you nade legislative preposals Oc change the radiation

2 health capability of the Depar =ent of Health in the Cc=cn-

3 wealth of Pennsylvania?

4 MR. MAC!EOD: We have done two principal things and

5 a third thing which is in process. The first thing we have ;

I
6 done is to propose a recrganication to the Office of the Sec-

t
,

7 retarf of Sudget and Administration, which will then go Oc
4

6

8 the Executive Board of the Governor and then go to becone |
t

!
'

9 fact. We have also proposed budgetarf needs in order to con-

10 duct the research that would be related to this activity, and

11 we wculd prepose that in our next budget we would have the !
I

I

12 opportunity to ask for the financial support necessary to
'

4

|
13 staff the new offices which would include a Divis!.cn of '

14 Radiation Health within the Deparcent of Health.

33 have also been asked to serve, by the Gcvernor,

16 cn the task force to review and evaluate the Three Mile

17 Island accident, and in that capacity I serve en the Health

18 Subcc=ittee as one of three representatives. That Health

19 Subcc=ittee will na'<e a recc=endation to the full task
I

20 force with respect te lec,islation within the Cc=cnwealth cc

21 address the issue of parn of the evaluation of the Three Mile
!

!

_f 22 Island accident. '

3
"

MR. FA?S::.Y : Mr. Chairman, I have no further ues-*3 |' 'y
s \,

I i

i 24 ' tiens.
-

1r

} 2f CHAI?2iAN miE:IY: Dr. MacI.ec d , fol cwing cp jeu-
I "e ; , ,t t

| [_ If U"
1

b
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1 last remarks, without necessarily asking where your curren:
2 task force is ccming out on this -- I ask for your perscnal >

3 views -- what kinds of ma"cr changes would v.ou, cersonallv,;
. .

4 like to see as a lesson from Three Mile Island?
5 MP.. MAC' ECD : I think dere are three najor areas ;

i

!6 to be addressed with respect to health issues. The first is
l
,

7 public health educaticn. I think de second relates to I

|
,

3 professional heal d training and educa:icn, and the third is

9 with respect to some sort of an action with respect to what

10 turned out to be an incident within an accident, and that was

11 the availability and distribution of potassium iodide in
I'
i

12 association with nuclear accidents.
|
1

13 CHAI3 MAN KEMENY: We heard some earlier questions i

14 and answers en the subject of public education. You nenticned

15 both general public and .crofessionals. ?et =a .orche .carti-
16 cularly the public education issue,which is a difficult one.

17 What kind of educational precess wculd .vou c.erscnally envisac.e
.

18 as being effective and helpful that could raise the general
|

19 kncwledge of these issues within the public? !

^0 .'' 4 . .'4Av"' " v~ D -
~

*ie .' _' , .~.-...k'..".a . " ^ . . . . . = - = s _ e ^. .a"'* - ^'* '
,. . - ..

,

,

21 educanica would =r bablv be better left to rece.'s with a i

t

. . .

,.

N
, .. .

22 |i w'ce var'ety of input and a wide variety Of exterience in1
;?

3 ,

!
y

$,] k * b. 4 a
g .. 3 - .= n. 2. . .\t ,7 m eg. w w .n. g e . . . g g.4 a b. 4 m. *=.b.

4 ~
.m . s. - .=. s .7 = = o =.a ~..*/ a yA.- ,'
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i
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1 of the next 25 years was remarkable, I think, that there was
2 no real respcase to this, although, while I was in college at
3 the time, I recall the anxiety of that ace .cc.ulatien with

4 regard to their Own future.

5 I think that gap was an opportunity missed with
!

-

6 respect to educating the public to this area, and I, myself,

7 am remiss,both personally, because I did not assume the !

8 respcasibility myself,and I certainly was not exposed to it

9 as a mandate within a field that I think probably shculd have

10 nade a major ce==it=ent to educating health professionais.

11 CHAI.TIAN :Cerf: Have you thought in terms of

12 education within our public schccl s,ystem, within our colleges;,
13 cr some special educational programs in the area of radiation?

14 MR. MACLECD: I think it has to go en at all levels.

15 I think it has to go on in the he=e, in the public school
i

16 systems, the colleges, and in the professional schccls. Ther

17 is nobcdy, I think, who should be excluded ..n this age of

18 the nuclear age.

19 CHAIRMAN KZ: CPI: The reascn I asked that is, I I
_

1

i
.'O c e - - ' ' .._' ,v , .. v. s e ' # , wc L' _' " '* 4- " '^--.k= "ei'ava-----e-.a -. . . . e- i "- - 3

I
.

I

21 publ'c educational system, but if my re= cry is right, the
{
->

g 22 clear majority of students who graduate frc= high schecls do j
5
y .

*23 | nce c.et any course in physical science at all, let alone anv.-,
. .

_ . ,

=
.T

I 24 thing as scphisticated as radia:icn dangers.
_P

e

.f D. Np-..s -e w o. .--, . * OMS * * * * *
....; s..---3.". We ~" s". ------ - ~ ,

|
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1 in gra ar schcols, at least en the bulletin bcards they had
2 that type of educaticn that gces en there with respect to

3 cigarette smcking, narijuana, drugs, things of that scre. It

4 seems to ne that even at that level, an awareness that we are

3 in the nuclear age, I think, would be very helpful, and Oc go

6 beycnd that, I think, with respect to even a ncnscientific !
f

7 approach, scciological, sccial science approach, to educa::.ng i
i
i

a people to the fact that we are living in the age that we are.

9 CEAIRMAN EiENY: Thank .v, ou.

10 Cc =tissioner McPhersen?

11 COME SSICNER MCPEERSCN: Dr. MacLeod, I yield to
I

12 no one in my ignorance of this whole field, so I am verv. i

I

13 inclined to ask this c.uestion. There has been a lot of c.ues .
;

14 tiening this r.arning and new of you about this business of !

1.4., educatien, but it seems to ne that, 1ccking over what happened

16 frcm Wednesday, March 23, until, say, about Mcnday, that a lo:

17 of verv. hic. hiv. educated pecple, includinc. vcurself, were very.

18 much in the dark about what was c.oinc. cn, ahcut what its sig-
,

. . .
. .

i

19 nl:1cance was, ahcut what to reccm=end cugh: to be done vien I

'O resc.ect to evacuatica of perscns, ahcut what it . cr anded,.

43 shca: whether : release and ven gases and wa:ers er ac ,m

i

.$ 22 and I wonder whether a crash education prcgram -hat nade
.

3 i

j 23 | everycne Ph. D. 's and M. D.'s in the area of nuclear plants
,

a t

.i. !
j

g 24 . o- w _4 .,.c, _- ae tu,-.. ~ccd __# ~ e .5 ' va. .'."..._4.."-_'..3 .. =- _- _ = _' .. ", ,
- '
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1 crash educaticn program. I am thinking of something that
2 would really restructure the educaricnal process so that --

3 COMMISSICNER MCPHERSCN: Yes, but I am asking, to
a what end?

5 MR. MACLICD: Well, to the end that -- as you have
I6 heard this morning, there has been, there was a relative !

,l
7 awareness of the situation going on at Three Mile Island in t

|8 Earrisburg that was ao much greater than at a distanca. As

9 semeene put it, and I perhaps,first,said, the level of
10 hysteria was directly proportional to the square of the dis-

,

11 i

tance frem Three Mile Island, and that phencmenon was in fact
12 influencing the situation.

13 It was my feeling, in the Harrisburg area, while we
la were -- there was sc=e confusion, there was an absence of

}
15 first hand knowledge and first hand infernation with respect
16 to certain standards and certain guidelines , I think the job
17 that had to be done was performed by a group of people who
18 were basically functioning professionally and doing a reasen-
19 anly gced jcb.

^0 C ^.v.si.c~ o~ .v^".,~.R .'r.u''. '~c.TS v^'.I - 'n'e _' _' , ~ a' _' .' .s. .. aas I
. . s ' " -- . .

f

21 because -- I simpi.v make the .coint that think educa:icn i.
i

h I
i

! 22 is fine, but I am not sure what effect it would have had. ;
'

Y
3

iG
23 | I would like to turn Oc --

' ep ,

;.

f

i 24 M2. MACLICD: Well, I am non sure it was going toe
v

) 25I have an effect en the population, en the group of pecele who
!

2 -

i f- a.

;
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1 51 |

|1 were responsible for managing the accident. I think the --

2 CCIOi:SS!CNER MCPERSCN: am thinkinc shou: t.t e-
i

3 population.

4 MR. MACI. ECD : I am thinking of the pcpulaticn, and

5 I think that grcup is another grcup frem which you were
I

6 referrine. to. :f v.cu were sa'. ring that the manac.ement of -he
.

,

7 accident was in some degree of confusien, I wculd agree that
.

S that is bcund to happen in any situation such as this. But |
|
1

9 if the populatica had been aware, I think some of the later -

10 consequences and concerns that have been raised with respect
,

i

11 to psychcleg cal stress might have been handled i.n a scmewhat i

|
,

12 different wav. ;

i
,

!

13 CO20i!SSICNER MCPEERSON: Well, that is possible.
{
r

14 ~ wou'd --.ke "O'd * " . . ~ . ~ . , a.. c a'- '. .- .' .i .a. e ^. _# .d .w- i v, , !
'

4 - - . - ,
,

l

i

15 and that is where recc==endaticns gcc made, frem whc= they |
,

i
16 were made. You recc== ended Oc the Governcr that he sugges:

17 the leaving, not the evacuaticn h: the leaving of pregnan:

13 wcmen and scheci age children, is that corrert?

19 .u.3 . .u.AC' -.w D . .w. a * s ~w _ _ e ,, . , s .4 _,.4 . -
. 4 . o . .

.S 0 v . 6.<*.1 c o- -m4.: 7. . .v.C e c. ... .t a s; . w e .f n , . ..w.4. < w2 . ~, a
a^a - - . --.- - - v. . ..

i

21 decisive in persuading the CCVer.cr c issue such a "".essage?

b
,'.S .un. . . c- --_ r- .c, a_4 , w t. . . w 4 .,.

i s - w 4. 4-w. , w, .. 2 .,. ew . . ..
! l ....-3...
5 i

V 1
., ,3 3 ,

4 . . o .n. w, a d w. 4 ,. - - - - . . .
<

f I

I i

,e n ~.~ .m. . .. .= . m. . ;. . 2 .n.c- ... .m e c s.; . y. a s e . - - , g ,4 , a .,s ou. .

- .
2 -.
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1 indicated, early in the =crning, and it was not until apprcxi-
2 mately ncentime during a telephone conversation with Chairman i

3 Henry that the decisicn finally culminated in an action to

4 make a recc==endatien that -- and I believe the Governor used

5 the term en his announcement, which I heard on the radic,
,

I
i

6 again ccming back frem Philadelphia, as an excess of caution. ,
r

|
,

7 COMMISSIC:ER MCPHIRSON: Yes. What strikes me, Dr.

8 MacLecd, is that you had been in office very few days and your,
i
i

9 deputy had been there one day. You had been arcund making |

10 speeches on Wednesday and Thursday, previously planned
.

11 speeches, and visiting various facilities unrelated to Three

,

12 Mile Island. Ycur ccnversations with people ahout Three Mile
,
,

13 Island were, I believe you used the word or conveyed the '

t

f14 impression of afterthought, in one conversatien abcut how

15 things were going there, and that, nevertheless, your advice

16 to the Gcvernor, inasmuch as you were placed highly in the
.

17 Governor's cabinet, was prchably persuasive to him.

la What strikes me is that this issue of what should

19 be finally done by the state official, the hic - state ;

i

20| cfficial, kept getting escalated away frc= these jecple who
21 seemed :: knew =cs: about in to pecple who had had a very

,

'>
; 22 re=cte connecticn with it and very li :le teuched with it
r
3
y ;

23 during the period frcm Wednesday thrcugh Friday. Oces that
-

? '

a
I
i 24 strike you as an unf air descriptic.m Of what happened?
e i
>

.o.c !
I MR. MACLZCC: Are vcu suc.~,esting that because Of mys

.

i

,

| * * * f

,a u a,
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Ln. |

I travels I had very little ccnnection with the --

2 COMMISSICNER MCPHERSCN: Well, I am suc. esting, frcra3

l3 your cwn deposition and your cwn testi=cny here, that you were
4 utterly concentrated On Three Mile Island during thenot

5 period frc= Wednesday through Friday, when you made that

6 recc==endation.
l.

7 .va . 9 u.. .co . ..u.a. o- v _.ec., s _i _ ..a .

8 CCMMISSIGNER MCPEERSON: That in fact you were

9 doing other things a goed deal =cre than ycu were concentrat-
10 ing on Three Mile Island.

11 MR. MACLECD: Well, I am not sure that was the case,

12 because I certainly spent a great deal of time en che tele-
j

|13 phone. In each of the cars, as I was riding in the car, I |

!14 had constant telephone cc=munication with =v office. I cer- '
-

i
,

15 tainly was -- I did give a talk in Philadelphia for an hour
16 cr so en Thursday =crning, and I did meet wich the group in a
17 rocm with a telephon e in the rec = in which I was in cenversa-

la ...'-a. wi-5 v. .e .e.4 . e ."._ e a_ 4...es a. 7 .'O - 2.*30 .. .r .'4_=v,.. - . . . . .

19 norning.

20 Subsequently, I was in ccuch wich the Gcverncr's
I

t

21 | cffice for appccximately an hour and a half by telephone as |
i

,
f

-

]9 | * . 3797 gAa
- g..ga . o. g,. . gg g o.g ._o. e "..e * *. .' .*. "; v ' ".. . " '*. e ^ .' _" a ". *. ." .g .
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30
.

l w. ,

I another meeting, and it was when : heard the announcement by
.w2 .e ccye.-..c ee r. . ' .- a c -.....e.a.d = - 4 .. , ac'". 4 s eA . .". a A .- i ~. a .- .e- . - . . . .

3 return me to Harrisburg, and I felt at that time the situation

4 had begun to escalate.

5 But I think it had a great deal of attention en the ,
f

,I

6 part of all the pecple who were involved at that time, but : '

7 think if anv. action taken bv. a state official ec depart frc= i

8 what would be considered a fairiv. rec onable schedule would

9 have been interereted as perhaps a greater reaction to what

10 turned cut to be a matter of great concern and a matter of

11 potential damage and pctential harm, but did not in fact turn ,
1

I

12 cut to be =cre than just a =cderate radiation exposure, per-
i

13 hans -- '

I
-

!

f1.t CCMMISSIONER MCPEZRSCN: Are you saying that it

1.a would have been -- wculd have raised eyebrews if .vou had paid
--4 "- '

- - ~ ~ e" - en * o "~ ~~ ee ~ 11 ' e 7 =- ~1 a~a d "* "- 4 9 "~ ~4 - :e -~d'-16 e-o 2 - d--
- - a

17 liR. MACLZFD: Not at all. I think that I don't--

|
i

18
-wa g .w.. 4.-.a- - was ea.33,f css 4w,e ., ay uc.a. . c a . . , . 4 ,. !

.
---- e . .. . . . . - . . . .

9
. ..w. eo. .v 4 3 - a.a. . c, a.,. c, a 4 ., .3 C-4. 4 9e .w.e C.4.., 4..<...es.... .-

, w-. ,.w * - - - .a .. . . .

f

e.0 was involved in. I was certainly aware of it a: all times. '
.

,

t
.

C "~s '4 c ~ . C".< r.7v - Co. ur -c^7 - We''* a'' ~4-"- - A 'V21
--o --="-- ca-.~u~-

'. I

i, intend to c.ursue .vcur schedule c.uesticn. Cculd ask v.cu, fc ,99..
?
3

$ 23 || you have any authcrity in your office with respect to any Of
e ,

,

}
,e ,4 the events that ar:- currenti.v c.oinc. cn at Three Mile Island,.
*
.

D

Ig ]C ,3.. .y *
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1.:s:

I what happened 2roup. I am speaking of authority to instruct *

,

I
2 the utility or anycne connected with it with respect to what i

i

,!
3 they do wi d the contaminated water --

4 MR. ?!AC'lCD : No, sir.

5 CC:CIISSICNER MCPEERSCN: -- or with the core.

6

7
|

8

9

10

11
1
!

12

13

14
|
.

15

16

17

13

19
I

8
t
t

20 '
! I
i

i
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.
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MI j CHAIRMA!T KEMENY: Dr. Marks.
/2/79
age 15 2 CCl2iISSIC:iER MARKS: Thank you. I would like to ex-

3 piore briefly three secewhat separate areas: It is our under-|t
standing that a study Shippingport nuclear station which you4

5 referred to was conducted in 1974, and a number of reccmmendaticns
I
i

6 were developed. I would just like to get a folicwup en the |
\

status of these: Cne of them was to establish a vital statis ;
,
/

i

8 tics reporting system by area of residents. Has that been im- |
plemented?9

51R. MCLEOD: Not to tne best of my knowledge.10

jj CCIOiISSIONER |iARKS : Another was to establish a tu- |

m r registry. Has that been implemented?12

MR. MCLEOD: No, it has not.13

CCMMISSIONER MARKS: It has not. You have no tumcr74

15 registry in the Cce=cnwealth of Pennsylvania?

MR. MCLECD: That is correct.16

CCMMISSICNER MARKS: And I assume you have no registry77

of bi..-th defects or cenetic defects? |13 -

f

MR. MCLEOD: Not to the best of ny kncwledge. i79

I
,

.,0 | CCl21ISSICNER MARKS: I guess you don't kncw why these

. :
;

,1 | recer=endations weren' t folicwed up?. i
-

r

i
!

} , ,, j MR. MCLICD: I do not, sir. t

; ..

3
v CCMMISSICNIR MARES: You haven't found cut since TMI?,3 ,? -

i

1 MR. MCLECD: No, sir.; 21
e

j CCM2iISSICNER MARKS: do understand that your task'

y
. ..

A
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il :., l:/

sg 2 1 force is censidering long term epidemicicgical studies in fol-

2 lowup of the population of the area cf Three Mile Island?
|
i

I

3 MR. MCLECD: Well, the Governor's task force is not

involved with that aspect but the Cepart=en: of Health has4

5 created a task force to undertake health research wi e respect

6 to radiation related to the "':C accident.
t

7 COMMISSICIER MARKS : Right. I

|1

3 MR. MCLECD: And through this -- under tne auspices i

I
,

'
9 of this panel we are proposing to do epidemiological studies,

10 and have actually completed a survey of the population within

11 a five mile radius of Three Mile Island.
i

17 COMMISSIONER MARKS: A survey of the population with
i

13 regard to what? !
I
i

ja MR. MCLECD: Well, with regard to their exposure by !

1.c virtue of their lccation at the time of the accident; sone !
,

I
i

16 previous patterns that were predisposed to cancer, for example,j

j7 we. will be getting their exposure to any radiation theraphy,
i
.

13 any cigarette smcking patterns. So we are just undertaking a |
i

19 base line survey of de population with the intent of fc11cwing

,0 | dat population over a period of ten Oc twenty years..

!
i

.1 i COMMISSIC:ER ". ARKS : Are you at all concerned -ha:,

; fccusing on this one area of the populaticn might have certain,,
3 ..
.

i5

.3 ; adverse ef fects? For example, psychological effects?u ,
y ,

2

f24
'

MR. MCLECC: Well, we were concerned about any action
-
w

1 .u dat was taken with respect to the entire accident. Focusing

/ *e 3,
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; 3 1 on this pcpulatien in terms of adverse psychological effects

2 wouldn' t seem to be corne out. The population greeting the i

I
,

3 survey with extracridnary enthusiasm. I think we did do several

4 things that did seem to work out well. Ne accounced that we

5 were going to undertake the survey. Ne did make it entirely I

I
i

6 voluntary. We reached out to the ccoulation rather than to- -

7 nave them ccme out to a central agency. We actually made a

3 house to house survey of scme 14,000 hemes of some 35,000 ,

,
,

I
9 people. And we had something in excess of 99.5 percent res- '

10 pense.

;j COM!i!SSIONER MARKS : But do you have built into this ;
i

12 ' evaluati n of the psychological impact of this?#
|

1

MR. MCLECD: We have a base line data with respect !13
,

.

72 to their exposure and we are proposing to do a numerator study,
i

. CC!S!ISSICIER MARKS : Psychological effects? Behavioral.3

e ects?
16

WeareproposingtodoanumeratorstudyfMR. MCLECD:l ,e

f

that will address the behavioral effects. i
18

i
,

CCfS1!SSICIER MARKS : Of the studv19 , * itself , as well as

i

i the accident?,0.

i

MR. MCLECD: O f the --,.1

y 3, . COliMISSICNER MARKS: You see, what I am driving at is
^^!r

d ,, i'

that there is evidence that when you fccus in en a pcpulationp za
2

1 ilike this, vou are going to have seme ef f ects en their behavior24 ! -

'

e

j ,, and their e=ctional reaction en these types of accidents. Tha
,. .. i,

,3, ,

|

/T9 ~

^i
s
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sg 4 1 ef fect nay even, in fact, be grea*a- "an any pcssible damage
i
i

2 from exposure to radiation.

3 MR. MC' ZC D : Well, I ara not familiar with that evi-

4 dence but I would say that what we would prepose to do, and

5 actually have preposed in the prelininary stage, to undertake

6 a centrolled study if we can get the wherewithall to ccnduct a

|
7 centrolled study, so that we would get an opportunity to see, '

I
3 or at least to neasure that kind of a phenecenen. If that, in j

i

l

9 fact, is the case, I think that we should bring it to the at-
|

10 tention of a blue ribben panel. It has not been nentioned, I

;i think, by a group of very distinguished scientists.
i

I,

12 CCIDiISSICIER MARKS: The osvchological inpact of !-

13 doing the study itself has never been brcught up?
|
1

|

1
ja MR. MCI.ZOD: "' hat is correct. This is the first I |

4

15 have heard c:. it.

16 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Ckay. Ecw are vou coing to --- -

37 against what data are you going to judge the data you are col-
|

18 lecting with regard to genetic or teratogenic, or encogenic !

,

i

39 data in this area, with respect to -- I nean where is your con-l
i

I
,,9jtrol pcpulaticn?. ,

,

,,1 | MR. MC'ZCD: Well, as I indicated, we do not have the:s
,

i |* ,,,, ; wherewithall to undertake a centrol study to date but we are1 ..i

3

;leckinc for tne resources and we are proposing := do it througn :v
,3

? *a
i*

,h ,,4 , the implementation of a tu=or registry in the Cecronwealth. And. i
- .

w

t :.f we can , in f act, get a cercorabia population within .n e, , ,
. ..

_

.

'n =
,
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'

g 5 i central Pennsylvania area, this wculd be the designated area

that we wculd be using. We do have two cther fortuitous avents;,

|
'

3 one is that Dr. Tekahara had done a pregnancy cutccme study,

just completed, en the basis of the last five years of data4

5 pri r to the 3ree Mile 'sland accident. So we have a longi-

tudinal control with respect to the area. And Hershey Penn6

7 State Medical Canter has also dene a behavioral study over the

:

S last several years and has scme base line data in essentially

9 the same pcpulation area as the Three Mile Island population.
,

COMMISSICNER MARKS: Your cc:" rent that even if vou10 -

)7 dcn ' t get the centrol study funded, the study you are embarked 1 ,

|
.

12 n will produce data that will be both valid and interpretable?'
,

n is q feelbg dat h would be, yes iM. OD:
13

that the answe: would be yes but that we would be locking forla :
i

!
>fur *her cuidance frcm the panel shich has been ecmposed with

1 .<, -

respect to a variet.y of the casualties that can haccen frem
16 '-

this kind of an accident.
17

CCm1ISSICNER MAR'{S: I would like to turn new to
18

another issue, which is -

CHAIPl!AN die'iY: Dr. Marks, would you perni: a fcl-
,0 ;.

icw up questien co the cne vou have raised? Then : vill turn
'

, ,i -
4 ,

I it back te vou. Dr. McClecd, I assu=e you have seen the>
o n.

-.
j .

5 varic m reports or_ tn.e level or. rad..ation that was re eased,

v
,3A? '

_E

. during the incident?I ' !

-

si
-

| .c; MR. MC' ZC D : That is right, sir.
2 :

CHAIP2Gli KE:C."f: Do you e:c:ecu in ycur study Oc

m O -)k?G< j
i
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161 |sg 6
1 find statistically significant difference frem normal occurrence

i

!

2 of, let us say, tumors?

3 MR. MC. ECD: I don' t have an expectation, sir. And

4 I am trying to avoid making that pronouncement before the :actsi.
t
i

'

5 CHAIRMA21 KEME:rf: Yes. And what is the purpose of
I

6 your study? Is it to test whether there will be a statistically

significant difference? Or what exactiv is it?,
/ *

,

i

g MR. MCLEOD: Certainly, that is one of them. One i

I
9 dcesn' t knew the statistical cutcc: e of this kind of a s tudy.

|
1

;0 I think we have probably all read that the caoulation of Denver *
- -

11 while having a higher exposure to radiation, has a icwer can-
|
i

12 cer ine_, dence , preva_, ence. And tn's ...< n c c :. in:ormation.. . . _ . ,

,
i

13 cculd well happen as a result of this studv. And it might crove- -

i

I

;4 to be statistically significant. If it were to be in the other*
,

|

direction, I think it would be very helpful to have a control '

;3

16 study of the populatien, similarly studied, similarly exposed
i

17 to the kind of survey and questionnaire that Dr. Marks has re
i

'

i

iferred to in order to trv to : ake those two pcoulatica groups ;18 - -

i

79 as nearly equal as possible.
,

,0 , I do think that- even negative results will be helpfu'.

,,, I to the population who were exposed to radiation. 7 think 1is >
!

! would be verv helpful with respect*

r
.

to de entire ccoulation of1
,3 ,3
.. - -

i

5 i

Pennsylvania and the ccuntry to have these kinds of data avail-u
3,.a,2

2

1 able in the long term. I do think the centrol aspect is very
'

a 24
_

t.

v

} .3 ., impcrtant in order to achieve that_ cbjective, sir.
.

(1 f' l ./ nr7
dUJ
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sg 7 1 CHAIRMAli KEME E: Thank you. Dr. Marks?

2 CCMMISSIO!TER MARKS : This is new passing sort of, yout

3 knew, anecdotal information but on the basis of our hearings

4 conducted in Middletcwn scme weeks ago, and reports both in the

5 newspapers and over the television we get the impression that i

6 health professionals in the area may not have an adecuate kncv-:
i

7 ledge even today of the ha::ards of radiation. The accident
,

8 is centinuing. It is not setething that is history. People

9 are concerned. Pregnant wceen are concerned. Mothers with I

10 small children are concerned. What is your depar =ent doing
i

11 ahcut it today in ter=s of infor: ting health professionals in th'e
,

!
i

12 are?
i

I
13 MR. MCLEOD: Ne are making every effort to put to- ,

l
i

14 gether the organi::ational basis to do something. We do not have
!
;

13 the capability to do anything. j

I
16 CCitdISSIC!iER MARKS : Icw, let me j us t understand enisL

1
1

17 Secause I am having trouble - you have had this accute accident.

!

18 It has cbviously been thought to be a censiderable emergency

19 within the Cor=cnwealth of Pennsylvania.

.' O MR. MCLECD: Yes, sir.
_

21 , CO!SCSSIC!IER MARKS : Your departene has not been able
I

{ 22 cc identify any rescurces to put together a task force to de-
?
3

n3 velop an information serrice for health professionals in tne*

7 .

m i
= !

! area to deal with the enecinc accute =rchlem?24 ;. - - -

e i

w

.! 2c 1 MR. MCLEOD: 7 ell, ;f you are speaking in an anecde'tal
*

rs

/ i[ I j ';f

C\ ~
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1sg 8 j a ~ tivi ty , I can address that. I have becc=a much =cre knew- i

2 ledgeable in this area. I am by no means an expert. And I

3 have made myself available to speak to different groups, parui--

a cularly physicians and also have prepared a docu=ent for distri-

5 bution in Pennsylvania health, which reaches scme 13,000 physi-
,

6 cians in the Com=cnwealth, which will be coming cut in the next!

several weeks. It is a quarterly cublicaticn. And we have cre-7 -
,

d

8 pared essentially a glossary of terms so that thev will be
- i

t

!

9 kncwledgeable with respect to that activity. I am speaking at j
the American College of physicians seminar. I believe it is10

in September, October, of this vear with res=ecu to the acci-
11 - -

dent.
12

H wever, I think it is fair to report that we do not !13
i

have the resources to establish a divisien or a cnit to under
!,'14
1

take this.
73 We have assembled a group of experts to undectake

,

I

j the studies and I think that we are in the process of trying '

77 to recenstitute a department of health frc= what has really
Ibeen a department of licensing and regulaticn because we h,jg , ;
,

not -- we have no mental health in the department; we have no79

cccupational health in the department; we have no prefcasicnal.,0.

i

! licensure in the department; we have no vcca ional rehabill-
21 p

I
,

; tation in the department; we have no envircnnental health in>
22 I

r ,

d, | the department. It is basically a department of 1 censure and
'} 4 |=

l ,4 ! regulation with the county health department surrogate activity:
a .

. i

.! ! going en. Ne have had, during the intervening T.cn:hs anc

6

., --.
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9 1 occurring at the time actually, a polio outbreak in Pennsylvania
|

2 for which the Cepartment of Health was responsible for immuni ing
a
!

3 | 147 thousand people in Lancaster alone. So we have had a num- |
; i

ber of epidemics of that kind that we have been -- not only in4

5 Lancaster but in other counties that we have been having to
.

h

6 =anage with the kinds of resources that might be applied to the:

7 area that you are concerned with. But people have been occupied

S with the ongoing duties within the Cepartment of Health that

9 speak to the limit ed resources that are there. ! -

.

10 COMMISSIO:TER MARKS : Co you perceive a need for some

7; kind of information service to health professionals in the
i

1,. area? !

I

13 MR. MCLEOD: I certainly do. An d I think we have !

;4 addressed it at least in a limited way with respecu to the

!

15 kinds of things I have mentioned.
4

i

16 CCMMISSICNER MARKS: But they don ' t have it now?

!

77 MR. MCLEOD: That is right. |

|
)g COMMISSICMER MARKS: And new is when they need it. '

i

MR. MCLEOD: Well, I don't think it is only in the39 ;

area. th nk it is in the state and in the country.20
I
I

: COMMISSIONER MARKS: I understand that. But we are,, I i.

i

! ,, , dealing with the effects of the accident at Three Mile Island.
..;

5 :
J | And you have here an cngoing real situation. You perceive a,3 !2 .

a .

j ! need but you have been unable to address that need. Ihat is24
-

w

what I am hearing,
,.i ,e

s-

-,.i,, ;5 0f ,j .,

s

t
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ico
|
isg 10 1 MR. MCLEOD: We have addressed .t in part, in a limi-'

2 ted part, very, very limited. '

3 CCMMISSICNER MARKS: iiell, all I heard you are ad-

dressing is getting together a blue ribben ec==ittee to s tudy4

5 what you should do. But the need is today. " hat blue ribben

i

6 committee may take how long to cc=e in with its reco==endationst?

7 MR. MCLEOD: Well, as I say, that is one acuivity.
I i

i

3 "he thing that I have dene is to be able to speak about the ;
,

i

9 issues that relate to the accident and to inform pecple with

10 regard to that. I have certainly aise been available to -- in

11 recent weeks and =enths -- to press to give any information
|

12 that they have needed that I could be helpful with. But with-

in the Cepart=ent of Health, it may be difficult to ccmprehend,|13
!
,

ja but we do not have the capability - |
,

15 CCl"M.ISSIONER MARKS : Well, what is difficult for me |
|

16 to ce=orehend is, you knew, sc=ecne who has been in preventive

j7 medicine all this " e and in an academic institution, you knew,
,

i

18 I guess I am having difficulty cceprehending that you have not !
,

79 been able to identify resources to get to work en this -
|

1
'

MR. MCLECD: Le t me j us t --.0

. CCZ'MISSICNER MARKS : In the local area and :.t wculd
, ,i j.

i

! .3.,3 ; he helpful f you could explain to us why you can ' t.
; ..

; !

0 MR. MCLECD: Well, we have been going -hrough the
'

332 .
2
=

,

several weeks. The state heal-h34 ' budget precess in the last
=
e i
w

i. n .e. depar*.=ent suffered a 460 thcusand dollar budge t cut during ne.

9 /,

f$m uv
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11 1 time pericd in which the accidel.t was occurring. We are acw ini
i
12 the process of trying to recc= pose our structure and function '

l
13 within tne state government in order to conduct those activi- '

4 ties that do exist within the state gove==ent with a 460

5 thousand dollar cut cut of a 10.5 millien dollar abase line in
i

'6 terms of government operations.

7 "'hese kinds of activities really do put a major pres--
i

|

8 sure en a department that doesn't have the resources. For us !

l
,

9 to make the ccH trent new to move and shif t the entire operation,

10 facing the possibility of furicughing a large nu=her of pecple,
a
i

11 I think creates a mangement problem of the highest order. |

12 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Let me shift to one other area '

I

13 very briefly -- |

14 CHAIPP.AN KEME r?: May I ask one questicn? Your re-
.

15 marks stimulated me. Dr. Marks is making the obvicus remark,

16 I think, aren't there sc=e medical schools in the Cc==cnwealth

17 of Pennsylvania?
i
i

la MR. MCI.EOD : Yes, sir.
|
4

19 CHAIFl!AN KEME:r?: I thought there were sc=e quite dis-j

i

20 tinguished ones.
,

1

21 ' MR. MC'.ZC D : "'here is one in the central part of

v
; 22 i Pennsylvania. i

e !

5

$ 23 CHAIFF.AN KEMENY: Cne in the central part. Wouldn't
1

I
it ' e pcssible to turn to che state medical schcols and aski 24 c

:
,

} 25 chem to cenduct sc=e sert of program for che professionals in

,,f . -

![ [. O O6
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sg 12 1 the state?

2 MR. MCLECD: I believe they are.

3 CHAIRMAN KEME!T?: You believe they are.

.1 MR. MCLECD: Yes. As ! say, I participated in some

5 of them. l

|

6 CCMMISSIONER MARKS: ! guess we can find out on our

7 cwn the sources. I think we shculd.

8 At the time of the accident, what was the role of
r

I9 the Department in terms of advising hospitals with respect to

10 decreasing patient census in the event of a necessity fw: eva-

11 cuatien, or in the event of a necessity to receive evacuees
,

i

12 from, say, a closer in area?
1

'

13 MR. MCLECD: Well, all of the hospitals were -- couldj
i

1.t probably be censidered within the closer in area. We have no |

,

13 accute care hospitals within the five mile radius. Sun the !

16 hospitals were basically in an area of five to dirteen miles. I

l ,e ne Cepartent of Health met with the liaisen cecole f c= the
-

|

18 |. Hospital Associaticn of Pennsylvania and de Pennsylvania Medi-
,

19| cal Society on a continuing basis from Friday or Saturday en,
1

March 30th, 31st, en a da__y basis and discussed with them :ne
20 :

41 ' infc=ation that we had wie respect to the accident. We
,

!

? ,, l served mainly as a clearing house. Each day representatives
'

a .. -
,

,

3
v of the Deparrent would sur rev de hospitals to determine ne,,
, .. -,

3

y occupancy rates and at no time were we directed wi n respect- -

e.

.! c asking anybcdy, any hospital to take any action wi-h respect., c
..

Oc de departure of patients.
(iQ DsQ

,i -
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4 1 1 COMMISSIONER MAR'<S : Were you advisory?
4I

'2/79 2 MR. MAC LZOD : We infor=ed them of the events. I1pe 16
3 think it's important here perhaps to at least allude to my
t percepticr. of 9.0 events, having pointed out the fact that we

5 were getting rather hortatory recc==endations from a distance
i

i

6 and intimately involved and info =ed, I think, over the period

7 of the first three days, which weren't at all of a crisis
|

8 nature. It wasn't until the puff on Friday morning, I think, !

9 that one could say that events changed and that we saw the

10 mark stepped up in proliferatien of information.

11 Cn Friday evening, during the first ariefing with
12 Harold Centen and the gove =or, lieutenant gove=or, and their '

13 staffs, we received a reversal, if ycu will, of Harold ihnen's

1 -1 perceptions frem the =oming, that things were not anywhere

15 near in the acute phase that he had descrihed. Each night

16 frem there en, Saturday night, Sunday night, Monday night,

17 Tuesday night, en till the follcwing weekend, through the i

l18 weekend, we =et with Harold Canten and sc=etimes with Scb
|
|

19 Adamcik from the emergency area. And each time, the reper- |

.

20 iwas better, *ns improving. At no time was there ever a lessen-
1

; ;

21 ling of the situaticn with respect to decccccsition or decem-
i
1

{ 22 pensation. There was continuing improvement of the situation,I

r
3

j23|which, frcm the beginning, was i=croving. ;
i

a .

i= |

.i 2-t I And so the perception was not one of graat alarm. It
- i

5 i

j 25 ;was One Of business as usual, with an =cendinc disastu i

i 7 _; q
//U,f ' i

/
)
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LA 2 1 recognized by all pecple who were there, and the concern gen-
2 uinely expressed. But it was a matter of conducting the

3 business of state government with respect to cis accident,
4 and perhaps primarily to the psychological stress. We had

5 people en Monday and Tuesday who were beginning to draw their

6 money frc= their bank acccunts and leave the area, theraby
:

7 being vulnerable with large a= cunts of =cney. The increased
|

8 crime in de area, as a result of people depa:. ting. I

9 So our position was basically to respond to the

10 scientific information we had availabie to u's, to the other

11 informatien that was =ade available through the briefing

12 sessions, and to conduct state government as usual. And it was

13 in that light that we made recc==endations -- or didn' t, but
.

14 at least advised the health professionals who were in daily

15 co==unication with us about activities and events. And it was,

16 in f act , en Thursday =orning that I perscnally called the

17 hospital administrators in the arec and said dat 2 dcught
18 the situation was continuing to improve and that they should

19 be advised so. But since we had never recc== ended that they

20 ! evacuate , leave the area, decrease dair censuses, although

21 that had happened, it was certainly a matter of my wanting to ;

|
$ 22 at least infer = them that the situation was centinuing to
r
3
" I

7 i=orove and that they could act acccrdinc.iv..23
i

3 i
J 2.t CO.ESSIONER MARKS : Was the thrust of your cc== uni- '

.
s

} 25 caticn that dere was no need to decrease your census, that
i

!
!

.

t iY z/I
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LA 3 1 business as usual was indicated?

2 MR. MAC LECD: I think the thrs t of my cc=municatien

3 was that we had -- there was a great expectation and a great
.

4 feeling en the part of many pecple that they wanted pecple te
5 stand up and say this is the situation, and it's all over or

6 it's all better or it's gene to hell. You know, there w u

7 that ccnstant pressure to speak cut. I think that would have

8 been a mistake, in either instance, to say either it was |
|

9 better, it was over, or it was worse , but that, in fact, |

10 business was as usual. We were performing our duties as best

11 we knew hcw during a rather trying time, and that they can
;
t

12 act accordingly. In fact, some hospitals had reduced their
i
i

13 census frem 300 to 70 or 30 patients within the first three or '

14 four days. When I called later en in the week, after sc=e
,

I

15 four or five days, they were still at 70 to 30 patients. And '

16 they hadn't changed the patient populatien. They were so

17 advised that -- they were hearing a repcrt directly frem the

I
IS Secretarf of Health, if you will, that the situatien had not |

|
|

19 deteriorated, it was not getting worse, despite any ru=crs i

20 that they might have heard. In fact, they were hearing enat
t

:

21 it was -- that by that ti.te -- I think after the sixth brief-

I>
1 22 | ing session -- it was continuing to be repcreed well.

|: t

$ 23 , Harold Centon was saying at that time in briefing
ie !: '

e '4' sessions that he was very pcsitive. He had been in ecuch with= .
e .

s !

} 25 ' -he President and he had advised the P resident of how pcsitive
e i .

/$ i , ;
#'s j
u -#
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LA 4 I he was about hcw things were going. And we were hearing these

2 reports on a regular basis. I

3 COMMISSICNER MARKS : But claarly, the governor had

4 ordered an evacuation --

5 MR. MAC LEOD: No, sir.

J COMMISSICNER MARKS: Of pregnant wcmen and children.

7 MR. MAC LIOD: As an excess of caution, he had

8 recc== ended that they leave.

9 COMMISSIONER MARKS : And there was v]luntary exodus

10 frc= the area. And we 've heard that the hospitals , sc=e were

11 decreasing their census. We've also heard that health cro-
- ,

12 fessionals in sc=e of the hospitals left the area. Scunds --

13 I =ean, we ' ve gotten the i ~rression that there was confusion

14 as to what shculd be done and that there was no clear advisory
if frc= anycne in the state government with regard to these

16 very critical matters with respect to public health and safety,
17 specifically , also , what hospitals should be doing.

la MR. MAC LZOD: Let me fill in ene other point. On
,

19 Sunday afterncen, Acril 1st, I had heard a rumor that the i
- i

i

4

i
'

20 | hospitals were -- in fact, had icst their health p rc:essionals '
|
.

21 and weren ' t able to care for their patient pcpulation. :==e-
!>

; 221diatelv,
3

'

I called two of the administrators of the largestt t

$ 23 , he spitals and found cut this to be a spuricus repo rt. I then i

1

e i; ;

; 24 ! was told that there was to be a meeting in Cauphin County of
e ,

: :
1 2f all the hospitals, nursing homes, and the medical profession.

,,n n ,

h! |
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LA 5 l And I attended that meeting with the Secretary of Budget
2 Ad=inistration. We both advised the group assembled, of some

3 75 to 100 health professionals, that there was no indication
4 for an evacuation, that this was not the governor's or the
f lieutenant governor's wish. And I spent approximately an hour

6 there, Dr. Willburn returning shortly after putting in an
7 appearance, and that there was no indication for any fur her

i8 action. And I, in fact , heard the reports from each of the !

{
,

9 hospitals, each of the nursing hcmes, and the medical pro- !
:

110 fession and was satisfied that the situation was well under
11 control, that there was no --

!

!

12 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Did these reports include actuad

13 as to -~

14 MR. MAC LECD: Actual data with respect to census.

.1 f COMMISSIONER MAPZS : There was no increase in

16 absenteeism.

17 MR. MAC LEOD: Yes, there was, sir.
I

i

18 COMMISSIONER MARKS : Oh, there was.

19 MR. MAC LEOD: Yes, there was, but also there was

i

20 a decrease in occupancy.

21 COe.MISSICNER MARKS: I see, I see, so they balanced
i

$ 22 each other out. |

i

r
3

$ 23 MR. MAC LEOD: That 's co rrect. In fact, there was
,e

I !

i 25i enly one hospital that had a problem. And tha: One had it in
. ,
; i

j 2f the CB area. And by just shifting persennel, they were able tci
l
! i if ') iin 7 de

ii L / i

a
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LA 6 I neet their staff needs in that particular area.
j

2 COMMISSIC E5 MARKS : But what abcut this issue of

3 confusion? I nean, the lack of real directives as to what

4 they should do. In other vorii, it is your position that to
.

:

f have given directives at that tr.=e wculd have been inappro i

;
:6 priate. Let everybody decide what they want to do. '

,

7 MR. MAC LZOD: The situation was such that by Sunday
,

3 afta=cen, we had had two positive, progressively i.p cving
9 reports. And I --

10 COMMISSIC!ER MARKS: But you stil? didn't give a

11 directive, saying hold the line.

12 MR. MAC LZOD: Well, we gave them a directive not to ,
,

13 evacuate. I suppose to that extent -- '

la COMMISSIO!ER . MAP.KS : You gave them a directive not to

1f evacuate?

16 MR. MAC LEOD: That's correct.

17 COMMISSIC!ER MARKS : The hospitals.

18 MR. MAC LZOD: That's correct.
{
!19 CCMMISSIO!ER 20 MS : Net to decrease census. j

|
1

20 ; MR. MAC LICD: Not to evacuate the hcspitals.
1

|

21 CCMMISSICtER MARKS: Ch, I didn't hear *. hat.

I c" 'I '
iMR. MAC LIOD: : said that was the purpose of thel '' |

5 ;

$ 23 | Sunday afterncen neeting, was to tell -- |a +

I |
94 ,t CCMMISSICIER MARKS : In other words , *rcu ext. licitl.r,

. i .

5 |

} 2f ' cold them not to decrease their census, to centinue Operating
i

4g P *

s , -
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I.A 7 1 normally.

2 MR. MAC COD: We e.plicitly told them not to evacuate.

3 In other words, we had heard runcrs that there was going to be
4 an evacuation of personnel and of pecple, and that was the

5 w.=or tnat I was there to squelch.

6 COMMISSICNIR MAP 5S : Then why was -- I think sometime:
!

7 later in the week, the hospitals were seeking advisories as
8 to whether they should go back into normal cperation with

i

9 regard to their admissions. And the informaticn we r* ~eived
10 was that they coulda 't get a definita yes or no on this issue,
11 as to, yes , go back into full normal operatien.

,

I
I12 MR. MAC LEOD: Well, I think the situation at that '

|13 time, during that week, as you've heard described before, was i

still during the period when the women and children were still ,la

i

15 in an advisory to remain outside the area. And I think the

16 Cepartment of Health was ill-pcsitioned to refute that action,

17 which was being taken at the top level of state government.

13 So therefore our information was informal, but it was cc:=nuni-

19 cated, as I already mentioned, through daily communications

20 i with the agencies and, in this instance, through direct
i

.

21 communication -- I believe it was Thursday morning -- with the
,

Y 22 | administrators of all the hespitals and with the Pennsylvaniae
3 i .

" !~,! medical acciety. |
, i

2
#

|| '

I 24 ' CCMMISSICNIR MAPES : Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
w

j 25 f CHA". yip 21 KZ:CTY : Professor :tarrett?

2_ . 6/(1,9,.
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1.u\ 8 1 COMMISSIONZR MARPI""": I be:lleve you've indicated
j

l,

2 that as of Friday, you returned to your office, and ycu and !
3 your aides spent te day planning for a public health response
4 and planning for evacuation. Of what dces that planning con-

5 sist?

6 MR. MAC LEOD: We prepared an outline of ac.:tivities
,

!7 that the depa.~. =ent would undertake, were there to be an '

i
!S i==ediate and pressing need to take some action. This involved!

9 a preliminarf plan, preliminarf phase, an alert phase, a
10 precautionarf phase, and an emergency phase. And for each of

11 these chases, we developed crotocol for action. The o re-. .
. ,

liminarf phase was essentially the phase that we were involved |{'
12

13 with throughout the accident, in other words , without miy |

,

11 i-~'ilent danger of a catastrophe, that we would prepare the |
4

15 population. First of all, we printed over that weekend sc=e

16 150,000 pieces of paper which gave directions for the pcpula-
17 tion .f it needed to be handed out, and it voilld have baan

i8 handed out with the potassium iodide, which wrs later to be
|

19 forthcoming frcm the Cepartment of Health, Education , and f

|

20 Welfare.

21 COMMISSICNER MAREZTT: There had been no plan prior
>

1 22 | to that time. Is that correct?r
3 i
v -

23 | MR. MAC LZCD: That's ccrreet. ;
p
2 ,

I i

! 21' COMM*SSIONZ2 MARRETT: How was your planning coor-
:
:
.i 25 dinated with the planning that had already gone on? PIMA had

! ,
Ri

h, I
i
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LA 9 1 a plan, the Sureau of Radiological Protection had a plan.

2 Hcw was your plan to interfaca with these?

3 MR. MAC LECD: We were in constant communication with:
4 PEMA. And we also had coordination with the Bureau of
5 Radiological Protection, Radiaticn Protection, through Dr. j

;

i

6 Neil Wald, a censultant brcught en for the accident.

7 COMMISSICMER MARR2*T: Why was there a perceived :

.

i
,

,

8 need for yet another plan? Were there inadequacies in those i'

9 existing plans, as you saw them? Why your cwn plan?

10 MR. MAC LEOD: Well, our specific plan was heavily
11 directed toward the distribution -- deployment, dis tribution,

i
i12 anc administration of an antidote, specifically to be used to ;

13 treat radioactive iodine 131 exposure.

14 COMMISSICNER MARRETT: So it really wasn't a general

If plan. When it says, " evacuation for radiation protection,''-

16 you' re not talking about evacuation, bat with reference to the

17 distributien of the potassium iodide. Is that correct?

18 MR. MAC LEOD: That's correct. It would be our

19 response to the evacuation precedure that would be proceeding
i

20 under the direction of PD1A and the governor's office.
,

21 CCMMISSICNZr, MARR C : Co you see, then, in the
>
; 22 1cng range plan that you would have something separate?

,

Or Ie
3

$ 23 hcw do you plan to integra:e those kinds Of activities inte
a . ,

'I
; 24 the existing planning and preparedness system?
;

} 25 MR. MAC LECD: We are in the process of putting
i
I

!

l

,.-l',,.n * - *--
~

.u,- [ t ,v,
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LA 10 I together a =ajor emergency disaster plan for the health

2 depart =ent , in ccordination with ?I:4A. We have already assigned

3 a person to that activity, and it's an ongoing process. Our

4 first area will be with respect ec radiarien health.

5 CCMMISSICuzR MARREN: one final cuestien en your

6 proposed reorgani::ation. You indicate that you plan to

!7 establisn a division of radialcgical health. Oces this mean,
|

8 in essence, reabsorbing what is new the Bureau of Radiological
9 Protection, or is there acme intent to create another divisien?

10 MR. MAC LEOD: No, this wculd be a unit that wculd

11 relate to the preventien and the management od dicease

12 processes as a result of radiatien exposure and, in fact,
13 would bring in the health aspects, while in the Bureau of

14 Radiation Protection, the primary emmhasis there .has hetn en
,

l15 the dosimetry, the hardware, the technical nuclear engineering !
16 aspects. Curs would be a health emphasis and it wculd be --

17 as I say, it would relate to preventien and management --

18 COMMISSICNER MARRE"": But it wculd nean absorbi.g
19 those parts of the bureau that have to do with health?

|
20 i MR. MAC LEOD: No, it does not mean that at all.

I
)

,

21 ' In f act , I think it would fill a vacuur there. We don't have
i

,

b :
; 22 the rescurces that Dr. ?' arks has se aptly pointed in stater
3

$ 23 government. And I think that we do need those rescurces.
!

a i

I i

i 24 | And this would ce the emphasis of that par-icular 2 nit, wculd
e i
w

J. 23 be -- the primary emphas;s would ce to address that deficit.
t

C. 0/;
-,

[ /
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LA 11 1 COMM.!SSICNER MARPITT: Finally, with reference to

2 your intent for future activities, to what extent do you see
3 the Cepartment of Health getting involved in questiens about
4 licensing of nuclear plants throughout the cc=menwealth. So

5 it's not simply TMI, but in general, what is to be the

6 department's role, not merely in respcnding to incidents , but

7 in helping determine what's going to be the course of events

8 in the ecm=cnvealth?
,

9 MR. MAC LECD: Well, again, anecdctally, I did |
.

10 suggest to Chai= nan Hendrie on, I believe it was Sunday,
!

11 April 1st, when he was in Harrisburg, that it : tight be
,

|

12 advisable to censider the licensing of managers of nuclear
,

!

13 reactor plants, not the operators, but the managers in much '
i

i
la the same fashicn as we. have dcne in the health field and !

l

15 perhaps even with a recurrent examination. And it was just
i
'

16 =entioned as an incidental or anecdotal thing. It might be

17 lcoked upcn as a model for licensure of these pecple, assu: ting i
!

18 that the times have changed and this is an accroariate action

i

19 to be taken. |

20 With respect to the engoing activities of the depart--

21 | ment in relationship to the Cepartment of Environmental
>
t 22 Rescurces , we wculd see increased ccordinaticn and liaisen
-
-

:
jactivities between the departments.23 And our input would nev7 i ,

,a
1

I 24 be felt by vir ue of having representatives to de Department
.

} 25 ,, of He al-h cn the ac. crocr:. ate cec =ittees of the Dec. artment. . of
; Environmental Resources , where such licensure activity would
i

'take clace.
___

') Q R, .

H' cuUn
t
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dol 1 CSIRMN KEME U: Er. MacLecd, as a final question
TMI

2-79 2 have you succeeded in getting a library, yeu, for the Depart-
rape 17

3 ment of Health?

4 MR. MAC LECD: Mr . Chairman , 'ie have designated the

5 entranceway to the executive offices on the lefthand side as

6 the area for the library. I will be able to answer that quest"
l.

7 ion after about two or three more months if we can get the
8 resources.

9 CHAIRMAN ICME2U: So, you have the library. You

10 j ust don 't have any books in it yet.
I1 MR. MAC LECD: We have designated the area. That

12 is right, sir.

I13 CHAIRMAN KEME2U: Thank you very much, Dr. MacLecd. I

14 MR. MC LECD: Thank you.
'

15 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Wculd counsel please call the

16 next witness and swear him in.
17 Whereu pon,

I3 WII.LIAM W. SCRANTCN, III

19 |was called as a witness and, after being first duly swern, !

20 was examined and testified as follcws: '

i

43 i
' -

CHAIRMAN KEME22: Can I please a.sk you, s ir , to
>
1 2" ; state your name and your current position. i

a !

| '3 MR. SCRA2TICN: My name is Bill Scranten . I am the
*

I
-j ,'4| Lt. Gcverncr cf the Cem=cnwealth of Pennsylvania. .

,

! na'' "
CHAIRMAN KEME U: Chank you. Counsel.

i ,

1
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22 1 MR. HARVEY: Sir would you describe for the Commis-

2 sion, please, just what role the lieutenant governor plays in
3 tha Cc=monwealth of Pennsylvaria state government?

4 MR. SCRANTCN: It depends on which administraticn th)e

5 lieutenant governc is in . In this administration -- because

6 the statutory and constitutional definition of the role is

7 rather limited. The lieutenant governer presides ever the

8 senate of Pennsylvania and is chairman of the Board of Pardons
.

9 I have been designated as the chairman of the Pennsylvania
10 Emergency Management Council, chairrun1 of the Small Business

-

11 Council, the chairman of the Governor's Energy Council, as
12 well as, I think -- and this is more on an informal basis --

13 I believe that the relationship that a governer and a lieuten-.
14 ant gorerner have personally really goes a long way to say
15 what role you have in the administration. And I am very

16 pleased to say that Governor Thornburgh's and mine is very
17 gced so that I am able to advise him en a mere informal basis.
18 MR. HARVEY: You mentioned that the lieutenant gover"
19

ner has a role as chairman of the Pennsylvania Emergency Man-
,O I' agement Council . Ceuld you describe what the Council does '

|
, I .

"I i and its relationship to PEMA, '

theEmergencyManagementAgency?{
>

26=
I'

MR. SCRANTCN:
5 |

The Council's job is basically an,

,

v ;
3 j

!
? -d

oversight job, to give directions to the Pennsylvania Emergen-i
i.
7 24 | cy Management Agency. The Agency, itself, is a ccordinating
*

'

s (t ,

,,| agency,'' '~
not necessarily an executive agency and the member s

.

Aiy 282
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CO3 1 of the Council are primarily members of the administration;

2 that is, secretaries of the various Commonwealth departments
t

3 who would have a role in an emergency situation, plus repre-
4 sentation from the ' r:islature.
5 MR. HARVEY: So, that in a sense you function as a j

t

6 iboard of directors for the Agency management. Is that a fair |
!

7 analogy?
j

8 MR. SCRASTCN: That is a fair analogy.

9 MR. EARVEY: Governor, you were one of the first

10 official spokesman for state government on the Three Mile
!

II iIsland incident. Could you describe for the Commission how j
i12 you happened to find yourself in that position? '

I,- 13
MR. SCRANTON: I was planning on that morning, the

I4
28th of March, to have a press conference on energy conserva- :

15 tion and energy matters. The press conference was scheduled
16 for 10 o' clock. I scheduled in my office a pre-press confer-
I7

session with various members of my staff and members ofence

I0
the Governor's Energy Council staff to go over the thrust of

I9
our announcement. I got into the office a little bit after

0. g g. clock and soon foune; out that there had been an -.:c id e nt
'l'

at Three Mile Island and it became very obvious at that po int ;
>
1 22
e or soon thereafter that a =ress conference on conservations ~

V
, a 3 ;,

.
,

,

4
2 i was going to have to wait.

-

,

I i: 4

| ^4 | I think that the reason that I was the s po ke smanW I

? ,< i
* ^~ ' .

was not just tha- -"a-a

was a coincidertph| happening tha
y :

| Ci LGJ
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4 1 was going to give a press conference anyway, but because as

2 chairman of the Emergency Management Council and the Governor's

3 Energy Council, I had a j urisdictional interest in it and I

4 happened to be there. The Governer and I spoke on the phone

5 and he said, find out what information you can about it and !
l.6 report back to me, as I did and it just kind of ficwed auto-
1

!

7 matically frem there . |

8 MR. HARVEY: Would you describe how you were acquird
9 ing information as you prepared for the press conference?

10 MR. SCRANTCN: Frcm various sources. ThN first' '

Il source we really tried to get information frcm was frcm the
!

!12 Department of Environmental Resources. That department has
i
i13 probably the greatest technical expertise on nuclear pcwer |
!

la plants and certainly Three Mile Island and nobody in my office!
!IS and certainly not the Governor were experts on the technical |

16 a spects of ncelear power . Further=cre, I called and got in

17 contact with Bob Loughlin, who was at that time the Governor 'st
|I3 science advisor. There. were members of the Governcr 's Energy !
l

I9 Cocncil who were there, staff members, who we charged with
20

~ i
t

finding out what information they could, specifically about '

'l | Three Mile Island and also about 1.cw a nuclear pcwer planc
i

*

>
!

[ 22 works or dcesn't work. I think it is fair to say that betweeb:
V .

? "^3 the time I fir st heard about it and the time we
'

- sere .sre o. ared ,|i;
7 24* to make an announcement. at least a preliminary announcement,,

c
5 #~c j*

,' of the time was spent finding out exactly what had happenedmost

h

~ , - -
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DCS I at Three Mile Island, but mere than that acquainting ourselves

2 with the intricacies of the power plant.
3 MR. EARVEY: What was the substance of the informa-

tion that you acquired as you walked into the press conference!?4

5 MR. SC.'U.NTCN : The substance of the information was
6 that there had been an accidental release frcm Three Mile
7 Island due to a turbine trip - " trip" being a new werd for

many of us -- that had caused a backup in the system and a:

9 valve had opened and water had overficwed and that there was
..

-10 a release of radioactivity in that and that there was a release
11 of radioactivity frcm the auxiliary building. Our information

12 was that there were not lethal or dangerous doses to the en-
13 v ironment , but there nad been releases in the environment,
14 that there was no need at that point fer an evacuation, but
15 that the situation was still, ebvicusly, under investigation
16 and there had been no final determination as to what exactly
17 had happened.

18 MR. EARVEY: And is that the substance of the announce-
19 ment you made at the press ccnference?

20
MR. SCRANTCN: Yes. I think the thrust o f the i

2I
announcement was to say that this incident had cccurred and

|>
]'9a

} I gave just a very general outline, because that is all we
U .

!

f 22| really knew and got to the main point, which was that there !1 i

[ 2#| was no danger at 3

that point that we cculd foresee to the health
5

i 25 i

; and welf are and safety of the people. Also, at that conference,
I
i

1 07 OO
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>6 1 there were Bill Dornsife frcm the DER, Colcnel Eenderson and

2 others who were experts in various aspects of it ahd we

3 opened up the press conference to questioning of them so far

as procedures were concerned and what they knew about it.4

5 MR. EARVEY: So, that the substance -- at least

6 part of the announcement that you made was that there were I

7 no significant offsite releases or that there had been releases

a o ff s ite , I guess --

9 MR. SCRANTON: Yes, but that there no significant

10 measurements to indicate dangerous level or the need for

11 evac uation .

12 MR. EARVEY: What happened later in that day with
I

13 respect to your announcement and your activities? i

i

14 MR. SCRASTCN: After that press conference, a group

15 of us, including Colonel Hendersen and myself, Bill Dornsife,

16 Paul Crishlo, the Governcr's press secretary, went to the
17 Governor's office, discussed the situation with him and then

13 the word came that there were scme people -- I believe it was

19 frem Philadelphia, I am not sure -- the Philadelphia media --

20 that wanted to interview me Jutside the capitcl and they had '

21 indicated that they had heard that the werd had ccme frem
r

'

> l

1 22 sc=e spokesman frem Metropolitan Edison that there had c.ct,
i
y . i

g 22|indeed, been a release of radicactivity into the armesphere. I

*

3 i
i. ,

a ,d ,

And this was the fir st centradictcry bit of information that* !

2 |
9

1 t

oc | we received and in caused scme disturbance because it chv iousl'vd --

l
^

,n'.
,f4 ' v!

b

k
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D07 1 caused confusion and there was a discrepancy among the posi-

2 t iens being taken.

3 After that, we also learned that there had been a

continuing release of radioactivity frem Three Mile Island,4

5 beginning, I believe, at abcut 11 o' clock, which we had not

6 been informed of by Metropolitan Edison, that DER had not been

7 informed of. This was very disturbing to us because obvicusly
8 in a critical situation such as that, if that bit of ecogera .

9 tien isn't there, it means the situation can be very dangercus .

10 MR. EARVEY: Did you have a meeting with Metropolitan
11 Edison officials that day?

12 MR. SCRASTCN: Yes. There was a meeting early that ,
,

t
13 afterncon with Mr. Hurbine and the plant manager, 7 halieve, |

14 in my office, together with people frem the ',ca, the Governcr 's

15 office, one of our senators who sits on the PEMA Council. And

16 the thrust of that meeting really was, we were very upset by
17 the fact that we seemed to be getting wrong information, that
13 we had not been informed about the release that occurred at

!19 Three Mile I.sland between 11 and 2 and to impress upon them .

.

20 !

the necessity for that kind of ec=munication and not releas ind

ej } radicactivity in the environment because the situation was' ,

I
;

!> ,

) Se |
-

"
y ! very dangercus. That was the gene ral thrust of the meeting. i

.? |

23
? MR. EARVEY: Did you find that Metropolitan Idison
I
i-

"#
,

cfficials were being helpful as you searched for information?
5 :
1 ,,I
d "* '

MR. SCRASTON: Well, I wouldn't sa.v that the.v were
.

,

i
;

~. n /~
6.1 gy" LOl1f
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28 1 exactly helpful, but they weren 't obstructive. I think they

2 were defensive. I think that is the best way to put it. They

3 indicated to us what they were doing and what they thought had
4 cccurred. I believe we went ever the scenario of the accident
5 beginning at 4 o' clock very perfunctorily, but I think that
6 they were -- when we said to them, we have conflicting informa-
7 tien frem you. They said, this is ccmpany policy, eccetera,

i

8 etc etera . I think there was a bit of defensiveness.
9 MR. EARVEY: Did you make another press ccnference

10 cr hold another press conference that afterncen?

II MR. SCRAh" ION: Yes. Right after that we prepared

I2 a statement because we thought it was incumbent ~to make public
I3 as quickly as possible the information that there had been
I4'

further releases and we had not been tell abou~t it .
I3 MR. HARVEY: Mcw, what were your activities en

16 Thursday?

17
MR. SCRANTCN: Thursday morning, when I came to

la work -- most of- the morning was spent -- and I don't have a
19

telephcne leg, but it was really spent talking to people in
(

20 ,

Washington and the Congressional delegation and various members
21 i

'

of the Nuclear Regulatcry Commission's staff, really to deter-,.
>

;
1 2"̂

mine mere about what was happening technically inside the cen--r

U
,

J 23 |! Ita inme nt . Up to that po int , I think it is fair to say, most
3 ie 6^4i*

|' of the focus was on what was hapcening in the auxiliary building,,

1 25
hecause that is where the leakage was ccming frem on a constant

Ut. y u
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C09 1 basis. But there were cold shutdcwn problems. The engineering

2 er bringing it Oc a cold shutdown was beccming very clear as

3 a problem. The problem with the K heat, I remember talking to
4 various people about that to try to get it s tra ight . So, the

5 morning was spent mostly in talking back and forth to various

6 people to see what everybcdy understeed and to get a kncwledgej
!

7 of the situation. At that time, it was decided that I ought

3 to go down to Three Mile Island and take a perscnal look at

9 what was going on, because, I think, if you are going to make
10 a judgement -- although I am no nuclear physicist er a techni-

|
;

11 cian of that sort -- it is important to get the lay of the !

,

12 land. And I talked to Walter Crites, who is the head of Met-
t

13 regolitan Edison and told him I was interested in ecming down |
5

114 and his reaction was well, why don 't you ccme with the various
15 senators who were ecming up frem Washington, Senator Eart and

16 others, and come to the observation center across the read.

17 And I said I wasn't really interested in doing that to be in

18 the observation center er to be visible, what I really wanted
19 to do was to go dcun ensite. I think he was a little bit !

,

20 worr ied , but he acquiered and I spent that afterncon dcwn en |

i

21 site, taking a tour of No. 1 facility, the operating recm of ;
> i,

[ 22 No. 1, the centrol recm of No. 1, the centrol recm of No. 2.

0
|| 23 I and the auxiliary building itself.
|I

$ 2' : MR. EARVIY: Were you satisfied as of Thursday and
!5

} 2 *" '' was the Governor's office satisfied with the amcunt andi

i

( )\
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310 1 credibility of the information thar you were getting as you

2 tried to deal with the problem?

3 MR. SCRAliTON: I don't think we were ever 100 percent
4 satisfied with any information we were getting. I think there

5 was always gnawing in the back of cur minds that anything could
I

|6 happen, that nobody was the expert on it. But I do believe i

|

7 we felt and I think I know we felt very strongly that the bot
:

8 tem line was, was there a situation where there a danger to
9 the health and welfare of the people in immediate level. I

10 think we were satisfied that we were getting goed in formatien .
II MR HARVEY: Ncw, on Saturday or en Friday there

|12 was an evacuation adviscry, at least, issued to pregnant wcmen
|13

and preschool children and a conversation between the Governeri

Could you describe an.v ac.reements reached ,|
14 and the President.

i

I

IS by the President and the Governor on Friday?
16 MS. . SCRANTON: Yes. The situation was such that

I17 there was so much conflicting information and the technical
18 aspects of this thing were so critical -- let me go back.

i
l9

Thursday night an announcement had been by the NRC cf ficials
^0' on the scene who had ccme frem Xing of Prussia at a press

i

21 ' conference that we held that the danger was ever. And I think}
>

g 22 that made the Governer and I a little ait nervcus because, al --,

5 i
V

|23
? though we thou9 t the danger wasn't imminent, we d idn ' t think i

_ h
1

7 24*
it was over . And there was a lot of conflicting in formation;

t , , ,
' ~~ '

cc=ing back and ferth in the press and the public purv iew .

rs
,

l'!,I O
a
s

4
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Doll 1 The Gcvernor asked the President to send in semebcdy whcm ha

2 trusted, who could be an authority on what was happening at

3 the plant and whcm we could our state people under, whom we

could cecrdinate all kinds of technical aspects of what was4

5 happening on the Island, so there would be ccordination of

6 the federal and the state effort and inside the federal effort'.
7 Secondly, we wanted help on -- we wanted advisers

3 insofar as evacuation and civil defense was concerned. The

9 understanding was that the President would send those people,

10 that there wculd be ccmmunication. A hot line was set up with

11 the White Ecuse. A staff person in the White Ecuse would be

12 assigned to this problem, that we would be able to get to

13 the White Ecuse whenever possible and that there would be new

14 more concrete channels of ecmmunication than there had been

15 before.

16 MR. EARVEY: Were there any agreements reached with

17 respect to communicating information through the media to the

13 public?

19 MR. SCRANTCN: The agreement was that there would
.

!
.

20 he ene spokesman for the technical details and that vould be !
i

21 Earold Detten. I can't tell you that the hard and fast agree--i

,i !>
>

[ 22 ' ment was reached exactly at that phone conversation, but that '

!
u i

23 clearl'r was the intent and that the spckesman for the state's i
i

?
e -

;I ,
-

i ,
responsibilit , the state's end of the operation, would be'

y- :

b 25 q (l i i

the Governcr. Li ) LI\
| c i
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312 1 MR. EARVEY: Now, you have heard, no doubt, that

2 the counties felt that they were not getting information on
3 time and that they were placed in the position of having to

listen to Mr. Denton's press conferences when they knew about4

5 them in order to get information. Do you feel that this

6 agreement contributed to that problem?

7 MR. SCRANTCN: Yes, I do. We were determined that
,

8 there would be one spokesman and we were also determined,

9 throughout the whole thing from the very beginning, that our
10 modus operandi would be (1) find out as best you can what the
11 facts are and then (2) =r.ke them public as quickly as you can .

I
i12 So, that even on Thursday morning when we were struggl-ing to i

13 find out what had gone on, we made a statement and made those ;
I14 experts who we had gathered around at that time available for '

15 questioning. We did that again Wednesday afternoon and again
16 Wednesday evening. When Harold Denton came, he would report
17 to the Governor about the situation. They would discuss -- we

|18 would all discuss the stability, the in stability, of the plan.|
1

l9 IWhether there was a need for evacuation; whether there was not
i

20 ! a need for evacuation, which was the critical question for as
*1' and then Harold Denton would be the spokesman for the technical

>
29 I

a
i ascects of what the situation was at Three Mile Island. :-

'
;

0
|

| 23 think that the Governor and the administration were extremely *,

I i
e n
! 's I cautious about letting any infornation come out of other,

;

! n<>* '* channels other than Earold Centon, because we wanted to seco
i

'

i

h

, e n
h,

' =/ i.i e
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0013 i that confusion frc:n cccurring and also we wanted to get it out:

2 publicly as quickly as we possibly could.

3

4

5

i

.

7
:

3

9

10

11 i

f
i

112
I
i

13 |
!

14
I'

. .

;

i

16

17

18

19 |
!

20

21

I
>
!, 22

.

", 23 f |

- .

I I

I 24 | ,

I i
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'E 18 I
MR. HARVEY : So that tcere was no advance

NWOOD 2 warning, if you will, given to the :ounties that Harold
3

Centon or concerning the substance of what Harold Denten
4

would say until he said it at a press conference?
5

MR. SCRANTON: I think that is true. I think
l6

there was no advance warning to us, really, as to what the !
I

>

7 l

substance of what Harold Center would say when he said it
8

because he would ccme in; the neeting would be conducted
9 and i==ecianely go out to a press conference. There was no

10 lag time in between.

II
MR. HARVEY: Is there any aspect of t!at

I2 iarrangement that you would change, given the benefit ef
13 hindsight?

3

I4
. MR. SCRANTON: First of all, for all of us involved,

15
there were. periods of tremendous confusion, whether you were

16 on the state level, whether you were on the local level,
17 federal level or whether you were in the general population,
18 and I think anything you are going to do to alleviate that
19 is important.

20 | I think what we did was right, in that we felt a
!

21 | responsibility to the general population and to the truth
|

i

I3
i1 22 | which I feel very gced about.

5 I i

u
23y I think though that anything we could possibly have '

I
i 24 done without setting up other channels of ce==unicatien and i

i i
t 25 I information of the technical aspects of Three Mile Island to4

!
I

'e A

f _!
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1 help the counties who were getting a lot of phone calls
|

2 and a tremendous amount of pressure would have been a I
;

i

3 reasonable thing to do.

4 I den't quite knew hcw you do that in a situation
i

l
i5 such as this, because tbs psychology of Three Mile Island '

4

6 was critical which is why informatien was so critical.

7 It is not like a flced or a hurricane. In our
,

IS estimation you were dealing with a great number of .atangibles i

9 and therefore, a ru=or became far =cre pcwerful than it

10 would be in other situations, but I think that if we were

I11 confronted with a situation like this , I think it is fair to -

;

i

12 say we would be far =cre sensitive to the pressures that |

13 county people were getting and try to accc==cdate them ia sc=e i|

la way.

13 MA .HARVEY: Finally, I understand that ycu tended

16 to specialize a little more as the incident develcped into

17 develeping evacuation plans in conjunction with PEMA and

18 acting as a liaison with federal authorities. Is that a

19 fair characteri:ation?

20 MR. SCPXCCN : Yes, I think that is a fair '

21 | characterization.
i

b I

; 22 1 MR. "ARVEY: Could you tell us why the Gcvernor.
*

I
3 i

$ 23 i did not request the President to declare an emergency?
e i ;

i; ,

7 24 MR. SCRANTCN: Again, I think it was for two reasons .
; i

j 25i One, it was -- bcth because it was an extracrdinary situacion.

- -

kid L| J
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1

It was extraordinarf, in there was no tangible damage, at

2 least not that was easily assessable, and generally the laws
3

for declaration of emergency are based upon tangible damage,
4

whether it be health damage or econcmic damage or home damage
5 or property damage, and there was a real question about

i

i6 whether we qualified for what we needed or not.
I

,

I

7 iSecondly, again, the situation was, do you want
8 to declare an emergency? If you declare an emergency, do you
9 then encourage unnecessary evacuation, and in the conversations

10 back and forth with the White House, we were given assurance
11 that a declaration of emergency would not be necessarf, that

12
there we.uld be the federal assistance of the kind we needed

i

i

13 to respond to this crisis. |
i14 MR. HARVEY: So, in effect, the White House
i

t

k15 promised to give the Cc=monwealth of Pennsylvania the
16 equivalent of the assistance that it would receive if there
17 had been -a declaration of emergency without a formal
18 declaration?

I
s19 MR. SCRNCCN: Yes, I think that is fair to say. i
i

20 MR.HARVEY: Were you satisfied with the assistance|

I

21 [ you received during the incident?
i !

w i

1, 22 i MR. SCRMCCN : Yes.
i lv

i., 23 MR. HARVEY: And after the incident? Ie
1

I 24 ! MR. SCRR CCN: I would have to qualify that a little
i '

} 25 ! bit because we have been going thrcugh *:he :achinations of
-

;
I

i

4
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I receiving federal assistance for various studies, sccio-

2
ecenc=ic studies, et cetera, for our ewn investigation into

3 the effects of Three Mile Island, and it has been begged dcwn
4

in a great deal of paperwork and rewriting to the effect that

5
even new we are not sure we are going to get that =cney,

6 although we have been told to preceed en the basis that we
j

i

7 would. I

3 I think it is fair to say that it =akes us a little

9 bit nervous.

10 MR. HARVEY: I have no further questions ,

II Mr. Chairman-

I2 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Cc=missioner McBride?

13 CCMMISSICNER MC BRICE: In the light of your

14 determination and plans to convey the truth as rapidly and
15 as accurately as possible, how do you feel that that was

16 handled by the media? Were you satisfied with the way that

17 was conveyed to the public or did you have sc=e other

13 feeling about it?

!.19 MR. SCRANTCN: I think I was satis fied with the '

i
-

i

20 '
way the media handled our press conferences and cur

,
!

I

21 | announcements. .

! I, ,

! 22 ; A think it is fair to sav that we were not alwavs
i !

,

u !

, 23 i satisfied with
a !

other scurces that we were hearing frc=, i

I i
;
'

I 24 | scurces in Washington, particularly en the first couple of
; i

t 25 : days that were h.aking prcncuncements ahout Three Mile Island4

1 ,

! , , f? nQ!
~

( =
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I

that were not based apon firsthand knewledge.
2

I don' t 1.new if you lay the blame of that to the
3 media. I think there were a lot of people who had a lot of
4

things to say about what could possibly happen at Three Mile
|
i5 Island. When you are in the middle of it and try ing |

to !

6 i

manage the situation in which information is critical, for
7 =e to say that that did not bother us at all, I think would

,

8 be disingenuous. f

1

9 I

COMMISSIONER MC 3 RIDE: As I u2.dcrstand you were
<

'

10
getting in the media versions of what people were reputed to-

,

11
have said in Washingten and that you were not happy with

12 these stories?
I

!
13

IMR. SCRANTON: Yes , I think because, for instance, '

if semebcdy frem the NRC would make a speculation or
-

i14
n
+

15 conjecture, whether they be a commissioner or a staff member,
16 very often it would come out, "The NRC said ted..i Three Mile

.

17 Island could potentially have a meltdcwn at any time. " '

18 That is not a specific instance, but that is the i

19 general sense of it. If you are speculating about it,
i20 obviously that is true. I think if you are talking witnin

321 the bounds of pcssibility and prcbability it is not helpful. ;
i

*
1 22 COMMISSIONER MC 3 RICER Thank you. :
e
5
V
2 23 : CHAIRMAN KZENY : Cc=missioner Taylor?

|2 i

? I

I 24 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: At what point did you beccmee
5

A 25 aware that at least there was a high probability that the
.

9i!
_
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1 reactor core had beceme uncovered; temperatures had gotten

2 very high, and there had been at leasu significant, if not

3 extensive fuel damage?

4 MR. 3CRANTCN: I think that process of ccming to

5 understand that and learn that developed frem Thursday

6 evening and culminated really Friday evening.

The first time I think that there was an understandin!7 g

3 that there was something, that there could have been at least

9 the possibility of core dr:: age came at a meeting that we had
10 with myself, Paul Chrisicw, the Governor's press secretary,
11 Jay Wald=an, the Governor's executive assistant and others

12 had in =y office, that evening, Wednesday evening with

13 Jim Higgens and Chick Galena from the NRC staff in King of

14 Prussia, in Pennsylvania.

15 There they =entioned the possibility. It was not

16 obviously, a definite, but it was a possibility. Then I

17 think the next =crning as =cre infor=ation became clear

18 that the prcblem with decay heat, recurring problem, the

19 problems of cold shutdcwn, it became clear to us that the

20 focus then was shif ting to what was happening inside the

21 cere,

w
22 I den't think we ever really felt that we had a t

r
5 i

3V
i23 substantial ccnfi...ation of t;iat until Friday evening when we j,

s
7 I

i 24 got cur first briefing from Harold Centen who was very
-

,
;

} 2f I authoritative en that possibility,
i

i

| !
,

,

l
,
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I
COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Ne heard testimony this

2
morning frem Thomas Gerusky, the Director of the Bureau of

3
Radiation Protection that, as I remember, about 8:30 Wednesday

4
morning information that he got strongly suggested that

5 there had been rupture of the cladding of the fuel. Ncw,

6
we did not go into what that might have implied about whether

7
that was based on some conviction that the core had becc=e

8
uncovered, and the temceratures had gotten high. We did not

9 go into that, but I frankly, was surprised to hear that this
10 =orning because that is the earliest recognition that I have
lI heard expressed by anyone in the state government or in the
12

Federal Government or by any of the members of the utility
.

13 staff.

14
.

Let =e ask this. Was that perception of things f
15 )cc==unicated to the Governor's Office, as far as you kncw? '

16 MR. SCRAICCN: I woull doubt very much that if

17 the DER had a strong suspicicn of scrething that it would not
18 have have been ce=municated. I think it is fair to say

19 though that everything that cccurred had to be taken in
20 the context of other things of what was going on, and the i

t

21 first day frem our level, frem my level and frem the
4

1

[ 22 Governor's level, the most important thing, really was what !
.

5
y

23 was ccming out and did we have encugh time if whatever could,
a
I
I 24 i occur could cccur. -

'

e. :
,

1 25 i That was really where cur focus was and that the
,I
|

,On
)
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1 luxury of being able to sit dcwn and really piece together
2 what nad happened en a more technical and a deeper basis,

3 really did not ccce until later.

.i I don't knew if that infomation was passed on or
5 not. I may have been told that. The Governor may very well

6 have been told that. That certainly was not my fccus during
7 those first few hours.

8 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: The reason I am explering

9 this is it has pretty consistently come through that state

10 officials, as well as federal officials had two kinds of

11 concerns. One was what is being released; what is going off

12 site, and second, what might happen in the view of whatever

13 caused that release which is not well understeed at that
1.t .' stage, and it seems to me that at least scme people should

15 have been giving attention to what it was that had gene en

16 in that core as a basis for some infer =ed epinion about what

17 tha ha:ards, the potential for a =uch bigger release might

la be.

19 Ncw, could you tell us when it was that whether
t

20 , when you did get information that strongly suggested scme |
!

21 severe core damage, which I gather you said was Friday? |
|

{22 MR. SCRAN"'ON :
-

No, we began -- it was Wednesday
!

s i.

j 23 evening we began to hear.
fa i
i"

21} CO W.ISS:CNER TAYLOR: I am sorry. New, did that !
|

;
.

3 25 j infc=ation intensify your anxiety, your concern about th e
| !

;

i
,ni,
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1 possibility of what might happen, not what was going on at

2 that time but what mic* happen?

3 MR. SCRASTON: Yes, but I think you tend -- yes, it

4 did, but I think you tend, from the very beginning to assume

5 the worst.

6 I don't mean to say that there were not people in

7 the beginning who were trying.to fathem what was going on

i

1 inside the reactor, but we were very quick in the beginning

9 to find out who exactly was going to be on site insofar as

10 experts are concerned, our cwn people. We were told that

11 NRC was sending a crew frem King of Prussia who were

12 investigators, an inspector and highly technical.

13 What was important to us was to get their

14 recemmendation based on what they knew and not to pick their

is brains about everything that they knew, so that there was -- if

16 we would go to them and say, "Ecw much time do we have based

17 on what you knew?" they would say, "You have plenty of time

18 based on what we knew." I think that.f is f air'to say that

19 is what we were interested in in the first few hours , but it

20 ! is, also, f air to say that ence you begin to fathem the depth
'

I
{ l

21 ! of it and you understand the extensiveness or vnat was I

i I
, t
y 22 going cn, the ccncern grows . j
-

i |

$.23 COMMISSIONER TA'COR: The thing is the word |
.

,

I i

i 24 ; "=eltdewn" apparently was frem some points of view bandied +

- '

P i

j 23 | about and other ;vints of view used it, I think, with real
!
l

: .] u
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1 concern, and it apparently was cn people's =inds . It

2 certainly was in the press, I mean in the media, and whether

3 or not =eltdown was a possibility was something that had

to do with what went on in the internals of the reacter.4

5 Is it fair to say this, that by Friday afternoon
6 knowing what you knew about the state of the reactor core

,

1

7 itself , that is the new mode of cooling and so on that

3 whatever had happened previously was such that the hazard of

the core melting, melting down, China syndrome and all that,9

10 as far as you could tell was not severe, I mean, not very
11 likely?

12 MR. SC3XPION: The firs t time , I think, that we

13 really sat dcwn and discussed meltdewn, insofar as to really

get into the technical aspects of it wa5 Wednesday night, -14

je not Friday hu+ 'Jad esday night at -hat meeting in my office

16 with Chick Galena and Jim Higgins and others, and we point

17 blank said, "Is there a possibility of a =eltdcwn," and they
13 being technicians said, "Yes, of course, there is that

19 possibility, but it is highly unlikely. "
,

i

;c We then said, "What kind of lead time are we talking.

21 about in your estimation, if there is a meltdewn?" andIdon't|

{22 re=e=ber exactly what it was but 30 hours was the highest, and:1

-
<
.

$ 23 I think it was between 15 or 30 hours lead time based on what !
ca

=

} 24 they knew about the state of the reactor.
e
s

.? ,,r So, vou are always concerned about meltdcwn, but I - --.- -

,,7
)

< ,,
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1 and we were always asking, "What is the ultimate that could

2 happen, and how much time do we have," and we did that, I

3 think frem the very beginning, and so I think it is f air to
4 say that concern was there .

5 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: In those discussions

6 Wednesday evening, did the question ever ccme u; about whether

7 there had already been a substantial melting of the core?
.

8 Was. that possibility discussed at all?
e,

9 MR. SCRAN"'ON : I think the possibility was raised.

10 There may have been some cladding damage I think that was

d3: cussed, but I would have to go back and take a 1cok at my11

12 netos. There was certainly a concern raised that there was ,

13 that there could be core problems. I don ' t think the extent

14 of it was kncwn, and I think it was pure speculation at that

15 point as to really the details of it.

le COMMISSICNER TAYLOR: As a final ccmbination of

17 remark and question, it seems to =e that it would not have

18 been clear frem what we have heard or what people knew at

19 | that time, for sure, that there had not been a core meltdcwn
||

20 already, and I am just curious abom whether that came up, '

I

iin terms of extensive fuel damage but of large scale21 not *

:

I no i melting of the cere. I mean how did one knew that that had^^i
? ( (

$ 23 ! not already happened?
ie
!x

j 24 | MR. SCRANTON: I don't knew because I am not a
e -

w

j 25 technician, but I think that we, in our conversations that

I
el i,

! ?) U Ne.
\
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1 Wednesday evening got a fairly good rundcwn on what they

2 thought was happening in the core, and ! believe they

3 | mentioned the possibility of cladc'.ing damage,j
exposure of the

4 core, and maybe even the possibility of some melting.
5 I don't think that anybody seriously thought that
6 there had been a meltdcwn, I mean a very serious melting,
7 that we were ever in danger of that ultimate meltdown China

- S | syndrome type of thing.

9 COMMISSIONER TAYLOR: Thank you.
.

11

12

13

14
.

16
!
i

17
|

13 |

,

19
|

20 ' '

;

21
I

) 22
-

:
$ 23
m.
.

I 24
i

} 25
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L 1 CHAIRMAN KE ENY : Governor Babbitt?

79 2 COMMISSICIER BABBITT: By the way, I don't have a
19

3 lieutenant governor. I am curious how do I croperly address
|

'

4 you in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania?

5 MR. BABBITT: Well, if you come to Pennsylvania we

6 are very friendly. They would probably address me as Bill but

7 other people call me governor, which I think is something --

8 the potential of which I haven' t gotten over.

9 (Laughter.)

10 A premonition of the future perhaps.

11 CCIO!ISSIOIER BABBITT: Governor Scranton, I heard

12 Governor Thornburg suggest 'that the safety of reactor operatioq

13 might be enhanced by giving the State of Pennsylvania concur-
- ..

14 rent jurisdiction to regulate the operation of that reactor.

i

15 11y question is , do you have an opinion about that? Have you 1

i
t

16 thought about it? Have you thought about the implications in
I i

17 | terns of the State 's capability to do that? The problems of
,

I !

i i

18| duplication and whether, in fact, you think it would be sinc or
t

19! a back-up insurance of safety?
I

;g | MR. SCRANTON: I have to be honest with you, that is !
i,

a verv tough question. Ue are not insensitive to tne possi-07-
i ,

!

$ 22 | bilities that are coming out o f the investigations of Three |
,

';

h23 Mile Island, maybe the suggestion that bureaucracy on :op of

x

b9 bureaucracy, on top of the regulatory agency be built up, in4=
:
,

which case you are prchably adding more to the complexity than.! ,e
~

, fl .

l, ) )N
I
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sg 2 1 to the simplicity and probably less to the effectiveness. But

2 there was definitely a frustration, I helieve, f rom the stanc- i
i

3 point of the State, which was for all intents and purposes as

f ar as the authority and decision-making level was concernec,4

5 really the only people involved in the first couple af days,

6 that we had no pcwer; tha t we couldn ' t -- that this thing was

7 going on and that we had no jurisdiction over it. And I think |
!

8 that it would be helpful if there would be -- and I have no sug-

9 gestion and I apologize for that -- but I think it would be

10 helpful if the state had acre of a role in determining whether

11 a nuclear power plant ought to be able to continue to operate.

12 I don' t mean a veto power over the Federal Government!.
4

!
i

- . -Idon'tmeanawholenewnuclearregulatorycormissionineach{13
--~ _ .. .

t

14 state. But I think if a state is forced to manage an emergenc.y,

1< there ought also to be a voice, at least a representation, in i
.

|
16 the decision-making about whether it stays open, or stays clcsed

!

17 and what is going on. I have no practical wisdom on how that

ijg should be accomplished. But I do think that it ought to ce ;
i

j9; considered,
i

20 CO!!MISSIONER 3A3BITT: Perhaps what you seem to sug-

,) gest is some notion of a statutory, consultative mechanism?
'

<

1 .9 MR. SCRANTON: Yes, but I also think it should be --9
;
;

O 3,I think it should be easier for the state to engage the at-p .

a
T

| ,, tention of these in authority. He really didn't have people
2 -

T

.I ,, f rem the Feceral Government who were in a decisicn-making..

r 1 8 *O9

l' i [
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1 position there until Friday, although there had been represen-

2 tatives from the NRC there from beginning Wednesday morning buy
i

3 they were not in a decision-making capacity.

4 If somebody is going to decide how you go about being

5 a cold shutdown and what steps you have to take in a situation

6 like this , you ought to be able to get them there or have them |

7 there. If the Fede ral Governmen~. can ' t be there, there ought
1
i

8 to be some power by the state to get them there or to be able I

l

9 to say, do this, do that, or do the other.

10 CC!SiISSIONER BABBIT'": Thank you.

11 CHAIPlGli KE21Z Pl: Professor Pigford.

12 COfSiISSIONER PIGFORD: Govarnor Scranton, I think

13 your perception of some of these issues and terms is extremely !
t

j4 important to us. A coment ago when you spoke of this per-

ception of melting China syndrome and meltdown, what does that |-j3

mean to you?
16 i

- : I

changedasaresultof|j7 j ?1R. SCRANTON: I think it has
i i

IThree Mile Island. In the beginning, coming as a novice, I !jg
!

7 9 | think it is pretty much the popular view. There is a system |
,

,0,inside containment _f it comes out of control, very strong.

h_ating, it cannot be contained, chere is some kind of an ex-,,
.i i

1 ., ,. : plosion -- I don't mean a nuclear bomb explosion, but an ex-
; <

i

3 closion tha t brings a tremendous amount of radioactivity out,-
7 .a -

1
;

,into tne atmospnere. Anc . :ninx that a,2, during the crisis
. . . , , .. .

i 24 ,

w

.i '. S nobcdy -- that all f al2s to the back of your minc and when we.,
g.
V03

.,
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1 talk meltdewn, that is what wa are all talking about. There i

|
2 was a great deal of argument, as you know, as to what would !

t

3 happen. Scre pecple say it would meltdcun through ground water,

4 cool, and that would be it. Others say it would cone back up

5 , and be held in containment. And I am no expert on tha t , I can',t
i

i

6 tell vou. But from my personal standpoint, I think it was th e '-

>

l

7 , same as everybody else's.
| i

!

8 COMMISSIONER BABBITT: tie ll, it doesn ' t go through tci

I

9 China anyway.

MR. SCAAUTJN: No, definitely not.10 ,
I

,

11 COMMISSICNER BAEB'TI. The ceocrachv is wrong. I !
- - - -

|

12| think it g es through Australia. |
;

j3 L , SCRANTON: One of the few American things that
!

!.

73 isn ' t going to China these days. |

CCliMISSICUER BABBITT: Chay. Mcw, vou are civing us f15 .

i

l

16 J new vour concept as it was during the accident. |-

I !
.

MR. SCRASTON: At least in the beginninc of the ac- t

l,.e -
f

Icident, yes.7g

COliMISSICNER BABBITT: Okay. Now, apparently then,77

when you respond to the words meltdown, it is this idea of20
,

en rr us, that you have broken the barriers tha t protect the21

> c ub lic , the fuel cladding of the primary system, the contain-= , , ,
se

-

;

J 23' ment and ycu have cu'te a large scale release of radicactivi v --'
7

I. 9. tha t is, I think in essence what you are sayinc, is that richt?
- -

2

e
v

i. MR. SCRANTCN: Yes, goi.-~ in to it.
o .cn

/*p

'/ 3 0 ')'
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1

5 ji COMMISSIO!!ER BABDITT: Yes. And when we use the

2 words China syndrome, although the word China is used locsely. |

f3 and it won' t get that far wherever it is, maybe, it means the
!

4 same thing ?

5 MR. SCRANTO!I: Yes.

6 COMMISSIONER BABBITT: The. same thing to you?

I

7 MR. SCRANTO!I: Yes, a meltdown.
:

8 COMMISSIONER BA3BITT: A ralting?

MR. SCRA!ITON: Ilo .9

' ' COMMISSIO!IER BABBITT: Well, that was my ques tion,jO

that the phrase melting, China syndrom, and meltdcwn. At thisijj

time, did melting mean something dif ferent to you?12
I

MR. SCRANTO!I: Yes. First of all, let me say China |j3

|

ja syndrome is scrething I had never heard used until the movie
|
;

came out. I had -- meltdcwn is a term I had been familiar witd.15
?,

I don't think thcre was ever a time when there wa.s a catastropbic
16

I

feeling that anything would occur inside containnent that wouldj7
I !

cause meltdown. Meltdown was everything out of control. And I I
18

!
think, certainly I felt, that there could be degrees of that.79

i

CCMMISSIONER BABBITT: But I am asking you now about,0.

melting. What was your concept at that time, an d new , if you
21

,

like, about what that means?+
? 22 i
r.
3 MR. SCRANTON: I think that as a concept _t me ans

232
a

} ,, , that the temperature inside containment gets high enough for
2 -

.

.!
I

there to be sore kind of damage to the core mechanism.
25

-

|
'

r J t ()
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i

i
sg 6 1 CCMMISSICNER BABBITT: Yes. Do you think it is pos- 1

I
t

2 sible some of the fuel in the core might have melted? j

l
.

3 MR. SCRANTCN: I am told that. !
! |

-

| |4i COMMISSIONER BABBITT: Is it easy for you -- d au
i

I

5 | have some dif ficulty distinguishing between melting then and
1

6 meltdcwn? !

7 MR, SCRANTON: No because I think meltdown is melting

8 taken to the nth degree, as far as it can go. :

9 COMMISSIONER BABBITT: And that is the one where it

10 breaks through all three barriers?
!

I

11 MR. SCRANTON: Yes, well, yes. Although since the '

I

12 accident -- actually not since the beginning of the accident,

13 since talking to experts about that, I would be far more
,

ja| qualified in my discussion of it. ,

15 COMMISSIONER BABBITT: Now, you have been asked the
i

16 | questien two times to comment on melting, China syndrom and
i

I
j7 meltdown and always your answer has been j us t on meltdown.

,

jg MR. SCRANTON: Yes.
i

jg CCMMISSIONER BABBITT: You must have some proclem

' distinguishing between the more generic idea of melting, is20

that right?-

,1 ,.

!,,' MR. SCRANTON: No because I think -- at least as I
; ..

;

$ 23 , understood the questien being asked me, and I may have in f e rre d
1

I ,, it incorrectly -- was, was there really in the back cf your
n .

:
v

1 mind the consideration of the worst pcssiale case? I :nin}.23.

1<O 711<

ij J .*w
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7 1 from the time that we had an opportunity to sit down and reall If
2 review what people, experts, qualified people, thought was

3 going on inside the reactor that they -- and we said, okay,
i

I4i le't us take the worst case, which was meltdcwn. The chances i

5 of that are highly remote but I think they said that it was .

|
1

6 more possible that there was some cladding damage and some '

7 damage to the core, which would imply scre melting.
;

i

|

8 COMMISSICMER BABBITT: Okay. I think we nave es tab- I
t
t

9 lished that in your mind there is a dif ference.
|
|

10 MR. SCRANTON: Oh, absolutely.
|
|

11 COMMISSIONER BABBITT- Between the words. Ncw, you
,
.

I

12 weren't present, I suppose, at the first hearing of this Com- I

!
- i

13 mission in April, were you?
;
.

14 MR. SCRANTON: No, I was not. !3

i

15 | COMMISSICUER BABBITT: There was some person represen-
f

I

16 ting your office? The Governor's of fice? !

j
t

|

17 , MR. SCRANTON: There may have been. Nhere was tha t |

|

18!' section held?
6

l

|

39 COMMISSICUER BABBITT: It was in this city.!

,

t

20 ' MR. SCRANTON: There may have been scmebody frcm

m :. the Gove rnor 's o f fice , I don't know.
.

{ 22 COMMISSIONER SABBITT: It was my reccliection that
t
:
" ,, tne persen representing the Governor's office told us at that
7 ..
2

time, I thought he said the Governor, I am not sure which per-9., ~~

2
w

,! ,, son -- whether he was sceakinc of rou or the Governor, hadi. - - -

/ 1
i. .. __s+>

t i
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l

sg 8 1 recognized the possibility of extensive core damage, certainly }!
,

|2 during the first day of the accident, and perhaps was one of ,

!

3 the first persons to recognize that. 50 you recall that?
i

d MR. SCRANTON: I think what he was talking about was

5 the f act that I think the Governor, Governor Thornburg , in s tin c,-

|

6 tively focused Uednesday evening on the cossibilitv of some !
<

,

7 damage happening within the core. In so far as he, at our
|

8 briefing and then later, i==ediately -- this was late, this

9 was Wednesday evening, immediatelv went to that ques tion and :'
t

10 asked what the possibility of it was. As I said earlier, the

II focus for those of us who were trying to figure out whether --

i

12 how to respond from a civil defense standpoint, was what was |

13 in the atmosphere, what was likely to come into the annosphere,'

14 and what the danger was to the people. The Governor, I think,
I

!15 instinctivelv. went to the possibility of something occurring
,

!
.

16 , in the core. i
I,

I i..

17 COMMISSIONER BADBITT: Not before Wednesday evening?
I

18 MR. SCRAN*OM: I don ' t knew. I think there was a ,'
,

19 possibility in everybcdy 's mind, as I said, but my concern ati

t ,

i

O0 that point was witn civil de:eense matters but y

snow :or a
e e a e

.
-

21{ fact, Nednesday evening, if not before that.
i

>
22*

; COMMISSICMER BABBITT: Yes. Ncw, just one more en
1
-

3 23 this issue on melting. At the time of the acciden t, did foua
!
I 24 have a clear understanding of the dif ference between melting
:
v

b 25 and el:down?

4*I' 71Jlb'u
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I
t

9
1 MR. SCRANTON: Yes. I

2 COMMISSIONER BABBITT: Excuse me, please go ahead.
.

l
B

3j MR. SCRANTCN: In a sense that I w6s able to draw a i

I

distinction. I was not a nuclear technician.4

5 CCMMISSIONER BABBITT: Of course and that is exactly

6 why you were able to draw the distinction. Mcw, do vou recall :
!
|

7 in any of the discussions -- you have earlier mentioned that some

18 | discussion was held, maybe cress Conferences with NRC about '

|
1meltdown. Was there any discussion also en the separate issue i9
i

10 of melting?

11 MR. SCRANTON: Not to my knowledge but I would have

to review the notes .12

13 COMMISSIONER BA3BITT: Yes. And since I have confuse,d
i

7, the record I do want to point out that my question was awkwa rd ,I;
i

it?!meltdcwn, of course, is the extreme limit of melting, isn't33

16 ,S they are really not all separate.

MR. SC RANTr!': Well, one tollcws from the other but1 ,/
;

iI think there are distinctions that vou have to make.18 ! -

CHAIPl!AN REMEMY: I think Professor Taylor had a fol I19
I

'icw on question?,0.

COMMISSICNER TAYLOR: Yes, just a brief question On,1s

$ 22 this same matter of the possibility of melting or meltdcwn. If:
r
i

0 you had known at three o ' clock Wednesday af terncen that tne,32 .

5 .

1 ' uceer cart of the core involving more than a ten th o f the core,; 24 -- -

e

j =cre than ten tons o f the fuel, had in fact already meltac, anu.
7

'4' 71j
^!
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sg 10 1 tha t at tha t time, at three o' clock in the af terncen on Wednes--
|

2 day, nelting was still going en, what would you have done -- I

3 advised the Governor to do? All other information being what
|

4 you had in mind but if, in addition to that, you knew tha t
I

the scale oIf5 there was in fact melting going en at that time, en
I

6 tons of uranium? l
i

|
,

7 MR. SCRAMTOM: I would not have advised him to do I

I anything. I would have advised him to talk to, which he would|
!

a

9 have done, e::perts on site and to fatacm from them what the
i
|

10 consequences of that wore: Is it continuing? How much time

11 we have? Should we efacuate? Cn the basis of that advice I i

|

12 think we would have made a decision whether to evacuate or not.i

13 But I think really the advice has to be made really on the opi j
i
i

14 nicn of experts on what the corsequences of that process are. |

15 | And I wouldn' t have been qualified to give him that. !

!

I

16 CO!!MISSIONER TAYLOR: Jus t a final question. If that
i

j, j had been the situation, if you had gotten that information from{
r
i

18 }| authoritative sources in the middle of the af terncen on Wednes !
19 | day, do you think that would nave heightened substantially the

.

,0 state of ceneral anxiety and tension in the Governor's of fice?. .

o.1 - MR. SCRANTON: It would certainly have heightened ir.e:i
\

'

{ -22 state of concern. No doubt about it.
*
-

3 -

,a i CC"MISSICNER TAYLOR: Thank you.
-

2 .

2
3 i

i ,a ; CHAIRMAN "EMEMY: Cornissioner McPherscn?.2

U
*
.

,&
= .. -

f
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1 1 CHAIPatAN KEMENY : Mr. McPherson?
I

2/79 2 COMMISSICNER MC PH ERSON : Governor Scranton, I'd
pe 20

3 appreciate it if you would give us , in whatever free form you
4 choose to do it, a description of the politics, and I mean

5 that in the breacen t sense, the political considerations that

6 go into the decision of whether or not to order an evacuation.

7 MR. SCRANTCN: I'm not sure what you mean ay the

8 political sense of it.

9 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON : Well, I mean what the

10 people of that area are going to end up thinking about you
11 and Governor Thornburgh, to begin with.

12 MR. SCRANTCN: I don't think that ever -- this may

13 be hard for you to believe, but I really don't think that ever

la entered into it, and I'll tell you why. You don't really ger ;

15 much of an opportunity to think that way, although it may be

16 instinctive in a politician, but it certainly isn't conscious,
17 when you are besieged, I think, by a tremendous amount of

;

I

18 in fo rmation , a lot of conflicting, most of it highly technical,

|
19 and trying to come up with an understanding of that. You do

I
!

20 ; what you do when you're very highly focused. '

.o 1 Our consideration on whether to evacuate or not ,

>

! was

$ 22 .
!!

always based upon what would be the consequences of an evacua- |r i

5

3 tion and was evacuation warranted by the circumstances. :n |
'

2
2
=

,I o. 4 othe r words , were vou c.oing to take the chance of evacuating.

f
v

.! 7.5 a great number of people, with it 's economic dislocations and!

.. ' 1 /

37
s!On
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.

LA 2 I croblems to health and create a canic, or were v.ou confident '-

.
;

!
2 enough that you had enough time, if the probabilities occurred,|
3 to wait.

4 That was always the consideration in our minds.

5 There were always people available to us of both parties. I

6 don't think you really get much of s chance to say -- The
7 impression you worry about is the impression you' re giving
8 managing the crisis. Are your actions going to cause greater

9 apprehension, greater panic, greater ancertainty? Or is what

10 you do going to be a calming influence, a raasoning influence,
11 an influence that will help lead to the more ef ficient response
12 to whatever was necessary?

13 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Well, if you had decided
|

14 not to evacuate, as you did, and if there had been a breach

of containment and a substantial release of radioactivity into15

16 the area, you would have made a, at least, politically faulty

17 decision.

18 MR. SCRANTON: We would have made worse than that.
{
l

19 1 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSCN : Richt, but I'm speakingI

20| for the mcment on that -- j us t en that level. On the other

21, hand , if you had ordered evacuation and if there was no
1_; 27.irelease, what did you anticipate the cost of that would nave.

,

s ,

", .3 been?, f You said economic and you said canic and health costa.
2, i ,

j 24 ! Was it the estimation of the governor's orfice and your agency- ,

s >

3 2< that evacuations under these circumstances would be lle:ely to
k

_
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.

Mi 3 I cause panic?

2 MR. SCPANTCN: I think it was certainly the esti.ma-

3 tion of me and my office, the governor and his of fice, although
4 I am sure there is conflicting opinion on that, that there is

5 a probability of panic.

6 COWIISSICMER MC PHERSOM: A probability of panic?

7 MR. SCRANTCN: A high possibility of panic. The .

|
8 problem is that you are dealing with a kind of situation that

9 is unprecedented. It's not a flood, it's not a fire, it's not'

10 a hurricane. People aren't f amiliar with it. They are easily

11 excitable because the dangers are so strange. That if you say

12 you evacuated even five miles, or perhaps th re e , seven miles,

13 or whatever, you could possibly start an evacuation that had
i

i14 10, 15, 20 mile consequences and tremendous social dis rupt. ion. I
i

15 There were plants and businesses in that area which, if you'rei1
i

16 going tc close uhem down, take time , or else they can ' t be

17 started up for a very long time. There were people in hospi-

18 tals, special care, old age, people who are elderly, people I

i

19 who were premature babies, which you don ' t imov= "~' ass you ;

t

, i,
i

20!mean it. You could liable for overreacting if there were
t

|

21 traffic accidents, if there were burglaries, if there were
1

+ ' !

1 22! civil disorders within the area. In a ficod, you don't haver
5
u
2 23 , to worry about a burglar.r , vou don't have to worry about.

2 ,

3 :

i 24 ' people ccming into the neignbcrhced, you don't have to worry
e
w

} 25 about security. Ia a nuclear evacuation, you do.

.

| Q %

/ ..> * v
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LA 4 I
I think that's pretty much of a j udgemental call.

2 I don't think anybody can tell you, yes , this is going to
i

|3 happen, or, no , it's not going to happen. Tat in our estima- ;
.

|4 tion , our j udgement was that given the information that we
j
i

5 had, it should not be risked. '

6 CO:@!ISSIONER MC PHEPSON: Did you think that the

7 facilities available to the state and the county were suffi-
I

8 cient to reduce those dangers of an evacuation?

9 MR. SCRANTON: Yes, if you could --

..

10 COMMISSIONER MC'?HERSO!T: Let :T.e put it another way.

11 Did any shortf all in facilities and equipment and funds and

12 so on, or planning have a role in the decision not to evacuate?

13 MR. SCRANTON: Nc. From the very beginning, our

la plans, the evacuation plans, as set forth by the NRC and others,,
15 were really limited to five miles. And you' re talking about

16 25,000 people.

17 , COMMISSICNER MC PHERSON : Anc no nospitals in that j
s

i
|

18jarea.
,

l19 i MR. SCRANTON : No hospitals. It became very clear -

1

20 to us , particularly en Saturday, when peopl- began making

21| speculations that five miles wouldn ' t be nearly -- scme people
,

22 {' were saying as much as
>
: 50 miles, but NRC even said 10 to 20
r
!
u

23 ! miles, that whatever you did was going to have 10 to 20 mils,
,2 i

? i

i 24 consequences, because it was in the public mind. 'de were very
e
w

} 25 careful to send people out to all the counties, federal people

_ ' <) Eil
<
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LA 5 1 and state people, to continuously reassess their state o f
2 readiness. And when it became clear to us that we were going
3 to have to prepare now, suddenly in the mids t of a crisis , fori

4 more than five miles , we sent Bob Adamcik, John McConnell, and

5 some of our own people out to make assessments as to what I

.

l

I
6 would be necessary, what we would have to have, and what would |

.

|
7 be -- what we would need.

S But at no time, in =y estimation, did our shortfall '

9 of equipment and expertise ever mean that we could not evacuate:.

10 If you have to evacuate, you can evacuate. I think the more

11 time you are given, the more luxuries you think about, and

12 the more you try to become more and more prepared. But I don'd
13 think -- there was never at any time the discussion that says,
14 look, we're not going to evacuate, because we're not ready to i

i

|15 evacuate. That was never a consideration. j
t

16 COMMISSICNER MC PHERSON: Just a final question, or

17 line of questioning anyway. Lining up on a blackboard those

13 who were recommending to you on, say, Friday and Saturday

19 evacuation, who were they?

20 MR. SCRANTON: On the state level? I

!

21 | COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON : Federal level and state. ,

> i

; 22 | MR. SCRANTON: People who were there at site?
I

*

5 4

v
23 COMMISSICNER MC PHERSON: No, in Nashington and7 --

a
7

1 24 , MR. SCRANTON: The only recommendations we recsived
.
; i

j 25 for evacuation were from Mr. Collins from the NRC Friday
i f1 7 '? nsmUi
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LA 6 I morning an'd -- I don't recall others, althougn I knew there
i
t

|2 was some speculation that it might be wise to evacuate, ccmingj
i

|3 not from people in Harrisburg or en the scene. I learned t

4 later that Harold Danten said it might be wise to evacuate
I5 when he was in Washington. When he came to the scene, he i

6 said, don't. There was never anybody on the scene --

7 CCMMISSIONER MC PHERSON : Denten said, don't to

8 evacuation. !
t

i

!9 MR. SCRANTON: He said, you don't need to evacuate. i

10 There was never anybody on NRC or on a state level who knew
!

11 the f acts , understood them, who said we ought to evacuate. |
!12I e never received advice to evacuate.W '

13 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON: Did any of the cc=missioners
l

i

14 I of the NRC ever recommend evacuation?
,

,'

15 MR. SCRANTON: Nobody called up and said, you ought i

:

i
i16 to evacuate. During the course of conversation with the
i

17 gove rno r , one or more of them, mavbe even Chairman Hendrie ,-
4,
i

!

might have said it may be wise to evacuate, before he knew the ,18
;

i

19 |i in fo rmation , at which point we would say, well, this is the I

!
!

20| situation, this is the situation. And always af ter that,

2! : they'd say, well, you're doing the right thing , the advisory:

b

; 22 , for wcmen and children is a fine thing, but the re ' s no ne ed
r i

3

23;at this moment to evac' te. And we kept double checking that.a
?

2a We cnecked it wi-h
.

the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency, the
.

} 25 Federal Disaste r Assistance Administration , cur cwn CE R, cur
i

!

(17 321
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LA 7 1 own health authorities , the White House. And never did any-

2 body say, you ought to evacuate.

3 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON : When the NRC people would

4 call, Hendrie or others , and suggest that you consider
5 evacuation, and then you would say -- I'm paraphrasing, I
6 think, what you j ust said -- you would say , but here's the

t

7 information. That suggests that you had a whole lot better

8 information than the NRC had in Was: ington.

9 MR. SCRANTON: I think we did for the first couple

10 days. I'm not talking me personally. I mean all of us

11 together.

12 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON : That would be on Wednesday

13 and Thursday?
_ _ . _

14 MR. SCRANTON : Nednesday and Thursday and Friday,
t

,

1. 3 before Harcld Denton got there.

16 COMMISSIONER MC PHERSON : That would be from state

17 sources or from --

18 MR. SCRANTON: No, there were also federal sources. !

19 COfe!ISSIONER MC PHERSON: COE sources?

20 MR. SCRANTON: COE and NRC, who were there on site.
! i

21iBut somenow enere was some communication gap between the NRC-

1

| i

i

>
; 22 ! people on site and the NRC people in Washington, which I
r ,

i

$. 23|can't explain.
-

_

'

3 24 ' CC'1MISSIONER MC PHERSON : So fou were getting a
e
w

} 25 , better f eed from the NRC people on site than NRC in Washington
! - .
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LA 8 I was getting.

2 MR. SCPR CON- Based upon the comments that were
,

3 being mada publicly from the NRC in Washington, I would have tc
4 infer that. But I don't know because I didn ' t read the
5 messages. But when we would inform the people of NRC abeu-

6 what we knew -- and it's not j ust me and the governor, but
i

i
,

7 ceoo.le who were in the office, et cetera -- thev. would always.

.
,

I
.

8 find you were doing the right thing . And then when Harold '
.

9 Denton came on site, he concurred wholeheartedly. And always,

10 at every briefing we had with Harold Denton, the question we
I

11 always asked, is this going to require an evacuation, what are I

the probabilities of an evacuation, hcw much time are we going i12

13 to have, is the question we kept asking and asking and asking.
,

la And there was never, ever a recommendation to evacuate.
!

15 CHAIRMAN KE ENY: Governor Peterson?

|16 COE1ISSIONER PTERSON : Mr. Chairman, Commissioner
.-

sic 17 Henderson's covered my questions except for one , neve rnor |
|

13 Scranton, a follow-up. 1 nderstand that the head of the |

19 Pennsylvania Emergency Preparedness Agency, Col. Henderson,
i

20 ! recommended to the governor that the immediate area be
i

21, evacuated on that Friday morning. And he did that as a result
,

>3 22 | of communications with people from NRC. And, as you said
r ,

3

$ 23 | earlier, at that s ame j uncture , Harold Centon, too, back in
J
3

; 24 Washington, was recc= mending evacuation, which, a couple of
:
v

} 25 data later, he no longer thought necessary. But when
i

/4 $ ", 6 7

ci( JLJ
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;A 3 1 Professor Taylor talked to you earlier and suggested that --
2 or asked you if you had known that a substantial amount of the

3 fuel had melted, would you have made a decision to evacuate,

4 you said you would have asked your e::perts for advice.

5 While your e.:perts gave you advice, I was wondering why you

6 didn ' t accept that back on Friday morning.
i

7 MR. SCRANTON: Two reasons. One is because, firs t
'

8 of all, Harold Centon did not give us the advice to evacua'.e.

,

9 This was read later in the tapes , I guess, at NRC or comments
'

10 that he made to his fellow people at NRC. It was never to us

11 that hc made that recommendation. Secondly, Col. Henderson

12 apparently made this recommendation to the governor on the

13 phone. What happened was that Friday morning he called me at ,

!

|14 home and said, Mr. Collins from NRC -- and I didn't know who
|
i

15 Mr. ;allins was -- said there was an unplanned release of

16 1200 millirens from the Island and that ne thoucht we had to |
i

l
i

17 evacuate.
|

|
18 The basis upon which Col. Henderson, I believe, |

|19 ' made that recommendation to the governor was on what Mr.
j
.

20, Collins had said. Scu, you got to ramember Mr. Collins wa., in
|
|

21 Washington, and Col. Henderson had no more information than I
.

!

{ 22 | had or the governor had. And we did not listen to him --
i i
a I

$ 23, list ned to him, but did not take that action because our
2 o

I t

i 24 i gob was to find out exactly what this meant of f site if it
e I
w

! 2c' had occurred, what our Ospartment of 2nvironmental Resourcea

!
,c, r

., J [--
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LA 10 l people were saying. And it turned out that an evacuation was
2 not warranted. We even had Chairman Hendrie's of nh at in a
3 phone call later that morning, and the President's agreement '

d with that in a phone call later that morning. So it wasn't

5 somebody who knew more than we knew that was making that kind

6 of recommendation. Really our detemnination was to get tc
7 the source of the people that were there and that understood '

8 it.

9 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Commissioner Lewis?

10 COMMISSIONER LEWIS How do you perceive the situa-

11 tion at Three Mile Island richt now?
12 MR. SCRANTON: I perceive it right now as a situaticn.

13 which is stable, which is not to say, in ene broadest sense
i

14 o f the word, concluded, but I think it's stable. There is a f
i

15 gooc. deal of radioactive material on the Island that has to i

i16 be disposed of. We still have not gotten inside the core to

17 find out exactly what happened, so there are always unknowns.

18 I think i f you're asking that question from the standpoint of I
!

i

19 ! safety or the need for an evacuation or could something occur
t

i

< !
*

i

20 ' that would heat cp and melt down, I think we have plenty of I

!

21 warning time if that were to be necessary. ,

i
:,

i \*
; 22 , COMMISSICNER LEWIS : Do you keep regularly in touch

i

i

r .

:

$ 23 | with Met. Ed. on the conditions at Three Mile Island or area
T 6

I i

i 24 you still getting your information routed through NRC?
:
w

} 25 MR. SCRANTON: "O, we get itf fram everywhere we can
E i I{ diJ,
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LA 11 1 get it, but we also have Department of Environmental Resource '

2 people who have access to the operating room and control room.

3 And we are getting as much first-hand knowledge as we can.
4 COMMISSIONER LEWIS : You said that the re 's a lot of
5 radioactive waste inside. Have you any idea of how that is

6 going to be removed from Three Mile Island?

7 MR. SCRANTON: That is a bone of contention at the
8 moment. And I do not know. Apparently, the Metropolitan

9 Edison and/or NRC is going to make a recommendation and then

10 call for public comment on it. And I think it would be wise
11 for me to wait until that time to make any comment. I don't

12 know how it's going to --

13 COMMISSIONER LE'ilS : In other words, what you're

14 saying, in terms of disposal of the waste, basically the s tate

15 doesn' t have very much input, even though it's on your terri-

16 to ry .

17 MR. SCRANTON: Oh, yes, we do, because we have the I

18 option of joining a law suit not to dump it into the river.

19 If the radioactive waste is if there is a plan that would !
--

,

20 | dump radioactive waste above specifications in the environ- !

21 : ment, we have the acility to stop them. And we have legal

{ 22 , recourse , depending upon what the plan is. At the =cment, we
!r I

3 1

$ 23 | don ' t know what the plan is .
2

.

*
1

I e4 j We don't have the ability to impose apon them a2

|-
c .

1 25 ,' s o l u t i o n , although -- frem a legal standpoint. I think from
|

( !_ kl ?)'
/
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LA 12 I a practical standpoint, because of the public pressures, et
2 cetera, our leverage is a little bit greater.

3 COMMISSICNER LEWIS: I see. Do you have any laws in

4 the state of Pennsylvania about the transportation of waste,
5 if it's decided not to dump it in the river? There have been
6 problems about the high level of radioactivity inside of there.

I
7 And how are you going to get it out, even when that decision

8 is made?

9 MR. SCRANTON: Yes. I am not expert on the laws of

10 transportation of nuclear waste, so I wouldn't -- we have them,
11 but I c an ' t speculate. There has been -- the original plan

12 that caused so much of a brouhaha was to, as I understand it,
13 clean the water, which is the 600,000 to 800,000 gallons in
14 containment, on site, solidify in some way the contaminant.'

i

15 and truck them off site and dump the water into the river. |
i

i

16 The water supposedly _ hat would be going to the river would

17 be safe from the standpoint of federal regulations. This hasi

18 caused a great deal of concern and consternation to the neocle ;
|19 , downs tre am. And I think that 's what caused the NRC to say I

.

l.

20 there will be public hearings before they do this. |

21
i
!

'
) }

f 22 '
r :

'
*

u
23 i .7

! I=

5
-

24
e ,

v 4

b 25
i
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L 1 COMMISSIONER LENIS: And do you have a position
L

2-79 2 as the state government on the dumping of the wastc ?
;c 21

3 MR. SCRANTON: No, we do not. I think we intend,

4 of cour se , to be as protective of our people as we possibly I

5 can -- not only protective from the standpoint of physical,

6 but being very sensitive to the psychological trauma that the;1

7 have been through. But I think that really the first presen-

8 tation has to come from the utility or the NRC.

9 CCMMISSICNER LEWIS: Considering what you have been

10 t hrough , if you were sitting on this Commission, would you
11 advise that Unit 2 be reopened?

12 MR. SCRANTON: I couldn't advise that it be reopened

13 now. We just don't know enough. I don't knew enough.

14 CCMMISSICNER LEWIS: Or ever?

15 MR. SCRANTON: That is a very difficult quc at ion

16 and I wear two hats. As chairman of the Governor's Energy
17 C ounc il, I am very concerned about the necessity for energy
18 in o ur stat e , concerned about our dependence on foreign oil
19 We are fortunate to come from a coal state , but there are

! l

20 | very real bicekages to using coal and
1

environmental danger s

'l' '

to it. If you are asking me if I am utterly opposed to nuclear
'

>

ge" ;|
a

cover, I am not. Three Mile Island 2 goes a little bit beyond
3 f

i

9 I

J
**1 that because the people of the araa have been subjected to'

? i

# 24 '
-

so much. I think a great deal of whether Three Mile Island=

s

1 nc| will ever come back will decend on,* **

not only the answers this
!

' 1 ()
, s. o
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D02 1 Commission gives , NRC g ive s , but upon the processes that are

2 undertaken to make that decision and the inclusion of the peo-

3 ple and the feeling of the people in the area. I can't answer

4 that question at this time.

5 CCMMISSIONER LEWIS: Do you think there should be
,

6 a plebicite among the people surrounding the plant so that

7 they have some input into that decision?

8 MR. SCRANTCN: Absolutely. They have to have sc=e

9 input; whether it is a plebicite er not, I would not be opposed
10 to a plebicite. It is absolutely important that their feelings

11 are heard on it.

12 CCMMISSIONER LEWIS: Thank you. !

13 CHAIRMAN KEMETI: Thank you very much, Governor.

14 May I just make one thing clear. Gcvernor Thornburga

15 was unable to attend the meetings at this particular time.
16 He had a conflict. He has accepted an invitation to appear

17 ut our next set of hearings and that is why he is not here |
|18 today.
|

19 |
This happens to finish the state portion of the !

,

I

20 | testimony and, tnerercre, this seems like an apcropria*= *4 e

2I | '

i to declare a ten-minute recess. And may I thank you very muchi
>

; 2, .*! Governor Scranton.
-

>
'

3 |v
| 23 j (Erief recess.) !

I i I

*[ 2 # ' CHAIRMAN KEMESI: Will the meeting please ccme to
,

k
25 |4

order and will counsel please call and raear in tne next witness.
I

|
,

f

i
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1
1 MR. HARVEY: John Villforth, please.

2 Whereupon,

3 JCHN VILLFCRTH

4 was called as a witne ss and, after being first duly sworn,

S was examined and testified as folicws:

6 CHAIR.%N KEMEITI: Would you please state your full

7 name'and your current position for our record.

3 MR. VILLFCRTH: My name is John Carl Villforth. I

9 am the directer of the Bureau of Radiological Health in the

10 Food and Drug Administration of the Public Health Service.

11 CHAIRMAN KEMETI: Thank you. Counsel.

12 MR. HARVEY: Mr . Villforth, could you provide the

13 Commission with a short summary of what kinds of responsibil-

14 ities the Bureau of Radiological Health has within HEW?

15 MR. VILLFCRTH: Yes. The Bureau of Radiological

16 ' Health is responsible primarily for the administration of the

17 radiation control for Health and Sr.fety Act, known as Public

18 Law 90-602. This gives us the responsibility for protecting

19 the public health and safety from electronic product rad ia t ions ,
I.

20 both tontzing and noniont:Ing radiations. That is primartly i
|
* 1

|2I | any type of radiation that is generated as a result of an
|

!> ;

[ 22 | e;ectronic circuit , whether it is larers, ultrasound, m icr o-
3 :
u

23 iy waves, radio freque nc ies , x-rays or any of those scrts of
;
, t ;

,

5 2d ' thincs.
. -

E* ac ! -

4 4- MR. HARVF.Y : Does the Bureau of Radiolccical Heuith
i

!

*14 7,i'/

;1 JJU
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004 1 have any monitoring capability?

2 MR. VILLFCRTH: The Bureau of Radiological Health

I3 has monitoring capability. We have no monitoring responsibil

4 ity as auch under the Act, other than as it pertains the spe-

5 cific materials that we control under the Act, that we control

6 under the Health and Safety Act. If, by that, you mean do

7 we have a monitoring responsibility for environmental radiation,

8 the answer is "no". Do we have a monitoring capability for

9 environmental radiation, "yes" to some extent, in that some

10 of the dosimetry services and facilities that we have in the

11 x-ray area could be used and could be made asailable as in

12 one case they were for this particular inc id ent , the Three

13 Mile Island.
__ - . --

14 MR. HARVEY: The Bureau is a bureau within the
15 Food and Drug Administration. Is that correct?

16 MR. VILLFCRTH: Yes, s ir .

I7 MR. MARVEY: We had scme testimony today about
I8 IRAP, the Interagency Radiological Assistance Plan. Could you

19 | describe the plan and what it is intended to do and how HEW
,

20 ;|' i

fits into that olan? I

i

2I | MR. VILLFCRTH: Well, bas ically, mv understandinc
, -

y I
-

i
I

[ 22! of the Interacencv Radiolecical Assistance Plan s that it is':
. >

I >

2m4
J an understanding among the federal agencies that have capabili.ty'

I
: 9*4* i and rescurces in radiation dosimetry and monitorine or those
; i

,

-

OC" '~ agencies which may have centracter facilities that have chose,

Sl7 331
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I 1 resources to be able to band together, so to speak, in the

,

2 event of a nuclear inc ident or a situation, wherebe those re-

3 sources might be needed anywhere in the country, as in the

4 case of an airplane in the old days, nuclear weapons accident,

5 when we were concerned with aircraft and nuclear weapons that

6 might have an accident anywhere in the country. There would i

i
f

7 be a need for the local group that had the most capability to
8 be brought in to give assistance in that. This resulted in

9 the type of plan which was administered by the old Atomic

10 Energy Commission and, more recently, by the Department of

II Energy to provide that assistance on an as needed basis, either

12 by the state or one of the other federal agencies.
I3 MR. HARVEY: And what specific resconsibility does

14 EEN have under IRAP?
,

15 MR. VILLFORTH: The HEW just is a signatory to IRAP

16 and in the event that there was a situation or an accident i

17 wherein the EEW teams might be needed, the EEW tests might be

18 called upon. For example, we have a modest team in the Univer"

19 sity of Cincinnati Nuclear Medicine Laboratorv, which has ai

| I
'

20 | modest ca pab ility . If there were a s it uat ion , for example,
,

,

2I
at the Cincinnati airport, which involved a damaged shipment

I'>
t

[ 22 ! of radioactive materials and a suspected leak of those mater- '

1 i !- n, '

?*", ials, the State of Chic may ask for help. This would get
'

!
; i

'<

* 24 ' '

through the system and they may call the team frc= -- cur=
:
v

! '
2 *5 '*

team from the Univer sity -- that is detailed from the Univer sity
,

i

e

'/ % < |

. J.'l
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DC6 1 of C incinnati to go out and respond to that type of situation.

2 MR. HARVEY: Was EZW ever specifically recuested by

3 the state er by any other federal agency to respond to the
4 Three Mile Island inc id ent under IRAP?

5 MR. VILLFCRTH: No.

6 MR. HARVEY: Could you explain how the Department

7 of Health and Welfare -- Health, Education and Welfare --

8 became involved in Three Mile Island incident?
9 MR. VILLFCRTH: Well, cur responsibilities in HEW

10 are more general. I need to enumerate these. (1) The speci-

11 fic responsibilities of the Food and Drug Administration, pri-
12 marily our sister bureau, the Bureau of Fceds, is to assure

13 that foods traveling in interstate ccmmerce that may be con-
14 taminated or which there may be some suspected problem as in
15 the possibility at Three Mile Island, that is a regulatory
16 responsibility of the Bureau of Focds to see that that doesn't
17 cccur. That is milk and food.

18 The responsibility for the -- the general responsi-
19 bility for the Department in nuclear incidents and in nuclear i

1

20 emergencies would be best de scr ibed in the December, 1975
|

21 cublication in the Federal Register, which delineates the |

1

> !

[ 22 various responsibilities of the federal agencies ander this,

:
V 1 i237 ! memorandum of understanding among the f ederal agencies. Sce- f=

,

=

i i

,di ' ci: cally, the EF,W r e s pon s ib il i t ie s -- a nd th is is as it relatas1

s I
'

. 2<*

to tne preparation for peacetime nuclear accidents, transportat ic:

i sc ~,,
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7
1 reactor or when have you. The responsibilities of DHEW are

2 along the lines of developing guidelines or the preparation

3 or the planning for this particular event. For example, one

4 of our concerns was the guidelines that could be used by the

5 local j urisdiction or che state j urisdiction as it relates

6 to radioactive contamination in food. At what point would

7 certain decisions have to be made that there wculd be a public
8 health problem.

9 MR. HARVEY: In other wards, you would be assisting

10 the states in developing their own plans.

11 MR. VILLFCRTH: As far as these types of guidelines

12 were concerned, yes. It could be included into the state --

13 they might be included in the state plan. The guidelines

14 also talk about the availabtlity of prophylactic drugs like
1.5 potassium iodide as a blocking agent for radicactive iodine.

16 MR. EARVEY: Now, is it fair to say that the Depart ,

17 me nt of HEW did not beccme significantly involved in Teree
18 Mile Island incident on Wednesday and Thursday, March 28 and
l9 29?

'O
_

' MR. VILLFORTH: Yes. I would say that by signifi-
.

2I | cant, that would be ccrrect. Of cour se , as scon as the inci-
-'>
!

[? 22| dent was reported -- and I guess we learned about it o f fic iall'y
3 |v

-? 23 ! frcm the Nuclear Regulatory Ccmmission abcut m id-morn ing , !

i

$ t i

7 24 i .

'perhaps 10:30 on the morning of Wednesday, the 28th. We had
*

,

i I
i

,S' ' learned about it earlier frca listening to the news broadcastsi 2[3 '
J

I s
'
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CO8 1 in our Philadelphia regional office, but we heard about it

2 officially and got the rundown about 10 30. The questien of

3 a possibility of contamination in focd and milk came up and
4 as a resuld a program was initiated to increase the sampling
5 of milk and food in the area and also to find out wnat other
6 products that FDA has a regulatory mandate over might be in
7 that area. For example, if there is a pharmaceutical firm,

8 a biological firm, even a medical device firm, that is produc-
9 ing products that needed to be sterile or in which there might

10 be concern 'of say the water supply being contaminated and t ha
II water supply getting into the plant and, therefore, e f f ect ing
12 . the product, the Food and Drug Administration would be concerned
I3 about those products, also.

-

I4 So, one of the first things that was being done was

1*I to develop an inventory of wh t facilitie s that FDA regulates
I

16 in the immediate area -- wh at those facilities were .
I7

MR. HARVEY: The first significant involvement of

18 the Department of Health, Education and Welfare as a whole
19

came on Friday the 30th. Isn't that correct? -

i I
20 i

| MR. VILLFCRTH: Yes, sir. I think that would be
i

.

'l^
r ight . i

! i
,

~n Ia **
MR. HARVEY: Was there a meeting held to discuss |: i

y

? ! the Department's perspective 'involvement in the inc ide nt ?:
7* 24 4

MR. VILLFCRTH: Yes, at that time there was a meeting,

8 cc' ^~
in Secretary Califano's office, in which the Secretary assembled

a' s$ J
/ t
n

It
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} l what he referred to as his health cabinet: that is, the

2 director of the National Institutes of Health, the director

3 of the Center for Disease Control, the director of the Fced

4 and Drug -- the ccmmissioner of the Fcod and Drug Administra-
5 tion, the director of the National Institutes of Occupational
6 Safety and Health and a few others to come together and dis-

i

!7 cuss the role of the Food and Drug Administration.
8 MR. HARVEY: Were you in that meeting?

9 MR. VILLFCRTH: Yes, sir.

TO MR. HARVEY: And were assignments made as a result
i
,

II of that meeting within the Departaent of Health, Education
12 and Welfare?

II9 MR. VILL FCRTH: Yes, sir. They were. For example, |
I4 |the role of the Food and Drug Adminiscration -- one of the '

15 roles was as I indicated to be responsible for the assurance
16

that there was no radioactive contamination in the milk and
17 feed that would cause a problem to the agency.
18 MR. EARVEY: Was evacuation discussed at that meet-
19

ing at all?
:

2 0 ''
MR. VILLFCRTH: I don't remember -- I am sare thei

21 !
question of evacuation as a potential must have ccme up. :

|
>
5 22 '

r do not remember any recommendations ccming cut of that meeting!3v i

23 i
? j that would indicate an HEW reccmmendation. |

i

i I
i

} 24 | MR. HARVEY: Was there a subsequent meeting conc ern-,.

04 I

^~

ing HEW's involvement in the Thr ee Mile I sland incident?

!

i

f |

~ ,| J ) La
-
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Dolo I MR. VILLFORTH: I guess I need to make it very

2 clear that the -- anc I cidn't clarify this befcre -- that the

3 Secr etar.v -- Secr etar.v Calif ano -- at the time took a verv.
4 personal interest in the situation and to put a little bit of

5 background and put that in perspective, I think, you must have

6 to realize that the Secretary had been given a responsibility
7 in May of 1978 to lead a federal task force made up of members
3 from the Department of Energy, Department of Defense, Veterans

9 Administration and then later on, the Nuclear Reg ulator.v Com-
IG mission and the Environmental Protection Agency were added, tc
11 examine the question of the icw level ionizing radiation con-
12 in this country and these were stimulated by the reportscerns

13 in literature about radiation damage at the Portsmouth Naval
14 Shipyard, the Hanford National Laboratory of the Department
I "e of Energy, the question of the military ceople exposed in the
16 middle fifties to the weapons, nuclear weacons, testing,
17 specifically the "Omcky" ser ie s, the concerr of the citizenc

I8 in Utah and Nevada about the icw level radiation. The Secre-

19|taryinallofthese situations had been briefed by his staff
i

I f

40 ,. f

and as a :*sult of the .canels and task forces made uo of re-
-

,
i

. ,

l !

21 |

presentatives from EZW and the other agencies, it had beccme i
+ i

!2 ' ',
=

i
-

i

a ccar en t that one of the orchlems in terms of e cidemicicc.v in_

) l 3
.

v
9 3 I

f
'~7 | this ccuntry as it relates to the study that had been conducted

.

; ,
'

* 24: by some investiga: Ors around scme of these sites and s it ua t ion s;
b
*
' oc^~

that I just mentioned, 'h= ae of the croblems was the_

-

"l -[w,
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L1 1 inability to really understand what the dose was to those

2 populations, the dose from the smoky weapons test. What did

3 the GIs get? What was the offsite population dose from wea-

4 pons testing.

5 The second problem was that nobcdy was quite s ure

6 what the data base of the population was . If we are looking

7 back in the 1950s, the middle fifties, it was not clear who

8 all of the military were. Some of the military records had

9 been destroyed in the fire in St. Louis. So, the difficulty
- . . -

10 of identifying the base of population and the difficulty of

11 understanding what the dosimetry was, so there was scme frailt.y

12 in these studies. And I believe Secretary Cal fano, with

|
13 that responsibility given to him by the White House, to cha ir '

14 this task force, reccgnized that in a situation like Three
.

I'5 Mile Island that it would be very important that the dosimetry
16 he well defined and that the population -- both the worker

17 population and the offsite population -- be adequately identi-

18 fied or registered so that they could be located in the futurei
i

i19 and studies could be conducted on them. So, in additien toi

i

I !

20 l the Department 's more traditional resconsibility, reculatorv i
'

I,i

21 r e s pon s ib ilit pe s, the Secretary, I believe, because of this
>

j 22| background, took a very personal interest and wanted to make |s i

v ;

23 | .

,7 sure that 20 years from c.cs or 10 years frem now, when one>

; I
d |

I 24 ! looks back, that all of the necessary information was cellecte'd
w I

3 25 ; and documented, se that if a study needed to be made, it could!

,[1i. <1
av
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D012 1 be made.

2 MR. HARVEY: So, it would be f air to say that as

3 of the 30th, when the Secretary made these assignments, he

4 was in effect carving out a new role for HEW in this kind of

5 incident, that differed slightly from its traditional role.

6 MR. VILLFCRTH: I would say that he -- by new role,

7 I don't think that is a new regulatory responsibility. I

8 think the responsibility to conduct epidemiological studies
9 where there may be some type of a risk, whether it is Guillian

10 Barre or Swine Flu or what have you is traditional with the

11 D e partment . But I would guess that the Secretary certainly
12 elevated the concern of all of us that were sitting in that
13 meeting as to exactly what he had in mind ._

._

14 MR. HARVEY: Now, at that meeting on the 30th, was

15 the EPA and the NRC represented?

16 MR. VILLFORTH: Yes, sir. To the best of my know-

17 ledge, Dr. Steve Gage of the Office of Research and Developmerjt
I

18 of the Environmental Protection Agency participated in that
I

l9 meeting and, I believe, Commissioner Galinsky of the Nuclear
!

20 [ Regulatcry Ccamiss ion participated in that . !
;

21 ! .

MR. HARVEY: And it was contemplated that the IPA
)

i,

b i

} 22 | would be doing environmental =cnitoring at '

the site as of
5 i

;

u !

,3? ' that .eeting? 4i

|2
I |

.

E 2d ' MR. VILLFCRTH: I don't recall hcw that came about.. .

; '

2 5 ,'t
d

I am sure that it was understocd by as that the Invironmental
'
.

!

770,m

h 4V JJ J
l[L
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.3 1 2rotect ion Agency's team was being called in to the s it e .

2 Their total responsibility, perhaps, wasn't clearly understcod .

3 But everybcdy who was prepared to respond seemed to be respond-

4 ing.

5 MR. HARVEY: Moving to the 31st, was there a meeting

6 at the White House among federal agencies to coordinate the

7 federal response to Three Mile Island inc ident ?

8 MR. VILLFCRTH: Yes, s ir . There was. We had a

9 meeting in the Department earlier in the afternoon and about

10 5 : 30 on Saturday afternoon, the 31st, many of us adjourned to

11 the White House to meet with representatives of the other

12 federal agencies. I knew the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

13 was there, the Evnironmental Protection Agency, the FDAA, __
.

14 Federal Defense Assistance Administration was there and, of

15 co ur se , the White House staff. I do recall that the Decart-

16 ment of Energy, I do not think was at that me et ing .

17

18

19
i

!

20 i
!

f21
,
.

1 22 i
r
3 ; IU

23 j,,
1 ,

) I

J 24 I
I.

s i

} 25 !
e.f

~ii<

t. . ; 3su.
t

i
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.

REENWCCD 1 MR. HARVEY: If you can hold that thought for a

APE 22 2 coment, at ~ the meeting at HEW prior to going over to the

3 White House, was evacuation discussed?

4 MR. VILLFORTH : Again, I cannot recall. I am sure

5 that snbject came up. I don' t remember any type of a

6 consensus. I think that all of us were concerned or
7 apprehensive about the total situation, and I am sure we

8 were playing what if games to try to understand hcw we might
9 respond under different situations, and I am sure that tha t

10 did come up.

1: MR. HARVEY: What was the basic purpose of the

12 =eeting at the White House among all these agencies?

13 MR. VILLFORTH: I think the main purpose was to

14 have Jack i.atson who had been identified by the President,

15 we learned later as the contact for the President on the
la matter of Three Mile Island, to indicate to all of us that

17 i had some role to play in the Three Mile Island situation

18 the President's deep concern and the desire to of fer the

19 assistance that we could, at the same time maintaining a
I

'

20 f reasonably low crofile as far as the federal costure was
i21 concerned, that this was still a state responsibility, and ,'
,

y 22 i curs was a role of assistance, but the posture, our profile
,

r
: t i

j 23 i would be rather icw. i

a
=

j 24 ! He retterated the President's deep commitment to
'

. ,

j 25, Harold Centon as the lead contact for or lead spckesman for
t
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1 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on the site, and indicated

2 that we would be expected to work through the Nuclear

3 Regulatory Commission and communicate our information and

4 data base to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

5 MR. HARVEY: So, in effect, the purpose of this

6 meeting was to coordinate the efforts of the various federal
;

I

7 agencies that would be on site performing various functions
|

8 for the Federal Government point of view?

9 MR. VILLFORTH: I think that is, yes, that is my

10 understanding.

11 MR. HAIlVEY : Was the Department of Energy

12 represented at that meeting?

13 MR. VILLFORTH: No, not to my recollection.

14 MR. HARVEY: Was IRN3 discussed?

15 MR. VILLFORTH: Not to my recollection, and I would

16 say I am pretty sure that IRAB was not discussed at that

17 meeting.

ja MR. HARVEY: All right. Is it fair to say that
i
|19 the agency represeritatives at the White House who met on
j
.

20 | that af ternoon were not cware of the Department of Energy's
|

i,

21 involvement en the site as cf Wednesday and Thursday and j
,

i 7.9 .i Friday?
; |
5 I

$ 23 , MR. VILLFORTH: I would think that is correct, and
,

i
'

j 24 this -- yes, I would say that is correct.

i
3 MR. HARVEY: Nould it be f air to say that as theocs --

.
-
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1 federal response to the incident developed that there were

2 two layers of activity, one at the site with the Department
3 of Energy working under IRA 3 doing its environmental

monitoring and secondly a second layer of federal activity4

5 of agency heads coordinated by the White House at that
j
i

6 March 31 meeting and moving into the scene at that point as |

|
7 of Friday and Saturday? '

t

,

3 MR. VILLFORTH: I think that is sort of a good

9 characterization. I have the impression that many of the

10 people from the federal agencies, the DOE, th e NRC , EPA,

11 our own agency who have known each other as professionals

12 in radiation protection have been involved with each other i
'

in various cec =ittees or various responsibilities in one way13

14 or another in radiation protection, sort of perceived the |
;

l .a job that had to be done and went ahead and did it, and that

16 my perception is that that was not always in concert of what

37 I think may have been expected from the sessions in the

)g White House.
!

19 ; MR. HARVEY: Was it your impression that the
i

20 i Federal Government was acting as preemptor or consultant i

21 to the state as the incident developed?
r

i

{ 22 MR. VILLFORTH : I think , if one were to understand*
.,

j 23 ' the words of Jack Watson in the White House, I think our role
.

2
T

,4 was to be more or less of a supporter to the state, but I am.2
'

:
,

.! 23 afraid my impression is that at times we T.oved in there and

n, , . - .

- ,[ j"J
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1 preempted more than we consulted, we, being collectively
2 my impression of the federal role.

3 MR. HARVEY: With the exception of DOE working
4 under IRA 3?

5 MR. VILLFORTH: My understanding when I visited

6 the site and saw the Department of Energy's command post
I7 at the Capital City Airport and saw ho they had assembled

8 the various federal agencies, technical people from the |

9 various federal agencies in briefings and how they took on t

10 the leadership role of the exchange of data, results that
11 were collected during the day and provided a briefing and a

:

12 forum for exchange of information that they were doing a
!13 very effective job.
|

14 It is, also, my understanding in discussions that '

i

15 I have had with Mr. Tom Gerusky frcm the state that that !

|

16 function was a function that the state or Tom had asked the
17 Department of Energy to perform, in that the mass of data

;

18 that was coming in from all of the dif ferent environmental
i

,!

19 i agents and food, milk and everything else that was being '

20 collected was a tremendous volume that needed to be digested,

21 , analyzed, distributed and the Department of Energy, I believe,
> |

22 ) performed a very credible function in carrying this out.
r ,

23 MR. EARVEY: And as of Friday and Saturday the !
,

f 24 ' White House task force, so to spe ak was unaware of DOE 's
e
w

} 25 role at that point?
'

-) ! 4\c,s1;
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1 MR. VILLFORTH: I think that is correct because
2 I am not sure that I was aware of the OOE role at that time. |

1
3 I am not sure that it was -- it was not until later that !

I

4; I perceived the role of DOE.
i

5 I knew that the Department of Energy Laboratory
|

6 at Brcokhave, the Brookhaven National Laboratory team was '

7 called in initially, again, from discussions and telephone
,

i

3 communications that I had with Mr. Gerusky I was aware of

9 that.

10 I was not aware of the magnitude of the massive

11 effort that DOE had provided until later that I had gotten

12 up there. I don ' t think in the very beginning that I

13 appreciated that this was, in fact, an IRAB exercise and that
;

la the teams were there under this Interagancy Radiological I

!

15 Assistance plan.

16 | I guess if I had been more alert or really
I

17 ! perceived that I would have tried to make certain that our '
>

I
18 department understood the role of, the COE 's role there as an

!

19 j IRAB role and hopefully maybe had r. ore visibility for CCE
!

20 as a partner in this cperation.

21 MR. HARVEY: Finally, with respect to the NRC, were

{22 HEW personnel provided to consult with the NRC from a public
!
j 23 health point of view as the NRC made these decisions over the '

2
1

1 24 weekend on what to do about the bubble in the reactor?
e
v

j 25 MR. 7 LLFORTH- The MRC T.aintained a command post
7 jI Ir1 C JtJn

t i
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1 in Bethesda, and we had people from the Bureau of Radiological

2 Health assigned to that command pcst, as well as EPA did,

3 also, on a 24-hour basis to primarily get data from the NRC

4 and, also, to input data from the networks that we had. It

5 was also, the NRC operation at the site, and we had more or

6 less of an indirect relationship with the NRC at Three Mile

7 Island.

8 MR. HARVEY: Didn' t Secretary Califano request

9 Jack Watson, among others, that the NRC consult closely with

10 Health, Education and Welfare health personnel before making

11 decisions?

12 MR. VILLFORTH: Yes, sir, the Secretary did suggest

_ _

to Jack Watson that one of the important aspects of this13
.

14 situation would be that the public health consequences of

15 what to do, whether it is an evacuation or whatever the

16 consequences were ought to be considered and thac the

17 Public Health Service ought to have some visibility in with
1

18 the NRC decision-making team.

19 I did not answer your question properly. We had

20 people in Bethesda. Those people were technical people, ;

i

21 radiction protection people but did not operate in a !
|

$ 22 i management or decision-making role which I think was the
r !
5 I

$ 23 intent of your question. So, the answer was although this iIa

f24 was suggested to the White House, I don' t celieve that the
i

-
i t

j 23 | NRC ever asked for th at anagement type of decision making
I

' s fr -

'[ s 'T U
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_,;

I or recognized, perhaps, the role of the Public Health Service

2 or the EPA because the Secretary's memo identified E?A as

3 another health partner in that team.

4 MR. EARVEY: Thank you. I have no further

5 questions, Mr. Chairman.

6 CHAIPRAN EtENY: Mr. Villforth, I would like to

t

7 follow up two of the lines of your testimony. One,1f on that
i

8 important weekend the team was not aware of DOE's activities !

,

!

9 where were _rou getting your data from?

10 MR. VILLFO RTH : Well, this was one of the problems.

11 It wa a problem to me because I should have said earlier

i12 that one of the responsibilities that the Commissioner of i

i

13 the Food and Drug Administration asked the Bureau of

14 Radiological Health to take on was the censultation with |
r

i

15 our sister, on behalf of our sister Bureau of Foods on the

16 location and the frequency of food and milk sampling and
17 the type of analysis. That was not done by our organization.

18 It was done by -- in f act, 7 have three elements within the -

i

I !
19 Food and Drug Administration that are involved, the Bureau !

!

20 of Foods which has program responsibility, the Executive

21 ! Directorate of Regional Operations which is the element
'

>

? 22 ! which runs the whole field. There are 2000 or so people int ,

3
u

23 the field collecting samples and for all of FDA's responsibilitie.7
1
*
*

i 24 in doing ccmpliance work. That group had to collect the
.

s
1
a 25 samples, and our Bureau. The Ccmmissioner had asked us to

-,-
f i

'/
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1 orchestrate this on behalf of FDA because the radiation
2 expertise was in our Bureau.

3 This meant that in order for us to best understand
4 where we should collect samples and what materials we should

5 collect, should we worry about water supplies dcwnstream;

6 were there water releases ; was it. just airborne releases;

7 what were the problems; was there a lot of iodine; was there
,

8 something else out there; and what direction did it go?

9 We needed input data.

10 At the meetings that were held in the Department

11 of HEW on Friday with representatives from EPA and

12 Commissio,.er Galenski of NRC, the Secretary and these two
,

|
13 representatives had agreed that the NRC,Bethesda Office,

14 their command post would be the focal point for us to get

13 this information and for all of us to turn information over

16 to, and thus we set up a, and thus we participated in the

17 24-hour, around-the-clock staffing o f that of fice, to get

13 data out and to put data in.
I
4

19 Now, my problem was that we were not getting, j
'

l

20 I felt we were not getting all of the environmental data

21 i out of Bethesda that I was aware was being collected in the
|1

! i

$ 22 j field, again, througit telephone conversations with the
r ,

: ,

23 people in, either cur pecple at Harrisburg or in telephone
i |j 24 | conversations with Tom Gerusky. We knew that there was scme
6

j 25 environmental data being collected, grass sampling, soil

!hf an
s9o
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1 sampling and of course, air sampling. My concern was if there

2 was going to be a release or a significant release of

radioicdine, I wanted to make sure that we were sanpling where3

4 we would do the most good. I wanted to get the farms where

5 there was the greatest amount of, or the dairies where there

was the greatest potential for the milk to be contaminated,6

7 not the wrong dairies.

8 I needed that input data, and I was having difficulty
9 getting it out of NRC Bethesda, and so in fact, the impression

10 I had was the DOE data or the Harrisburg data collected at

11 Capital City Airport on behalf of DOE somehow did not work

12 its way into the system to allow us to get it out as we had

13 anticipated in the earlier meetings. I think that philosophy

14 was reiterated at the White House meeting with Jack Watson

15 on Friday, the 31s t , where I had raised a question about not,

16 that we were not able to get all of the data, and it was

17 again reiterated that the NRC Bethesda would be the focal

13 point -for all of tnis information.

19 COMMISSIONER KEMENY: When did you, personally,

20 become aware of the DOE, IRAB activity?

21 MR. VILLFORTH : It was really, I don't know. It was

$ 22 much later that I knew diat it was an of ficial IRAB operation. fr
3

$ 23 I know when I visited about two weeks af ter the accident, I
i

ij 24 visited the site and talked to Joe Deal, and I was aware that ,

i I

j 25j they were there and what they thought was an IRAB responsibility,
' ;

!

{b )is
_,
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1 and I know that I saw a piece of correspondence from

2 Mr. Gerusky to Joe Deal of the Department df Energy

3 indicating that Tom Gerusky was asking Joe Deal to collect

4 this data for then.

5 I was not sure whether that could be counted as an

6 IRAB request or not. I guess it was not until I saw some

7 of the chronologies generated by the NRC or DOE that I

8 realized that it was called an IRAB exercise.

9 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: But you were aware that DOE was

10 taking off-site measurements?

11 MR. VILLFORTH: Yes, I was.

12 CHAIRMAN ZEMENY: Could you help me out with a

13 mystery I have had for over three months now, and I have been
I

14 waiting for the right person to ask? The first meeting cf

15 this Commission occurred four weeks after the accident, and

16 at that meeting we had in- the follcwing order, the

17 Administrator of EPA, the Under Secretary of HEW on behalf

18 of Secretary Califano and then the nevt morning a representa-

'; tive of DOE, and the first two of these mentioned when asked,

20 said that off-site monitoring began when EPA arrived on the
|

21 site on Friday which upset this Commission because we were f
i

$ 22 very much afraid that important data had been lost, and then
5 |j 23 the following morning, I believe it was Dr. Deutch frcm
a ,

I |

g 24| DOE testified that they were on the site on Wednesday. How
5 l

} 25 | could those two very important Administrators still not have
;

,

|
, . - -
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1 known four weeks later about the COE monitoring?

2 MR. VILLFORTH: I guess I am under oath. I would

a like to answer that over a beer.

4 CHAIR &Vi KEMENY: I don't blame you for that.

5 MR. VILLFORTH: Simply let me say that in the case

6 of the Under Secretary for Health, Mr. Hale Champion who

7 testified before this Committee, Mr. Champion, in due respect

8 to his position was not really involved in a lot of the

9 deliberations that took place with regard to the Three Mile

10 Island Commission. He participated in the meetings or came

11 to the meetings, but as far as the involvement, the Secretary

12 himself was much more deeply ' involved and was much more

13 jntensely briefed, and I think because of the Secretary's

.4 inability to whatever, not --

15 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: He was iust not available?

16 MR. VILLFORTH: Not available to participate, I

17 believe, and unfortunately, I would guess that Mr. Hale

18 Champion was not able to cover in depth that type of a

19 specific question, probably it wouldn't have ever entered his

20 mind.

21 CHAIRMAN KEMENY : Counsel reminds me, did out of

$ 22 these meecings grow some sort of special role for you,
r
=

$ 23 yourself in these activities, soec sort of coordir.ating role? i

i I

J 24 MR. VILLFORTH: Yes, it is my understanding on the
i ,

} 25 ! first f April that I was given the responsibility to be the

i

n " 4

?-
.
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1 overall HEW coordinator, and Mr. Charles Cox on my staff was
2 given the responsibility to be the on-site coordinator
3 because it was recognized that there were many activities

going on on the site that needed some coordination becausea

of the Department of Environmental Resources in Pennsylvania,5
.

|the Department of Health, Mr. Adamcik 's responsibility to the '6

7 MRC and DOE. So, we had to have somebcdy on site to coordinate

8 that; plus, there were many, many -- there were several

9 activities in the Department that were running back and forth

10 in order to keep that all straight. Mr. Charles Cox coordinated
11 that function up there. So, that, I understand, took place
12 on April 1, which is not necessarily consistent with the

13 minutes, the chronology that has been provided to the

14 Committee previously.

15 CHAIRMAN KEMENY:. That,is all right. I am not

16 pressing that point.

17 The other topic I wanted to follow up on was yrur

18 remarks about NRC and HEW health consultauion. You have.

19 described what happened during the accident. Let me ask
l

20{moregenerally,doesNRCfrequentlycallonHEWforhelp |
; !

21 | in the public health area?
I

{ 22 MR. VILLFORTH: My comments, I guess, would be that jr i
5 ,

$ 23 a bureaucratic answer is that the NRC is most cordial and |

ij i '

I 24 ' cooperative when asked for help in these matters.
'

i

3 25 ' My disappointment is that the NRC , I don't think,
|

,

_
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1 fully appreciates what Secretary Califano was trying to get
2 across. I believe that the NRC, my personal feeling is that
3 the NRC would do very well to have more health input into

its decision making, whether that is EPA or HEW.4

5 The situation that we read about in yesterday's
6 newspaper of 4000 gallons of liquid waste going into the

Susquehanna River as a result of a situation in the plant;7

8 now, we had people on the site. We cry to keep on top of

this because if we don't our Secretary wants to know why we9

10 are not on top of it, and when we have to find out about these

things from the newspaper rather than directly from the NRC,11

12 I consider this a disappointment.

13 The consequences of it we must always dig out,
14 whether it is a filter release, a failure or whether it is
15 a situation that may be as significant as the consideration
16 of an evacuation. I think that the role that the Public
17 Health Service had during the weapons testing program in

18 Nevada might be an example of sorething that I, as a model,

19 that I think could be considered.

20 During that time, the Public Health Service as a

result of an interagency agreement with the old Atomic Energy21

$ 22 Commission, rightly or wrongly what you think about weaponsr
5 *

$ 23 testing, the Public Health Service participated in the
1
I
i 24 decision making en whether or not a particular shot should be
i

i} 25 | fired based on m.etecrological conditions mad all of the other
; ;
i ;

-, I 7
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1 environmental factors on a particular time, and if things
2 were not right, and 1. looked like the public health was

3 going to be compromised, the Public Health Service rejected
4 the decision to fire on that particular time.

5 I think when we get into situations like we saw

6 here at Three Mile Island when you are contemplating things

7 like evacuation which in their own right have a significant
8 impact on the evacuation process or the administration of

9 potassium iodide or any of these other things that the

10 consequences of these means that there needs to be more of a

11 health visibility into that decision making.
12 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: In your opinion, does the

13 Nuclear Regulatory Commission have a strong public health

14 staff?
.

15 MR. VILLFORTF- The Nuclear Regulatory Commission

16 has some very, very competent people in radiological health

17 and radiation protection. That is not the same thing as

18 saying public health.

19 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes, that is why I asked public

|
20 health. How would you answer it for public health?

21 MR. VILLFORT!I: No.

{22 CHAIRMA'i KEMENY: Okay. Commissioner Lewis?
|

U
p 23 |
a I

) l
'

I 24 '
I.

i ! '

i 25 \
!
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1 CHAIPrRT KE'ENY: Cc=missioner Lewis?

2 COMMISSIONER MCPHERSON: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman.

3 Could the witness continue?
,

4 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes.
~

5 MR. VILLFORTH: I don't think that that is neces-

6 sarily their responsibility. The radiation protection aspect

7 of those things which they regulate, nuclear medicines, indus-

8 trial application of sealed sources, and, to a certain extent,

9 the reactor problem, which the scenario is clear and the

10 licensing process is specific, I think can be covered without

11- that and without the urgency that existed in Three Mile

12 Island, and we have participated and do participate in that

13 review process, but when you are dealing with the licensing

14 application, nuclear medicine types of things, that is an

15 orderly Federal Register system which allows us to intervene

16 through that orderly process.

17 But when you take that to a question or whether you

18 do or you do not evacuate, you don't have that time for that

19 orderly process. I think that it is a different situation.

20 CHAIRMA2T KZ:ENY: All right. Cc=missioner Lewis?

21 CCMMISSICNER LEWIS : Mr. Villforth, we hear all

[22 about--for an outsider co=ing into the alphabe soup of fed-
r
5
V
y 23 eral agencies, it is very confusing. We hear about the IPA, I

.

1-

I ia 24 the EZW, the, you know, ICE, et cetera, being involved i" =" '

ij- i !

2 25 | emergency situation. We have also nearn people talk accur
i ,

*e c

) )
. JJ&
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1 interagency rivalry which exists, we know, in the nature of

2 the federal beast.

3 Is there any way, ever, to make it work for an

4 emergency situation? Is there anything that you can suggest

5 to centralize the effort or to make it work more smoothly?

6 You might talk a little bit about what you are planning as a

7 post-TMI operation.

8 MR. VILLFORTH: Well, the Secretary has given the

9 responsibility to his Assistant Secretary for Planning to

10 review the whole emergency scenario, and that is taking place
,

11 and I cannot comment on just how the department is looking

12 at that, but that is underway.

13 The problem with so many of us in sort of ecual

14 roles or--I guess some of my colleagues who have a more legi-

15 H ate role in a TMI situation as it relates to environmental

16 matters; that is, the EPA, the NRC, and the COE -- really

17 wonder, what are you doing in this thing, Villforth? Why

18 aren't you going home taking care of the x-ray machines where

19 you're needed? There is a tremendous competition for what to

20 dc. Onere is a frustration, I feel, and a kind of really

21 vacuum, in some aspects of who is in charge -- who, among

>
3 22 all of us -- DOE, NRC, EPA, FDA--whotstakingtheleadnow?|r
3
V

23 I perhaps should ask you.,
e
Ia 24 COMMISSIONER LEWIS : I don't know, either.

!

! |

} 25 ! (Laughter.) |7

I ;1 % ?> 5 0 |t
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1 MR VILLFORTH: The situation is, you see, the

2 President has given some assignment in the middle of April
3 to the Environmental Protection Agency to collate, collect,

4 and to assemble, you see. Previously, we had what I theIght

5 was an understanding that NRC -- my understanding was taat

6 NRC was to collect, collate, and assemble this material,

7 particularly out of its office in Bethesda. That was later

8 shifted to -- by the President, by The White House -- to the

9 Environmental Protection Agency, who is to collate, collect,

10 and assemble, and prepare material for you.

11 And.in fact, then, what we have learned is that the

12 group that is doing all the work, o.- the mass of the work,

13 the Department of Energy, in terms of the early weeks, they

14 are going off and doing their own thing, but no one seems to

15 know what they are doing. And I ask you, how does this get

16 put together? '

17 CHAIP. MAN KE:CP?: I assare you the Cormnission is

18 getting tue infor=ation frem the Department of Energy, so at

19 least we don't have that problem.

20 COhMISSIONER LEWIS: But, Mr. Villforth, is there

21 any way to put it right? I mean, I guess what we are saying,

>
[ 22 we are faced with the problem of an emergency type situaticn j
5 '

u |
23 and having to propose ways of -- Lord knows, we hcpe it never !,

e |3

i} 24 happens again, but if it did, hcw to preve-- 4- '

.
5

i

} 25 You knew, given the way the federal system, federal

7' [
,

}'C9 f

V7
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1 government works, is there any way to put this kind of thing

2 right, or are we going to be faced with this kind of division

3 and rivalry and a lack of leadership in any future incident?

4 MR. VILLFORTH: I guess it was a lot simpler in the

5 weapons testing when we really only had to have two things to
.

6 worry about. We had the Atomic Energy Commission and the

7 Public Health Service, and the divisicn of responsibilities

8 was a lot clearer.

9 Now we have, basically, two health related organiza-

10 tions, and I didn' t even bring up the Department of Laber,

11 who certainly has an interest, although the NRC's responsibi-

12 lity preempts the worker as it relates to the nuclear facility ,

13 but it is difficult to see how this will be unserambled with-

14 out some clear direction, and I think e.11 of us are icoking

75 to you to help us.

16 If the Environmental Protection Agency is to do

17 this, then they must have the resources to do it. If the NRC

18 is to do it, they must understand what the charge is that is

19 given to them, and they must do it.
_

20 COM:CSSIONER LEWIS: So you are hoping this Commis-

21 sion will try to set right what no one has been able to se

>
1 22 right ever since the federal government was set up, in other
r
5
V

23 wcrds.
|y

s ,

1 l
! 24 MR. s- n = " *3 - - " ope you can give us some guidance.
e t
y

4

} 25 CCMMISSIONER LEWIS : Okay. Thank you.
'

. i

(|
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1 CHAIRMAN KD1ENY: Could I just have one follow-up
2 question, and that is, you mentioned the release of water
3 that you heard about through the news media. Do you now have

information on whether that was heavily contaminated or safe?4 '

5 MR. VILLFORTH: My understanding frcm a handwritten

6 note from my staff, who have been in contact with the EPA

7 representative at the trailer which we shared at Three Mile

8 Island, is that the release limits for this nonspecific beta
~

9 are something like 10 microcuries per cc., and I am under

10 the impression that this was something like 1.8 times 10-7

11 microcuries per cc., so it is really more of an. academic

12 level. Now that has to confirmed. I understand --

13 CEAIR W KZMENY: Yes, but could you repeat those

14 two numbers?

15 MR. VILLFORTH: My understanding is'that the

16 release limits under 10CFR-20 are something like 10-7 micro-

17 curies per cc. for nonspecific beta, which the concern here

18 was, I believe, of strontium 90 that might be released. *

19 I understand that this was assayed out to scmething

20 like 1.8 microcuries per cc. In other words , perhaps 80 per-

21 cent more than what would have been allowed. But that is,
>
3 22 as I said --
e
d
, 23 CHAIRMAN KZMriY: That is, again, . 3 times 10~ I ')
1

I
g 24 MR. VILLFCRTH: Minus 7, yes. Eighty percent T.o r e
-

P t

3 25 than what would have been permissible.
iL ,) ,

( '. [<
j'
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1 CHAIPsdl KE:ENY: Now, does drinking water come

2 under the FDA's jurisdiction?

3 MR. VILLFORTH: No. That is in the Environmental

4 Protection Agency's responsibility. Only when that water

5 becomes bottled and sold, then it becc=es a food, or when that

6 water enters into a processing plant used for food, then it

7 is a feed responsibility.

8 CHAIRMAN KE:ENY: Are you new worried about any of

9 that --

10 MR. VILLFORTH: Yes.

11 CHAIRMAN KE:C Tl: Now, you said -- are you worried

12 about any of that water entering -- being bottled or being

13 used in feed processing?

14 MR. VILLFORTH: No, I am not worried about that

15 particular situation because I think new we understand where

16 the water supply intakes are, the nature of the plants dcwn-

17 stream, and I think we understand the magnitude of the dilu-

< 18 tien in the river and this really would not be a problem, is

19 my underctanding.

20 CHAIR:!AN KZ'Crf: Okay.

21 MR- VI!JJCRCH: New, this has to be confirmed.

{ 22 What I am telling you is handwritten over -he telephone and
r
3

j 23 I received just before I came detm there.
* ,
= .

j 2.t CHAIRMAN KIMENY: Could I just ask a hypothetical
,

. i
0

) 23 question? SuppCse your handW"4--a* "ote had said, which it
i n'.

o .

I

9
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1 didn't, that it was 100 times the allowable amount? I mean,

2 what action would you have taken?

3 MR, VILLFORTH: Well, then we would go back and

4 look a little core closely at the dilution and try to deter-
5 mine which of the first inlets downtown -- downstream -- we

.
might want to see those samples downstream. The Ent.r.ron= ental6

7 Protection Agency does have an outfall monitor, and there are

8 other agencies that are collecting data on the river. Now,

9 this did not show up, was my undersranding, as significant

10 in that monitor.

11 So if it had shown up as being significant, then

12 the question has to be, are the downstream plants -- and one

13 has some time. Let's assume we have a very large slug of

14 some large amount of activity that goes down there. Then we

15 have to make some decisions about whether the EPA will shut

16 down the water supply from a drinking standpoint or we should

17 take action as it relates to the fead standpoint or the pro-

18 cessing of it or other pu.7oses.

19 I should point out to help you, the EPA and the FOA

20 have been working on a memorandum of understanding as it
..

21 relates to water, drinking water, so that there will not be

$22 conflicting decision =aking taking place as it did several
r
a

$23 years ago with the Duluth, Minnesota, taconite plant and the
s
I
I 24 asbestos fibers, where there was a difference of opinion
i

} 25 between the agencies. In an attempt to eliminate that, -he

C onn m.vm vu if
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1 agencies have come together and are working in concert in

2 these matters, so I don't think that will be a problem.

3 CHAIM1AN KE.WY: Wot d you mind telling us what

4 that difference of opinion was? I mean, not in great detail,

5 just which -- one agency decided that it was difficult --

6 MR. VII1FORTH: Well, I think the Environmental

7 Protection Agency took action on recccmending that the drink-

8 ing water supply be closed down for Duluth because of the

9 asbestos fibers when there were some bottled water plants in

10 the area. The concern was that the information on the bio-

11 logical effects of asbestos in drinking water, there were no

12 standards for this. So there was no clear decision as to what
.

13 level to take action or why one should take action, and if

14 one were to take action on drinking water at the levels in

15 Duluth, then FDA has some problems with some other products

16 that it regulates which invol a filtration using asbestos

17 filters on, say, certain -- I believe certain beverages, some

18 of your carbonated beverages have asbestos fibers that might

19 have exceeded, that did in fact exceed the levels in the

20 Duluth drinking water.

21 This meant that ene agency was forcing action which

>
g 22 could close down the plants under another agency's jurisdic-
5u
, 23 tien without a clear health mandate and without the biology
e
i

I 24 to support it.
|

i i

} 25 So the problem was tha: those sorts of unilateral j
i
t

h .~ O f ftv s<o
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1 decisions ought not to occur. They ought to be worked out

2 together. As a result of this and others, there is a group

3 called the Interagency Regulatory Assistance Group which came

4 about as a result of the Food and Drug Administration, the

5 Environmental Protection Agency, the Consumer Product Safety

6 Commission, and the Occupational Safety and Health Adminis-

7 tration, all of which get involved with toxic agents in one

8 form or another.

9 These four agencies, regulatory agencies, have

10 come together to work out and to prevent one agency making a

11 rsgn atory decision which puts the other agency in an uncom-

12 fortable bind or in which it is premature based on the radia-

13 tion biology.

So, first they are t f ng to work out ecliectivelyi14

15 the risks and the consequences of the agents they have and

16 then develop a more uniform posture on.their regulatory

17 approach.

18 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Before that was formed, what

19 happened? For example, would it have been possible that

20 people were told that they could not drink the water out of

21 the tap, but another agency could say, if it is the same

$ 22 water as bottled, then it is all right to drink it?
I
$ 23 MR. VII1FORTH: Yes. That is the kind of conflict-
e
I

g 2.t ing and embarrassing decision that could cccur.
s

.

} 25 CHAIR:wi KElinIY: I'm scrry I as 1-tha 2uestien. j~
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1 MR. VILIJORTH: Not as sorry as I am, sir.

2 CHAIM1AN KEMENY: Commissioner McBride?

3 C0f0iISSIONER MCBRIDE: Yes. In the earlier sessions

4 of our Commission hearings, there were references to ccmmand

5 posts at the Three Mile Island and that the ec= mand post was

6 set up very shortly after the incident became known. That

7 does not jibe with the things that you have said here today,

8 at least if I understand the meaning of command post.

9 I would ask you if vou would recall or us your

10 understanding of t' . existence of a command post and what that

11 implied.

12 MR. VILIECRTH: Well, my understanding of a command

13 post in the Washington area, if I could --

14 COMMISSIONER MCBRIDE: No, I am talking now --

15 MR. VILI2 ORTH: Of the s:.te.

16 COMMISSIONER MC3 RIDE: -- of the site, and where

17 the incident occurred, and where, as I understand it, the

18 action was taking place and where the information was and

19 where it was coming out.

20 MR. VI!J.JOR'"H : Okay. My understanding, which may

21 he wrong -- my understanding is, in the early days when the

{22 Nuclear Regulatcry Ccmmission came together at the site, they
5

$ 23 set up some trailers at the observation locat:.cn, observatica |
m

iI
i; 2.t point acrcss from the island, that there were representatives

i

23 there frcm the State Department of Environment Resources, the

,
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1 radiation control program, and that probably is the command
2 post that you are referring to.

3 There was also what I would call, might call, a
4 command post or maybe did call a co= mand post at the Capital
5 City Airport. Because the IRAP- teams and the EPA teams

6 were airplane dependent or helicopter dependent -- they were
7 doing aerial monitoring -- and because there was a large
8 m=ount of ground equipment and a need for laboratory space

9 and a place to set up camp, they took ove- of the uangars

10 at the' Capital City Airport south of Harrisburg. That became

11 a co==and post for the monitors, the surveyors, the pc.cple

12 who were doing calculations.

13 As far as environ = ental monitoring and radiation

14 assessment, I am sure that the cccmand post of the NRC at

15 the site, at Three Mile Island site, was nore of the nuclear

16 engineering reactor status decisionmakine, command post, but

17 my impression is that the monitoring ec.: mand post was musterec

18 in, was conducted, at the Capital City Airport.

19 Now, separate frcm that, there were also little

20 command posts. We had a person sitting in Mr. Gerusky's

21 office in the Departnent of Environmental Resources , j us t to

$22 he there to help out and provide a flow of information back
r

3
2 23 and forth. That person then would visit the Capital City
a
1

I 24 Airport and participate in the briefings.-

e

f 25 We had a person later en assigned to'Dr. McCloud's !

oze n
._
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I office because Dr. McCloud didn' t have -- as he pointed out

2 earlier, there was not a radiation competence in his organica-
5 tion. We had a physician, a radiologist on our staff, who

4 later on went up there and spent several days with Dr. McCloud ,

5 and Mr. Charles Cox, who was the on-site coordinator, parti-

6 cipated very -- had a desk in Dr. McCloud's office, or in his

7 facility.

8 So there were many subsets of command posts, and I

9 don't know if that helps to answer your question, but I don't

10 know what the cc= mand post was.

11 CCMMISSIONER MCBRIDE: Yes. Well, maybe you have

12 answered. This infornation, for example, in monitoring, was

13 that relayed to another command post, the information that

14 was gathered?

15 MR. VIIJJORTH: I don't chink so.

16 COMMISSIONER MC3 RIDE: What happened to that infor- -

17 mation?

18 MR. VILLFORTH: I believe it was assembled, collected,

19 shared with whomever was there, and that was the end of it as

20 far as my understanding of the Department of Energy. I do

21 not believe that the Department of Energy realized or felt

n
[ 22 any responsibility to call up the ccmmand post at Sechesda
5

", 23 and say, Here is the latest environmental data. I think they
e
1
g 24 pr bably assumed that that w d have been done by the NRC
.

$
4 25 , pecple who might have been at the briefings, who might have

c'300CC :
.
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1 collected the material that was xeroxed daily. But I do not

2 think -- my concern was that that material somehow did not

3 find its way dovn to Bethesda, which is where I was led to

4 believe was where the fountain of environmental knowledge

5 would ultimately be, and I just think it is because when the

6 Department of Energy was up there, no one explained to them

7 that they had a responsibility to do that as outlined by the

8 White House to NRC in Bethesda, and that they felt their

9 responsibility was to help Mr. Gerusky, primarily,as a result

10 of his request for help, and did an effective job in doing it.
11 But I think they felt that is the end of it.

12 I also believe the Department cf Energy anticipated,

13 as soon as things got under control, to pull back. The whole

14 situation as it relates to the long term surveillance, I do

15 not think that the Department of Energy has any plans or

16 anticipates it is their role as it relates to maybe epidemio-

17 logical studies, the recovery phase of this, which may go on

18 for quite a bit of time. The :EU? portion was the emergency

19 portion, and on=s that emergency portion was somehow defined

20 and understood, I thinJc the IRAP teams pulled back because

21 they had a responsibility to be prepared to respond to inci-

> 22 dents around the country in other locations.[
5

$ 23 CCMMISSICNER MCBRIDE: It was the command post at
=
1

1 24 the hangar that was assembling the monitoring information --
i

j 2f was that information related o the possible evacuation of

i

a 7( 6 4 ? ' F ! |
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1 the area?

2 MR. VILIJORTH: Related? No, I don't think so.
.

3 The information that I saw I don't think was necessarily

4 related to it. Well, when I -- I must say, I was not up

5 there those first three or four days when the critical portion

6 of evacuation .was .under .- .the critical question of evacuation

7 was under consideration, and therefore I don't know whether

8 that information woulc have been applicable to it or not.

9 Certainly Mr. Gerusky was going to -- having his

10 own data plus that data, would be making use of that as it

11 relates to his decision up his chain of command for evacuation .

12 COMMISSIONER MC3 RIDE: So really, the flow of that

13 information would have been to Mr. Gerusky?

ja MR. VIIJ.JCRTH: Yes.

15

|6

17

18

19

_

20

21

I 22
o
, 23
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u
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Dol 1 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Governor Peterson.
TMI

2-79 2 COMMISSICNER PETERSON: Thank you, Mr. Cha2.rman.
..pe 24

3 Mr. Villforth, I want to ask some questions about

4 evacuation, too. Of course, the reason for evacuating is to

5 protect the health of the people and one of the prime assign-

6 ments of EEW is to protect the health of the people. I was

7 wondering if at any time during this event, you had developed

8 any recommendations acout whether or not the site should be

9 evacuated.

10 MR. VILLFCRTH: I heard the previous testimony by
11 Dr. MacLeod, which clearly indicated to =e that he had been in

12 consultation with th, Screau of Radiolagical Health -- excuse
13 me -- that Dr. Robbins of the National Institutes of Occupa-
14 tional Safety and Health of the Center for Disease Control had
15 been in contact with the Bnreau of Radiological Hea.'*h in
16 FDA about evacuation and we had either supported or concurred

17 in Dr. Robbins ' recommendation to Dr. MacLeod. I don't recall

18 that. I have looked through the notes and the logs. I can't

19 find anything that would support that. I don't think that we

20 felt that the evacuation was in order. I think we were appre-

2I hensive that it might be needed. I think that we may have
>
[ 22 considered, as counsel suggested earlier, a scenario, but I
5
v

| 23 don ' t recall that we ever made that recommendation.
t
$ 2d CCMMISSICNER PETIRSON: Does Dr. Robbins report to
a

;.

20 you? rd ?fjGf$
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12 1 MR. VILLFORfH: No, sir.

2 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Now, at one time later had

3 the responsibility for coordinating all of the federal agencies'
4 efforts dealing with th effects of radiation on the health of

5 the people. Is that right or not?

6 MR. VILLFORTF My responsibility was to be the

7 EEW coordinator on Three Mile Island and my under standing was

8 that I had received that as a result of an assignment on the

9 first of April.

10 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Your man who was the coordin -

11 ator on the site, did he have the responsibility only for EEW
12 agencies?

13 MR. VILLFCRTH: Yes.

14 COMMISSICNER PETERSON: It wasn't for the coordina-

15 tion of the --

16 MR. VILLFCRTH: No. He was HEW only and as a result

17 would have reported to me, going to the Secretary on recommen-

18 dations. I don't remember any official recom..tendation on

19 evacuation at this time.

20 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Was he feeding information

21 into Harold Denton or not?
>

} 22 MR. VILLFCRTH: Was our man on the site?
d
? 23 CCMMISSICNER PETERSCN: Yes.s
I

{24 MR. VILLFORTH: No. Mr. Cox was not feeding in f orm.-

25 .

ation to Harold Denton. I think the fir s time we may have
i

tzcole
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DO3 1 been in contact with Harold Denton was when the request came

2 in, I believe, Monday or Tuesday,. during a press conference
%

3 and Harold Denton requested a physician from DEW be available.

4 Mr. Cox is not a physician and it was at that time when we

5 had Dr. Gordon Johnson, the radiologist, that I had described

6 earlier, who was sitting in Dr. MacLeod's office, available
7 to meet with Earold Denton prior to a press c6nference and to

8 be available if there were any questions com!ng up.
9 CCMMISSIONER PETF.RSON: I was just curious how your

10 coordinator on the site would feed his information into the
11 people, the Governor's office, say, who were making the deci-
12 sion about whether or not the area be evacuated. How would

13 Cox's information get around that loop?
14 MR. VILLFCRTH: They may have asked for his personal
15 o pinion ., I doubt it. If he was, I am sure it would have been
16 reflected in the record, because he kept meticulous records.
17 We kept a daily log, phone logs and so forth and none of this
18 -- no decision of this magnitude -- and it is a very signifi-
19 cant decision - shows up anywhere in any of our logs that I
20 could find.

21
CCMMISSIONER PETERSCN: So, except for the uncertain

>
{,22 .- your uncertainty abo ut Dr . Robbins ' role, you don't know
3 *

23
? ot any role that HEW played in advising relative to evacuation?
3

f24 MR. VILLFCRTH: No , I do not. I would say Dr .s-

25 Robb in s ' role, as I understood it, was really twofold. One is
I
I

I

,, ~ , , p +
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4 1 that the Secretary--as the director of the National Institutes
2 of Occupational Safety and Health. He has a specific ncrmal

3 resp.asibility to provide the scientific, public health func-
4 tion to the Department of Labor, under the Occupational and
5 Health Admiaistration, but under this situation, the Secretary
6 looked to him to be concerned about the registry of workers,
7 so that in the future we would be able to answer the question
3 were the workers excessively exposed. Was the program of

9 detection and dosimetry of the worker adequate? So, to work

10 with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in that regard; also
II to consider some sort of a registry. So, that was one functio n.

I2 The memoranda that set up assignment on the first
13 day, on the 31st, also indicated that he had a broader role
I4 to look for emergency preparedness of the Department, which
15

was not a clear role and not a traditional role for the direc-
16 tor of the National Institutes of Cccupational Safety and
I7 Health and he may, as a result of this function, have taken
18

on a role and advised Dr. MacLeod unilaterally. I don't know.

I do not feel that we had ever discussed this with him -- any
20 of my staff discussed it with him or that I discussed it with
21 him. I knew at the time that in my person with Tom Gerusky,

>
1 22
y I felt I had a pretty good understanding of what was happening
0

l at the site at that t ime . '?e knew there was a xenon problem.
1
- 24*

As I recall from my nctes at Tem Gerusky had reported to me
25

that they felt that the dose ccmmitment or the offsite dose

1

goon'
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DOS 1 was probably less than 100 millirems at the early stage, the

2 maximum dose offsite, based on the patterns at thr t time.

3 And although that was past and the potential for something
4 happening was still there, I felt in my conversations with Mr.

3 Gerusky that I was kl.1d of apprised more directly of what was

6 happening than, perhaps, some of the other people in the De-

7 partment.

8 CCP.MISSIONER PETERSON: In other words, you were

9 relying primarily on the information ;oming from the State of
10 Pennsylvania institutions. I understand in the Department of

11 Energy and Jim Liverman's schcol they have the responsibility
12 for the work of the radiation effects research foundation in
13 Hiroshima, which many people believe has got by far the most
14 data on the exposure of human beings to radiation. Was that

15 expertise brought to bear at all, do you know, on this problem?
16 MR. VILLFORTH: That expertise allows one to better
17 understand the dose response curves, the risk estimates, the
18 incident rate of cancers, breast cancers, leukemias, etcetera,
19 from the massive data that is available in Hiroshima-Nagasaki.
20 That data from that population was data from medical populations
21 that had been studied over the years, the ankylosing spondylitis

>
g 22 cases and so forth,
b

all of that has been pulled together by a
y 23 variety of groups -- the United Nations Scientific Committee
3

=[ 24 of the Effects of Atcmic Radiation, aUNbasedgroupwhichhas!
!
4 25

been in existence since the fifties, icoking at risk estimates |

|
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35 1 of biological effects -- the National Academy of Sciences

2 Committee --

3 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: My question is was that

4 expertise brought to bear on this TMI incident?

5 MR. VILLFORTH: The knowledge -- I can't answer your
6 question because -- the individuals who participated in that
7 study, the epidamiologists, were not brought to bear to my
8 knowledge on the TMI situation and I don't think they should
9 have because they are a different type of individual. They

10 are epidemiologists. But the knowledge that came from that

II eventually was brought to bear in terms of the risk estimates
12 that came out of the three agency reports, the ad hoc group
13 report on dosimetry and its consequences.
14

COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Now, the DOE group tnat was

I5 on the site on Wednesday, the 28th, was that the same group
16 that is tied in with this radiation effects research foundation?
17 MR. VILLFORTH: To the best of my knowledge, in no
I8 way.

I9
CCMMISSIONER PETERSCN: Okay. Thank you.

20
CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Dr. Marks.

2I
COMMISSICNER MARKS: Mr . Villforth, I wo uld like to

>

h22 pursue two areas with you. F ir st , can you tell us what the
d

| 23 scientific basis was for DEEW's recommendations regarding the
1

32# distribution and the use of pcPassicm iodide? I
s

} 2*5
>

MR. VILIFCRTH: You are talking about at the site ;

i

. n p % "f g^."~?
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D07 1 as opposed to the Federal Register announcement of this year.

2 COMMISSIONER MARK 3: Right.

3 MR. VILLFCRTH: Well, as you know, we have a re-

sponsib ility to look at prophylactic drugs. Potassium iodide4

5 is recognized as a possible -- one of the best possible pro-
6 phylactic drugs for a situation like this. We had a Federal
7 Register announcement to encourage this material to be made

8 and as you perhaps knew, there is no approved new drug appli-
9 cation to manufacture this. That is, you can't buy, as I

10 understand it, a saturated solution of potassium iodide, ac-
11 cording o the specifications that were laid down in the
12 Federal Register because nobody manufactures it. Therefera,

13 faced with this kind of a situation, if you needed to admin-
14 ister it, you cou ldn ' t do it . It doesn't exist as a raw

15 chemical. The Food and Drug Administration has the authority
16 to get that material produced and more or less waive these
17 responsibilities and arrange with a pharmaceutical firm,'which
18 they did, the Mallinckredt Corporrtion, to produce the mater-
19 ial --

.

20
COMMISSIONER MARKS: I would like ?.o step back.

21 What was the scientific basis for making the decision to make
>
1 22 the potassium iodide and ship . for distribution in Pennsyl-5u

23y vania?
i
I 24 MR. VIJLFCRTH: The seientific decision --e

.

25
COMMISSICNER MARKS: As I understand, the decision

i

0,'jG2U
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1 was made on Sunday. Wasn't it? Or was it Sat urday?

2 MR. VILLFCRTH: The decision ses made at 3 o' clock

3 in the morning of Saturday.

4 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Saturday.

5 MR. VILLFCRTH: Yes.

6 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Right. Okay. Were you there

7 when it was made?

8 MR VILLFORTH: Yes.

9 CCMMISSIONER MARKS: Therefore, could .you tell us

10 what the scientific basis for that decision was?
11 MR. VILLFCRTH: The basis was that it appeared that

.

12 we may be having an iodine problam with the reactor.

13 COMMISSICNER MARKS: You may be -- and what was the --

14 MR. VILLFCRTH: There were trace -- as I recall

15 from my conversation with Mr. Gerusky, there were trace levels

16 of iodine being reported in the environment, trace levels.

17 The question was are we now in a situation where this thing
18 is going to get out of control and we are just seeing the
19 very beginning of a curve. Do we need to get this material

20 on hand and that was the rationale --
21 CCMMISSIONER MARKS: Did anybody check those recorts

>
! 22 from Gerusky? ECE or any of the other organizations monitor ng
i
U
p 23 t he site?
ix

I 24 MT.. VILLFCRTH: No. I assume that -- no."

i
25 JCMMISSICNER MARKS: Do you think that was a good

!
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C09 1 practice?

2 MR. VILLFORTH: I trust that what Mr. Gerusky was,

3 in fact, the composite of the experience on the site, reflect-

ing what was available from the other agencies that were onsit.
e.

5 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Did you ask him what the source

6 of his information was?

7 MR. VILLFORTH: No. I don't recall that I did.

8 CCMMISSIONER MARKS: What was the ' asis of your

9 tr ust?

10 MR. VILLFORTH: I trust Mr. Gerusky. I have worked
11 with him --

12 COMMISSIONER MARKS: I will ask you again as a pub-

13 lic official, what was the basis of your trust.
14 MR. VILLFORTH: Well, 15 years of working with hi=
15 in other areas and I trust nis judgement.
16 COMMISSIONER MARKS: In retrospect, have you evalua-

17 ted the situation in terms of the evidence for the release
18 that Mr. Gerusky was reporting at the time.
19 MR. VILLFORTH: What I know now, it seems like a

20 dumb deci:sion.

2l
COMMIESIONER MARKS: No, that is not what I am asking.

>

[ 22 At 3 o' clock in the morning you made a decision --
S

23
_? MR. VILLFCRTH: Yes.
l

24i CCMMISSICNER MARKS: 'inich had considerable import '
s

} 2 ~*
and among other things led to a considerable conflice between

|
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11 0 1 a state official and the Federal Government of ficials. At

2 that time you based this recommendation on a report from Mr .

3 Gerusky -- okay?

4 MR. VILLFORTH: No. I need to clarify something

5 because either I misunderstoed where you were coming from or

6 you misunderstood me. The decision that I made that I am re-
7 ferring to was the decision to procure only --
8 COMMISSIONER MARKS: That is what I am talking about .

9 MR. VILLFORTH: Which, in 'itself, would not necessarily
10 have resulted in any conflict. There was a decision that came
11 from the Department to administer --

12 COMMISSIONER MARKS: I see. That was a separate

13 decision.

14 MR. VILLFORTH: Yes.

15 COMMISSIONER MARKS: When was that made?

16 MR. VILLFCRTH: That was made, I guess, Sunday or
17 Monday by the White House or the Department. There were some
18 press releases.

19 COMMISSIONER MARKS:
_

Do you know the basis for that

20 decision?

2I MR. VILLFCRTH: I learned about it, unfortunately,

22 after it happened and how it happened, but I was not a parti-
3

23? c ipant in that. I was quite disappointed. I felt -- and myi
f24 staff, who was onsite, Dr. Johnson frem my staff who was in
5

} 2* 1

know|Dr. MacLeod's office was very disappointed that he didn ' t
I
f

Gn% O~ ~#;~h
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Doll 1 that this was happening, that the press statement had gotten

2 out, that the recommendation of the Department was to adminis-

3 ter this to the workers and to have it available, I think,

4 within five miles or something like that was the press state-

5 ment, when the commissioner of health had made a decision not

6 to do this. So, that there was this conflict. Now, that de-

7 cision came about as a result -- the decision -- the staff
8 work was done by a temn in HEW made up of the ccmmissioner

9 of the Food and Drug Administration, the director of the

10 National Institutes of Health, the director of the National

11 Cancer Institute, the surgeon-general and some others who put

12 together a position paper a.:d gave it to the Secretary, aho
13 gave it to the White House and out went the announcement.

14 That i s a separate problem than procuring. I will take the

15 responsibility for procuring, not that press release.

16 .CCMMISSIONER MARKS: So, in other words, the group

17 that made the decision to recommend to the Secrc:ary to re-
18 commend to the White House to recommend to the state level to
19 distribute the potassium iodide and to distribute it to people --
20 MR. VILLFCRTH: Yes.

2I CCMMISSIONER MARKS: Was made up of the director of
>

[22 NCI, NIH -- who else did you say?
3

22? MR. V!LT.FCRTH: The Cancer . Institute, NIH, the
i

j 24 com,nissioner of the Fced and Drug Administration and, I belieqe,
|
' 25 !

the director i the Center fer Disease Centrcl and the surgecn-

-
|:
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il2 1 gen eral, himaelf.

2 COMMISSIONER MARKS: But you den't know the

3 scientific basis on which they made that decision?
4 MR. VILLFCRTH: No. The documentation is cuere in
5 terms of the potential, but I don't know exactly what caused
6 it to happen. I was surprised that it occurred and my staff,

7 who was up on the site, was very disappointed with me that I
8 didn't let them know and I was equally disappointed with my
9 boss, Dr. Kennedy, the commissioner of the Food and Drug Ad-

10 ministration who hadn't let me know that he had made the
II decision. So- we had a little communication problem internally.
I2

COMMISSIONER MARKS: What I am driving at obviously

I3 was, you know, we are looking for guidelines for the future.
Id In retrospect, as you look back on the situation, you said
15 that it was a dumb decision. Which decision was dumb?
I6

MR. VILLFORTH: Both.

II
CCEMISSIONER MARKS: Soth decisions.

18
MR. VILLFCRTH: My decision was dumb to procure it

19 .

In retro.epect.

20
CCMMISSIONER MARKS: Yes. I under stand that.

21
MR. VILLFORTH: The decision to administer it --

>
Q 22
{ and let me make sure we understand that -- that is to have in
v

23
l the hands of individuals, as opposed to take -- that decision,I
I 24

I think, was dumb on the basis that the people who knew what-

;

25

werethe|i, the reactor status was, the people who were on site,
!
: I
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Dol 3 i ones who should have been making that decision, nou those

2 folks back here locked up in a room in downtown. You can't

3 make those frontline decisions back here in Washington when

4 things are changing so rapidly up there onsite.

5 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Well, I guess what I am having

6 trouble with right now is in view of the potential for the

7 release of the potassium iodide, even though there -- there

8 was a potential for release of I 131, wasn't there?

9 MR. VILLsTATH: Yes.

10 COMMISSIONER MARKS: And there was no potassium

11 iodide onsite.

12 MR. VILLFCRTH: That is correct. Excuse me. Onsite

13 being what?

14 CCMMI.SSIONER MARKS: Near Three Mile Island, in

15 Dauphin County.

16 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Dr. Marks, do you mean before

17 Mr. Villforth's --

IU MR. VILLFCRTH: There was none available --

19 CCMMISSIONER MARKS: We even heard that there

20 wasn't even a bottle in the utility, but anyway there certain1.y
21 wasn 't a supply to be distributed in case it was needed.

>

1 22 MR. VILLFORTH: That is correct.
5v

22? COMMISSIONER MARKS: Why do you say your decision
i

$ 24 to get it manufactured and available in case of emergency
{5

20 was dumb?

:

I.
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1 MR. VILLFORTH: I think in knowing what we know

2 now, there wasn't an iodine problem. That is what I am saying .

3 CCMMISSIONER MARKS: Yes. But you co uldn 't have

4 anticipated --

5 MR. VILLFORTH: Oh, no, no, no, no. I am saying

6 in retrospect. I look back and I sav, well, it is a xenon

7 problem, not an iodine problem. All systems seemed to have

8 worked. Why did you get the stuff? I am having a hard time

9 explaining how to pay the bill, you see. .

10 COMMISSIONER MARKS: I see. What is your recommen-

11 dation now with respect to potassium iodide and nuclear react

12 or sites?

13 MR. VILLFCRTH: That is a good question and that I

14 have dcne a little = ore introspection on that and I am a

15 little bit concerned that at Three Mile Island we may have set

16 a precedent, which would perhaps allow the public to think

17 that the supersaturated solution of KI could have or tablets,--

18 whatever -- could be some sort of a panace.a if there were

19 another situation at another reactor and that has to look at
20 the problem. For example, if the radioactive iodine gets i..

21 the milk or food, I wouldn't think we need to worry -- in

f22 general, need to worry about the potassium iodide because you
5o

23g can stop those -- go to canned milk or do something else,
1 24 rather than consuming the milk. The other probler is that if |=

I
} 25 i

you are worried about inhalation, which is the then predominant
i

t

!
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Dol 5 1 mode of entry, you are only blocking the iodine, if you give

2 the tablet to the people and then somehow have them feel that

they are immune from radiation and go waltzing out into the

4 countryside and not worry about the other isotopes. The

5 question of getting out and getting evacuated might be cer-

6 tainly an important situation and if one can evacuate, then

7 the question of getting under cover and getting the benefit
8 of any attenuation under cover in a multi-story building, if
9 you can, would be, perha ps, preferable to *.he potassium iodide

10 and then the other question that has to come up in this sort
11 of an equation, I understand -- and I am not a physician --
12 but these things are not completely risk free and although
13 the risk of this material, I under stand , is small, it is not
14 completely risk free. And that would have to be looked at
if if one is looking at a population of 2,000,000 people that
16 was being thought of at the time.

17 I am concerned that we don't set a pattern here
18 that the people feel that KI is the solution and that everybody
19 ought to stockpile this and other fc ems of protection are not
20 considered. So, the panacea aspect is what worries me. I

21 hope it does not become a panacea.
I 22
e
d
, 23
a
I
E 24 l

! |
} 25 !
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1 1 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Is there a clear understanding

/79 2 of wi t procedures would be folicwed if we were so unfortunate
e 25

3 as to have a. tother nuclear accident such as TMI, with respect
4 to potassium iodide?

5 MR. VILIJORTH: No, I don't think there is and I think

6 that -

7 COMMISSIONER MARKS: You still don't have one?

8 MR. VILIJORTH: No. And that is - you know, there

9 are discussions that are taking place under the leadership of

10 the NRC; there are new re-examinations of the emergency plans

;j and as a result of TMI that is being focused on. HopefullJ,

out of this will come a much better and a much more intelligent,12

13 action plan. There is a new drug application in now as re-

14 sult of TMI. So we will ha a the material as a pharmaceutical,

13 which we didn't have before.

16 COMMISSIONER MARKS: And just to make sure that I

17 understand, the decision to distribute, however, as far as you

18 know, was not based en any new information with respect to an
-

19 increased danger of exposure to I-131 by the population? 1

' I

20 MR. VILIJORTH: That is correc*- I

I

21 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Between Saturday morning and

{ 22 Monday?
,

5 i

!
23 MR. VILIJORTH: It must have been not based -- if you

24 will allow that sentence -- it mus.t have been not based en that
i*

i 25 because I would have been the one th t would have * fed thac group
I

-

,
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sg 2 ) that information because I would have gotten it from all the

2 other networks and liaison people that we had, and I didn't

3 have that information to support that.

4 C012iISSIONER WWRS: Let me turn to another subject.

5 Could you just briefly tell us what types of Trograms for edu-

6 cation and training you have with regard to radiation safety

7 and toward whom they are directed?

8 MR. VILIJORTH: We have within the Bureau of Radio-

9 logical Health, within the confines of that area in which we

10 have a regulatory responsibility, and which our main problem

)) is medical X-ray, medical X-ray protection, our programs are

12 designed at -- educational programs are designed at three

levels: One, the physirian. They are designed at the physi-13

cian as the medical student and at continuing education packages.34

15 We have, without getting into details, we have developed some

16 centracts for learning laboratories, film files, and so forth,

37 for teaching medical students, and also useful for continuing

education.18 Number two, in the medical area we recognize the

39 role of technology -- medical X-ray area, that~ the role of the

technologist is extremely i=portant. So we have developed con-,40

21 tinuing education packages; self-assessment tests; and we are

22 w rking on means of developing national standards for radiologic
3, 23 , technologis ts , dental assistants, and so forth, working with '

a

i X-ray. Sc=ber three, a relatively new area, but perhaps ec e- |a 24
:.

| 2f what related to this situaticn is our consumer educational I

,

*

;

i

i
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3 i effort. We recognize that in an ideal situation in medical

2 X-rays, one could have the best X-ray equipment so it doesn'

3 leak radiation excessively, the most informed physician admini-

4 stering, recommending, referring, and ordering X-rays J an

5 intelligent fashion; and the best trained technician using the

6 proper techniques, developing the film properly, positioning

7 the patient properly and, therefore, there is nothing the cen-

8 sumer needs to worry about. But ehst is an ideal situation and

9 it just doesn't happen. We can't move fast enough. So we are

10 asking the consumer, the patient, to be a partner, to interact

73 on this. We are asking women that are being asked to have --

12 by their physician, to have an abdominal X-ray if they are preg-

13 nant to advise the referring physician. We are telling the

ja mothers and fathers who take their children in to recommend

15 g nadal shielding. And we are telling individuals who are get-

16 ting X-rays on themselves, you knew, ask to have the reproductive

j7 organs protected.

18 There is a series of steps that we are trying to get

39 across which we think the patient can interact with the profes-

20 si nal and the technologict to bring up this level of radiation

pr tection,
21

y3 CO224ISSIONER MARKS: Would this -- I knew it has not ,
e t
5 I

", 2 3 been written and prepared for this purpose -- but do you think t
|ej the material would be useful, particularly the health profes- |24
'.

s '

} 25 si nally directed material, for health professionals in the 4

i

i
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sg i 1 TMI area in dealing with the potential hacards of the accident?
2 MR. VILLFORTH: Some of it woeld be useful, that is ,

3 the basic radiation biology portion of it, which I think helps
4 to put the risks in perspective. One of the problems we always

5 have in the medical X-ray area is, on the one hand, hev do we

6 convince the patient who is getting an X-ray that if the physi-
7 cian feels that that X-ray is necessary for their well-being,

,

8 the risk of that X-ray is small compared to the benefit. So
.

9 you ought to get the X-ray. On the other hand, if someone does

10 a screening X-ray, or if the hospital routinely does admission

11 X-rays, chest X-rays, and they don't know why they are doing it

12 except that it is a policy' that is ten years old, or they

13 automatically do chest X-rays in barbers and beautician for.

14 tuberculosis, we want to get rid of those old ideas because

15 from a public health standpoint if we can reduce those unnecessary

16 components of those X-rays that we all receive, those, you knew,

17 270 million procedures we get each year, we could probabl, be

18 saving up to hundreds or maybe thousands, depending en the risk
I

19 model you use, deaths per year from cancers and leukemias that |

20 might be attributed to medical radiation.

21 So frem a public health standpoint we are concerned.

I 22 But we have had a hard time putting this into perspective. Tha,t
t
5 t*

I

$ 23 is, the public health consequences versus a decision an inci-
i

j 24 vidual has to make when they interact with a physician.
;

i

j 23 | COMMISSIONER MARKS: I would like to be just a little;
I

, .. -,
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g 5 1 bit more specific. I may not have been specific enough. In

2 other words, we have heard testimony of the concern of both

3 health professionals, as well as pregnant women, mothe;s, and

4 children, and so on. This concern is centered around a good

3 deal of lack of information. What I am trying to find out --

6 snd we have been told no material is available to be dis tribu-

7 ted to them to inform them and as you know, people say that

8 information in itself can alleviate a lot of the anxiety. The

9 material you now have available, do you think it would be use-

10 ful to distribute in this specific regard?

11 MR. VILLFORTH: It would have to be cut and pasted.

12 There are portions of that material that might serve this pur-

13 pose in terms of the radiation -- putting the radiation biology

34 and the radiation risk into perspective. I want to make sure

15 though that you appreciate the fact that if that =aterial had

16 been out, and if every physician understood those response

37 curves in the Pennsylvania arca, and anywhere else in the country,

18 as it relates to this incident, it would have done no good un-

less the people understood what s 'e dose was so that they could39

relate the two. So equally important to understanding the20

21
concepts f dose response risk, and so forth, is an under-

$ 22 standing of what the dose was. And that did not come out unti;
e |
3 1

those three groups of individuals, ad hoc individuals, in thesev
23

?
h ,, three agencies, the NRC, EPA and HEW put out the report.
a s

COMMISSIONER !! ARK.. : Right. Thar we understand, that
25

.

-
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sg 6 1 there are both sides. Are you doing anything with Mr. Gerusky
2 about getting this infor=ation out?

3 MR. VILL.' ORTH: No, we are not.

4 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Has he asked you?

5 MR. VILIJORTH: No.

6 COMMISSIONER MARKS: Thank you.

7 CHAIPPRI KE!CIY: Are there further questions? Yes,

8 Governor Babbitt?

9 CCID1ISSICMER BABBITT: What was the bill for the pot-

10 assium iodide?

11 MR. VILIJORTH: Somewhere betwem 300 and GOO thousand.

12 COMMISSIONER BABBITT: Thank you.

13 CHAMM E1EMY: As l'ong as the Governor asked his

34 quection, I can't resist asking is the story true that you got

one airplane from the Air Force but they wouldn't give you a15

16 second one?

17 MR. VILLFORTH: I believe they got the support that
18 they wanted from the military to get the materials ..irlifted in

and the pieces of materials -- the droppers had to come sepa-79

rately from the bottles, and the labels had to be brought,20 and

21 it all had to be sort of orchestrated. I think things worked

f22 pretty well. The Air Force, the milita.m.y cooperated in the
5

$ 23 rst sMpment. .Maybe dere were some prcblems, I was not eco
je

} 24 But I think things happened all right. The point, Iaware.
::

think, that is ama:ing from our colleagues in the Bureau of .

25
|

i
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7 1 Drugs that arranged this, is that the decision was made at three

2 o' clock on Saturday and the first shipment arrived that night

3 df a pharmaceutical that has no new drug application and basi-

4 cally doesn' t exist. So I mean it just was an incredible feat.

5 CHAIRMAN KE!!ENY: But is it not true that you had to

6 chart this through private planes?

7 MR. VILIEORTH: There were problems of the airport

8 was closed for a while and we had problems with food samples

9 getting in and out. Someone flew a private airplane for food

10 samples but I don't remember that as it relates to the potassium

iodide. It may be. I j us t don ' t recall it. I know there werejj

12 some difficulties with weather and the airport just being closed.

j3 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Any other questions?

ja CO!DiISSIONER MARKS: Do we get copies of the materials.?

15 CHAIRMAN Ya'ENY: Which materials, Dr. Marks?

COMMISSIGNER 11 ARKS: The educational material that16

Mr. Villforth's Bureau has developed?j7

FORTH . May I make a suggestion? Certainly,18
.

whatever we have is available. !!ay I just offer the suggestionj9

- that perhaps Fabrercan, who is familiar with this material, and
20

who as a clinician has perhaps used the material, and who as a
21

staff member might be in a better position to screen this and>
1 22
r

3 work with you and work with us and we could be more precise in ., 23
ie
t{, exactly what might be helpful to you -- '

. . ,
I

e .

CO!!!!!SSIONER MARKS : Thanks very much. I1 -

4 25 '

i
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sg 8 1 CHAIRMAN KEME TY: Dr. Fabrercan, are you willing to

2 do a show and tell on this at some point?

3 DR. FABRERCAN: Yes.

4 CHAIR!WI KEME:1Y: Thank you, Mr. Villforth. Ilould
,

5 Counsel please call the next two witnesses?

6

7

8

9

.10

11

12

13

14
,

15

16

17

18 '

19

- 20

21

I 22
i,

,

y 23 l
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I |
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1 1 CHAIRMAN KE.TIY : Just for the infor=ation of the

9 2 Commission, these are our final witnesses today.

26
3 Whereupon,

4 LAKE H. BARREM

5 HAROLD COLLINS
'

6 were called as witnesses and, after being first duly sworn,

7 were examined and testified as follows :

8 CHAIRMRT KEMENY: Mr. Barrett, would you state for

9 the record your full name and the position you currently

10 occupy?

11 MR. BARRETT: My name is Lake H. Barrett. I am

12 section leader in the Environmental Evaluation Branch in the

13 Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, the staff of the

14 Commission.

CHAIRMANKE. thy: And Mr. Collins?13

16 MR. COLLINS: Harold E. Collins, assistant director

17 for emergency preparedness, Office of State Programs, NRC.

18 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Counsel?

19 MR. HARVEY : Mr. Barrett, you are with the NRC in
_

20 the Environmental Evaluation Branch. Is that correct?

21 MR. BARRET : That's correct.

$. 22
MR. HARVEY: Could you give us a general description

5

$ 22 of your duties in that branch?
s

f24 MR. BARRE N : I'm section leader of a group of six |

3 I

$ 25 professionals that handle basically radiological issues for !

i

)u mp' ' #l 9. >70 w
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LA 2 I operating reactor plants - that's operating power reactor

2 plants. We do evaluations of radway systems, which are sys-

3 tems to control the radioactive material within the reactor

4 plant, systems that are also used in tha event of an accident

5 to contain that radioactivity, also systems that are used for

6 normal radioactivity control, radiation protection for the

7 workers within the plant, and the.i= pact of normal amounts of

8 radioactivity that are released during normal plant operations,

9 and also accident scenarios that might occur.

10 L. HARVEY: During th Three Mile Island incident,

11 what function were you performing within the NRC?

12 MR. BARPITT: I was a member of the technical staff

13 that was in the what we call i'.c dent response center, whi9h

14 was the NRC headquarters cocmand post in Bethesda, Maryland.

15 My duties were to handle many of the radiological problems

16 that would come up, assess the radiological information as it

17 would come in, trying to grasp an understanding of what was

18 happening at Three Mile Island to brief senior management

19 officials.
_

20 tiR. HARVEY: Would it be fair to say that you would

21 take information concerning the state of the system at the

[22 reactor site ind perform mathamatical calculatiens to calculate
r
5

$ 23 the exposure off site?
m
I
j 24 MR. BARREr : We would do that, using our judgement
5 -

J. 25 as to what was occurring. j 3. , ,. m. , n
s !
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LA 3 i MR. EARVEY: Now, could you describe the state of

2 the system as you understood it early Friday morning?
3 MR. BARRETT: Early would be before 9:00?

4 MR. EARVEY: Sefore 9:00.

5 NR. BARRETT: We thought it was basically stable.

6 We thought core cooling had been pretty well established at

7 that time, although with a damaged core. We knew we had

8 substantial amounts of radioactive material in the primary
9 coolant system. This is the cooling water that surrounds the

10 reactor core. We were having sporadic releases of radioactivitsf
11 from the facility that we had theorized these were caused _.Sy

12 various small leaks in what we call the make-up and let-down

13 system and waste gas systems. These are systems that will

14 take some of the primarf coolant out of the big containment --

15 that's the big dome building with the four-foot thick concrete

16 walls -- into the auxiliary building. Some of these systems

17 had small leaks. The radioactivity was getting into the air

18 in the auxiliary building and it was being carried through'
19 the filters and out to the environnent.

_

20 MR. HARVEY : Was there any particular part of the

21 system that you were concerned about on Friday morning before
>
g 22 9:00?
5 |v
, 23 MR. BARRETT: Well, through the whole scenario, 'incei
a
I

J 24 the beginning, we were concerned with the capability of what
I |} 25 we call the waste gas decay tanks to receive the ncnconcensablet

,

i
.>
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LA 4 1 and radioactive noble gases from the primarf coolant. As the

2 primarf coolant is taken out of the reactor, it is injected
3 baco. in again. And this we call make-up and let-down system.
4 And part of that system contains a tank called the make-up
5 tank, where any dissolved gases that are disscived in the

6 primary ecolant at high pressures will evolva out under icwer

7 pressures. And this was happening during the accident. As

8 water was let down, the highly radioactive gases would
9 accumulate in this tank and had to be vented someplace. S

10 Under normal conditions, these gases are passed to what we

11 call a waste gas compressor, which is like an air compressor,

12 and it compressec the gas into a big storage tank. And as long

13 cs there's capacity in that tank and room to put it, the
14 radioactive material is held in those tanks, and there was no

15 intnediate concern.

16 We were concerned about how full tanks were and did

17 they have capacity to keep receiving these gases as the let-

18 down continued.

19 MR. HA.T/EY : So do I understand correctly that you

20 were concerned that these waste gas decay tanks would become

21 filled, resulting in a continuour emission of radioactive gas

{22 into the at r> sphere?
5

", 2 3 MR. BARPITT : That's correcc.
e
I

g 24 MR. HARVEY: And the emission would be unfiltered. jT

) 25 MR. BARRE *": Yes, if the tanks became overfilled,
,

c ,, .~
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LA 5 1 the relief valves on these tanks would lift and it would go
2 to a vent header, which would bypass the filters that filter
3 all c' he air that exits the building.
4 MR. HARVEY : So you were watching this system to
5 see if these tanks were filled. Is that a fair statement?

6 MR. BARRET1: That is correct.

MR. HARVEY: As of 9:00, did you receive informationi

8 about those tanks?

9 MR. BARRETT: Yes, we did. We'd always put questions
10 out to the site to find out the status of these tanks and
11 would get sometimes conflicting infernation back, but never

12 anything that was concise. At a little before 9:00, one of

13 our inspection and enforcement people that had the direct

14 phone lines to the TMI control room called me over and told

15 me he had received the message from the site that those tanks

16 | were now full ands that the relief valves on those tanka had

17 lifted and that gases were passing from the nutke-up tank to

18 a waste gas decay tank where they could not go and the gases

19 were being vented from the plant.

20 MR. HARVEY: In an unfiltered emission, continuous.

21 f fR. BARRETT: In an unfiltered emission, and it was

$ 22 something that looked like it was going to continue for some.

i i

$ 23 time period.
e
1
g 24 MR. HARVEY: Ynat did you do when you got that infor ,
-

,;

j 25 matien? *
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LA 6 I MR. BARRETT: Well, I was standing, you k.ww, next

2 to the fellow. Just to get an order of magnitude feel for

3 what that would be as far as any off site dose consequences,
4 we made a very quick calculation, just a mass transport calcu-
5 lation based on some primary coolant concentration data we

6 had from the previous evening. And we calculated a hypothe-

7 tical release rate of about 60 curies per second of noble

8 gases.

9 MR. EARVEY: So, in effect, you took that informa-

tion and made a calculation as to what the off site radiation10

11 dose would be?

12 MR BARRETT: No, we raae a calc.21ation as to what-

13 the release rate of radioactive material would be. I did not

14 have an off site dose calculation for that.
15 MR. HARVr"Ya All right. What did you do with that

16 info = nation?

17 MR. BARRE"*:': Well, as I was standing there, on my
18 right shoulder was John Davier, ; o was the director of the

19 office of Inspection and Enforcement. And he was part of th:

20 other half of the incident response center, which was the

21 management side. I talked to him and briefed him many times
y22 during the course of events. And he asked me if that wasr

d
7 23 anything significant. And I said, yeah, I felt it was. And
i

j 24 he said, ccme on to the management side -- I think it's called
i

j 25 the executive management team, scmething 11ke that -- to go

i :

I c ,,,c...
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LA 7 1 over the: 3 and br..f tne people that were in the room. So I

2 went with * a into the ot*2er room and started to talk to the
3 people in there.

4 MR. HARVEY: Nell, what did ,cu tell them?

5 MR. BARRETT: Okay, what I t old them was that infor-

6 mation that I had just received from the I&E people who were

7 in direct phone line to the site was that those tanks were now

a full and that we had a ent!:inuing release occurring and that

9 the release would be about 60 curies per second.

10 MR. HARVEY: What was the reaction when you told

11 them? Well, first of all, who was in the room at that time?

12 MR. BARRETT: Okay, Lee Gossick, who was the
'

13 executive director of operaticns, Harold Denton, director of

14 reactor regulation, John Davies, who is director of the Of fice

15 of Inspection and Enforcement.

16 MR. HARVEY: So this was NRC senior management.

17 MR. BARRETT: These are NRC senior management ph391e.

18 MR. HARVEY: Mr. Collins was there as well?

19 MR. BARRETT: Mr. Collins was there. Victor Stello
_

there, and several other people I just can ' t recall right20 was

I think Mr. Bouchard from public af fairs was the re .21 now.

( 22 MR. HARVEY: Okay, so you told them that the was ta
5
j 23 gas decay tanks had filled and that there was a release rate
e
I
y 24 of 63 curies per second?

|
=

i
j 25 MR. BARRETT- That's what our calculati6ns sacwed it !

!
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LA 8 1 could be.

2 MR. HARVEY: What was the reaction when you said
3 that?

4 MR. BARRETT: I don't think there was a lot of
5 reaction, because I don't think anyone really knew what 60
6 some curies per second would mean. We did initiate a discus-

sion with some of the systems people about maintaining con-7

8 tainment integrity. I think I made some statements like, we

9 have the containment there and we should be very careful about

10 bringing the radioactivity out of containment through these
11 let-down systems, and were there any other alternatives to

12 operating a let-down system, some way we could keep that gas

13 inside containment, which was, you know, a very substantial

14 building, and it was a negative pressure. It wouldn't get out

15 to the environment.

16 MR. HARVEY: Were you asked to translate that calcu-

17 lation into an off site dose?

18 MR. BARRETT: Yes, the systems discussion was ter-

19 minated when somebody asked, what's the off site dose. And I

20 had not calculated an off site dose. But I was able to give a

21 projection as to what that might be. We had previously, the

$ 22 day before, made various calculations and we had had seme
r
3

$ 23 estimates at that de that we had about a curie per second
S

f24 release rate with an off site dose of about 20 millirem per
-
. ,

} 25 hour at a distance not unlike the site boundary distance rhat !

!

:
!
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LA 9 1 we had -- the distance that would correspond to a location
2 that was equivalent to the site boundary dose -- that's where
3 members of the public would be -- for that morning. So it

4 was j ust a straight ratio, a ratio ending up at least now
5 50 times higher. So just multiplying that, 60 times 20 would

6 be 1200 millirem per hour. So we had a hypothetical situation

7 that we could have a 1200 millirem 7er hour dose of f site,

8 though there is considerable uncertainty with this. It was

9 just an extremely rough calculation, made right on the spot

10 as I stood there.

11 MR. EARVEY: What was the reaction when you came up

12 with that calculation?

13 MR. BARRETT: I think I remember a statement like,

14 my gosh, that's over the Environmental Protection Agency's

15 what we call PAGs, which are protective action guidelines.

16 Those are guidelines that are established for taking off site

17 actions. The icwer bound is one r. This was a dose rate of

18 1200 mr per hour, which is equivalent to 1.2 : per hour.

19 MR. EARVEY: So your calculation had resulted in a

20 reading of 1200 millirem per hour at that point and you related

21 that to the group, and people became concerned about its

>
g 22 effect with respect to protective acrica guides. Is that a
5
U

23 f air statement?g
s
1
g 24 MR. 3ARRETT: I think so. I

'

i

} 25 MR. EARVEY: What happened next? |
1

:
i i
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LA 10 1 MR. BARRETT: Well, very quickly, a report came in -
2 scmeone reported on the telephone -- somebody in the room
3 stated that they had a telephone report that the licenses was
4 reporring a reading of 1200 mr per hour. It was the exact

5 same number that I had just said from a calculational view-
6 point.

7 MR. EARVEY: So your theoretical prediction was just
8 verified, it appeared, by a telephone report right from the
9 site.

.

10 MR. BARRETT: Yes.

11 MR. HARVEY: The exact same number.

12 MR. BARRETT: It was the exact same number, and it
13 was within mayba 10 or 15 seconds from my first 1200 millirem
14 per hour prediction.

'

15 MR. HARVEY : What was the reaction in the operations
16 center at that point when that. information came in?

17 MR. BARRETT: My perception was that that had a very
18 profound impact on the whole center, that we had shifted from
19 sort of a lack of information on things and nothi- sally

_

firm to, well, here is a real piece of meaty information that20

21 has significance to it. I believe it took a hypothetical
>
1 22 situation and rather carved it in stone and set it on ae
5

$23 =cuntain with a burning bush behind it. There was considerablee
i t

i 24 concern. I remember a few people making some statements I

that '

i
!} 25 that" was over the protective action guidelines ,

. that action I
i

!
>
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LA 11 I should be tsken.

2 MR. HARVEY: We've got to bite the bullet.

3 MR. BARRETT: Bite the bullet, better safe than sorry,
4 if we're gaing to err, let us err on the side of public safety.
5 MR. HARVEY: People began to talk about evacuation

6 at that point, did they not?

7 MR. BARRETT: People immediately started talking
8 about evacuation. Well, moving people and evacuation to me

9 are ene and the same. But, yes.

10 MR. EARVEY: What happened with respect to what you
11 were doing at that point?

12 MR. BARRETT: I was kind of hearing all that. I was

13 rather surprised we Jumped that quickly, but I guess I was

still rather surprised that we were getting this report of14

15 1200 so quickly from what I thought was a hypothetical situa-

16 tion to having this being the real situation.

17 MR. HARVEY: So this was an extraordinary coincidence
18 that precipitated an evacuation discussion among the senior

19 management in the operations center. Is that a fair statement?
20 MR. BARRETT: I believe so.

21 MR. EARVEY: Were you asked to perform any other

$ 22 calculations or give any other recommendations , once that
e
5

$. 23 coincidence was brought to the fore?
i e

lj 24 MR. B ARRETT : The scenario would go Mr. Centen and
=

f 23 , Mr. Case, I think -- Mr. Case is the deputy director of the
:
1

i

nr o,

V'
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LL 12 1 Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation -- made a few statements
2 about need to be moving people, need to take action. There was
3 no negative statements from anybody in the management group
4 that I could see.

5 MR. EARVEY: Were you asked for a recommendation?

6 MR. BARRETT: Yeah, Mr. Centon, after a few state-

7 ments of, you know, we ought to do something, asked me how

8 far should people be =oved.

9 MR. EARVEY: What was your response?

10 MR. BARRETT: I told him I could not recommend any
11 specific distance to move people.

.

12 MR. HARVEY: And what di.d he say?
.

13 MR. BARRETT: He said a second time, tell me how

14 far we should move people.

15 MR. EARVEY: Was he saying that more emphatically?
16 MR. BARRETT: Yes.

17 MR. EARVEY: And what did you say?

18 MR. BARRETT: A lot of things went through my mind
19 at that point. One thing I had not seen, the Pennsylvania
20 plan for evacuation or access to any of those things. So I

wondered what he knew that I didn't know, which was considerab1' ,21
e
i

{$ 22 in =y opinion, because he had access to a let of the systems i-

i 1

$ 23 information as far as ;

the core cooling status and that sort of |
i

|

} 24 thing. So I let that sink for a millisecond or so and I i

i

} 25 decided, well, if I'm going to have to give a number and I'm i

,

! i

! I
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.A 13 I not getting any help from anyplace else, I'm going to give a
2 conservative nu :ber. And I put a qualifier on that, at least

3 I felt I had sufficiently, that if we're going to have to have

4 a number, I'd make it high. And that was the fi'st I said to

5 him, you know, I'm not sure, I can ' t tell ycu fo r s ure , but
6 tan miles is :: ore than enough, ten miles is plenty, or some-

7 thing like .: hat.

8 MR. HARVEY: And what happened then?

9 MR. B ARRETT: Then there was discussion about the

10 pros and cons of ten miles. Against t.he ten miles , it was

11 said that ten miles included seven parts of Harrisburg. And

12 someone made a couter proposal of five miles. And then there

13 was discussion about the five miles. I guess one way I

14 visualized it was ten miles had opposition, five miles had

15 none. So without any opposition to the five miles, there was

16 talking back and forth. I don't recall any specific motions

17 or anything like that, but it seemed to be generally agreed

is upon, in my opinion anyway, that the ENT had reached a con-

19 sensus that people were to be moved out -- a recommendation,
_

20 now, would go to the state that people would be moved out

21 to a distance of five miles.

> '

g 22 MR. HARVEY : And as a result of that, Mr. Collins |
5 I
", 2 3 was asked to call the state and make a recommendation for '

Ie
I

i 24 evacuation? !
I

32'S MR. BARRETT That 's :y inter =retation o f it. ;

| , 901)15 .
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LA 14 I MR. HARVEY: All right. Ncw, did you -- Since the

2 information that started all this was the waste gas decay
3 tanks were filled -- is that correct?
A MR. BARRETT: That's what was reported to us from

5 the unit two control room. ~

6 MR. HARVEY: Did you subsequently discover that that
7 information was wrong?

8 MR. BARRETT: Oh, yeah, it was about a half hour

9 after the phone call was made. I went back and received a
10 phone cal-1 from th site and things weren't -- information
11 wasn ' t jiving. The 1200 milliram per hour dose rate was a

12 local dose rate right over the containment, not an off site
13 location. And the relief valve that had lifted was not a
14 waste gas decay tank relief valve, but another relief valve

from another tank, called k:he make-up tank.15

16 MR. HARVEY: If you had known that when you were

17 making your original calculations , would you have been as

18 concerned?

19 MR. BARRETT: No, if I'd known either of those two

20 facts, that would have -- there wculd not have been the concern

21 that prevailed in the EMT.

$ 22 MR. HARVEY: Thank you.
5

$ 23 Should I go to Mr. Collins?
-
-

I 2.t CHAIR 2GN KEMENY : Go on to Mr. Collins,
i

h 2$ ,

y #? c , a = r ' * |
*
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CENWOOD 1 MR. HARVEY: Mr. Collins, what is your official

27 2 position again, just for the record?

3 MR. COLLINS: I am the Assistant Director for

Em2rgency Preparedness in the Office of State Programs, Nuclea4

3 Regulatory Ccmmission.

6 MR. HARVEY: And how long have you been involved

7 with emergency planning in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

8 or its predecessor, the ' comic Energy Commission?

9 MR. COLLINS: Ten years.

10 MR. HARVEY: Are you involved in the review of

11 state plans that are submitted to the NRC for concurrence?

12 MR. COLLINS: Yes, I am.

13 MR.. EARVEY: Do you have any idea whether the

14 State of Pennsylvania has, or the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

13 has submitted a plan for concurrence?

16 MR. COLLINS: They did not formally submit a plan
,

17 to us for concurrence. Back in 1975, I believe it was the

18 lieutenant governor of the state at that time did send us

19 some draf t documents which we reviewed in the T.onth of May,

20 I think it was, and we sent a letter back to the lieutenant-~

21 governor with our evaluation of those draf t documents which

.$ 22 essentially was they make a nice start, but we don't think j

i !

", 2 3 they meet our guidelines standards.
*
I I

'

y 24 MR. HARVIY : Did they ever resubmit the plan? |

5 i

j 23 | MR. COLLINS: They did not to the bes t of my
;

__ _s-
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I knowledge. We may have gotten pieces of draf t material

2 through the side door, but we really did not see anything
3 of substance, at least in our office until about December

of last year when we got a copy of the then existing emergency4

'

5 plan for the state for these kinds of accidents through the
6 side door.

7 One of our staff people acquired this from an

8 official of the state, but the state did not send us a letter,
9 to the best of my knowledge, saying, "Here is our plan We.

10 would like you to review it and concur in it or tell us what
11 you think about it. "

12 MR. HARVEY: So that the State of Pennsylvania at

13 the time of the Three Mile Island incident did not have an
14 NRC concurred plan. Is that correct?

13 MR. COLLINS: That is correct.

16 MR. EARVEY: Wer,e you in the operations center

17 on Friday during the period of time that Mr. Barrett has

18 described to us?

19 MR. COLLINS: Yes. I don't think we both arrived

the same time, but we were both there during the period20 at

21 of time that he was just talking about.

$ 22 MR. RARVEY: Could you describe the atmosphere of
r
5

$ 23 the operations center early Friday morning?
e
I
I 24 MR. COLLINS: Well, hcw early Friday morning' .

'

i
!} 25 MR. HARVEY: Say before 9 o' clock?

c % ., , , < . I
%* . e4 '2 .
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1 MR. COLLINS: Before 9 o ' clock there was not much
2 going on between 7 and 8, j us t , it was reasonably routine.
3 I think about 8 between the period 3 and 9 a.m., we started

4 to hear about the, I like to characterise it as sort of a
5 percolations coming from a tea kettle, the burping of gas and
6 so forth frem the Thre e : tile Island station. We started to

7 hear reports that things were starting to emanate from that
|

8 facility, more than they had been emanating on previous
9 days.

10 MR. HARVEY: Was it certain where these emanations
11 were coming from or these enissions?

12 MR. COLLINS: Fell, it wasn't entirely clear to me

13 where they were coming from. It might have been clear to

14 other people who had more direct access to the information
15 that was coming from the site, but I think in general the
16 fealing was that there were, and. I think this is a fair and
17 true statement, tha t there were radioactive emissions ccming
18 from the facility from more than one point, and in other
19 words, there were points where these emissions were occurring
20 which were more important than other parts, but nevertheless
21 there was radioactivity emanating from a lot of different

>
; 22 points, and I think people were a little bit confused in the"

d
Iy 23 operations center, at least some of the management people

3
! 24 as to precisely where all these points were and exactly what i
E

} 25 all these different readings that they were getting meant. '

; JflOdO '
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1 I think that is a fair characteri=ation, at least

2 in my mind.

3 MR. HARVEY: All right, and when the 1.2 rems

reading that Mr. Barrett referred to came in, did that change4

5 the atmosphere of the operations center?

6 MR. COLLINS: Yes, I wculd say at that point the

7 atmosphere changed. It turned from sort of a routine operation
8 into what I think ir =y deposition I characterized as an

9 atmosphere of significant apprehension.

10 MR. EARVEY: Would it be a fair statement to say
11 that at that point when the 1.2 rems figure came in, and

12 the information that the waste gas decay tanks were filled

13 that the senior management discussions appeared to focus

ja on the idea that the people at the site did not seem to have

13 a handle on what was happening in the plant?

16 MR. COLLINS: Yes, I think that seemed to me to be

17 a pervasive mood in the management part of the center which -

18 some of us called "the bullpen. "

19 I think that is fair.

20 MR. HARVEY: So that you had a situation where

2) there was some uncertainty about where these releases were 1

$ 22 ccming frem and where these readings were coming frem on the '

?
5

$ 23 one hand and on the other hand when the 1.2 rema release
i j

} 24 ccmes in, there is a general uncertainty about whether the |
>

~
; i

} 2~, li people ac the site are really managing the accident in the
,

I
'

i . , . . -n
L.,w L' .#
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i right way. Is that a fair statement?

2 MR. COLLINS: Yes, it is. I think there was

3 uncertainty in the operations center as to precisely what was

4 going on at the facility and the questiott was being raised

5 in the minds of many as to whether or not t.5cse people up
.

6 there would do "Jhe right thing at the right time, if it had

7 to be done.

8 MR. EARVEY: Was any attempt made to contact the

9 site to confirm the 1.2 rems release?

10 MR. COLLINS: I don't know if there was. Perhaps

11 Mr. Barrett could answer that, but I am sure that phone calls

12 were made concerning that reading, but I have no direct

13 knowledge of that.

14 MR. HARVEY: Were phone calls made to the site

13 to confirm various readings while you were there on Friday

16 morning?

17 MR. COLLINS: I don't really recall hearing. I was

la not privy to the actual conversations of the people that

19 were working our radiological desk to the site; so whether
_

20 ce not they were calling back when they heard about this j

21 1220 millircentgen per hour reading or not I have no idea,

y 22 but I would assu=e that that kind of follow-up was going
,w
f

3 i

j 23 on, but as I say, perhaps Mr. Barrett kncws. |a
3 I
i 24 MR. HARVIY: Was it your impression from being ;

5 !
.

j 25 in the site on Friday T.orning that attempts to confirm
;

.

#
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1 information coming from the site were generally ansuccessful

2 or unsatisfactory?

3 MR. COLLINS: They sure were in my mind.

4 MR. HARVEY: Did Mr. Denton use the word " morass"

5 for exampla, in referring to the problems of confirming

6 information at the site?
.

7 MR. COLLINS: Yes, Mr. Denton made that statement.

8 I think it was about 11 o' clock Friday morning when he was,

9 I believe, talking to the Chairman, Dr. Hendry in which he

10 said something to the effect that when Dr. Hendry asked him,

il you know, why can't we seem to get better information out of
*

12 this place up there and so forth and so on, Mr. Denton said,

13 "We have got a lot of people up there, Dr. Hendry, but they

74 just seem to go up there and fall in a morass, and we never

15 hear from them again."

16 So, I ehink that what that indicated to me, at

37 least, was that the primary problem here was an information

18 flow problem and a communications problem. I think the

j9 communications setup all the way through, right up to the

20 state level, to the facility, down to Washington, the whole

21 communications thing had really broken down and was overloaded.

I 22 There was information getting through, but th e
2

|5

$23 system was overloaded. .

s

f24 MR. M VZY: Is it fair to say thr.. taat really
;

i I
1 2, : was the motivation for the evacuation decision at 9 o' clock i

4 i
, ,

| j ' Q g s ( 'r '
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1 or so, that you had releases coming out of the plant that

2 really were having difficulty confirming the releases; there

3 was an information flow problem there was a problem in

contacting NRC people on the site; and there was a general4

5 feeling that the people at the plant just did not seem to have

6 a handle on the problem and could not be expected to do the

7 right thing at the right time?

8 MR. COLLIUS: I certainly think that that idea that

9 you have just expressed, the uncertainty factor which we could

10 sum it up as certainly, at least from what I could sea,

11 caused the management people in that site to opt for making

12 a recom=endation for precautionary evacuation. I atuld like

13 to make that clear.

14 The decision to T.ake a recommendation for evacuation

15 was not necessarily based on any real perceived need for such

16 an evacuation, and I want sa be careful how I say this because

17 I want to get the right thought across. It was done

18 because there was uncertainty as to what might happen later

19 on that morning with respect to those radiological releases,

20 poor information coming in; would the releases get bigger:

21 hcw long were they going on?

f_22 A lot of those questions were very, very vague in the
5 !

$ 23 minds of scme. So, I think the decision was an opting for
t

a

j- 24 , precautionary evacuation, and as Mr. 3arrett said j us t a f ew
:

1 !j 25 : =ccents ago, it was a sort of a, we had better be safe than
!

i"
! '

,,
.
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1 sorry type of situation.

2 MR. EARVEY: As a result, you were instructed to

3 call the state to recommend evacuation?

4 MR. COLLIUS: I was.

5 MR.HARVEY: And what did you recommend when p.1

6 called Colonel Henderson?

r MR. COLLINS: All right. I would like to start this

8 off by saying that Mr. Barrett made some statements here

9 concerning the distances, 5 and 10 miles and so forth. Che

10 discussion that I remember hearing concerning these distances

is generally compatible with what he has just told you,11

12 except that I don't remember anybody in that center coming

13 down on a reco=cendation for 5, 10, 15 or 20. It was all

14 vague.

15 I called Colonel Oran Henderson, the Director of

16 PEMA, and the first thing I asked him was"What have you heard,

17 Oran?" And he said that he told =e he had heard about this
ja 1200 millircentgen per hour' release or I asked him that, and

19 he said, "Yes," he had heard about it, and I said, "What have

20 you been told to do?" and he said, "Nothing, right now."
i21 And so then I said to him as best I can recollece, "It is the !
|} 22 opinion of the management people in this NRC operations center,'_-

$' 23 that you should start thinking about evacuation, and it is
j

i

e

h24 the recommendation of these people that you start evacuating
'

-

s r

j 25 ' people out in the direction of the plume,"and he said to me; !

| r A,O : m '

-~e m.o,
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1 "Yes," and I said, "Do you know where the plume is going?"

2 And he said, "Yes , I think I do now; I was given some

3 erroneous information before. Someone had told me it was

4 blowing dcwn the Susquehanna, and new, it was going in a

5 northerly direction," and I said, "You have two or three

' towns up there," and he said, "Yes,"and so I said, "It is our

7 recommendation that you evacuate people in the direction of

8 the plume out to 10 miles."

9 He came back to me,and he said, right there on the

10 same conversation, "I will start with 5 miles ," and I said,

11 "That is your prerogative, but you should icoh to 10 miles."

12 He thanked me, and I told him I would get back to

13 him with any further information that I had. I made it clear

14 to him that this was a reccmmendation ecming from the

15 management people in the NRC center at that time, which it

16 was.

17 MR. EAREEY: One final question, Mr. Collins. You

18 mentioned the uncertainty and the difficulty in verifying

19 and obtaining information from the operations center and

20 elsewhere. Could you comment on your thought on how that

21 information problem caused r.anagement of the accident to shift

[ 22 from level to level?
I

r
\5 t

$ 23 MR. COLLINS: Yes. As best as I can characterine it;
e t '

I !
; 24 in a few words, in all the emergency planning piece of
e i
>

} 25 business that I have been involved in in the agency for nearly|
; , ,, e n <
, . ., j u v '_:.
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1 a decade, there never was, in any of the sta'.e government

2 cmargency plans or local governrant emergency plans any

real definitive role spelled att for the Nuclear .4egulatory3

ccmmission as to exactly, precisely what it was going to do.4

5 There wa: 1 manual chapter in the NRC Manual which

6 told about how the operations center would be manned and so

7 forth.and so on, but it never was really clear in energency
a plans what the NRC or the Commission itself, when I say the

9 Commission, the body of five collegial men, what they would

10 do and what their role would be. As I saw it, the

11 Metropolitan Edison folks had a responsibility to call the

12 state and local authorities when they saw that something

13 was going amiss. This is the way the emergency plans are

14 currently set up, and this is the way they are supposed to

15 work, and they are, also, supposed to call the NRC Region 1

16 office, and for them it is in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania.

17 Well, the NRC Region 1 Office responded right away

18 with some inspectors and so forth, and the state was starting

19 to get cranked up for whatever they were going to do, and dien

20 I think, because the ecmmunications were breaking down, and
,

2; the information was not ccming back to the NRC operatiens

y 22 center in Bethesda, this started to cause some concerm, and '

i
|0

3 naturslly the =anagement of the cperations center at Sethesda
-

e
2
e I

!3 na, started to get T. ore involved in, I won't say running the shcw, ;= .
e $

j 2f { but they seemed to be getting more involved in the activity
i

i
i e] , s ,7 * *
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1 concerning the whole matter, and then wher. the 1200 milli-
2

2 roentgen per hour release was reported, which Mr. Barrett

3 talked about, I think at that point it was within an hour

af ter I called Colonel Henderson that it had escalated to the4

5 level of the ', mmission itself.

6 The Chairman started getting involved. The other

7 Commissioners were starting to get involved, and we all knew

8 ho:: all that came out, but it just seemed, you know, from

9 Wednesday to Friday that the whole matter just escalated up,

10 until finally it got to the President of the United States

11 himself, and that is what wound up with Mr. Denten being

12 sent as the ?:esident's personal repzi entative, up there to

13 Three Mile Island to try te land scme semblance of order and

14 discipline to the-anole operation.
.

15 - "'S o , that is the way I saw it happening, and I think

16 ic was all becausa o" information, ccmmunication flew problems ,
,

17 and there may have been some political considerations as well,

18 but I am not competent to do anything more than speculate

19 on those.

20 MR. EARVEY: Thank you. I have no further cuestions,

21 Mr. Chairman.

3 22
r

b
, 23
.

Ij . . . .
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TAPE 28

1 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Mr. Barrett, first of all, we are

3REENWOOD
2 very grateful to you fer your extremely frank description of

3 that famous incident.

4 I just had one question, and tried to su=marize it

5 so I understand it clearly. When that chone call came in

6 that there actually was 1200 millircentgen per hour release,

7 did anyone ask then where that =easurement had been taken?

8 MR. BARRETT: You are referring to the reported

9 1200 , no t th e --

10 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes, not your calculated one, but

11 the reported one.

12 MR. BARRETT: I don't kncv. That phone, that

13 message came in on the phones in the management side, and

14 someone, whoever answered that phone was one of the management

15 people, and I don't know if he ever asked them what the

16 location was or not or if it was in the original message.

17 Whoever spoke that number, it was right in the context of the

18 off-site dose numbers that we are all talking about. I do

19 remember he did not say that it was not the off-site location.

20 That was the only subject of discussion. So,. it was assumed

21 to he that.

>
1 22 I don't know if anyone, if he, whoever it was who
r ,

d | |23 i said that, did check it out. We checked it out within a7 ;

i | |
I 24 ' atter of minutes, okay, and it turned out not to be true,

|
.

i.
5 | I

} 25 | but that was after a decision that had been made and |
', n. zs 'v .w. .u,
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1 Mr. Collins had made his call.
2 CHAIMUW KEMENY: Yes. So, there fore, in effect,

3 from your ewn testimony, and again, I said that it was
4 extremely frank, you were given some wrong information. You

5 made the calculation of an off-site dose which happened to come
6 out to 1200 millirems per hour, and then in came an actual

7 report of 1200 millirems per hour which you.later found out
8 was from a quite different source, and it was not an off-site

9 number at all. So, it was comparing apples and oranges. There

10 was that horrible coincidence of the same number coming in
,11 that had nothing whatsoever to do with your calculations that

12 led to the evacuation recommendation. Is that a fair state-

13 ment?

14 MR. BARRETT: That is a fair statement.

15 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Thank you.

16 Professor Pigford?

17 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: You said that looking at it

18 historically when the number of 1200 millirem per hour appeared,
19 them evacuation was suggested because of the EPA Protective

20 Action guidelines of 1 rem. Is that correct?

21 MR. BARRETT: That statement was made.
>

{ 22 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Please tell me hcw you go
5 |

1,u
, 23 from 1200 millirems per hour to this decision of 1 rem on a ;*

I |

; 24 guideline? i
i

-
.

k I

4 25 i MR. 3ARRETT: I did not make that statement. I cani

i

1
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1 only surmise what the person who said that would .ean, how

2 he was thinking. I did not say anything about --

3 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I wonder if you can explain

the logic to me because you are giving us a dose rate,4

3 1200 millirems per hour, and the Protective Action Guide

6 says nothing about a dose rate?
.

7 MR. BARRETT: That is right.

3 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I am trying to find what

9 is the logic of comparing one number with the second?

10 MR. BARRETT: Since I did not do that ac=parison,

11 I don't think -- I can only speculate as to what the person

12 was thinking who said that. I think what he was thinking,

j3 it would not take very long to get to 1 rem with a 1200 mr

ja per hour dose race.

15 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I see. There is no policy

16 of NRC that when you have 1200 millirems per hour that then

j7 is going to exceed the Prctective Action Guide or equal to
i

jg it. Is that right?

19 MR. BARRETT: There is none to my knowledge, but

20 I am not an exper: in emergency planning.
!

21 CCMMISSICNER PIGFORD: Mr. Collins, do you knew |

$ 22 the answer to that?
r
5 e

$ 23 | MR. COLLINS: No, I think Mr. Barrett 's -- the NRC |2 I

h 34 | accepts the Envircnmental Protection Agency's Protective i

i= .

t, ;

j 25 j Acti n Guides of 1 to 5 rem whole bcdy and 5 to 25 recs
,

I I

a.o , , *.p: t o nqur ,

!
4
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1 thyroid .

2 I think Mr. Barrett's answer is a correct one.
3 The individual that, and I don't knew who it was that

4 probably made that statement, was doing precisely what he

5 said. He was running through his mind and saying that 1200

6 milliroentgens per hour, that is 1.2 r per hour, and therefore

7 the lower level of the EPA Protective Action Guide is one hour,

8 and as Mr. Barrett said, it is not going to take very long.
9 it is going to take something on the order of 50 minutes

10 before that, if there is a person standing in that area, before

11 they arrive at a dose of 1 rem, whole body.

12 I think that is --

13 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: And if one assumes that the

14 person will be standing in the hrea 10 hours, and if the

15 release continues, then you should take that action at

16 120 millirems per hour. Is that correct?

17 MR. COLLINS: If one was going to -- I don't quite

18 understand that one, again.

19 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: If one were going to stand

20 in that, not be evacuated but would remain in that zone for

21 10 hours and be e:cposed to 120 millirems per hour, th ey

$ 22 would, also, be at, exceed tho Protective Action Guidelines.
t
5

y 23 Is that correct?
i

j 24 MR. COLLINS: Yes, that would happen in about ;

: m ,;Ds

} 23' eight hours,eight to nine hours. ' "' '
. ,
" ' ' '

l
'

i

!
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1 MR. BARRETT: May I add that I think that is very

2 hypothetical. Wind directions would shift. We had very

3 unfavorable meteorology at that time, that it is not an apple

4 and an apple. I think it is an apple and an orange.

5 CGhMISSIONER PIGFORD: So, you had some data at that

6 time on the stability of the wind?

7 MR. BARRETT: Oh, yes.

8 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: And the frequency of the

9 wind direction?

10 MR. BARRETT: It was about as bad a wind as we

11 could have, nice and gentle, blowing right toward what we

12 called "the North Gate" in the Northeast Shore.

13 COMMISSIv;?tR PIGFORD: Did you have any information

14 at this time as to wheth *r this release was of short duration

15 or was expected to continue?

16 MR. BARRETT: Our theory was that it was the

17 relief valves on the waste gas decay tanks stuck open, and

18 that was going to continue as long as the letdown continued.

19 So, it was going to be a continuous release.

20 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Why was that your theory? ;

|

21 MR. BARRETT: Because that is what we were told I

|

{22 from the control room, that the relief valves were stuck |
5
v t

23 open. ;,
a !

I i

; 24 COMMISSIONER PIGFORO: Co you happen to know who
e ,

u
!

j 25 told you that?
( y ,or

u .ua -

.
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1 MR. BARRETT: I don't knew myself, but I know

2 there is a message form in our records on this that has this

3 recorded because it recorded in our King of Prussia Office.

4 I am sure you could go back through and find who that

5 individual was.

6 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: It is your understanding

7 then that the release occurred by open relief valves on the

8 waste gas decay tank? Was it your understanding that thes e

9 relief valves opened because of excessive pressure?

10 MR. BARRETT: Yes, because the tanks were filled

11 to capacity, and they could hold no more.

12 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Now, do you know of

13 testimony by Mr. Floyd of GPU that on same' day he opened the

14 valve and caused the release to occur?

15 MR. BARRETT: I have not read Mr. Floyd's

16 tes timony . I have heard about Mr. Floyd's testimony, and

17 what I think he is referring to is opening of the valve on

18 the make-up tank to transfer the gases to the waste gas

19 decay tanks. There were leaks between the make-up tank and
,

20 the waste gas decay tanks. I think what he meant was he
|

21 intentionally vented the make-up tank to return water to that '

y 22 tank, and when he did that he knew he was going to cause j
e

$' 23 | an increased release, but it was a differen.
*

|hn COMMISSIONER PIGFCRD : And it caused the relief
'

ax
>

, .j 2, valve to open as a result of what he did?

1
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1 MR. BARRETT: No, it is a different thing. He was

2 transferr!:9 gas to the waste gas decay tank. In reality the

3 tank was not full, okay, and there was recm in the tank.

4 However, there were leaks in the header, the piping between

5 the make-up tank and the waste gas decay tanks. So, he knew

6 when he made the decision to open that valve to vent that

7 ther.e would be an increased release, but he did not, there

8 was not, and he knew there would not be a lifting of the

9 relief valves on the waste gas decay tanks, because in

10 reality --

11 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Mr. Barrett, is that a

12 different release than the one we are talking about to you?

13 MR. BARRETT: Yes.

14 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I see. That occurred, also?

15 MR. BARRETT: Yes.

16 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Later or earlier?

17 MR. BARRETT: Earlier, but that was the release

18 that got confused. Okay, what happened was there was a

_

lifting of the relief valve on the make-up tank. This, in
|

19

l20 I itself, caused an increase in airborne effluents, and then

21 additionally, Mr. Floyd opened the vent valve en the nake-up
5
; 22 i tank, and that, also, created an increase in release .ates. -

r i l3
v |

23y COMMISSIONER PIGFORD : About how far apart were j
_

#

J 24 these in time? I
e I

.
8

I:.

J 25 | MR. SARRETT: They were cccurring berween like --
l

- s, o I

j D;6(}b'DE 2 '

i
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; I can refer to my notes, if you like, about 4 o' clock,

4 in the morning and 8 o' clock or so.
2

COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: So that the time that Floyd3

openc?. the vent was about 3 o ' clock. Is that correct?4

5 MR. BARRETT: It was venting around 8 o' clock. It

takes time.6

COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: All right. However, the7

8 release you are talking about through the open relief valves

occurred about when?9

MR. BARRETT: Well, the relief valves opened10

earlier. You know, I think that_ relief valve opened aroundj)

4*
12

OMSSM_R PMFOE: Md you believe de release13

occurred at that time?g

MR. BARRETT: I am afraid we are on different wave-g

lengths. The infor=ation I had in instant response center
16

was the waste gas decay tank relief valves are open, Thatg

was not true at all. It was a bad message.)g

COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Oh, I see. That was not --79

'n sig h den, dat was not de socce M de release?
20

Is that right?g
,

.
i

y MR. 3 ARRF/~I : No, the waste gas decay tank relief-

.
'

I !
d valves, to our knowledge, never opened at all. It was just

23 ,p
s

,

i a bac message. Ia 24 i

I*
i : COMMISSIONER PIGFORD : Then what was the source of
.1 2 .,,

,

,

U2 0Ec;0i
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1 the release?

2 MR. BARRETT: The actual source of the release
3 was probably two things. The biggest source was probably,

Mr. Floyd venting the make-up tank to the waste gas decay4

5 tanks, and the reason radioactivity got out to the

6 environment was there were leaks in the piping between those

7 two tanks. Additionally, there was probably an earlier
8 release when the relief valve on the make-up tank opened.

9 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Now, which one of these

10 two releases was the source that resulted in the ceasurement
11 of 1200 millirems per hour, the helicopter?

12 MR. BARRETT: Probably the venting of the _aake-up

13 tank.

14 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: By Mr. Floyd?

15 MR. BARRETO: By Mr. Floyd, though the two of them

16 could have been additive, because it would take some time,

17 because what happens when the relief valve on the make-up.

18 tank opens, it directs the water and the water in the

19 radioactivity to another tank called the bleed tank, and that

tank probably had its relief valhe open, venting to another
!

20

21 relief valve header. So, it is a cumulative thing that th e

$ 22 releases would not be just for a few seconds and stop. They |.

i } <

lj 23 i would go up, peak and come down. So, it was an accuaulation
|

i f I
24 , of the two.

I.

5 (

j 25 COMMISSIONER PIGFO?n - I
.

T--~ what vou know ncw, is i:
I

-

f. *),u ) r q
i

8

$
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1 correct that Mr. Floyd could have cut down that release

2 whenever he wanted to by closing the valve?

3 MR. BARREM: It is my --

4 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Not to say stop it, cut it

5 down?

6 MR. BARRETT: In my opinion, he could have deferred

7 the release. He made a decision to restore water. Here is

8 what happened. The relief valve on the make-up tank opened,

9 releasing the water frem Ehe make-up tank which caused him

10 to have a different letdcwn mode. He could no longer use

11 the charging pumps to take water frcm the make-up tank. He

12 had to direct it from a big storage tank which is not a

13 preferable mode of operation. My understanding was he tried

14 to pump water back into the make-up tank with transfer pumps

15 but could not because of the excessive pressure in the

16 cake-up tank.

17 So, he chose to vent the make-up tank to get rid

is of this excess gas, so he could put water back in there.

19 Sconer or later he would probably have had to have done that

20 anyway.

21 So, --

$ 22 , COMMISSIONER PIGFORD : Is it your understanding
i

r -

3 i

$ 23 that after he started tha release by cpening that valve, he |
*

t
1

I 24 | could have, shortly thereaf ter cicsed that valve, if he had .

I
e, i, , -. m

j 25 | wanted to? ,,M,.ij 6'; i

|
i

,
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1 MR. BARRETT: He could have closed the valve and
2 stopped that release, but then he could not have used his
3 normal charging system which had other safety implications
4 to it.

5 COMMISSIONER PIG 70RD: He would have had to late-

on do something about the continued built-up pressure?6

7 MR. BARRETT: I think his concern was more of using
8 the water that he had in the large safety tanks . He was

,

9 trying to chose, probably the lesser of the evils in his
10 opinion.

11 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: So, from what you know now,

12 was it proper to assume that this was necessarily a

13 continuous release corresponding to an airborne dose rate

14 of 1200 millirems per hour?

15 MR. BARRETT: In my opinion, the f acts of the

16 situation was, it was not a continuous release, in my opinion.
17

18

19

20
l

21

s
2 22
r

b
2 23 '
i | ,

} i

m4 | i . 7., , ' ' '' ' {
a .

u .~
i

i 25 I ,

i
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1 1 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Now, with regard to your cal-

C

?./79 2 culationa, I can see the logic of what you have done. You have;:e ?9
3 told us that you start with the usual rule of thumb that one

curie of cobalt 60 will give us a radiation level of one r per4

3 hour; and you have an experimental measurement of the actual

6 dose rate from a one milliliter sample, yes?

7 51R. BARRETT: Tha t is - - we go t that information on

8 Thursday night.

9 COliMISSIONER PIGFORD: Yes?

g MR. BARRETT: And that is what I used to know what
)j the activity was.

12 CO!DiISSIONER PIGFORD: And you have stated that ex-

13 periment was one hundred millirens, yes?

ja MR. BARREC: The information was reported to us from

)3 the site, that was the readings from the sample.

16 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: That is .1 rems, yes?

j7 EiR. BARREM: .1 rem.

18 COtiMISSIONER PIGFORD: And you have then concluded

that that corresponds ta an equivalent of one hundred thousandj9

20 ; millicuries of cobalt 60 per milliliter, is that correct? !
i

21 MR. BARRE M: For the one milliliter.
e

I
* i

1 22 , CO!S!!SSICNER PIGFORD: That corresponds in a one mil ,:_* ,

3 I

, 23 liliter to one hundred curies of cobalt?'s
i

!

i i
24 iR . EARREr: I am not familiar --1

'::

I !
a 25 1 CO!'.21:SSIONER ?!GTORD: Cne thousand mill;,. liters :. s a

'

b200Cf3
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sg 2 1 thousand curies, is that correct?

2 MR. BARRETT: No, no, microcuries..

3 CO!S1ISSIONER PIGFORD: I am sorry, your testimony

4 says millicuries.

5 MR. EARRETT: I corrected that. That says microcuries.

6 I went through it. The court stenographer didn't understand

7 microcuries and wrote them all as millicuries. As I went
.

8 through them I believe hhat I penr.ed in ink all the milli's to

9 micro's. If I missed one I apologize.

10 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I can't find any place that

11 is corrected in my copy.
,

12 MR. BARRETT: Well, do you have the signed version

13 that has been penned in ink?

14 MR. EARVEY: It came in yesterday afternoon.

13 COMMISSICITER PIGFORD: Thank you. Then you finally

16 comparec -- and you stated you calculated a dose rate at the

17 north gate, which you calculated to be 1,200 millirems per

18 hour. Can you tell me what the actual dose rate at the north

19 gate was corresponding to the helicpoter measurement of 1,200 |
|

20 milligrars per hour?
. ,

!

.o ,.,| MR. BARRETT: At tha t time, which was -- when we had |
i

f22 the information between eight and nine o' clock, the real cose
i

!
i

j 73|at the north gate was probably just a few millirems per hour.
1 .

I | ,

y 24 | What had happened was the wind had basically stopped bicwing in;
i ! '

j 25;that directicn. He had practically a flat calm and what had
,

$% s 'un.w .
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3 i happened the radioactivity sort of pocketed uo over the buil- '

|
2 dings and that was what the helicopter was reading. So the trua

1

3 dose at the north gate was a few millirens. I believe there !

4 are some survey data somewhere that shows that.

3 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: So you used as a basis for

y ur own calculations an earlier measurement of 20 millirems6

7 per hour and which you state corresponds to one curie per second

release?g

HR. BARRETT: Yes.9

10 COMMISSIONER FIGFORD: What was the source of -- how

jj did you know it was one curie per second release?

MR. BARRETT: Okay. I am concerned, I am afraid thac
12

|
y u might have things out of sequence. You knew, at the time f

13
i

what I first initially said here was what we knew at that time.|),

Okay. We did not know that it was oniv a few millirems at the
15 -

north gate. Now, I will answer your question. When I was
)

asked at that time what were the of f site doses, what we had done
17 :

the releases |the previous day, we were trying to esti= ate what
18 ,

.

were and we had an off site reading of 20 millirem per hour and
79

we asked our meteorologist to give us a chi cver q, tn at is a
,0.

meteorological dispersicn constant, for that location, for thatg
!

> time. And he did. We then calculated a curie release of abour1 22
r ! -

5 i,;one curie per second.u
,49 -

,

2 ;

1
i Now, that was the wind conditions for that cime and

a 24
.

|oc' Friday morning were abcut he same. : mean you could ratic
.
s *w ,

$'j $}
r- , J a - dC
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sg 4 1 the distances, that it would be as great a ratio. Now, I did

2 not knew that the wind would stop, that the reading was over

3 the site, et cetera, et cetera.

4 COMMISSIOFER PIGFORD: Did you ask the Met Ed people .

5 what was the condition of the vent tank, as to whether the

6 relief valves had opened or not?

We were always asking those questions, f7 MR. BARRETT:
I

a all the time. We did not -- when I was told to go to the

9 management side, you know, I told basically what happened, like

10 I just said, I did not tell them no, let us go back and try to

;; call back and verify, et ceterc. There was no verification of

12 that.

33 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Then I will try to wind this

ja up this way. Assuming the relief valves had opened, which is

33 what you were calculating, then I suppose the source of the

14 radioactive gas would be the accumulated gas within that tank

37 which would come out. Is that right?

13 MR. BARRETT: Plus what was entering through the let .
I
idown. The 60 curie per second was a steady state calculation.39

.0 We would have had about 60 curies a second of noble gas evol-,
,

,

I '3 7| ving of f the centinuing let dcwn. We were continually brin-
i

;

I '

$ 22 ging radioactivity out of the containment via the let dcwn. ;
e
3

-

,

$ 23 COMMISSICMER PIGFORD: Now, if the release valve wasi

'a

f24 !

open, one of the sources would be radioactive gas that had al-
t

5
'

,, ready accumulaced in that vent system in the tank. Is that.t ..

N M j aT,en

p,W 5

.
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5 1 correct?

2 tiR. BARRETT: No, that would basically stay there.

3 What would happen, you would have a steady state situation and

4 the valve would open up around 100 PSI and the gas would just

5 stay there. The only gas that would be leaving would be the

6 gas that you 'are putting in. You know, it would be a constant

7 mass system.

8 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Mr. Barrett, you have also men.L

9 tiened the fact that the iodine charcoal filters were retaining

10 the iodine at the other places when the gas would go through

11 the filters before getting to the atmosphere. You pointed out

12 that that would not occur if this particular relief valve had

13 vented.

14 liR. BARRETT: That is correct.

15 CC!1MISSIONER PIGFORD: The filters would be bypassed.

16 liR. SARRETT: That is correct.

17 CO!!MISSIONER PIGFORD: Now, have you assessed the

18 condition of the filters?

|
19 MR. SARRETT: We have done a lot of work on the fil- ;

,

!
. I

20 ters since --
|

21 | CCIIMISSIONER PIGFORD: Were those filters in proper
I t

I
'

$ 21 ; ccndition? !
r i

3 iV
i 21R . 3ARRETT: The filters could have been better. The,o3-.

,

a
x ,

.? , , filters were renovinc I think scne of the last n.unbers I saw,
.-

I I
j 25 90 percen of the gross quantity o f radioicdine . Ihey were

'

w9-

5*-{{ ff J i
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sg 6 1 performing a very beneficial service by converting a lot of the

2 iodine from -- I am going to have to explain a little bit of

3 iodine . chemistry I am afrai -- there is one form of iodine cal-

4 led elemental iodine --

S COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I think we -- just tell ur

6 were the filters in proper condition.

7 MR. BARRETT: The filters could have been better.
.

8 They were very effective in mitigating the consequences --

9 COMMISSIONER PIGFROD: Did they meet the NRC 's speci-

10 fications?

11 MR. BARRETT: As far as I know, okay, yes, they met
.

12 the NRC's specifications.

13 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Was there any indication they

14 were near the breakthrough point?

15 MR. BARRETT: Yes.

16 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: And still they met the NRC's

17 specifications?

13 MR. BARRETT: I am going to have -- you know, you |

|
'

19 ask a specific -- all right, the filters we are talking about,
;
'

20|. you are generally concerned about are the auxilliary building
i
'

i
i #416o*3 -- ;

I i
t

i COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Yes. i

2e1 '

3 i .

"
o. 3 ' MR. BARRETT: Okay. The auxilliary builcing :11tersy ,

'e
I
I 24 , had no NRC specifications for charcoal, the ability fc :ne char-
:
s

! 25 coal to retain the iodine. The specifications te ne T.ean the.

.

Y

(" Q pr
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; 7 1 technical specifications for that plant, that license. We only

2 had technical specifications on charcoal filters if they are

3 filters that are designated as what we call engineered safety

4 feature filter systems. Teh auxilliary building filters were

5 not engineered safety feature filter systems so consequently

6 they had no tech specs.

7 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I see. Then was the actual

8 removal efficiency on those below what is specified for cther

9 filters when you do have a safety spec on them?

10 MR. BARRETT: Yes. We thought those filters should

11 have functioned better than they did.

j7 COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: Can you be more precise? You

13 said they were removing 90 percent. What do you normally ex-

14 pect?

15 MR. BARRETT: We would expect -- our. normal technical

16 assumptions for that kind of a filter would be 99 percent re-

moval.j7

jg COMMISSIONER PIGFORD: I see.
,I

MR. BARRETT: They were removing 90.
!j9

!

COM:1ISSIONER PIGFORD: This let through ten times20
i

more elemental iodine than your safety specified filters would '33~
;

} '2,allcw. Is that right?
; .

;
| l

0 ' MR. BARRETT: No, that is probably not right. That is2 2a i ,

{ i
"

j why I wanted to tell you about elemental iodine. For elemental;24
5

icdine they would probably be -- I dcn't knew the r. umbers, but5 ,,
= -- .m.s

5 *,$b -rL ~
u .> it)%- '
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sg 8 1 I would say in excess of 99 percent removal of the elemental

2 iodine. The organic iodine that they were letting through, wha:t

3 they were really doing was, elemental iodine would enter into

4 the filters and organic also; they would filter out the elemen-

5 tal quite efficiently but they would let some of the organic

6 pass. The overall effect on the environment was we had very

7 little elemental iodine going out into the environment. Most ;
i
!

8 of it was organic. And the organic iodine was not settled '

9 down on the grass, and can become part of the grass pathway,

10 that is why we never saw much iodine in the milk. We did see

11 it in the air sometimes but it stayed in the air. That was

12 very important as far as mitigating the consequences of the

13 iodine that was coming out.

14 COMMISSIO:iER PIGFORD: A moment ago you said that

15 those filters allowed 99 percent of the iodine to pass through.'

16 MR. BARRETT: I am sorry. 99 percent of the iodine

17 was removed.

13 COttMISSIOllER PIGFORD: I am so rry , I misstated it.
i
.

19 It allowed ten percent of the iodine to pass through . Is that|
!

i
2c; correct? !

I i

s 1, 51R. 3ARR"*"- " hat is scme of the numbers ~ba- ' kave,

1 -o seen. That was a test for organic iodine, not a test for< s.
t ,

5 !

", .o3, elemental iodine. So overall, thev Orobably ecved in excess- -

a
1

g 24 of 90.
:
v

.i e .c CO"'4:SSIOUIR ?!GFO?O: I see. Thank vcu.. -

# } f g f. ' V # '

u u. s -~tU
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1 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Professor Marrett?

2 CO?O1ISSIONER MARRETT: Mr. Collins, I am interested

3 in what is going on at NRC now with reference to emergency

4 preparedness. I understand that there are some discussions

5 underway about revising NRC's role. Are you involved in any

of the plans or discussions?

7 MR. COLLINS: Well, yes, I am. There are a lot of

8 things going on in emergency praparedness, I can assure you,

9 both from the standpoint of what the agency itself should do

10 in the future in the event of another accident like this, and

it in my particular area there is a great deal of effort going

12 on in trying to get a radiological emergency response plan

13 put in place in some 20-odd states that need these kinds of

14 plans that have operating reactors and states sitting next

15 door to those states where the reactor is on a border.

-16 When I say putting the plans in place, I mean plans

;7 that would measure up to our current voluntary guideline

18 standards, because we do not have any legal clout to require

19 these kinds of plans. So there is a lot of activity coinc on.|. -

,

i

20 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: You do -- I believe the i

gj voluntary program allows you to concur in plans. Is that the

y 22 procedura --
t
3 i

"
n3 MR. COLLINS: That is the word we use, review and ip .

i
E
E: , * , concur, richt. '

= . -

==

j 25 i COMMISSIINIR :iARRETT Hav -"a-= "es- = y instances:
i .,,,,r..,

IU#uf p

i
ii
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I in which you would not concur in plans? Have any come in

2 that you felt so inadequate you would not concur?

3 MR. COLLINS: Well, the way the concurrence prccess
4 is set up right now and the way it has been set up since we
5 granted out first concurrence, back, I believe it was, in

6 1976 -- 1977, I guess it was -- generally, the way in happens
7 is like this. A state will get a visit from one of ten

8 regicnal advisory committees that we have set up around the

9 country, and sitting on these committees are the other seven

10 federal agencies that are involved in this business with us.

11 Now there are six federal agencies because of the new Federal

12 Emergency Management Agency, FEMA, which came into being on I

13 July 17, so that reduced the nc=ber of agencies that were

14 involved in this effort from eight to six within NRC's in the

15 lead agency role.

16 Typically, what happens is the state will come in

17 with, generally, draft documents at the first go-arcund, or

18 will gite this conmittee draft dccuments, the Regional
19 Adviscry Ccrmittee, and they will look at these documents and-

20 go around and around and arcund and say, We think this ought
i

21 to be a little clearer here, or we don't think this is going
> ,

\! 22 to work, and it is sort of a negotiating process with the '
r
5 ,

v t

23 state and the involved local gcVernments .cre chan anything |
,
.

2
|

} 24 else. i
2 |
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1 reaches, the plan is now taking shape as a final document,

2 and when the Regional Advisory Cc==ittee is satis fied that

3 the prescribed voluntary guidelines are applied in the state's

4 plan, then the Regional Advisory Committee recommends to

5 the NRC that the plan receive an NRC concurrence.

6 At that point in time, it goes through a final

7 look at the headquarters level, and the involved federal

8 agencies at the headquarters level are given a five-working-

9 day notice that unless objections are heard, the concurrence

10 will be granted.

I1 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: Have there been any instances

12 in which that whole process was not followed through en?

13 MR. COLLIUS: Well, I don' t quite know exactly what '

14 you mean, the whole process followed through.

15 CO!!IISSICNER MARRETT: Well, for example, might a

16 state, since this is entirely voluntary, and a state need not

17 submit a plan, might it at any point say, I wcn't bother abcut

18 making those changes that were discussed or wnatever, and jus;

|
19 fail to follow up any more with NRC and the other acencies? ,'

!

20 MR. COLLINS: Well, indeed, we have had states'

I
21 emerc.ency .clanning documents being submitted :c us for review.

i
'> '; 22 and we have sent letters back cr advised them tha: this does

r
3
U

.

23 nce this or that does nc: mee: that in cer=s of guidelines , ,',
e '

}
I 24 i and in scre cases we have not heard anything Ocre frc= che
*

Iy ,

3 25 states. Scw, there is a variety cf reasons for this, either
a

I , p s f, y8*
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1 that they have got other priorities and they think some other
2 things are more important or, in some cases, they have told
3 us that they have deliberately dragged their feet, hoping
4 against hope that the federal government or their cwn state
5 legislatures would come along with funds and people so that
6 they could do this thing properly.

7 So there is a whole host of reasons why the twenty
8 or so odd states out there that ought t.o have concurred-in
9 plans or some kind of plans in place that are maybe better

10 than they have, why the don't have these plans concurred in

11 at this time, a variety of reasons, many of which are poli-
12 tical.

13 COMMISSIONER MARRETT: With reference to the kinds
la of guidelines that you have used in reviewing pr.ans, has there.,

15 for example, been any guideline with reference to nublic

16 information. Do you icok at a plan and ask the extent to

17 which it makes allcwances, prepares for the disseminatien of

la information to the public?

19 MR. COLLINS: Yes. Our primary guidance documen: -

.

i
i

20 for the states and local governments has been out since
|

.

.

i

I21 December 1, 1974. It is a comprehensive document. It has -

i
b
y 22 withstcod the test of time. That dccument and Supplement |r
3

$ 23 Number 1 to it do contain the kind of guideline standards
|

,

* ,*
,

K e

i :4 ; concerning public information, notification, warning, the
e i

|>
b
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I cur primary guidance document as what we call essential

2 planning elements.

3 COMMISSICNER MARRETT: Could you be a little more

# cpccific on that? When you say public information, are you

5 talking simply about warning after an incident, or is this

6 keeping the public generally informed about radiation, for

7 example, about what might be going on in terms of any sorts

C of discussions that center on the plant?

9 MR. COLLINS: Well, we did not have in mind here

IO that the -- whoever, federal government, utilities, or who-

Il ever -- conduct a continuing education program on matters

12 involving radiation. That is not what we had in mind.

14 That, I think, is something that might have to be
.

14 looked at, but what we did have in mind here was that the

15 public and -he appropriate governmental authorities of f-site

16 should be promptly notified in the event that there is an

17 accident or an incident at that facility which will cause er

18 could cause, possibly cause, some impact in the off-site area,

19 of the plant, which nicht recuire scme rescense on the cart
- i

20 of the public.

21 So we had the thinc.s like early warninc in mind,. - ,
.

> i

[ 22 prcper notifica:icn of the authorities and the pub 1_c, and i
i; ie

V |
'

23 also, we also had in mind making recc=menda icns as :: wha:7
2 f

} '

I 24 : the public should do, and that is all in cur primary gulfance
. ,

h
i4

~

A 25 f c c =e n t . .w J . , 80 '9 e '.
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1 COM 1ISSIONER .\1ARP2TT: So public information there

2 means that there must be a call made to the appropriate agen-
3 cies. Is that what is going on?

4 MR. COLLINS: In the --

5 CCMMISSIONER MA.U'2TT: That is to enter a channel

6 with information to the public about an incident.

7 MR. COLLINS: In that sense, that is what it means,

8 and it also encomeasses that the ac.cro.criate governmental
.

9 authorities be provided with continuing and updated informa-

10 tion as the accident or incident situation changes. In other

11 words, that you just don't call them -- the idea here is not

12 to just call them and leave it at that, but to keep them

13 advised on a continuous basis so that if something changes,

la they are readv to make the necessarv moves that the.v have to.

15 make.

16 In other words, we envision this whole notification

17 and warning and public information process for emergency

18 planning as a dynamic process which starts at the time scme-

19 thing gces wrong and continues on through. I hcpe I have

20 | answered your question.
.
!
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1 co==ents that have been.made about whether or no NRC is the

2 appropriate agency to be respcasible for preparing for public

3 health and safety, what do vou envision hac.ceninv in the whole. .

4 federal structure with reference to NRC and emergency prepared.'

5 ness?

6 MR. COLLINS: Well, I think the way it will all

7 shake out, .vou know, if I am lookinc. in a crvstal ball the,.

8 way it will all shake out is chat the new .rederal Emergency

9 Management Agency will assume, we hope, a rore cc=prehensive

10 and positive role in coordinating the activities of the tech-

11 nical federal agenciec in emergency response. NRC certainly

12 is a technical federal agency 1 ke the EPA and like "EW.

13 So we would assume that t. , new FIMA would be ser-
,

I

!
14 : ng .coliev., makinc. such changes in the emergency rescense ~

. .
,

l

15 mechanism of the federal government that are needed, and wculf

16 retain these technical agencies like our agency in technical

1 */ roles in energency response 9 because that is obviousi.i where i

13 we belong.

c e y_v. 5 5 c y = .,. .n ~,. m _= ~_ m_ _= a _. _a : ; , ..,____a_- .:... _i -
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I set any new changes and so forth guidelines, but I want to

2 point out here that FEMA is nct ready to do this yet, and
3 they probably wcn't be able to do his for some time. One of

4 the reasons is that one must reccgnize what FEMA really is.

5 It is a combination of three large federal agencies, _b e

6 Federal Disaster Assistance Administration, Federal Prepared-

7 ness Agency, and Defense Civil Preparedness Agency, and a

8 number of other verv. small operations 1 ke Ficod Insurance

9 and Fire ?:ctection and things like that.

10 But I don' t think that the technical expertise

11 exists in FEMA at this time and is unlikelv to exist in many.

12 of the areas for which EPA and HE*.i and NRC are responsible.

13 'What we think is that we should keec the current deck of cards.-
,
,

14 that we've got now in terms of guidelines and standards,

15 because we haven't got anything better out there. Until such

16 time as the guidelines are reviewed and maybe ecdified into

17 regulations, which is a possibility under the Hart bill,

18 Senate 5-62; if that happens, then it is a whole new ball

19 came.
-
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I to establish its own plan in terms of emergency preparedness.

2 Where does NRC stand with reference to that and who might

3 review the NRC plan?

4 XR. COLLINS: Well, that is a little bit out of my

5 bailiwick, but there are people at NRC that do have the

6 responsibility to develop and improve NRC's emergency plan.

7 Incidentally, that is another piece of business that is

8 pro'cably going to be levied on us ay the Hart bill, S562,

9 the NRC Contingency Plan.

10 That bill also call _ for a national plan, probably

11 to be put together by FEMA. All I can say is that the NRC

I12 Contingency Plan will have to be developed, and when that is

13 going to happen I don't know, but it is certainly a thing

14 that is en the books ec be done, quite obviousiv..
,
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LA 1 1 CHAIRMAN KIMENY: Governor Sabbitt.
. c.. i

F/2/79 2 COMMISSIONER BA3BITT: Mr. Collins, following on this;I
se 31 '

i

i3 line of cuestioning, if the Hart bill or some other legisla- ;

I
4 tion were ultimately put together, giving Lie Federal Govern- I

'

|
i

5 ment direct jurisdiction to approve and supervise state
|
16 emergency plans , radiological and otherwise, dc ! understand
|

7 you as favoring the ultimate evolution of that approval
8 authority from NRC to FEMA?

9 MR. COLLINS: No, for the radiological emergency
10 response plans, the way it's set up in the Hart bill --

|11 COMMISSICNER 3A3BITT: Excuse me, I understand the I

12 Hart bill, but I would prefer to hear your position or FEMA's

13 position as a matter of what ought to be.
;

i
14 MR. COLLINS : Well, I don't know what FEMA's positioni

15 is. I have an inkling of wh.w --

16 COMMISSIONER BA3BITT: I ' m sorry , NRC's position. i

|

17 MR. COLLINS: NRC's position. No, we would like to

|
18 concur in the future in state plans with FEMA, the radiological {

l19 plans. In other words , it would be a joint concurrence by ;

e0 ! FEMA and bv. NRC for the radioloc.ical . clans, emer:en cv. . clans..

l
.

,

21 I think that's what we'd _ike to do.
I, ,2 COMMISSIONER 3A33ITT: Thank vou.i

.
i.r

:
y 23 CHAIR'G27 KEMEN?: Governor Peterson.
"

.
=

'j 24 j COMMISSICNER PETERSON : Thank fou, Mr. Ch ai rman .
|:

,

i ' Mr. Collins, let's go back to the incident response center ons ;3

i $7 2w s . , ! ', i, c'n ay
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LA 2 1 that Friday morning, March 30th. If Mr. Barrett hadn't been
2 there that morning and you got only that ene piece of infor-
3 mation coming in from the site that they had cb.;ained a
4 measurement of off site reading of 1200 millirems per hcur,
5 do you think it likely that you would have -- the group would
6 have decided to recommend evacuation?

7 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Excuse me, Governor Peterson , did

S you mean off site or on site?

9 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: I meant, they got in a

10 reading frem the site which we subsequently have analyzed was

11 in the plume about the plant. But they didn ' t have that

12 detail at the time. You had a report from the plant of a

13 reading of 1200 millirems per hour. And my point is , with

la that one piece of information, would this management group,
I
|15 in your opinion, have gone ahead with the recc=mendation t, -

16 evacuate the site?

17 MR. COLLINS: I think so. I don't think it really !

|13 depended on Mr. Barrett being there. If Mr. Earrett wasn't :

I
19 nhere, sc=ebody else would have been there, and thev'd have !

,

- i

-
1

!20 probably done the same thing he would have done. Somebcdy
; .

21 ' would have been there. We were all on watch in those days,
,

|
I

1 end pecple were rotating around en icng shif ts.92-

"
i

",
.9 3 | COMMISSICNER PETERSON: Excuse me a minute, mv. coint

t .

2 i

j 24 was Mr. Barrett did the calculation about the erroneous
I.

;

j 25| release of noble gases. And that reinforced this if30 millire.T
i

1

-g' .
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LA 3 I number. My point is if you hadn't had that reinforcement with

2 a pheny calculation -- accurate calculation based en the wrcng ,
I

3 data, excuse me, Mr. Barrett -- would that have been enough,
4 do you think, to get the management group to racc= mend

5 evacuation?

6 MR. COLLINS: I think it would. If they heard that |

7 coming frem the site, even without the calculation, they'd

I8 have done the same thing. I guess so. I suppose they wculd.

9 COMMISSICNER PETERSON : When you were talking about

10 this, you referred to the information getting to the

11 commissioners and how the escalating -- I had heard a rumor,

'

12 I guess it was, that the commissicners en the weekend, on

13 S unday , I think it was, some of thcm, had met and at tha t i

I

|
14 time decided te reccmmend evacuation. Co you have any infor- |

15 mation on that?

16 MR. COLLINS: Cn the weekend, talk about evacuation? |
,

17 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Yes.

i
18 MR. COLLINS: Well, there was talk over the weekend. '

I

19 , I believe it was predominantly on Sunday. And the way that
I i

20 all came about was there were scme things that haa to be done '

I
i +
.

21 ' to the reacter plant, some v.anipulaticas Of various cer.penents
I
i ,

22 ,' and thincs , to put the entire system closer to a stable shut->
;
r ,

3 I

$ 23 down situatien. And I do remember that there were scme
s ,

) i

i 24 people running around, technical people running arcund in the
e
v

} 25 center Sunday. I believe it was Iunday, I'n pre: 7 sure about
,

e., c,
t

.e
,

'A w
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LA 4 I that. They were making laundry lists of different technical

2 maneuvers that might have to be done with the plant, such as
i

3 opening this system and doing this , dif ferent thiags like that.'
4 And then along with that list, there was sort of a list of

5 possible consequences if one did those things. And these

6 consequences were in terms, as I remember, of projected doses
I
!

7 off site. And then there was a column which said if we do

S this operation , if this goes wrong and we get this dos e , then

9 what do we do. And then there was a recommendation for taking

10 some protective measures. And as I remember, for the differ-

11 ent manipulations that were on this laundry list, protecti re

12 measures anvisioned were sheltering and evacuation and combina-

13 tions of those things.

1~ So in that sense, evacuation was discussed on

15 Sunday, I believe. But it was discussed in terms of doing

16 things with the plant in the future that had to be done, in

17 other words, making certain system changes and things. And

te then if scmething happened while thev. were doing these things ,o
i

wouldthemagni-|-19 and radiological releases occurred, then what
I '

'
|

20 ' tude he o:: site and then what would we tell, you know, the |I
I

[21 state authorities and the local authorities to do. :: was
i.

>
; 22 ' that kind of a thing.
r

3 '

23 COMMISS:CMER PETERSC:i: And the cornissioners ws. e7
1 i !

fI' 24 ,in en this discussicn?
e *

I

j 2f ' MR. COLLI:iS - The Ocmcissicners were in on :nis, fes.,

, ,,' %.e s y
,
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LA 5 1 I can 't say whether all five cf them were, but I think at leasq
2 four were. I ramamber seeing four there.

3 COMMISSICNER PETERSON: Now, this is a time when 4

4 the President was up at Three Mile Island or en route there,

5 I guess.

6 MR. COLLINS: That would have been on Sunday. I

7 think this whole thing that I just talked about occurred

3 around Sunday afternoon.

9 COMMISSIONER PETERSON : And those four co:=issioners ,

10 did they all agree that, on the basis of the discussion,

11 that they ought to recommend an evacuation?

12 MR. COLLINS: Well, you see, this lis t -- there were

13 no recommendations for evacuation or anything gaine ' ut . This

la was just sort of a list of what protective measures might be

15 required if certain manipulations were done at the plant.

16 And that's simply what it was. It was kind of a look into

17 the future type list. If we have to do this and if this

19 happens or goes wrong, then what should we do, you see. So

19 ! it was a sort of looking in the future type thing.
I

I

i

20 COMMISSICNER PETERSOF - You look like you want to '

I !
I

a1 say somethine. about t.t a t , Mr. Barrett, i4 i
.

1

I. 22 f iMR. 3ARRETT: These were contingency plans , that _f
.

i !

y 23 certain thines happened, like what we lost wnat we call One
-
r

j 24 main ecolant pump, a significant piece of ecuipment, if we
=
w

j 23 les a piece of ecuipment, what should be dcne. And we did
'

i . % 37;, qum. t.
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6 1 dose calculations and projections. If the centainment failed

2 for some reascn , what should be done. They were contingency
3 plan,s, and strictly that.

4 CCMMISSIONER pETERSON : Let me ask Mr. Collins this.
5 In your experience with the Atomic Energy Commission and the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, have you ever encountered an6

attitude that emergency planning should not be emphasized,7

8 because that emphasis might stifle the development of nuclear
9 power?

10 MR. COLLINS: I have.

11 COMMISSIONER PETERSON: Does that permeate a lot of

12 the thinking and planning in the agency?

13 MR. COLLINS: Well, when I first joined the Atomic
14 Energy Commission in 1969, that particular attitude, I would
15 say, prevailed in many quarters. There were very few of us

involved in reactor safety or amergency planning in these16

17 days, from an operational standpoint. And the whole emerge;.cy

planning business in the AEC was a very Icw profile situation.13
j

19 I can say that having been in it for a decade now, as I look ,

'

I
t

20 back, things are more cut in the open. We're in better shape '

|

31itoday en this whole business than we were in '69. But we i
-

!
',

} 22 still got a long way to go.
,
; i
.

"
, ,a. So the climate for emerc.ency .o lanninc. and .crecaredness.

e |
.

.

I
'has imc.reved c.radually throuc.h the old AEC and the NRC. But

,.
.,

.
4

; '

i m.e in all honestv., there are still some vestiges of the Old.

f.,heti.

v
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LA 7 I hang-ups about trotting emergency planning out and giving it i
|

2 too high a visibility, lest you frighten the folks in |

3 Tunerville.

4 COMMISSIONER PETEMSON : Co you have that same

5 experience, Mr. Barrett?

6 MR. BARRETT: No, I have not had that experience, but

7 I'm not that involved in emergency planning.

8 COMMISSIONER PETERSCN: Mr. Chairman, Commissioner

9 Pigford had a questien he wanted me to ask for him. It's

10 a follow-up on something I asked. Can he do that at this

11 time?

12 CHAI?lo.N KEMENY: Yes.
*

13 COMMISSIONER PETERSON : I couldn't follow it

14 thoroughly.

15 CHAIRMAN b?.MENY: Okay, it's now seven after seven.

16 What is your wish? Are you ready to call it a day?

17 The witnesses are thanked. And I have one question

is to ask the commissioners. The witnesses are excused. Could

19 ; I just ask the ccamissioners , because of the change of plans ,
!

20 ! for a quick show of hands about the starting time tomorrow
,

t21 , mo rning , 9:00 versus 9:30. Those who prefer 9:00, please raise;
|

I, 22 | your hand. It looks as if the Chairman is outvoted.
'
'

1
-3

1

$ 23 ' (Thereupon, at 7:10 o' clock p.m., the meetinc was
3

i
} '

I 24 ; ccncluded. )
,
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2 CHAIP24AN KF.MENY: I have a very brief opening

3 statemeht. First of all, I would like to introduce Associate

4 Chief Counsel Charles Harvey, who, with his colleague, Ruth
5 Dicker, did part of the taking of depositions and was in
6 charge of preparing the Commission for this set of hearings.
7 Secondly, I wanted to comment on the Commission's

8 decision to try to get all the witnesses in today. It amcunts

9 to our feeling very much the burden of coming up to our
10 October 25 deadline, and we wanted to spend as much time as

1I possible at this meeting to make sure that all the investi-

12 gative activity that needs to be done is underway, because
13 we pretty well have to wind up *be investigative stage du? g
I4 the month of August.

15 It also meant, as a result of that, of the very

16 many things we found in the area of emergency preparedness

17 and public health, we had to make a selection of the themes

18 that we could bring out at this open hearing. You will vastlyt

19 = ore in the depositions that were taken, all of which, of
20 course, will be made public at the conclusion of the Commis-

21 sion's work.

f22 For example -- I wi'1 give you only one example.
O
y 23 There was a fascinating story concerning the provision of
d; 24 potassium iodide which we were very much tempted to bring out,i
s

I

$ 25 Ibut we decided it would prcbably add at least an hour to the-
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1 length of the hearings. It is an example of something that

2 we decided net to do.

3 Yes?

4 QUESTION: Dr. Kemeny, there are at least, as you

5 know, four government groups that are studying the Three Mile

6 Island situation. One of them came out with a voluminous

7 report today. Two weeks ago, the President said in Kansas

8 Citv, in effect, that nuclear power is here to stay, and he

9 would wait to see what else you all could add to it.

10 My question is, is there a danger that this Commis-

11 sion's charge is being watered down by all these reports and

12 by the President's statement? Has he usurped your role?

13 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: No. Let me comment on the Presi-
. -

14 dent's statement, specifically, because I have clearly thought

15 about it a great deal and I have gotten copies of the state-

16 =ents that were made and looked at news reports of what he

17 said during the retreat at Camp David.

18 I believe in all statements he and other key govern

19 ment officials made, the statement included that they would

20 wait until this particular Commission reported until taking

21 final action. I think that was crucial.

{22 Now, on the President's statement that he felt that
5

$ 23 nuclear power was an essential part of the energy picture,
e
I
J 24 he has a unique problem that is different frem the problem

25 of this Commission. He has to come up with a national plan

G ,%) ,uG'
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I of how to solve the energy crisis, and I do believe that there

2 is a serious energy crisis. In that, any chief a.xecutive has

3 to take the best possible guesses as to to what will be avail-

4 able to help relieve the crisis. I mean, a plan that would

5 have said, We are going to do, with a huge uncertainty as to
6 whether nuclear power will or will nct be part of it, would

7 have been a nonsensical plan to recommend to the nation.

8 Clearly, I would interpret the President's statement

9 as his guessing that whatever this Commission would come out

10 with would not reco= mend the total abolition of nuclear power.

I1 I think that is the only way I can interpret his guess.

12 Yet he has publicly premised that he would implement

13 the recommendations of this ccmmission. Therefore, if this

14 Commission should come out with a recccmendation that nuclear

15 power is not sufficiently safe, I have every confidence that

16 the President would accept that, and it would be one more

17 piece of very bad news the President of the United States

18 would get in trying to solve an almost impossible problem.

19 CUESTION: This morning the NRC issued a report that

20 said an accident, the accident at TliI could have been avoided

21 if the plant operators had just allowed the safety system to

>
[ 22 work. Do you agree with that conclusion of the NRC?

b
23 CHAIM1AN KZXENY: Yes, I do agree with that state-

7
1

1 24 ment. We have had a number of witnesses who have testified
i

} 25 before this Co==ission on that. But I think it should be put

L3''OE O
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I into the following context, and I believe I said this at my
2 last press conference, that one of the sad things that we are
3 finding is -- I said something like, Before we are.through,
4 I predict we are going to find ten to twenty different thingsi

5 about which we could say, If only so and so had happened, this
6 accident would not have occurred.
7 I believe the NRC correctly identified one of those

8 many things.

9 QUESTION: The NRC also said, Mr. Chairman, the

10 design factors could also have prevented the accident and t. hat

11 there is a long list of noncompliance. Does that comport with

12 what you have found from witnesses?

13 CHAIR %N KEMENY: Let me take that question in two

14 parts. Certainly on equipment failure we have had ample

15 testimony. On the question of noncompliance, I do not have

16 first hand evidence yet, but we are now in the process of

17 deposing a large number of officials of the Nuclear Regulatory
18 Commission, and therefore we hope by our next public hearings

19 to have all that information available.

20 CUESTION: In terms of noncompliance by the licensee.,

21 the noncompliance of Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations,

f22 is that what you are now in the process of finding from
5
v
9 23 witnesses ?
e
14 24 CHAIRMAN KEME:TY: We are looking ac the encire
i

} 25 question of how well the Nuclear Regulatory Commission carried

L3GO8v
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I out its functions to enforce its regulations.

2'

QUESTION: Well, when the NRC's inspection staff

3 reports that there was noncompliance by a licensee, would you
4 assess the blame, if that be correct, on the licensee, or

3 would that also fix some blame on the NRC?

6 CHAIRMAN KE: M : From the way I answered your

7 earlier question, very clearly I was assigning -- if that

8 statement is correct -- that one would have to place -- and if

9 this was known to the NRC -- would have to place blame both

10 on the licensee and on the NRC. I mean, that is their con-

11 stitutionsi responsibility, to enforce these regulations.

12 QUESTION:. Would it not also be the NRC's fault if
13 they did not know or if they were supposed to know?

14 CHAIRMAN KE:M: Yes. In that case, one would have

15 to have evidence as to whether it was possible for them to

16 find out, you know, whether there was an intentional cover-up,

17 and I have not heard any evidence to that effect, and/or

18 whether somehow they did not find it out or, as we have new

19 found in two other areas where we have looked, people within

20 the organization may have known and the news did not get up

21 high enough to do something about it.

f22 CUESTICN: Dr. Kemeny, do I understand you correctly
5u

23y when you say that the President has promised in advance to
5 fI 24 implement your recommendatiens without knowing what they might
i

b 25 be? gww~
m .t . . u u.

!
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I CHAIRMi KEMENY: Yes, that was che quite remarkable

2 statement that President Carter made just before the first

3 meeting ever of this Commission. He invited us to the White

4 House, and there was a press pool present. Therefore, it

3 clearly is a public statement the President made, not a

4 private one, and while I cannot quote it verbatim, I will

7 never forget the essence of it. He said how impcrtant the

8 Commission was and then said, "I not only locle forward to your

9 recommendations, but it is my intention to accept your recom-

10 mendations and to do everything I can within my powers to

11 implement them."

12 I commented on that at our first public hearing,

13 that when I accepted this job, my first words were, "It is

14 an awesome responsibility," and after the President's state-

15 ment to the entire Commission, it became an even more awesome
.

16 responsibility.

17 QUESTION: Mr. Chairman, do you feel there is a

18 greater pressure, given the complexities of the energy prob-

19 lem, does that increase the pressure on you to come up with

20 some kind of recommendation Eat does not preclude nuclear

21 power?

k 22 CHAIRMAN KEMDIY: No. I do not think it increases
e
3~
, 23 the pressure on us. It clearly eliminates cer ain very easy
a
ia 24 alternatives. I mean, if one simply could say eliminate
e

25 all sources of energy that have any dhnger associated with it

cae
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1 at all, I would assume this Commission would not exist in the

2 first place.

3 Unfortunately, I do not know of a major source of

4 anergy that is totally free of dangers, aid therefore it creates

5 a context within which this Commission is necessary. But our

6 charge is not to compare this with other sources but to make

7 a determination as to whether nuclear power does constitute

8 acceptable risks presently or if we can come up with recem-

9 mendations under which, if implemented, nuclear pcwer would

10 represent an acceptable risk.

11 QUESTICN: Are you worried about conditions at TMI

12 now as they try to bring it back, from the testimony you

13 have heard to date?

14 CHAIRMAN LNf: Yes. I think you are in a situa-

15 tion where there is some continuing degree of risk. Actually,

16 and here I am speaking only personally because the Ccmmission

17 has not had a chance to go in depth into that question, that

18 I suspect the very great limelight that has been turned onto

19 Three Mile Island I suspect will lead to extreme caution on

20 the part of everyone, nost notably the Nuclear Regulatory

21 Ccmmission, to do everything humanly possible to avoid any

k22 further major incident.

5
23 CUESTION: But the last witness said that the,

e
1

! 24 defense barriers are slowly going dcwn as they get into the
i

} 25 fuel. Oces that worry you, that the closer they get to

e %, q1, c,oo
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I looking at that fuel, the less defenses there are for exposure?
2 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I did not quite hear him say that,'

3 but what I heard mostly was the problem, of course, of the
4 very large amount of contaminated water in there, cnd that is

5 a problem, but I think time is of the essence here in the

6 opposite sense of the usual; that is, the more slowly one does

7 it, the safer it can be.

8 What my hope, again speaking personally, is is that

9 people will take their time here to make sure that it is done

10 slowly and safely, rather than feel the economic pressure to

II get it done as quickly as possible.

12 QUESTION: Mr. Chairman, how will you determine

13 what is an acceptable risk?
- ~ .. s

I4 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: That is going to be one of the

15 most difficult issues the Commission will have to deal with,

16 very clearly. We have had, you know, some very loose, free-

17 for-all discussion on this subject, and it is one of the

18 difficult issues on which we will eventually have to reach a

19 consensus as to how to determine.

20 QUESTION: Will it be done on a comparison basis

21 to other industries?

k22 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I don't know that. I mean, I

L
23g have my own views, but that is something clearly -- it is one

d 24 of the key issues that the Commission, as a Commission, will=

s

$ 25 have to determine, and I do not wish to pre-guess where the

N OfQ |O
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I Commission will come out on that.

2 QUESTION: One other question, Mr. Chairman..

3 Your changing your schedule today and tomorrow indicates you

4 are continuing to feel pressure to meet your deadline, We have

5 asked you before whether you considered delaying your deadline .

6 Have you considered it now?

7 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: No, we have not considered

8 delaying the deadline. I think we would do so only if we

9 find we absolutely cannot complete our charge. Frankly, there

10 are a large number of staff members who are working straight

11 out, so many hours a day. I think if we had any significant

12 slippage, particularly in the work of the staff, we would

13 have a dead staff on our hands.
..

14 QUESTION: Do you have any concerns that the quality

15 of your report may be damaged by the haste in which you are

16 preparing it?

17 CHAIRMAN 'N: I don't know if haste is quite

18 the right tern for it. People are working extremely hard,

19 and we are doing everything humanly possible to have all the

20 major issues investigated. I think " haste" would be an

21 accurate characterization only if we came out with recommenda-

f22 tions before we had all the relevant facts that we could
5
v
2 23 possibly collect.
a

h 24 QUESTICN: Dr. Kemeny, having read the su= mary of=

i

$ 25 the NRC's report today, do you have any feelings that the

L.3fl1CO'
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1 blame may be placed upon operator error in order to remove

2 blame from either the NRC, the designers, the industry?

3 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes, there certainly have been a

4 number of groups whose simple summary of it has been that

5 operator error is the cause of the accident, and I think by

6 now everyone concedes that there has been operator error.

7 That is very different from saying that operator

8 error is the total explanation of the problem. You may recall

9 at our last hearings we questioned one of the manufacturers

10 very, very hard. I, myself, remember questioning the vice

11 president in charge of nuclear generation, and pointed out

12 that the very same kind of doubt that I noted in the intro-

13 ducticn of the NRC document is mentioned, about the pressuri::er
- - - - ~ ..-

14 level, that the very same kind of doubt that, existed in the

15 minds of the operators that he said should not have existed,

16 existed on the part of one of the senior officials in that

17 company, and perhaps this may have been very widespread.

18 QUESTION: Dr. Kemeny, there was a congressional

19 report also issued today that basically says that the NRC

20 lulled the utilities and th.a American public into complacency

21 about reactor safety. Would you comment on that?

I22 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Could you say that again? I
r

1
y would appreciate it.23

_l3 21 CUESTICN: Yes. He asked about the House Govern-

25 ment Operations Corraittee report, which says the American

woici
i
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I and utilities were lulled into complacency by the NRC regard-

,
2 ing reactor safety.

3 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes, I would be happy to comment

4 on that. May I make one unasked-for comment? I would be

5 terribly grateful if both the NRC and congressional committees

6 came out with important reports the day after our public

7 hearings rather than the morning of, so I have some chance

8 to look at them before I comment on them.

9 (Laughter.)

10 But to take your question, which is a very good

11 one, we have the tesH mony of the five NRC commissioners

12 themselves, which seems to me the best way to answer that,

13 who said in so many words that the basic safety standards
. . . - - ~.

14 were set down in 1974, if my memory is correct, which was the

15 year before this particular commission came into existence,

16 and they had noe, as a commission, spent any serious time

17 discussing safety issues because they believed that sufficient

18 safety standards had been laid down. I think that answers

19 your question, wouldn't you agree?

20 QUESTICN: Dr. Ken:eny, since this Commission was

21 forned, it has served as something of, at least in essence,

[ 22 a watchdog over the NRC and its activities related 00 this
e
3

", 23 accident. E' rom the testimeny today from Mr. Gerusky and from
a
I

I 24 the previous witnesses frem Babcock & Wilcox, we are led to !

}

25 believe chat the duration of the Three Mile Island acciden:

uz 1cv
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I is really a four-year duration, four-year span.
2 After October 25, who is going to be watching the

s

3 watchdog, NRC7

4 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I would hope whatever structure

5 this Commission recommends is a long term structure for that
6 kind of task.

7 QUESTION: Do you anticipate a recommendation along
8 those line, that there will be somebody to watch the NRC?
9 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I don't quite want to put it in

10 that form. I mean, you are foreclosing a number of options.

II For example, you are assuming that we would reccmmend continu-

12 ation of the NRC. I am not saying that we are going to recom-

13 mend abolishing it. I mean, we are now really just in the

14 midst of looking at the NRC. But I think it is airly clear

15 that there are structural problems, and it is certainly within
16 the purview of this Commission and its charge to possibly

17 recommend some fairly major structural changes.

18 QUESTION: Mr. Chairman, do you feel that you have

19 sufficient staff to meet the deadline now, or would you like

20 more people?

21 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I think I am --

f22 QUESTION: Scme are working long hours at a time.
d

23 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: Yes, I am tempted to answer that,
a

.h 24 in the same tems that one of the operators answered when I

25 suggested that it would have been helpful to have an alarm
- a. ,w

U M g j w. L' L
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I that indicated when they crossed over into the steam region,
2 and he said, " Sir, one more alarm was the last thing in the
3 world we needed."

4 I think, in te:rts of the size of the staff, which

5 incidentally now stands at something like roughly 60 full time

6 people plus outside consultants, plus the Ccamissioners, that

7 while we certainly could always use more staff, the question

8 is whether we could manage on such a short time period to

9 mold them into a team.

10 QUESTION: You used the analogy, I believe, at your

11 first public session that this Commission was something like

12 a university. Is that analogy still holding for you?

13 CHAIRMAN KE:ENY: Yes. As a matter of fact, the

14 more I think about it, the better that analogy is. I said,

15 that the Commission members, in effect, were the board of

16 trustees, that the staff was the administration of the insti-

17 tution, and that the Chairman has the famous ambiguous role

18 that university presidents play: on the one hand, he is a

19 member of the board of trustees but has only one vote and

20 also takes instructions from the commission members; on the

21 othe2: hand, he is the head of the staff.

>
1 22 I think all the ambiguities and complications of the
e
5

", 2 3 univeristy s = cture have manifested themselves in the work-
e

24 ings of the Co= mission.
.

f 25 CUESTION: In that case, then, hcw dces the
,a mwwjaW
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I citizens' group which did some public complaining fit into
2 the university analogy? What would they be in a university?
3 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: The faculty, perhaps.

4 .

(Laughter.)

5 QUESTION: The October 25 deadline, does that mean

6 that this has to be off the presses on October 25 or it has

7 to be on the President's desk?
8 CHAIPMAN KEMENY: I would certainly hope not. I

9 mean, it only says to report to the President within six

10 months of the first meeting, and that is one thing on which
II I am going to receive clarification from The White House. I

12 hope very much that it means that we will have finished

13 coming up with our findings ud recommendations and are able

14 to pres.ent a copy of that to the President.

15 If it meant off the press, I think it would be a

16 hopeless deadline, though obviously we want to get it off the
~

17 press as quickly after that as possible. I would imagine we

18 would want to have a public meeting where we would have a

19 chance to make our findings and recommendations public.

20 GUESTION: Dr. Kemeny, is there going to be another

21 citizens' group established?

>
[ 22 CHAIRMAN KEMENY: I don't know that yet. In the
1
y 23 executive session tomorrow, that is cne of the items I put en
i

{24 the agenda to seek the Ccmmission's advice.

*

25 ggEs;;CN: Could I make, I think on behalf of my

ezcics i
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1 colleagues, a plea to be able to see the report at least an
2 hour before you hold your press conference on it? It is very

3 difficult to even attempt to ask meaningful questions --
4 CHAIPMAN KEMENY: That is a good point. Barbara --

3 I see she is taking notes on it. Yes, thank you. It is the

6 kind of thing I could have slipped on, but I hope Barbara

7 would not have.

8 I realize what you are saying. Clearly, we have to

9 report t'o the President first, but we will not report to the

10 President until we have finalized our findings and recccmen-

11 dations, and I have to ask President Carter hcw he wishes the

12 Commission to do that, and certainly we want to go public

13 as quickly after it as physically possible.

14 What you are saying is that somehcw we time it so

15 that you have time to study our findings and recccmendations

16 beforehand. I think that is very helpful advice.

17 CUESTION: &c. Chairman, if I could ask you, I

18 would like to just get scme idea of your opinion, your reac-

19 tion, to the NRC's report today.

20 CHAIRMAN KDENY: I have only read the introduction

21 to it, and that is thanks to the kindness of one of you here

f22 in the room that I had a copy I could glance at two minutes

.d
23

_3
before this press conference.

1a 24 I think that the statements that were made there in
-

I ,

I*

J 25 the su==ary seem to be true statements and non very surprising
L2f|1Cu !
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I ones, the ones I have sean in the summary. Clearly, I may

2 be doing an injustice without having read the whole report. 1
3 Thank you.

4 (Whereupon, at 12:50 p. m., the press coniarance

5 was concluded.)
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